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INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES
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PREFACE

;

- industrial--Education,ftin the public schools of Californid, is,
a-generic term which applies to all levels of education and
trainin& which relate directly to industrial occupatiOns..
Industrial "EducEiti.on includes the major subject.matter. fields
of industrial arts, trade and industry, and technical'and health'
.careers and services. A"comprehensive and reflectiVe rfidustrial
Educatiot curriculum will 'assist and support-students in se-lecting,
preparing, and advancing in occupations or careers which currently

"''exist or which are-emerging.

, IndustrialEducation programs are also those educational progrars
which pertain to the_body of related.subject matter organizec,
for the development of understanding about the technical, con-
sumer, occupational, recreational, organizational, managerial,
social, historical; and cultural aspects of industry and
technology.

6

In essence, lnaustrial Educationrcurriculum is concernedith
aiding the-individual to respond and react sensitively to
technological developments.and to cope efficiently and'effectively
with the consequences in one's personal4llife.

In order tOprovide Skills for,students tti- meet fliqf employrent
needs ih the future, the educational systet must meet its
curriquIum challenges'today. One meant of ialving this probler

. was thb development of the State ElectriciJoy/Electronics
Curriculum Guide Phase I that Centered on a 'competency-based
cluster approach to derive 'curriculum. Phase II provides the '

necessary,Instructional Learning Modulet including classroor
materials for a realistic curriculum foundation,which will assist
jn developinz student competencies for entry leve; occupations
and/or technical specialization. Statewide application of these
materials'will alloW for Student mobility; because Of standardization
and it avoids duplicatioh of high cost instruction.

It is sincefely hOped that the educational materials, contained in
this curriculum project will serve as the foundation for'improying
instruction in the area of Electricity/Electrbnics within the
schogl systems. 9f California,



PhOosophical liacklround

One of the primary purposes of the public schools.in our society
is'to acquaint the young with the nature of the culture within which

they live-and operate. The American culturt is distinctly
technologicaWtherefore, t, is the responsibility of our.
educational system to adquaint our youth with the nature of this

technological culture. The tremendous acceleration of industrial
technology has.hap and will-continue to have an overwhelminl,
impact on society.

One fundamental concept behind Industrial Education in our
educational system'i$ that tech-nical expelpences, curriculum,
instruction, and guidance assist the student in preparation for
economic independence.and an appreciation for the dignity of

work. Another main thrust is to prepgre students for a success-
ful life of Work by increasing their options for occupatio
choice, by eliminating barriers to attaining job skills, a d
by enhancing learning achievement in all subject'areas.

Irrespective of what the future may hold, individuals ii.ving

in our'present day environment will be handicapped unless they
arc reasonable well informed concerning the vg3t Electrical/
Electronic technological applications in our daily living.' Our ,

present civilization is scarcely conceivable without the
.applications of Electricity/Electronics which have become
identified with the industrial growth pf our country and our

thousands of everyday conveniences. The ElectricityE ronics

subject field is an integral part of the.Industrial ducation
curriculum,.and this field provides employment fot illions of°
individuals annually.

The total impact of,Electricity/Electronics on huma life is of

such magnitude that it necessitates a, comprehensive
program in our schools to prioduce informed individuals Capable
of effective and meaningful functioning in our sotiety. -

Project PurApse Phase I
*-

. During the IndustfiaI Revolution, lndustrial.Education focused on

primary or single skill deveiopment, and this approach wa's viable
in an era that requited the mastery of One skill for Anitkal.
employment. However, preseht technological developments in the

labor.market have pecessitated that individuals within the 'labor
force have aiiultiplicity of, skills to meet the needs pf the
nation's trad and technologicalscommunities.



In order to facilitate methods for students to meet their .

.employment needs in the future, the educational system must meet

its curriculum challenges today. One means of solving this problem

is the development of an Electricity/Electronics'iRstructionar
program that centers on a competency-based cluster approach to

derive curriculum. Utilizing this approach, the student will have

a realistic curriculum foundation which will provide access to

the neceSsary coMpetencies for entry level occupations and/or

technical specialization.

The basic intent'of the State Electricity/Electronics Curriculum ,erN

Guide was to provide educators within Industrial Education a
competency-based guide that ;an4be adapted or adopted to any

\ existing or new program without major,cost expenditures. Hoprefully,

the guide will act as a catalyst.for educators who desire,b . .

revision or restructuring of their Electricity/Electronids .

curriculum, yet the guide format provides the flexibility for-.

), teacher-based modffications related tV methodoloty, instructional

, resources, textbooks, equipment, laboratory systems, etc. Fore

the educator,the heart of this tuide was the curriculum outlines

that were an outgrowth of the occupational tasks and/or competencies

identified through various occupational needs assessmebts and tasks

analysis inventories. :

The following is,a-brief synopsis of each outline in terms of level

of instruc,tion and duration.

1. Curriculum Outline Level I - Grades 7-8

a. 9 week unit outline

b. 18 week unit outline

2. Curriculum Outline Level II - Grade 9 .

a. 36 week unit outline

3. Curriculum Outline Level III - Grade 10

a. 36 week unit outline

4: Curriculum Outline Level IV (Specialization Level) -

Gradei 11-14

a. 3 6 week unit outline at each grade level



The contents of the curriculum outlines were generated to increase
the efficiency or the Electricity/Electronics pTograms in
schools of this State,-and the competency-based structure wig'
established for the students so that their complex and confusing
world begins to take on order and their learning tasks are vore
'relevant and 'readily attained.

Project P iloose Phase II

The State Electricity/Electronics Curriculum Nide was proposed
as i comprehensive educational guide designed to elirinate the
dichotomy.between formal school and the worfdjof work. Basitally
Phase II allowed,the development of Learning Modules for the'
Guide, in an' effort to improve the preparation of California'-s
youth for their future in the'world b.eyond the classroor.

Phase II elso addressed itself to the developmerit, aq use of
Instructional Modules within the classroor as a vehicle to
implement the Curriculum Outlines presented in Phase I.

Instructional Modules were based on e,ach major Unit topic within
Levels I, II and III of the State Curriculum Guide for Electricity/

, Electronics. Approximately sixty Instructional Modules or pacl.ets
. 410 were created for teachex/student use,. Each module contains

. basically the following:

. '1. Goals And Objectives (unit)

2. Outline

3. Pre,Post Test (keyed)
a

4. Insiructor References

5. Suggested Methodology

6. Demonstrations and Quest Activities

7, Student Handouts--Informational

8. Vocabulary Enrichm'ent List

9. Student Worksheets 4

10. ,Related Instructional ActiN;Aties and Craphical
Illustrations
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Rationale

The instructronal Modules ip- this level were sRecifically
designed to assist the electronics instructor xn the planning,
organization, and presentation of course materials. Care, and
emphasit throughout the modules has heen given to the needs of
technical instructors who must motiVate and guide California's
youth through the eduFational system. At tNe sabe time the
authors of the Instructional Modules-were fully cognizant of
the need to present fundamental competencies, yet, not in thg
traditional dry fashion but, wIth an eye owards:

Marketing the Subject Matter
Innovative Assignments
Eye Appeal
Constant Reinforcement-
EducAtional Games
Doing Activities
Immediate Unit Evaluation
"State of the 1krt" SUbj6ct Matter
Diversity in Teaching4Methodology

Sccnie

The Instructional Modules,are gneralfy divided into two sections,
as follows:

Section I (Instructor's Guide)

This section is presented,first in the module to /

enable the instructor to have a lesson plan.overview
to the unit. This overview'includes;

1. Title of Unit
2. Time Allocation
3. Unit Goal
4. Unit Objectives
5. Evaluation
6. Instructor ReferenCes
7. Overview (unit)
8. Suggested Presentation Hints/Methodology
9. Suppletental Activities and Demonstrations

- 10. Instructional Module Contents Listing



All of tHe suggestions in-this section wete designe4
to enhance the unit presentation ,And provide thc most
effective learning enviconment"for utilization of all
instructional materials. The contents of each module
have been carefully prdpared and ttrutinized in order
to establish*a solid technical fouridation for the
student.

Section. Ii (Instructional Module Materials)

This section contains the packet of materials to be
'utilized ip theclassroom. When appropriate each

--
module includes;

1. Unit Outline/Transparency Master
2. Pre-Pbst Test (keyed)
3. VocabUlary Enrichment Activities
4. Student InformationalUandoutS
5. Related Quest Activities
6. Answer Keys

The Instructional Modules have been constructed and packaged so
that the deletion of certain materials or the addition bt pertinent
information can be-inserted or removed with minimal difficulty.
Individual courses añd. ins1ruttors are not identical hence provision
for flexibilkty,is necessary in' order to achieve a curriculum
that is compatible with the instructor.

In the event a training program requires a radical change i the

c9ntent of material presented within a module, the instructor
may easily cut, insert, and paste masters to achieve the desired
results which art tailored to Abe instructors specific needs.

Suport Systems

No amount of planning or preparation can parantee success in

the class,room, because learning is such an intangible quality,
yet, thelack of these.ingredients in any program immediately
guarantees dismal educational results. The most indispensablc
support system withit the educational process is the teacher, who.

must have.the expertise and enthusiasm that can'pr4ppel students
into the world of learning.

The instryctor must also possess the drive and ambition to
contiluouly improve and update the program, espeially in this

area, dut to drainatic technological innovations.

The classroom shoUld contain the necessary furniture.Ao allow
the course to be taught in a satisfactory manner. Good lighting
is absolutely essePtial'in terms of the activities that occur.
Power outlets are of paramount coricern for obvious reatons,
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and their locatiem should allow for room fleiility. Tables,
-benthes, andjor desks should con'tain locks to insure inventor),
control, and stozege facilities for projects,.eqUipment, parts,
etc., must be readily available. Chalkboards ald bulletin ,beards
sh*uld be mounted for easy access .within "the classrdom.,

field of Electricity/tlectronics seems to; be anattràlt interest
a: to Many st,udent,s an,d he laboratory portion, can be uskd as

the Vehicle to generite'a vtaünt of enthusiasm along ith
nece,ssary te'chnical concepts. Whether an instructor tilics
individual ,expexithents, project constructt.on, training.systems,
or a combinatio*,,approach in 'their- laboratory it hot critical;
-what i vital is,,that theirselection reflects Cie goals .and
objectives., thaV'1;hey want,to attain .within ,the course.

4

An individual scbooI may have the best physical. facifity ,* equiprientl;
'instructional. materials , end' administration, but it) the final
anklysis it is -the teacher who must promote, ,c.orditlate and'
maittpilin the program.

ii
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MODULE LISTING
Curriculum Guide Phase II

Level II I ptructional Modules*

0 Orientation

Unit - I Introduction co the World Of Electricity
A

. 1101 a

Unit
1

II Electrical Safety

Unit III Historical Development of Electricity

Un'it 'IV. BAsic Electrical Skills

Unit V Magnetism
,

Unit VI- Nature of Electricity

Unit VII Methods of Producing Electricity

Unit VIII The Flow of Electricity Through Conductors and Insulators

Unit IX The Ellectrical Team

Unit X The Language and- Symbols of ElectTicity

Unit XI Components, Suitches,.and Circuits

Unit XII 'Resistance and,Resistors.

Urfit XIII .Eldctric Lamps and Heating-Devices

--4,144Unit XIV Electrpmagnetism

Unit XV UC and AC Electricity

Unit XVI Motors and Generators

Unit XVII Low Voltage Circuit Wiring of Signal Devices

Unit XVIII rcult Protection Devices

Unit XIX House 'Wiring

Unit XX Introduction to EleCtronicllath Fun.damentals

Unit XXI Communication Systems

Undi- XXII Exploring Occupations in, Electricity and Electronics

Unit1 XXIII Your Future in Electricity and Electrohics

"Instructional Module,contonts are coordinated with the California

Industrial Education Electricity/Electronics Curriculum Guide,
Level 1.1, Curriculum outlines.

lit
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STATE ELECTRICITY/.ELECTRON1CS CUkRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL II UNIT #0

Title of Unit; Orientation

Time Allodation: Several Days

Unit, coal:

To communicate those competenaes which wiil allow an awareness;

of ,courSe goats., objectives, and basic requirements..

Unii Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. describe examples of the technical.nature of our modern

society and the need for technical instruction in the area:

of Electricity/Electronics .

explain basic course requirements and the system of student

evaluation.

3. demonstrate an awareness of the general course objectives

.and Nerify the significance of each within this eclucational

program.
Evaluation:

The tudent will demonstrate his/her competenm:in'terms of these

measurable objectives,...based Apon individUal instructors acceptable

performance criteria, which'may utilize a combination of oraliTor written

-. testing procedures.

Instructor References:

Industrial Education Electricity/ElectroniEs Curriculum Guide Grade

Levels 7-14. Publashe.d by the State of, Crnla:11:MT7177777------

Innovative Programs In Industrial Educa on. Leslie H. CoOran, McKnight

and Maniiht Co., 197G. Chapters and-7.

tit

Planninl and Organizin; Instruction. Ralph C. Bohn and Harold Silvius,

McKnight and McKnight Co., 1976.

Overview:

Weleo

This unit should be introduced by examining the course goals and

objectives, not merely an instructor/student exercise in reading, but

a-brief dismission in reference to each item while also highlighting

their overall significance.
Basic school ot classroom rules and iegulations, or operating pro-

cedures require attention early and this may be a good opportunity to

present those to the class.
The next topic should emphasiz, specific course requirements and

0 the method for student evaluation. Time should be allocated in such

a manner that it will allow extensive descriptions as needed.

This unit-will not conclude with an examination as will,etfier modules,

Oecause of the length and nature of 'the subject matter presented.

i 6



SuDgcst4 Presentation Hinu/Methodology:

F011ow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
.

for currculum presentation, however, note the following:

!II
,

,

. a. Mks unit can afford the instructbr ail unusual oppprtunity to

1

learn about important qua/ities the student possesses. The-

Student Questionnaire for,example can act-as a means to dis-

-cover, a wealth of information, so read through it carefully

upon cotipletibn, then file all student forms by,periods in

one notebook tor a handy reference% ' ,

2. The). handout labeled "Student Performance Record" can serve

several functions as desired. First, it can be placed -at the

front of:the stUdents' notebook is a title page, pr it can he- .

graded pehodically to- indicate unit performance as evalOted

by instructor. Finally, thigihandout could be,aiquick Table

of Contenii for stUdents in terms of.specific course content

and/or subject matter'chronology. .

-,

When introducing the Inforniational Handout - Electricity/
,

_ Electronics, (area,deseription) have each student read out

lotid a small-portion. This will immediately draw your. atten-.

tidn to those students-that might.need special attention. ..

I 4. Remember detailed Rules for Conduct nc4Procedure are located

in the safety unit and will be taught at a later time. This

unit.is only concerped with basic classroom conduct and pro-

cedures.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. Initial room impressions are important so if possible have

the bulletin boards adequately displayed, materials stored

properly, safety.signs posted, etc. These kinds of things

such as shop appearance develop student attitudes that will

affect their own craftmanship or performance.

During-the first week of school manrstalents can be disen-

.chanted with the "paper shuffling" so try to demonstrate a

technical device that can catch their imagination. If a

strobe light, color organ, or even a microcomputer is avail-

able use it to generate enthusiasm about the program.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. 'Informational Handout (Course Goalsnd Objectives).

3. Informational Handout (Electricity/Electronics Area Description)

4. Informational Handout (Student Questionnaire)

S. Informational Handout (Student Performance Record)

6. Informational Handout (Student Evaluation-System)

7. Exam Answer Sheet (Master)



Orientation
e J.'

A

A. Course Ob'jective

4.

a'

Rules for Cdnduct and Procedures

C., Course/Requirements
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Name:

"Date:

10.eriod:. .

INFORMATION/4, HANDOUT

coosE COALS AND OBJECTIVES
1

,

. . .
,

Tilts Electricity/Electronitsprogram is a:technical educational ;program
designed to insure thaf,all indiuiduals a're prepared with "entryTM level

.
skills.to enter either the world of work -orto'coOtinue to-post-secondary

,

education.
"

'ysted below for your Yeview dre sononeneral objectives that will be

accomplished with the successful conclusion of this course!

0An
appreciation of the inflUence the Electricity/Electronies

area has on our social and economic life.
,

The ability to selectr care for, and utilize electronic products

IV equipment and tools.,
; .

411
An -awareness of,os'fe habits and attitusies regarding materials,

MI' tools, and equipment. 4

Ah Opportun.ities to exploreleisure-time activities within this

MP subject field.

S An sppreciation of design, construction techniquesand crafts-

manship.-

mh An understanding'Of !he occupational composition of the

Electricity/Electronics area within the world of work.

mh The ability of problem-solving technical data by utilizing sound
mr judgements based on valid knowiedge and experience.

Ah A consciousness in regards to energy conservation and its

MP significance.

mh An awareness of:consumer products and their technical operati,on

MP and application.

Ak Demonstrations of basic techniCal proficiency skills ihat apply

IP to a range of occupational jobs in Electricity/Electronics.

mh The recognition of specific competencies eSsential for einployment

w in a job,arpa and the formation of 'realistic occupational goals.



Nre:'

Date:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT Period:

ELECTRICITY/EECTRONICS

_Oursgrandparents would never
N.

recognize the worild in which we Iive or-

: many of the gkigets which are so common to us. Hundreds of electronic.

wonde(which we,reldily accept in our society.were Unkpbwn sixty years

ago, and hive become faMiliar objects only thr040 the development.of a

'new industry that-is called electronics. This ifildustry is now one of the

largest in the'United States; and aftajor portion of its research and pro-
, .

duction planti are'located in California.

'This school has recognized that present technology and consume demands offe

; a special opportunity for students who want occupations which ate interest-
.

Amkin4; and chalienging"and where the chance for advancement and salary are

unlimited. The electronics, field is one in which continuous research is

always ad4ini/new products to be made, tested, marketed, and operated.

There will.be a steady increase in the number of persons employed in this

industry according to statisties developed gy'the Sta1 of California.

The student in Electricity/Electronics studies basiielectrical theory,

laboratory techniques, use'of test i7truments, care and use of hand tools,

ihop safety, circuits,and construction or proje t building. The skills whic'

one can develop may be app,lied to the areas of ommunication, transportation

computers, research and development, etc.. 1,f the student is deeply inter-

ested in his/her work,'has abilities, and is willing to study and learn,

s/he can progTeis to an entry level occupation or to continue further

technical traininl.

Basically, electronics is a field that is a combination of the study of

mathematics and physical science, and its principles can be understood by

the individual who is willing to WORK!



P.LEASE PRIN.;

1. Name
. Last

2. Address

.`2

INFOliMATIONAL fiANPODI:

STUDENT QUESTIONNA10--

,

e

First

3. Ao Iiirthdate
Month

-4. Father or GuardiaAJs name

Occupation
.

L. Mother or Guardian's.name

Occupation

Middle
Grade in School

Name:

Date:

ylod:

,.....=1

Phone

6ay _Year

.41

ast irst

Last TiTst
4

Khat are your hobbies?

=MIIIMM=1W

9. Do you have a job? Whaf7'

O. 'What occupation would you like to follow?

11. What type of education do ydu think is required for this ocCupation?

Letter

12. Previous shop courses School Crade level Crab'

A. General Shop
B. Drafting
C. Woodwork
D. Auto Shop
E. Metal Shop
F. Electricity

13. List machines you have used in school or at home



Nn,
.Name:

41,4. Lisi hand tools you have usied -In scSool or at hoMe

15. Why are you enrolled i this class?
V

16,, Whom to cOntAct in case of an accident

Address
Phone

_17. School Activities a.ele4ic teams,, clubs, etc.)

lb. Scilool Attended last xear

. List classes taken last year and letter vade for last serester.

1-.
2/.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Class Teacher Grade

20. Class schedule this year.

Period
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Class Teach'er. Roar

41,

21 Counselor

22. Write a brief autobiagraphy, include where You were born, schools

attended-, interest, goals etc..
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Name:

Date:

Period%

ELECTRICITY ELECTRONICS
Is

Name of student:

'STUDENT PERFORMANCE .RECORD
r

'last First Middle

UNIT .

. Unsatis- Satis- Excel
factory factory lent

Op Orientation' 0

I. Introduction to the World of Electricity - I

II. Electrical Safety II

III. Historical Development of Electricity III

IV. Basic Llectri,cal Skills A IV
V. e -netism .

V

VI. N re of Electricity i VI

Ask VII. Me Nbds of Prodticing Electric.it): vii
II, VIII.. The Flowipf Electricity Thtough VIII

Conductors and Insulators
/IX. The Electrical Team . ' IX ,

X. The Language and' Symbols of Electricity X

XI. Componentse Switches, imd Circuits . XI _..-

XII. Resistanceand Resistors XII

XIII. Electric Lanps and Heating--Devices" XIII

XIV.\ Electromagnetism f XIV

XV.. \ DC and AC Electricity XV.

XVI. Motors and Generators , XVI

XVII. Low Voltage Circuit Wiring of Signal XVII

Devices
XVIII. Circuit Protection Devices XVIII

XIX. House Wiring . XIX.
.

XX. Introduction to Electronics Math' XX.

Fundamentals
XXI. . Communication Systems

, XXI

Xpl. Exploring OcCupations in Electricity and XXII

Electronics.
XXIII. Yjour Future in Electricity and Electronics XXIII

(Place this sheet in the front of yoipt notebook as a title page).

School ----Instructor

t

#



'iNFORMATIONAL,HANDOHT

STUDENT iVALUATION' SYSTEM

Students are graded as follows each quarter:

CITIZENSdIP: ;

The ocitizenship grade is determined by atti6de, cooperation, work hibits,

clean-up, 'oral participation, and attendance.,

Name:

Date:

Period:

This,grade may.be lowered as follows:

1. UneXfused absences.
2. linexcued tardies.
3.. Improper attitude or behavior.

4. Shop rule violations.

LABORATORY AND HOMEWORK: %

The laboratory/homework grade is2.based on'the quality and-quantity ofthe

Work completed at the end of each quarter.

This grade may be lowered as follows:

1. Quantity and quality below ability.

2. Inconsistent work or progress.

3. Required laboratory experiments, projects, or homework

not completed.
4; Failure to observe safety-regularodons.

TESTS:

This grade is determi4d by averaging quizzes,,tests, and final, examinations

NOTEBOOK: %

.

Notebooks will be collected and graded periodically. Notes will be neat,

clear, and in proper sequence. They will contain all materials and asstgn-

ments completed by students, and also those handed out, by the instructor,

FINAL GRAVE: %

The final grade is determkned by a collection of grades in the following

areas:

1. Laboratory and homework.

2. Citizenship/behavior.
3.. Tests

, 4. Notebook
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A ELETRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDEs
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL II UNIT 01

x

itle of Unit: Introduction to.the World of Electricity

Time Allodation: Several Days (Unitt 0 and 1 mil week)

Uhit Goal:

To communicate and infuse,those competencies which will per t s nts
to evaluate the basic characteristics of electricity and to d

the aramatic role that electricity plays-in our teckricl soc'

Unit Objectives:

The student will)be able.to:
.

1.- describe in general terms, what is electricity and ident&fy

4k
several major applicitions.

define 6e terms static and/or dynamiC electriCity, and indicate

an appropriate exiigrof each type.

3. explain and/or justify the need for mastering fundamental theories

. relatea to the Eleoctricity/Electrbnixs'field, and yeTify the

importance of this field to modern society*

EvIrluation:

The student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these

iteasurdble objectives'based-upon individual instructors icceptable-
performance criteria, which utili;es a combination oforal, or written

testing procedures

Instructor References: .

. .,

Basic Electricity. Marcus and Marcus; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974.

. Chapters:" 1 and 2.

.Basic Electricity Traininl Manugl, Ted Pipe, Howard W. Samsdilc.4, 1976.

Chapter:.,1.

Intioduction to Electricity and Electronics. Orla Loper and Arthur Ahr,

Delmar Publishers, 1973. Chapter; 1

Overview':

'The primary, purpose of this unit is-to pirovide an introduc'tion -or

initial exposureinto the Electricity/Electronics area of ifistruction. The

tentral theme, however, is to provoke student awareness of th-e nature,

characteristics, magnitude, and application of electricity.
The unit lesson should concentrate on first describing that electricitw

.is many.ways a mystery, although, society has put it to a variety

tof,uses.
Next, a technical presentation explaining the specific principles of

Ampoth static and dynamic electricity.
Unit I should conclude with an emphasis on the importance of electri-

city and the reasons for its-expanding influence and vast market of job

oppprtunities.
This,unit will not contain a fortpl eXamination as will other:modules,

because of,the length and.nature of the subject matter presented.
.

LII-U1-1 r
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Sul;gested Presentation Hints/Methodology:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton

for.curricuium presentation, howeyer, note the following:

410
1:- An important aspect of this lesson itrould"be to stress that

static electricity is largely, a nuisance, a disturber, and a

potentially dangerous foe in some instances. A frank discussion

-about lightning, its, cause, and frow one can avoid harm should

be helpful to the student in terms of personal safety.

2. Some students are hesitant to admit that they are confused or

that a concept is not clear to them. The student should be .

aWare that in this class there is no. penalty for admitting

fhat they are technically bewildered and in need of further.

explanation.
When etplaining the basic difference between static and dynamic

electricity try tp equate static to electrical charges "at rest"

While describing dynamic electricity in relationship to elec-

trical charges in motion to accompliskna specific purpose..

4. It is highly important as they begin their studies in this field

that they realize that technical reading requires a s;ower pace

due to the illustrations,schematics, and other graphics that

must be digested. Recommend to Students that when they read

they concentrateon comprehension rather than lea.ding speed.

Lualuental Activities and Demonstrations:

. 1. This is a sure fire .attention grabber if materials are available.

"111LObtain a static machine or Tesla coil and operate it in a manner.

to dramatically show the affects of static electricity. Chvck

with the science area at your,school for possible support

materials.

7. Suspend a charged balloon from a stand, then bring a rubber .

rod that has betn rubbed with cat's fur or flannel near the

balloon. Observe the reaction and discuss- with your class.

Repewk this demonstration utilizing aiglass rod rubbed with

!!silk
'.

With the class, itemize ill the uses of electricity that they

can think of and then list them on the chalkboard. From this

lisf discuss the significance Of this subject field to their

, daily life and the world around them. ,

'
Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

00

2. Worksheet - Awareness-Classifying ElectricaLDevices

3. Quest Activities



Introduction to the World.of Electrici.ty

A. What is Electricity?
1. Silent, ,invisible, apd a clean

form 'of energy

Static or nonfunctional elec--

tricity

3. Dynamic or functional electridity

-

Why Study ElectrIciey?
1. Importance to modeien society

2.. Applièations

3. Expansion of job opportuniti-es



LI/

SCORE:

GRADE:

r
. Date:

11ORKSHEE3 Perio.d:

4 -AWARENESS-CLASSIFYING ELECTRICAL DEVIC4

You haVe probably heard many times that thp world would be very different
without any Electricity/Electronics devices. At home, a television set,
a radio, an eleCtrically controlled stovo;- a telephone, even a stereo
system may contribute an importance function to our daily lives.

In this.assignment you will list first,-ten essenti electrical devices
that are very necessary for our daily existance. Ne t you will list ten
luxury electrical devices that may be important, but 1 neceSsary we
could Uwe without.

Electrical Device Lists

NECESSARY

2. 2.

3. 3.

4.

5. s.

6.,

7.

8.'

9.

10.

'7.

S.

10.

LUXURY

Perhaps you found that completing these lists were more difficult than
you imagined!! Some electrical devices can be both essential and a luxury

device, depending on their specific use. In eiT7F7 case our lives are
greatly influet)ced by.thi many devices created through electrical technology

TECHNQLOGY
4!!) Techne m.skill 0 logos. m word/account

(From two Greek words)

A t chnology, then, is grdescription about how something was made.



Name: .

RADE:
D6te:

WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY
"UNIT 1"

In your own words write the answ rs to the following questions. Be neat

and make complete sentences when necessary.

1. Malie a list of "S" machines r appliances which use electricity.and

that have been recently inveteff, write your answers in the squares

below.

Elf 2
Desciibe- two ways or methods of prodliCitig a charge of static electricity

OR

What is the main difference between static and dynacic electricity?

4. What is the name of the great American (170(-1790). who proved that

lightning and electricity were the same?

Locate a standard dictionary and look up the term' electricitv and copy

0 this definition in the space" provided.

ELECTRICITY:



ANSWER SHEET
UNIT 1

411A. ELECTRICAL DEVI ES

(subjective an wer)

B. QUEST_ACTIV1T

1. (subjective anSWer)
2. rub a glass rod with silk,

move a comb through your hair,
rub a rubber roa with cat.fur,
scuff your feet across a wool
rug, wind rubbing across the
surface of the earth, etc.

3. Static electricity is a high voltage
charge-with Ao electron movement
and tannot be controlled. Dynamic.
electricity has electron movement
and cap be controlled to produce
work.

- 4. 'Benjamin Franklin
5. (subjective answer)



ELECTRICITY / ELECTRONICS
CURRICULUM GUIDE
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STATE ELECT1UCITY/ILECTRONI CU4RI CULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S CUIDE TO ACCONI NY LEVEL II UNIT 12

Title of Unit:. Electrical,Safety

Time Allodation: 1 week

Unit Goal:

To-inform and instil student competehce in safe guarding them-
selves and to apply this safety attitude tv their daily life,
whether in the classrooms on the job, or at home.

Unit Objectives:
4

The student will be able to:

1. identify the three classes or categories of fires and indicate
the proper method of extinguishing each. 2

distinguish between coMmon safe laboratory practices and,
hazardous conditions, and pass a safety test with 100% ac-
curacy, based on the information.discussed.

explain and apply the proper safe,ty and first aid procedures
when dealing with an electrical hazard or a serious shock.

Evaluation:

The student will demonstrate his/her competence interms of
these measurable objectives based upon individual instructora accep-
table performance criteria which utilizes a combination of written
or qral testing procedures.

Instructor References:

Basic Electricity: Theory and Practice. Milton Kaufman and J.A. Wilson,
McGraw-all Book to., 1973. Appendix A,

Industrial Educlo.prg-afety Guile. Published by the State of California
1978.

Malang_ Safety Work. Nafional Safety Council, McCraw-fill Book Co., 1976.

Overview:

The unit should be introduced-as a necessary, yet meaningful4resource
for all activities. In'order to place "safety" in its proper perspective
within'the students' mind, stress that.safety instruction should begin
early in childhood and extend continuously throughout life! The ,idea that
accidents or electrical shock are unaboidable in this kind of class must be
discouraged. .

The central safety theme of this unit is promoted by the discussion
of rules which have been established to assist stuctiOtts in--remembering the
fundamentals of preventing accidents. .

,

III
The next topic of emphasis deals with the nature of electrical shock

and the first aid procedures to employ if necessary. .

This tinit concludes with a brief description of fire prevention and
fire classificaiions. ,The student will also learn about proper extinguishl.
ing techniques to be used, dictated by the type pf fire encountered.

. LII-U2-134



'Suggested Presentation Hints/Methodology:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
for,curriculum presentation', however, note the following.

1. This unit is often used as, the most opportune time to introduce
both school fire drills or tivil dbfense drills. Try to
impress students,'during these kinds of activities, with the
idea that disaster preparation is 'the only thing`that really
saves lives.
In the objectives of this unit is,. is stated that a safety
examination must be passed.with 00% accuracy, however, with
Esome students this may be virtU lly impossible. Allow these
few the opportunity to retake the test after a study session,.
but do not advertise this make up test at the beginning of the
safety lesson. Sometimes certain disadvantaged students have
a very difficult time to comprehend the vast amount of
written material handed out, hence they score lower than other
students on the test. A buddy study system will assist them
greatly in achieving a succiggril score.
When describing dangerous current levels and-their affect on
the human body, remember that electrical terrs and units of
faeasurement may not be familiar to some students'at this time,
thus much of the impact will be lost if this is not considered
and modified.

Pt

iSupplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. Obtain and show a good safety film from regular film sources,
local industries, National Safety Council, or any other company

'and/or institution which offers such a service.

2. When explaining the classification of fires,demonstrate the
actual protedures necessary to activate the fire extinguisher.
A blast from a chemical extinguisher while explaining operating
techniques can stimulate'a class instantaneously.

3. *Invite a medical guest speaker to deliver a simple first aid
presentation to the class. Prlor to the class.lesson explain
to the guest specific areas of concentration that will help the
yverall safety program.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)
2. Pre-Pbst Test (keyed)
3
/

Technical Glossary_
4. Worksheet (vncabulary) - Spelling Puzzle
S. Quest Activities
6. 'Informational Handout (Shop Conduct and Procedure Rules) .

7. 'Informational Handout (Classification of Fires and Extlnguishing
Techniques)

8. Informational Handout (Laboratory Safety Procedures)

9. Informational Handout (Electrical Shock
10. Unit Module Answer Keys



II. Electrical Safety.

11.

A. Safety.-philosophy and Attitude

Electric Shock

Laboratbry Conduct and Procedures

Satet3i Rules
11.

....

First Aid Procedures. .

*

. Fire Safety

G.r-` Civil Defense Drills

LII-U273
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UNIT EXAM

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

Aesi, Aumuer 41.0.1.11n

IMPORTANT-
Indicate your res onses on the answer sheet crly. Fill in
the bdx correspon ipg to the correct answer o each question
there is only one orrect answer for each question.

1. "Horseplay", running, and throwing of objects are dangerous practices
in the Shop and are forbidden: N

.(A) when the teacher is looking, (0) only when students are working
(C) at all times, (D) occasionally.

0
2. When using machines or hand tools:

(A) give the job all your attention, (B) stand up straight, (C)
watch'your classmates, (D) watch the clock.'

The flooraisles, and passageways should be kept clear of stock,'
tools, and materials. Objects On-the floor: -

,(A). mpy be left there if the operator of the machine is in a hurry,
(B) may cause someone to slip or trip irito a moving machine, (C) may
be ignored, (D) are unsightly.

4. Students must-not talk to or distract a person operating a machine
because:
(A) the operator is likely to be injured, (3) conversation slows
down the flow of work, (C) the operator is likely to make a mistake,
(D) conversation is annoying to the optrator.

5. Report to the teacher any:
(A) damaged tools and equipment, (B) missing guards,. (C) equipment
not working properly, (DY all of the above.

e

6. Never operate shop equipment when the teacher is:
(A) out of the shop, (B) in the shOp, (C) both A and Bo (D) none
of the above.

7. Most tools are designdd for a specific use or purpose. If they are
used incorrectly, the result may be:
(A) damage to the student's project, (B) breakage of tools, (C)

injury to the students, (D) damage to the bench tops.



8. Long hair is dangerous around shop equipment. If it is long enough
to get caught in the machine, it must be:
(A) tied up and back, (B) burned off, ;(C) pulled out, (0) none of
the above.

9. Loose clothing must be securely fastened or removed and long loose,
sleeves rolled up above the'elbows:-
(A) before operating any Machine (B) after operating any machine,
(C) during the operation of a maChine, (C)bonly when you are as0.st-
ing the, teacher.

All accidents and injuries no matter how slight must be:
(A) ignored, (B) reported to the principal's secretary immediately,' '
(C) reported to your teacher immediately, (D) reported to the shop
foreman immediately.

11. Caution other students if you see a violation of shop:
(A) traffic ru4es, (B) good manners, (C) safety rules, (D) none
of the above.

12. Only the operator and are permitted within the working
area around a machine.
(A) one other student, (B) the teacher, (C) a helper, (D) all
the above.

*

13. Gasoline; paints, kerosene, and other materials that will burn or
produce fumes should be used:_,
(A) with another student, (B) in a well vgntilated area, (C) at a
workbench, (D) in an enclosed area.

14. Students,are to operate only those machines or pieces of equipment
for which they have received:
(A) instructions to operate, (B) permission to operate, (C) both
A and B, (D) none of the above.

15. When touching electrical switches, plugs, or receptacles be sure .

your hands are dry because:
(A) a switch will not operate properly if fl5G halds are wet, (B)
a plug will easily slip from your fingers if your hands are wet, (C)

if your hands are wet, you may receive a severe shock and serious
burns, (D) none of the above.

a

LII-U2-5



lb. Acid or chemicals on.the hands or face,should be immediately washed
away with plenty of:
(A) water, (B) glycerine, (C) olive oil, (D) vaseline.

17. If you notiee any breakage or damage to tools, instruments, or mach-
inery, you should:
(A) repair the damage yourself, (B) be caref0 when using such ,

equipment, (C) say nothing because you misht get the blame, (D)
none of the above.

18. Screws, nuts, and other nondigestible materials are.never to be
placed in your:
(A) hand, (B) pocket, (C) mouth, (D) all' of the above.

19. If you are in doubt about the use of any tool or machine, or atiout
any shop procedures:
(A) ask an advanced studpnt for help, (B) proceed cautiously, (C)
always ask ybur teacher, (D) none of the above.

20. Always sweep scraps from your workbench or table with a brush or .

whisk braom rather than your hand because:
(A) sharp or jagged particles may injure your hand, (B) less'dust
is stirred up, (C) this is the easiest way'to clean up, (D) it will
cause less work for the janitor.

21. Eye protection is used to:
(A) improve.your vision, (B) prevent eyestrain, (C) prevent flying
particles or corrosive substances from entering your,eyei, (D) snon.e
of the above.

22. When tools are carried in the hands, keep the cutting edge or sharp,
points:
(A) directed toward the floor, (B)'directed away from the body,
(C) directed over the head, (D) directed toward the body to protect
others.

23. NEVER direct compressed air:
CAI toward the floor, (B) toward the teacher, (C) toward another
student, (D) all of the above.

1

N

411 24. Extension and power cords should always be checked and kept in good
repair because:

...
. .

(A) breaks and tears in the cord are unsightly, (B) breaks and tears
in the cord can cause serious shocks or burns, .(C) sparks may cause
wood to burn, (D) a short may cause the machines,to burn up.

LII-U2-6 :m



25. Carb-On dioxide. (CO2) fire extinguishers may be used to put out what
types of fires?
(A) 'electrical. fires only, (B) wood fires onlY', (C) oil fires osnly
(D) any kind of fire.

c.

2. Water should never be used-to put out 'what kind )of fires?
(A) wpod fires, (B) electrical ana oil fires, (G) paper lires,
(D) none of the'above.

27. , The proper procedure to fight a fire-with a fire extinguisher is to:
(A) point the nozzle at the top of the flame, (By point the nozzle
at themiddle of..the'flame, (C) cover the area around the fire and
keep it fv,m'spreading, '(D) point the nozzle at the source Of the

,
4 fire because that is where the fire is located.

28. ,Ln,case of fire in the shop you should first:
,(A) run out of the.Ahop, (B) throw water an its., (C) sound the alarr,
(D) none of the'abdive. A

29. Lifting any object that is too heayy'for you: t

IIP (A) is"' all iight if you do it glately,' (B) can ke done if you know
,the right way to lift,x (C) should never be ,dorie, because it iiv

i

li
,

cause stran or rupture *(0) iS _a gOod,way to show off your st.tength.
,

. , A

30. Before the power is turned on"i the teacher must check:.
(A) the hand tools, (B) the claaroom, (C) all special sretups,
(1)) none of the above."

e) two

,

31. The t acher MUST approve: .
._

. , (A) all "horri5ray", (B) all projects; (C) all fighting in the shop,
(Li) none of the above. .

32. Delibezately shorting in electric circuit:
(A) is permissible if the voltage is low, (B) may damage tHe wires,
(C) is-an easy method,to test whether the circuit is closed or open4
(D) may cause- an ilxplosion or do bodily harm. .

Am:33. Cutting twolor more "hot!' wires with pliers:

111
(A) is safepractice if the haridles of the 'pliers are insulated,
(6) is permissible if the wires are 18 gage, (C) may be done safely
if you are standing on a wooden floor, (D) none of the above.

L11112-7 4
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- 34.

a

Shop clean up is the responsibility of:
(A) the cust..odian, (B) all the stude,nts, (C) the teacher, (D) the

35. When a machine makds an unusual_ sound, it should be: .

(A) oiled immediately, (B) ignored, (C) reported to the teacher
immediate4, (D) adjusted..

36. Check a.soldering iron for heat with:
(A) your face, (0 your harid, (C) 4 piece of solder, (D) your
feet.-

37. To 'remove excess solder from a soldering iron tip:
(A) wipe with gt-cloth, (B) flip,it off, (C) wash off, AD) use
cleaning fluid. ,

111:06.

.

38, ,When changing ,components in an electrieal circuit:
(A) leave the plug in, (B) pull the,plug out, (C) .turn the circuit

its side', (p) turn off the power switch.

39. Make sure that the hand tools you are going tv use are:
(A) shafp, (3) the proper _tool for the job, (C)'in good condition,

." ID) all of the above.

40. If a tool becomes .defecti.ve while.you,laze usint it vou'should:
(A) hide it so that no one willeknow, (B) report the seudition of
the, tool to the instructsx-, (C) place itgback on the'tool panel and

.not say anything (D) 'repair the tool yourself.

41. Be.sure your hands are as free as possible of
hand tools.
(A) clirt, (B) grease, (C) oil; (D) all of the above.

yefore using

42. Repairs are to be made on shop'equipment only with:
(A) 'the power on, (B) the mAchine running, (C) the teacher's per-
mission, (D) none of the above.

a

. .. .0 43. Spilled oil or grease is dangerous. Always: , ^
-(A) clew it up, (B). leave it, ,(C) pour water on it, (D) none of
the above.

*
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44. The motion involved in striking or cutting milst be done in a direc-
tion:
(A) towards you, (B) away from you, IC) towards other students,
(0) all of the akove.'

45. .A project is still dangerous even after its power switch is turned'
off becauSe:
(A) it may siill be plugged in, (B) some.of the components may be ,

hot, (C)'the capacitors can store a charge which can shock you,
(D) all of the above.

4

48.

Never use a file:
(A) without a handle, (B) as a pry bar, (C) as a hammer, (D) all
of the above.

Pass tools to classmates:
,(A) with handles first, (B) with the points first, (C) by throwing
them, (D) none of the above.

Before starting a machine, you must:
(A) check all adjustments, (B) make sure all,guards work, (C) remove
;all tools/rags, (D) all. of the above'.

49.:. Before le:Iving a machine, you must make sure:
(A).the guards are off, (B) the power ip off, (C) the machine has
come to a complete stop, (D) both B and C.

50. I did well on this testt
(A) True, (B)Jalse, ( ) OK, (D) I blew it.

1NI-U2-9
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'ACCIDENT:

ARTIFICIAL
RESPIRATIOI

CARDiAC ARREST:

ELECTRIC SHOCK:

FIRE:

FIRE.
EXTINGUISHER:

FIRST AID:

FLAMMABLE:

GROUNDING:

a

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

Name:

Date:

. Period:

11.

An unplanne4 or unexpected occurance usually resulting
in injury. Most common shop accidents can be prevented
by observing safety rules, working carefully, and using
common sense.

A. life saving procedure uspd to revive a person who has
stopped breathing. Artificial respiratiqn may be re-

- quired as a result of electrical shock,wdrowning, strang-
ling, etc.

A loss of heartbeat caused by electrical shock, or high
blood pressure. Closed cardiac massage is the recom-
mended first aid procedure.

The flow of an electrie current through the body. Shock
can cause' such physical effects as muscle twitching or
paralysis, burns, interruption of breathing, unconscious-
ness, ventricular fibrillation, cardiac arreit, or death.

A combustion process characterized by heat, flame, and
light. There are three general classes of fire: Class
A fires involve wood, paper, rubbish, and fabrics; Class
B fires involve oil, grease, gasoline, paints, and sol-'

vents; Class C fires involve insulation and other com-
bustible materials in electrical, and electronic equipment.

A portable, selfcontained device holding a liquid, o
chemical which can be sprayed on a'fire to extinguish

Emergency treatment for injury, accidents, or sudden ill-
ness generally administered before regular medical care
is available.

A designat4on for types of materials which are easily
,ignited orset on fire. Other designations may be used
to identify these materials, such as; combustible or
inflammable.

A safety precaution which calls for placing the metal
housing or case of a device at ground potential to pre- -

vent possible operator shock. Most commonly, a third
wire is added to the power cord. This wire is connected-
between the case and earth zround allowing an alternate
path for current flow. Thud if the metal housing of a
device becomes electrically Mot", current will flow

.
through the grounding wire to the earth, instead of
through the operators body to earth.



HAND TOOLS:

HAZARD:

HORSEPLAY:

ANJURY:

LIVE CIRCUIT:

MACHINE TOOLS:

SAFETY GLASSES:

4111

SAFETY
PRECAUTION:

SAFETY RULES:

-Name:

Date:

Period:

Ibis term refers to a wide variety of tools which re-
quire pthysical manipulation or primarily the use of your
arms and hand inuscles for their operation and use. ,

Examples of typical hand tools would be; screwdrivers,
wrenches, soldering irons, pliers,etc,.

1The presence of a dangerous or potentially dang5IoNs
situation.

The undesired, potentially hazardous,activity of clowning
or playing in the shop or laboratory.

Physical harm or damage to ones body.

a

An electrical circuit which is energized, (power applied
switch on) and capable of,producing current flow.

Generally, power assisted tools utilized for "heayy" jobs
which require work beyond that supplied by hand tools.
Examples of machine tools; drill press, grinders, sheet
metal shears, box and pan break, etc...

Protective eye glasses "with shatter proof lenses and side
shields. Safety glasses should be worn at all times when
necessary while working in the shop. They proyide inval-
uable protection by preventing foreign materials (pieces
of wire, chips, broken glass, chemicals etc.) from en-
tering or coming in contact with the eyes. Goggles and
face shields can be utilized.AO provide additiboal eye
protection while working in extremely hazardous areas.

An iction taken, followed or observedto avoid a possible
hazard or dangerous situation.

A specific list Of rules designed to identify common
accident causing situations and hazards. 8y observing the
safety rules many accidents will.be avoided or prevented.

VENTRICULAR A type of heart failure, caused by electric shock, in
FIBRILLATION: which the heart muscle no longet beats in a regular

fashion but rather quivers erratically. If this condition
is not corrected rapidly, death will result.



4

SCORL:

GRADE:

1.
Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

VOCABULARY - SPELLING PUZZLE

Copy the correctly spelled word in the box to the ti ht as in icated

in the-exaMple below,

A. (sampel) (sample) (sampal)

1, (flameable) (flammabel) (flammable)'

(extinguisher) (exstinguisher) (estingwisher)

(axsident) (accedent) (accident)

(hasard) lhazard) (hazhaTd)

a-
S. (safety) (safty) (saftey)'

6. (percauti_.on) (precausion) precaution)

(injery) (injury) (ingery

(sock) (shoch) (shock)

9. (first aid) (first aide) ( iirstaid)'

A.

5.

6.

8.

9.

10. (fibillation) (fibulation) (fibrillation) 10.

11. (groundin) (grounding) (growilding) 11.

12. (resperation) (resperasion) (respiration) 12.

13. (machine) (mashene) (mechine) 13.

14. (cercut) (sircut) (circuit) 14.

15. .(horesplay) (horseplAy) (horspla) 15.

LII-U2-12
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.WORKSHEET

QUEST ACTIVLTY

"UNIT 2"

Name:

Date:

Period:

Carefully study the-diagram above, and locate at least 10 safety
violations. List your findings in the spaces below. If you re a
true safety sleuth you should be able to find 13 problems.

/

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

GREAT JOB !



INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

SHOP CONDUCT AND PROCEDURE RULES

Name:

Date:

Period:

Students must be on time daily and each student must be in his/her
assigned seat before the tardy bell rings.

2. You are 'required to have a notebook specifically for this subject at
your desk each day. It will be collected and graded during the yFar.'

You must also supply yourself with the necessary materials for class-
room notes,- paper and a writing tool.

All handouts and notes will be kept neatly in your notebook net
scattered.in your locler.

Seats (and lab. station) will be assigned. Do not change your seat
without consulting your teacher.

6. Absolutely no horseplay in the shop. Many painfOl accidents occur by
the careless and thoughtless antics of the so-called "clown." Walk'

in the shop at all times. Loud talk and unvcessary noise will not be
tolerated.

7. No eating, drinking, or gum chewing is allowed in the shop or class-
room.

S.. Keep your desk (lab. station) and adjacent floor'area clean.

Pencils should be sharpened before class. All trash (scratch paper
etc.) shall be kept at your desk .and thrown away after class ohlv.

W. Throwing_anything in the classtbom is absolutely forbiddet.

11. Turn in alA assignments on time. Late assignments will be down graded.

12. If you finish your work before others, use the extra time constjuctively
Do not disturb your fellow students.

13. Poor attendance will hurt your grade, because it is difficult to make
up missed work.

14. It is the students responsibility to make up any tests or missed work.

15. Feel free to ask questions anytime on subject matter which you do
not understand.

16. If you must leave the room during class, clear it through the instruc,
a tor first.



Name:

Date:

Period:

17. Work safely anq encourage other students to do the same by setting a
good example each day.

18. Use only the machines and tools for which you have-satisfaciorily
passed safety tests.

19. Reportany injuries or damage to yourself or equipment to the teacher.

20. Malicious damage to equipment and parts will not be tolerated. You
will be required to pay for any damage caused in this manner.

21. Do not remove any project or material, from the shop mithout the in-
structors approval.

220 When the time for clean-up comes, cooperate with the foreman and do.
your fair share to keep the shop clean and attractive.

23. Students must return to their seats prior to class dismissal at the
end4of the period. Class will be dismised only after the shop is
clean all tools are.accounted for, and all students are-quiet and in
TNWT7,assigned seats.

SHOP CONDUCT AND PROCEDURE RULES

The shop conduct and procedure rules have been read and explained to me.
I agree to abide by these rules, and if I have any questions I will ask
the instructor.

Students gignature:

Period:

Date:

Instructors initial:

LII-U2-15
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INTRODUCTION:

Name

Date :

'Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

LABORATORY SAFETY PROCEDURES

People working in industry know the importance of safe working habits.
Safety training programs are sponsored by unions, management, public
agencies, and Ansurance companies. Despite these good efforts, accidents
annually.causel lost job time, paihful injuries, and needless deaths.

Good safety .habits are learned daily. As you begin your laboratory work
in electricity, resolve now to learn and practice safe working habits in 1

the egboratoty. The choice of your future safety and future laboratory
'work habitsiis up to you. Form safe habits now.

^

tiaissait,t

jiS

towit



S.

Name:

Date:

Period:

GENERAL SAFETY PROCEDURES:

Safe Attitudes. Laboratories are working areas for adults. Tricks.,
games, and horseplay should be left in the school yard.

Safe Environment. Work areas must have proper power, 'ventilation, and
light. Aisles ihould be-open and clear. Storage areas are to be kept
clean and secured. The use of temporary extension cords, fans, heaters,
gas or water connections is discouraged. Maintain a neat and orderly
work area.

Pi st Aid Procedures. Even with good safety practices someone may be .

injared. Your Instructor and/or the school nurse are trained in first aid
pro dures, but there are several general rules which you should follow,

Don't panic! Determine if there is any immediate dangelir to the injured
person. Never move an unconscious person without cause. Lay such a per-
son flat. Keep the person warm to prevent shock. Never try to force .

liquids on an unconscious person. If the victim is breathing normally,
keep the person still and comfortable until medical aid arritv.

Severe electrical shock or other types of accidents ma50 interrupt breath-
ing. A pracedure such as artificial respiration can be used to stAmulate
the breathing process. Check. for a" swallowed tongue before application
of artificial respiration. This procedure should be administered by a
trained person if possible, and continued until medical help arrives. The
two common methods of artificial respiration are mouth-to-mouth and the
Schaeffer method.

I .

All injuries should be reported to the instructor. . Even minor cuts can
Liecome infected, and the best first aid supplies, nurses, and doctors
cannot help an unreported injury.



GENERAL SAFETY RULES:-

I

Name:

Date:

periqd:

Shop Behavior and Safety Practices

ClOwning, scuffling, pushing, running, and throwing obfec s are danger-
ous practices in any shop and are forbidden at all times%

4

2. Obey all warning signsrhey areposted for your protection.

3. Caution any student you4see violating a safety rule.

4. When using machines or hand tools, give the job at hand all of your
attention. T

Work at a speed consistent with safety. "Foolish hurry," such as
rushing to complete a procedure, is' dangerous.

6. Cooperate with your classmates in the shop cleanup program.

Mackines must pot be oper-ated while instructor is out of the room.

8. rf equipment is not working properly, shut it off and tell the instruc-
tor at once.

Report to the talcher all breakage or damage to tools, machinery, or
equipment.

10. A student who sees a dangerous situation must report it at once to the
teacher.

.11

En_EI21.241,21.

11. Eye protection must be worn when working in an area where hazardous
conditions exist.

12. Face shields or goggles shall be utilized where extra protection is
required, such as while grinding or working with caustic substances.

13. Eye glasses must not be used in place of goggles or face shields.

14. When compressed air is used for cleaning, wear eye protection% Take
care to direct chips, shavings, and dust,away from other students.
NEVER ALLOW THE STREAM OF AIR TO COME IN CONTACT WITH YOUR BODY.

A.



Clothing

Name:

Date:

Period:

15. Wear safe clothing when working in a shop. Fasten or remove loose
clothing before you operate any machine. Roll long sleeves,above the
elbows. Apron fastening should be such that they will break if the
apron becomes entangled in a machine.

?
.

16. Long, loose lotks of hair Can ea ily be caught in revolving machinery
and ripped out causing serious s alp laceration. Have your hair cut
short, tied back, or tightly covBred.

17. Weaiicg gloves is forbidden when you are working with power driven
machinery in the,lab.

18. Remove jewelrybracelets, rings, chains, and other accessories that
are hazardous in shop work.

19. Sharp, pointed tools or materials are not to be carried in clothing.
Hold shaVp pointed edges,down.

20. Always wear Protective clothing when working with 4hericals. Rubber
gloves should be wOrn when handling chemicals or immersing your hands
in chemical solutions.

21. Always wash hands with soap and water after working with materials that
might be harmful to the skin..

lousel:eeping

22. Keep your work area clean and ordeTly. Good housekeeping is part of
safety.

23. Keep floors, aisles, and passageways clear of materials and equipment.

24. Keep todls in a safe place. Never leave them where they may cause
injury. Put them in tool boxes, trays, cases, or on wall paneis.

25. Store material neatly and seiurely and in a place where.persons passing
will not be injured.

26. If water, grease or oil is spilled on the floor, clean it up -immediately.
. to prevent slipping.

27. Extension cords shall always lie flat on the floor in such a way that
'students will not trip over them.

411
28. Always use a brush to clean off benches.and machines. There may. be

sharp or jagged.particles among the scraps, which could cause serious
injury to the hands.



4

Name:

Date:

Period:

amoipammormima

29. Always keep bench, cabinet drawers, and locker doors closed.

30. Keep tools and materials from projectimg over the edge of benches or
tables whenever possible.

31. Studen'ts are warned not to, use machines .until they have beeh given the
proper safety instruction, and receiVed perMission fror the teacher.,
The student must ask for further instructions if in doubt-concerning
any operation.

32. When in doubt, ask the instructor. Do not depend upOn the advice
another student.

33. The shop safety test must be Patsed by/students in order to operate
any power driven machine.

34. Do not operate switches of machines and inUruments Unless given per-
mission to use.them by the instructor.

40
35. Ask your instructor to approve all projects you plan to do. ,

36.. Repairs are to be,made on shop equipmept only whenipermission has been
given.- Do not tamper with shop ecitiipment.

.'

37. All special set-ups in the lab, must be approved before the power is
turned on.

Mr
. t

i

38. Riport all accideats, however sli ht, to the instructor, at once. In-
'fection may result.from uncared f r cuts and scratches.

39. When lifting heavy objects keep our,arms and back as straight as ,

possible, bcnd your knees, then lirt with the powerful muscles in your
legs.

Injury O

41.

40. Do not attempt to lift heavy items alone. If there is any doubt in
your mind about your ability to* safely lift an object,*asi( for help.

41. Screws, nuts, and other nondigestible materials are never to be placed
in one's mouth.

"\
LII-U2-21 r-
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Fire1111. .

a

Name;

Pate:
0

Period:

42. The location of fire extinguishers, fire exits, and fire drill proce-
dures shall be known by all students..

43.. Ndthing shall be hung on fire extinguishers. The area.around them,.
must be kept clear so that they may e reached without delay 'f a-fire
were to occur.

.44. When pouring flammable liquids, be careful not to spill them.

.45. _Oily or paint-filled rags must be placed in a covered metal container.

46. Toxic chemicals, ke,rosene, paints, thinnerso.and other finishes or
, 'cleaning Katerials are to be used in a well ventilated room. They

are never to be used near an open flame.'

-

47. Never use water to put out an electrical or oil'fire, it Will cause the
fire to spread.

48. In case of fire in.the shop: 'Sound the alarm; FIRE!!, turn o f all.gas
and electricity, put the fire out.

.4

'4000101111 Hand Tool;

Be sure your hands are.as five as possible of-dirt, grease, and oil
when' uSing

5.0. Select the right tool for the job to be done. Use the proper type and
size hand tool for.the job.

51; Make sure when using a sharp-edged tool to point the edge away from
yourself and classmates.

52. When carriing tools in the hancN, ieep the cutting edge or point
directed toward the floor.

53. Clapp small wort on a bench or in a vise when usint a haoksaw,'.a screw-
driver, or wheJn performing delicate _operations.

54. Never use a chisel,. punch,-or'hammer with a "mushroomed" head. Chips
may fly off and injUre someone.

55. Never use a file withóut A hendle., Be sure that the 4hand1e is pr perly
secured to the file.

56. Pass tools to classmates with the'handles first.

5 5



NAme:

Date:

Period:

57. lastic handled screwdrivers Should not be used near an open flame-or_
near.hot soldering irons.

58. Metal rules should be kept clear of electrical circuits. When in doubt
use a plastic or wood rule.

59. All portable electric tools a d'equi.pment must be disconnected when not
in use.

60. Whell disconnecting an electric tool or appliance from'a citcuit, remove
the attachment plug from the receptacle by pullihg on the plug handle
instead of on the cord.

61. There is a right .and a safe method to use all tools. Don't trx to cut
corners by using incorrect methods.

.000001erSolderins.

62. Never test the heat of a soldering iron by feeling it with your hands.
Check the heat of the'iron with 4 piece of solder.

063. Always return the iron to its proper holder.

64. Always wipe off excessive molten solder. Never flip it off. Molten
soldeT inflicts painful burns,when it comes in contact with the skin./

65. When passing a soldering iron to another student, place it on thel
s.oldering iron rest. The other student can then pick up the iron by
the handle.

:6b. Care must be ttaken not to let the soldering iron burn any electrical
cord or cireUit wire.

Machine Tooli

67. baly the operator may start and stop a- machine, and after the machine
is turned off, s/he should Stand by until it has stopped running.

68. Ali adjugtments must be securely fastened before.the powet is turned on,

69. All Wrenches and other tools must be removed from the machine before
the Power is turned on.

e,

.70. Keep machine and safety guards in proper position at all times.

71. i'Overloadinigr for4ing in any-manner any hand operated ''or power drivin
machine is daiierousv Use only the material or stock furnished or
approved by your teacher.

LII-U2 -23
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Name:.

Date:.

Period:

12. Keep rags away from machines that are in operation.

- 73. Make sure everyone is clear of the machine before starting it.

74; Have the.instructor check all special set.;ups and new operations before,
. turning on the machine.

75. Think about your job while operating a machine. It is dangerous to
talk when you are using power equipment;

\.

76. Wave machine at a dead stop, power off, before cleaning, oiling or
repairing. Always turn the power off before leaving_a machine.

77. Use only electric power tools ;hat are grounded, or that have UL
approved housings.

riZZA,A,
4
Safety Zones

78, Only the operator and teacher, are permitted within the defined
morking area around any machine.

79.. Do not. lean on machines - stand clear.

L 80. Disturbing another student while he is working tis a dAgerous practice.

Electrical

-dl. Consider every electric circuit live until proved otherwise.

Make certain your 'hands are completely dry before touching electrical
itches, plygs, or receptacles.

aro

83. Remember even 110 volts can be fatal. Approach all jobs with caution,
and analyze each job before you itart.

84. The location of emergenCy power switches'shall be known by all sfudents.

85. Never allow anyone to turn power on and off for you while you are
working with instruments.

86. Cuttilg two or more.wires at the same time with plifAs or other tools
is extremely dangerous and may respjI imdamage to the circuit and tools
and severe injury to the person ifthe pcer is not tprned off.

87. Electricity has no respect for ignorance. Do not apply voltage or
turn on any device until it ha.s been properly checked by the instructor.



Name:

Date:

Period:
4

88. Always stand a safe diStance from any project when it is turned on
for the first time. Sparks oral-smoke can be dangerous.

89. Deliberately shorting any electric cirCuit or generating,device may
damage the equipment, cause an explosion, or do bodily hirm.

Certaih compone ts such as resistors and vacuum tubes get hot while
operating. Wait or them to cool before attempting to remove them.

91. Do not work around electrical equipment if floors are damp or wet.

92. Do not work on an electrical circuii with the power turned on.

93. Be suTe equipment is in proper working order before.using. Frayed
cords and plugs are a major sourde ,of accidents.

94. Ask for instructions before using any piece of electronic test equip-
ment. One wrong connection can destroy an instrument and thus deprive
you and others of its use untrl repaired. The repairs can be expensive.

95. Use proper instruments for testing circuits.

96. Before replacing a fuse in'any electrical equiliment, disconnect the
power source.

97. When making temporary or permanent connections, carefully avoid leaving.
open splices or pieces of wire sticking out. Secure all wires properly.
Tape or cover the connectioni.

LABORATORY SAFETY' PROCEDURES

The laboratory s-afety procedures have been read and explained to me.
I agree to abide-by these rules, and if I have any questions I will ask
the instructor. ge

Students Signature:

Period:

Date:

Instructors Initial:



INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

ELECTRICAL SHOCK

Name:

Date:

Period:

One of the major hazards in the electronics field is protection agginst
electrical shock. Shock is caused by the passing of electric currdnt
through the body. Current flow is related to the voltage applied and there-
foie the higher the voltage the more serious the shock. Don't however get

s. the idea that low voltages do ,Obt shock for they certainly do if the cir-
cumstances are right.

Let's see what can happen when an electTic current passes through your
body, A number of effects may occur depending upon the circumstances and
magnitude af the shock.

Current Value

.001 ampew

.0'

Effect

Produces a shock than can be felt;
(Mild "tingline.sensation).

. 1 ampere Produces a severe shock, which is
painfull, and can cause.loss of
muscular control. (Can't let go
phenomenon).

. 1 ampere. Produces a potentially fatal shock
which can cause death if-current
lasts for a second or more.,

r()
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c Name:

Date:

Period: 4

As you can see, the body is sensitive to relatively small current flows.
As a comparison, a common 100 watt light bulb draws a current flow oft ;85
amperes., far higher than the .1 ampere of current which can cause death.

OTHE'R EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC SHOCK:

Muscular Paralysis-

Buerns-

Cessation of breathing-

Unconsciousness-

Ventricular fibrillation-

Cardi,ac arrest-

All of these effects do not occur with every shock. As stated before,
conditions vary. What happens to you depends upon several factors:

(1) The intensity of the current.
(2) The frequency of the current.
(3) The path the current follows through the-body.
(4) How long the current passed through the body?
(5) Did you expect to be shocked?

Keep in mind, that the current flow thfough your bOdy, not the amount of'
voltage applied is the determining,factor in the severity of a shock you
might receive. Me higher the current; the more dangerous the shock;

CAUTION: Electric shatk can
be harzardous to your health.
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ANSWER KEY
UNIT 2

A. SPELLING PUZZLE

1. flammable
2; extinguisher
3. accident
4. hazard
5. safety
6. Trecaution
7. injury
8. shock
9. first aid

10. fibrillation
11; groundifig
12. respiration
13. machine
14. circuit
15. horseplay

B. QUEST ACTIVITY

1. soldering iron is lying
on its cord.

2. extension cord is wrapped
around foot.

3. liquid spilled on kthe floor.
4. the meter,is ready to fall

off.the bench.
5. the extension cord is hanging

on the fire extinguisher.
6. a pair of safety glasses have

been left on the floor and
stepped on.

7. fumes from the uncovered can
may ignite.

8. the extension cord is frayed.
9. there are foreign objects on

the bench.
10. a tool carried in the pocket.
11. the power for the meter and

soldering iron is in an
awkward place and causing a
possible overload.

12. the incandescent lamp is
exposed.

13. the wall outlet.is tho two
terminal type rather than
desireable three terminal.

r
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STATE ELECTRICITY/ELL(ARONICS CURRICULUM 6U1DL
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL II:UNIT 3

411
Title of Unit: Historical Development of Electricity

Time Allocation: 1 week

Unit Goal:

To impart basic knowledge and competencies related to the historical
development of the Electricity/Electronics fiel,d and to assess the

'itkipact of these developments.

Unit Oblectives:

The student will be able to:

1. state the word origin of the terms electron dlectrics, or
_electricity.

2. identify the most significant centuries in reference to electrical
,discoveries and their contribution to the overall fieldtf
Electricity/Electronics.

3. select five historical figures described in this unit and, explain
their specific invention and/or theory which has distinguished

al/ The student will demonstrate his/her competenee in terms of

. their life.*
Evaluation:

these measlit.ablt objectivts based upon individual instructors-acceptable
performance'criteria, which utilizes a combination of,written, oral, and
.labor,atory testing procedures.

Instructor References:

American Science and Inventionl, Mitchell Uilson, Bonan*za Books, 1960. All

Basic Electricity. Rufus P. Turner, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1963.
Chapter: 1.

,IntToduc'tion to Electronics Clyde N. Herrick and Bill R. Deem, Goodyear.
Publiihing Co.,-1973. Chapter: I.

A

Overview,:

\Vnit 3 is presenteZ as a non-technical unit of instruction, however,
thereare many basic competencies thaf the student willtacquire through
theirunit work.

l'he unit should'be introduced with a historical description of man's
first \txperiences with electrical phenomena. .Then briefly,make-reference
to Thiles's discoN-pery.and'its relationship with the present dar terminology
The int4ructbr will then 4ave to explain that for seVeral/ hundred years
very little significant electrical discoveries tobk place.

The unit should,continue with a chronology of deyelopments including
historical figures, inv'entions and theories. This time frame of demelop-
ments shbuld conclude'with'a sh-drt description of "state of the art" tech-
nical. disceveries of modern societr.

Unit.3 ultimately is concerned in exposing the roots of.thii area,
and giving credit to-thOse Nho have planted the seeds of teohnOlogy.

LI1 UC-11



Suggested Presentation Hints/Methodology:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic sk.eletbn
for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

1. In4addition to normal classroom attivities, have students
research a specific historit-al figure and develop a biographical
sketch of the individuals life. If Available use the school
library, or if this is not practical the students may research
their report utilizing an encyclopedia.
When introducing this unit .give examples of static electricity,
then use the chalkboard as a vehicle to explain the basic
histbrical chronology that has octured in this field. nraw
a horizontal line on the board, then on the far left hand side
place the date'600 B.C. (Thales discovery). As historical
events took place,.record the year and other significant data
and when the presentation is concluded the student will have a
calendar whicillitl assist in the comprehension of the histor-
ical sequence echnical developments.

3. A reliable resource for historical background materials can be
found in back issues of many electronic magazines. UsuIlly
they arecharacterizN by several pages of information and
historical pictures. A brief synopsis of these articles makes a
wonderfully informative handout for students.

'llspplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. Check Whatever audio/visual resource system that is available
for materials, that could coordinate with this unit topic.
Especially'be on the look- out for films pertaining to Edison,
Bell, Faraday, Morse, and Ohm. Many of these historical film
biographies are classics and well worth 'showing.
To emphasize the teehnological advancements that have occured,
compare and contrast a simple crystal radio to a modern radi6.-
Then, draw the schematic of a crystal radio on the board and in
general terms explain how it functions. Ask a student to build-
a working model, and if the craftminship is super, mount the

unit on a frame to be utilized.as a demonstrator for future
'classes.

3. Check with the local telephone company and find out if they have
some visuals in reference to.the development of the telephone.

Instructional Nodule Contents;

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Know Your Defini;tions

5. Quest Activities

b. Informational Handout (Time Line of Electronics History)

7. Unit Module Answer Keys

la



Historical Development of Electricity

A. Word Origin of Electricity

Historical'Fi6ares and Inventors

.1

Basic Chronological Development



LII-U3 UNIT EXAM

111 Match.the historical individual with his/her discovery or invention.

Tbales of Miletus

Stephen Gray

Alessandro Volta

4. Mictlael Faraday

Georg Simon Ohm

6, Samuel Morse

Alexander Graham Bell

B. Thomas Edison

Heinrich Hertz

10. , Guglielmo Marconi

Dr. Lee de Forest

12. Col. William Blair

13. Jahn liardeen, Walter
Brattain, and William
Shockley

14. Jack Kilby

15. Ted 'Hoff

A. E = I.x R

B. Radar\

C. Batte

D. Incande cent lamp

E. Integrate circuit

F. Static ele tricity

G. Audion tube

H. Telegraph

I. Electricity can
transmitted

Produced electro-
magnetic waves

K. Telephone

L. Transistor

M. Generator'

N. Microprocessor

0. Wireless
comunication

6..

8.

14.

15.



AMBER:

DYNAMIC
ELECTRICITY:

ELECTRI6ITY:

ELECTRICS:

ELECTRONICS:

HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT:

STATIt
ELECTRICITY

.4

Name:

Date: .

Period:

TECHNICAL GLOSSARr

A brownish-yellow fossil/resin. Aales of Miletui
Greece, found in 600 B.C., that amber took on a mysterJous
charge if rubbed with cloth or other materials. Today
we knoi4 this phenomenon as static electricity. Ipterest-
ingly, the Greek word for amber was "elektron," which
later evolved into the words "electrics" and "elec-
tricity."

A uiable or functional flow of electricity. Dynamic
----electricity provides a continuous flow of electrons which

cakbe -used to do work.

A form of energy, (generated by friction, induction, or
chemical reaction) whose origin is'based upon thf move-
ment of free electrons.

-

A term coined by William Gilbert to identify materials
that behave in a similar manner to Thales' amber - that

materials that develop a charge when rubbed with
cloth or other materials.

The study of electrical action, and especially the study
and development of devices and circuits (resistors,
transistor, etc.) that use and control electricity.

The identification of an important development or in-
vention, and showing that development in proper rdate"
order (chronology) compared to other inventions..

A collection of electrical charges at rest. Static'
charges are basically an unusable source of:electrty
for power purposes.

a

STATIC . CAT REST

LIIU3-5 68



WORKSHEET

Name:

Date:,

Period:

VOCABULARY - KNOW YOUi DEFINITIONS

1411119imumpiiii

Develop a short definition, using your own words, -for the` follOwi,Ing -terms.
,s

Et ELECTRICITY: -

ELECTRON:

ELECTRONICS:

4. AMBER:

STATI,C ELECTRICITY,:

DYNAMIC EL,CTkICI.TY:.



tar

Name:

4 Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 3"

Develop a short one page biographical sketch for one of the individuals -

identified on the "timeline of electronics history." Usg the outline form
listed below to oTganize and simplify your work. Turn in a neat accurate
well worded report.

4V.

Name.:

Date:

Period:

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
.OF

04,

1. Name of histoyical individual. 4

2. Year of birth - year of death.

3. Important Aiscoveries or inventions along w ith date -of ,
discovery. (Ek. 'Transistor'- 1947)

4. Location where th'ese discoveries were made? (city or
company)

S. A short_Raragraph descri1i4s_the individuals life history.

6. Bibliography (list of rtferences used) title'of book used,
author, publisher, year of publication, and page numbers..

II

k.

11.
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Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

TIME LINE OF ELE.CTRO.NICSiiISTORY

THE RECORD BEGINS IN GREECE:

Static
ElectEicity

to

600 B.C.-- Waleso.a statesm.an and philosopher discovered
curious attractive forcd between small:bits

of material, and a material called "elektrop"
Amber (amber) that had been rubbed with:cloth.

Today we call this phenomenon static elec.:-

tricity.
Paper.

SEVERAL HUNDRED YEARS LATER:

426 A.D.-- Saint Augustifie distinguishes between elec-
. tridity and magnetism.

ABOUT A THO,USAND YEARS pAs-s THEN:

1200 A.D.-- Compass first Used for naviga tion by the
Vikings. The crude de:Vice- consisted of a
piece of loadstone, placid on a small board,

- floating in a pail of water.

1600 A D.-- William. Cilbert, Enelish physician'to Queen
Eliiabeth disCovered other materials that-

,possessed similar properties, as"Thales-e1qkr%
.tfOn maerials:, He alled these `materials
Ekectrics. Cilbert developed the electro-
'scope, an instrument ,usedofor detecting an
electrical charge. Gilbert's work was hig)i-,
lighted with the4oublicaxion of the first .

scientific studyoiAnagnetism - "de magnete."

About 1660 A.6.-- Otto'Von Guericke invented the first-static.
electric generator - a machine whdch prpduced
static electricity by friction between a
rotating sulphAir ball and the.body.

.

167,5 A.D.-- Sir Isaac Newton, in England, disCovered elec-
trostatic induction. The effect of static
charges can be felt or transmitted 'over a

distance.

THE EIGHTEENTH, CEN.TURY*- AGE OF BASfC DISCOVERIES:

1729 A.D.Stephen cray distinguishes between conductors
and insulators: He alko makes the important
discovery that electricity can-be transmitted.

LII -U3 -8
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Name:

,Date:

Period:

1733 A.D.-- Charles DuFay shows that there are two kinds
of electricity which he called vitreous and
resinous. Toilay we know these as positive
and negative.

1745- A.D.-- E.C. von Kleist and Pieter Van Musschenbroek
independentiy developed a device for storing
electric charges - the "Leyden Jar." The
Leyden Jar was the predecessor to the modern
capacitor.

1746 A.D Gralathibuilt an electrometer, the first
instrument far measuring qectricity.

,
1752 -A.D.-- In America, Ben Franklin. performeChis famous

, kite experiment to prove electricity and
lightning are similar.

1785, A.D.-- Charles Coulomb, in France, proved the law
of inverse squares in connection with elec-

. tricity and magnetism.

1786 A,D.-- Luigi Galitani noticed that frog legs,con-
tracted when touched by twp connected dissi-
milar metals. This wa the modest begihning
of the electric batterY.

1799 Alessandro Volta, an Italiab profes.ser,
develops the voltaic pile, the first primary
battery.

THE NINETEENTH CNTURY - THE "GOLDEN AGE" OF ELE'TRICAL INVENTIOS1 AND
DISCOVERY

ea.

1820 A.D.--f Hans Christian Oersted (Denmark) discovered
that an electric current deflects a suspended
magnet.

Andre Ampere (France) demonstiated electro-
ma'gnetic reaction.

1821 A.D.-- England - Michael Faraday causes a _current
carrying conductor to rotate about a magnetic
field. This laid the foundation for the
electric motor.

4825 A.D. William Sturgeon (England) made the first
electromagnet.

LI1 -U3 -9



Name:

.( Date:

Period:

-- Georg Simon Ohm discovered that voltage,
current, and resistance have a certain pre-
dictable interrelationship. Obm's Law was
presented -Egglx R.

1831 A.D.-- Joseph Henry (U.S.A.) arid Michael Faraday
(England) independently discovered the
phenoMenon ,of electromagnetic induction and
the generation of electricity by magrietism.

-- Faraday constructs 4 disc dynamo, the first
electro-mechanical generator.

Henry di'scovers self,einduction or inductor
action.

183,7 A.D.-- Samuel Morse (U.S.A, invents, the first
practical ielegraph.,

1839 A.)..-- Karl Gauss -(Germany) publishes his theory of
magnetis'm and forces of attraction.

1841 A.D.-- Arc lamps first demonstrated' in Paris.

1847 A.D.-- George Boole establishes the foundation of
modern computer operation in his. "matilematical

, logic." Known today as Boolean Algebta.

1858 A.D.-- Faraday supervises the insta114tion of
dynamos used to 1')ower arc lights ih EhgUsh
lighthouses.
V

1866 A.D.-- Cyrug Field lays the,first success tuns-
atlantic televaph cablee

1873 A.D.-- James Maxwell (England) publishes his gcien-
tific 'paper on the theory Rf electromagnetic
radistion. This formed the mathematical ,

foundation for radio waves.

1876 A.D.-- Alexander Graham Bell (U.S.A.) develops the
first,practical telephone.

1879 A.D.-- Thomas A. Edison (0-.t.A.) invents the carbon-.
'filament lamp. First practical'incandescent7
lamp.

INV MI, Ernest p. vo\ Siemens (Cermaty) successfully
demonstrated a three-car electric train.

1880 A.0.-- Eclison installs electric street lighting in
Net4 York City.

4(
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Date:

Period:

I883/A.D.-- Edison Discovers the Edison Effect, which
formed the basis for vacuum tube discoveries,

1.816 A.D.-- Heinyich Hertz (Germany) verified the math-

/

S.
.

diode

.1888 A.D.

1892 A.D.

1896 A.D.

ematical Predictions of Maxwell by producing
electromagnetic waves, and ihus opening the
field of practical radio.

-- Edison patents carbon microphone.

-- Alternating current first used.in America for
a commercial lighting system.

Nikola Tesla (U.S.A.) invents the AC induction
motor. A company named Westinghouse manu-
factures it.

-- General Electric Company formed,
.9

-- Italy - Guglielmo Marconi,sent radio telegra0
messages over a distance oL 9 miles.

,1897 A.D.-- Marconi demonstrates ship,-.to-shore wireless.

-- Karl Ferdinand Braun constructs first cathode-
ray osc,ifloscope.

1899 A.D.--

1900 A.D.--

'1901 A.D,--

1903 A.D.--

Sound first recorded on magnetic wire.

William buddel discovers that an electric arc
can be made to produce continuous oscillations: i
"this formed the basis for early spar-gap
transmitters.

4

Prof. Rek;inald Fessenden first transmits .

speech by wireless.

First transatlantic wireless message.

Dr. ;Ernest Alexanderson builds first high-
frequency alternator at General Electric
which produced a 100 kia wave.

1904 A.D..-- Prof. John Fleming,patents a two-element
.thermionic device called the Fleming Valve
based upon the Edison Effect. It was used
to detect dertzian waves and is known today
as the diode tube. '

THE VACUUM TUBE EltA 1905-1948):
,

.. .

l'd6 A.D:-- Gemini Dunwoody devekops the crystal detector
which utilized carborundum to "detectil signals



triode

IV

Name-:

Date:

Period:

-- Dr. Lee de Forest (U.S.A.) adds a grid to
the Fleming Valve producing the audion tube,
a three element device which laid the-founda-
tion pf modern.electronics. .Tlae audion tube
is known today as the triode tube.

1915 A.D.-- Tirst trans"atlanti,F radio telegraphy com-
munication from ti* United States,

1917 A.D.-- George Campbell develops the first electrical
wave filter. Making possible communication
"chalingls-,"

1920 A.D.-- KDKA Pittsburgh - thp first broadcast radio
station begins operation.

IP Edwin Armstrog designs the superheterodyne
circuit - forerunner to modern radio receivers

1923 A.D.-- Dr. Vladimir Zworykin patents iconoscope' TV
4 camera tube.

1925,A.D.-- TV demonstratO by John Baird in England.

1929 A.D.-- Dr. Vladimir Zworykin demonstrates the kine-
A

scope, the first "modern" picture

1;)30 A.D.-- Col. W. Blair patenti first basic r(dar system
)44

1931 A.D.-- qscilloscope produced by Allen DuMont.

1933 A.D.-- Karl Jansky discovers radio astronomy.

1937 A.D.

1938 A.D.

-- Varian Brothers.invent the Klystron tube -
high power microwave'oscillator.

-- William Hewlete and David Packard work to
produce a diathermy machine for Stanford

4Hospital.

1939 A.D.-- NBC dempnstrates IV broadcast utilizing the

\ new orthicon camera developed by RCA.
. .

1941 A.D.-- Commercial FM broadcasting began in U.S.A. on
January 1.

1942 A.D.--

Commercial TV author.ized by the FCC on July 1.

First military application of newly developed
radio-detection 4evice (radar) December 7, at
Pearl Harbor.

Magnetic recording tape developed.

LI1-U3-12



Name:

Date:

Period:

1944 A.D.-- One of the first digital computers developed,
by Howard Aiken at Harvard University called
the automatic-sequence-controlled.calculator
and was used extensively by the U.S. Navy. .

V-beam radar introduced by MIT'S radiation
lab. - First practical do-everything radalr.

1946 A.D.-- RCA introduces the first mass pxOduced B&W
television; model 630TS - 10 inch picture
tube, sold for $375.

Eniac computer developed by Eckert and Mauchly
at the University of Pennsylvania. Digital
programmable ma6hine,5000 arithmetic calcu-
lations per second, weighed 30 tons, contained
18,000 vacuum tubes, and required 130KW of
power. By todays standard Eniac was compar-
able.to a basic hand held calculator.

- - RCA demonstrates the first "all electronic"
color. TV.

1947 A.D.-- Bell labs- - December: the first signal ampli-
fied by a semiconductor crystal is-observed.
The work of John Bardeen, Waltet,Brattain,
and William Shockley results in the Germanium
Point-Contact TransIstor.

THE TRANSISTOR ERA (1948-1959):

1948 A.D. - The transistor is born - the beginhing.of
modern-electronics.

1949 A.D.-- The recolll business is shattered; the 78
.is'out.'-RCA introdUces the 45 RPM'clisc,
while CBS .developed the 33-1/3 format.

1951 A.D.-- Univac I computer introduced by the Remington-
Rand Cosporation.

A

III I

1952_A.D,-- RCA experiments with the first all trans-is-:
torized television set.

- - Andrew Kay develops the first'digital volt-
meter at Non Linear Systems:Company.

1953 A.D.-- H.J. Zeigler developes the beam maser - a

device that could amplify microwave signals
with light. This amplifier was the forerunner
of the laser.

4
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Name:

Date:

Period:

Tekt onix introduces the concept of plug-in
modil es for test.equipment.

1954 A.D.-- Bell labs perfects a method of growing single
crystal silicon. This devel9pment laid the
foundation for today's multibillion-dollar
semiconductor industry.

-- Calvin Fuller of Bell Labs developed the
process of diffusing impurities into the
surface. of silicon wafers, paving the way
for the development of the integrated circuit.

-- Texas Instruments introduces the silicon.
transistor,

-- Daryl Chapin, Calvin Fuller, and Gerald
Pearson at Bell labs develop the solar bat-
tery (cell). 4

First application of transistors to consumer
products. Regency Company markets a four-
transistor radio.

TRANSISTOR
RADIO

t
1955 A.D.-- Tappan introduces the microwave oven fot

home use.

Mut'an Corporation and Bell labs develop the
varacator,diode then known as the voltage-
variable capacitor, and used today for elec-
tronic tuning with no moving parts in TV's
and radio's.

1956 A.D.-- Bell and Howell introdudes the all-electronic
movie camera.

y
I/ /// / I, /

I

,

sateliite

Bell labs 4pmonstrates the feasibility of .the
TV telephoQ.

#

- - GE commercialized thesilicon-controlled
rectifier (SCR).

1957 A.D.-- Russia launched Sputnik - the first man made
orbital saTiellite.

A

BurroughstCorporation develops the fiyst gas-
discharge numerical readout tube - the nixié.

-- U. Gianola of Bell labs developed the plated $

wire memory. At IBM, large rotating discs
were 11ed for the first time to make a randvm
access memory capable of storing up to five
miklion characters.

LII-p-14
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Name:

Period:

, )

RCA unve1ls a miniaturized FM transmitter
. small4enough to.be swallowed. Today's astro-
nauts uSe modern verOons of these pill trans-
mitters V.sendll,hysical data back to earth.

The first iptegrated ci cult is devejoped by
Jack Kilby at Texas Ins idinents.', The crude
circuit contained.sever l_traneistors, .a few,-
resistors, and some cap citors. Today., a'
similar sized IC could ontain.ten thousand
transistors. At abbut.t e same time, at
Fairchild's Semiconddcto Divisions.Dry
Robert Noyce developed a similar type of
circuit in which a11 components were inte-
grated or formed on a single ch4p.ofjoilicon.

GE and Crystalonics introduces commercial
field effect tTansistors (FET).

Stereo Ohonograph records begin' to appear.
A few radio stations begin to broadcast in
stereo.

,

RCA introduces the nuvister, a thimblersized,
vacuuR tube which heralded the last attempts
of tulle manufacturers to coMpete against ,

transistor devices.

ERA (1959-

1960 A.D.--

41,

Fairchild develops the planar proess for the
production of transistors and ICs This pro-
cess involves the evaporation of a1.iminum
over the circuit to form copductors.

-- Texas Instruments offers'first IC ;!roduct
called the "solid circuit series which

,consisted of simple' logic circuits.

Bell labs develops the epitaxial process which;
allowed a crystal structure to be grown on a .

substraight or another crystal structure.
This.technique became the mainstay.of trans-
istor and IC fabrication.

ON In

line,

1961 A.D.-- Laser devices developed by Hughes, Bell
Raytheon, and IBM.

labs,

1962 A.D.-- Solid-State laser developed at both GE and IBI1/4
research,labs.,

Signetics introduces diodeAransistor logic. :
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- - First light-emitting diodes (LEDs) developed,
'although they were not commercially-available
until 1968.

Telestar comnunications satellite launched on
July 10, making possible satellite relayed
communication via telephone 'and television.

1963 A.D.-- The first commerci
introdUced by Digi
model PDP-5 used a
tained 1K of memor

- - Sylvania introduce
circuits utilizin
Sylvania's univers

1 mini-computer was
al Equipment Corporation
12 bit format, and con-
. It s'old for $27,000.

the first integrated
TTL logic, designated as

1 high lev'El logic.

1964 A.D.-= IBM introduces the system 360 computer series,
intended to rep1ace all existing IBM computer.
series.

NO Zenith produces one of the first eonsuner
products which.utilized integrated circuits,
a hearing aid.

- - Texas Instruments introduces the 5400 series
TTL logic series.

- - Fairchild introduces one of the first linear
ICs - the 702 OP amp.

4 Dual-inline-package (DIP) first appears.

1966 A. -- Andrew Bobeck announces the development of
magnet-bubble devices.

RCA introduces a new IC technology - CO/MOS.

1909 A.D.-- July 20, Apollo 11 astronauts Armstrong and
'Aldrin land on the moon. The successful
landing, and return to earth culminated a
decade of break-throughs in electronics.

1970 A.D.--,Intel develops the first d namic,!105 random-
access memory (RAM) , a 10 - it device.
Prior to this development, computer memories
utilized magnetic cores or semiconduc,tors.

Mostek and TI show that all the logic for a

40.4 four function calculator'could be put\on a
-gingle chip utilizing a technique, known asotatoor

LII-U3-10
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cqlculator

Date:

Period:.

-- Darras Semiconductor introduces the PROM a
new user-programmable memory..

Hamilton introduces the "Pulsar," an 1,121)

display wristwatch. Cost $2100.

1971 Ted Hoff spearheads the development of the
first microprocessor - Intel's 4004. Shortly
thereafter the 8008 CPU chip is introduced.

Hand-held calculators,take their debut.
Simple 4 funCtion uniis produced by Hewlett-
Packard, Sharp, and Texas Instruments sold.'
for $400. -

AIM =I

1972 A.D.-- Liquid crystal displays-offer a new technology
for numeriCal 'displays, offering the advan-
tage of low power consumption, and high
visability in daylight conditions.

Microma Universal introduces thefirst
comMercial liquid crystal display w.rist
watches.. Cost $150.

-- Magnavox markets:the first Odyssey TV:game
'units. Atari followed with Fong in.1916,

1973 A.D.- InAt1 upg-rades'the 8008 and intro4u6es.the
SOO. NAtipnal SemiCondpctor and RockWeil
field their own microprocessor designs..,

- -14.(integrated-injettion logic) .emerges due
to the work,of'IBfl.anit Pihilips. This' new
circuit-technique;allows high density, high
operating speed, an!d low dissipatjon. The
first ILL products .7.a. 4-hit microprocessor
and a watch. circuit were .introlluced by
Texas Instruments,

Advent'introducesf)"Video Beam" projection TV.

-1975 A.D.-- Home video tape recorder systems presented
by AVCO (Cartivision) , Sony (Betamax), and
others.

- - Microprocessor based home computers begin tO'
Appear in the hobby and engineering market.
The first units were sold in kit form by
companies s'uch as MITS (Altair), Sphere,
IMsAI, and Southwest Technical Products.
These first machines were generally 8080 or
6800 based. The machines became financially
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Name:

Date:

Period: '

feasible due to the cos't effective productidn
of LSI chips which dropped the price of the
original microprocessor chip'from $200,to
20 each.

- - Ionization and optical smoke detectors intro-
duced for home use.

\

A.D.-- The body scanner, an x-ray type machine which
is capable of analyzing the complete bOdy for
medical growths, tumors bone problems, etc.
is introduced by GE.

-

3reaker4ess electronic ignition systems become
available as original equipment or add-on
Tor,automobiles.

1977 A.D.-- 40-channel CB radio approved by the 'FCC.

-- New generation of home computers eterge.
These systemsare pre-assembled, offer
simplified programming techniques, and are
comparitively low in cost. The Radio Shack
TRS-80, Commodore PET, and Apple II are
examples of this new breed.

HOME
,The world's first optical (fiber-optic)
communications system to provide regular
telephone service was Iplaced in operation by

COMITTER General Telephone Company. This feat culmi-
nated years o n development ,and
experimentation with op and
appropriate lightHsources.

1978 A.D.-- New era microprocessor chips 4ased upon 16 .

'bit words instead of the more common 8 bit
word length promise to deliver 10-times the
performance of the industry-standard 8080
chip.

WHGAT GNEGXT?
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1., (subjective answer)
.2. (subjective answer)
3. (subJective answer)
4. (subJective answe,r)
S. (subjective answer)
6. (subjective answer)
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STATE ELECTRICITY/ELEcTRONICS'CURRICULUM GUIDE
4NSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY' LEVEL II UNIT #4

I .

Title of Unit: Basic Electrical Skills

Time Aldoeation: 4 weeks

Unit Gotl:. t ,

To promote basic electrical skills and interes.t in electricity by
conveying those competencies relevant toAsuccessful tool.usage,

,wiring, and project assembly techniques. .

,,.

Unit Objectives:
- I

The student will be,able to:

1. describe the function, list safety precaUtions, and illustrate
the correct use of each construction tool presented in.this unit:

identify and demOnstrate,proper soldering techniques and method
of preparing conductors for electrical utilization.

sucvssfully construct a Wiring Project, and demonstrate their
. competence in following ins ructions, tool use, chassis layout,
soldering, assembly techniques, inspection and testing.

gvaluation:

The student will demonstrate his/her, competence'in terms of these4
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable
'performanCe criteria, which utirizes a combiicatiim of written, oral, and
1.4baratory testing'procedures.

Instructor References:

Electionies Assembl and Fabrication Methods. '$.R. Duarte and R.L..Duarte.,
ftGrawl-Uill Bo .,.;973. .thapIers: 1, 5, 6, 7,t 8; '9, and.10.i

Electronic Techni ue A.W. Avtgis, and-W,F. Megow,
rentice a nc., 1974. Chapters: 3-16.

Tachnj.c4 Electricity and Electronici.. Peter Buban and Marshall L. Schmitt,
s. McGraw-ffili-BooR Co. 1977 tncits: 27-31. #

Overview:

Unit 4' will allow the student to develop cbmpetencies that will act as
a foundation for future mechanical and electri-cal assembly tasks.

The unit should,.be introduced as a valuabie resource in *p.rojeCtl)lan-
ning and constrUction. The idea of conptructing a project should be
stressed as a necessary "hands ol'experience in'order to facilitate woYking
with devices and'processes. ,

The centril theme Is to present a Variety of basic electrical-skills
for the 'students to develop, h-owever; craftmanship is a quality th"et must .

be emphasized by tSe instructor as anon going process that should permeate
0 . all levels of activities; ,

.
.

.

Most majoY topics in this.Unit can 6e piesented Ihrough laboratory
demonstrationsand the student wiring project san assist in evaluating-

.

*student unsierstanding.
This utit has a relairvely long timeallocationf; yet for the student it

-fOcUses .on a fatcinating and mcitiNating as,plect of the course,
.

. . i._ W r



wArg,6Lc/m 1-2Ustal.41.1WA lo.ntsimetnovoiogy:

'Follow the instructional module unit outline as a 4sic skeleton
for curriculum presentation, hOwever, note the following:

;

411 ,

f,

1. When illuttratink basic hand tools and describing their functions
an overhead projection can be easii)i adapted as,a mea,ps to show -
tool outline or shape. In addition, physically tracing tools

, with color.pencils can assist disadvantaged students in learning
the basic differences in size, shape, etc.

.

2.. Ven demonstrating practices'encountered in assembly and-
fabrication, stop and describe large:scale production techniques.
Il.dicate and show some of the jobs which are relatively simple
and require little training, then descrike more complicated
jobs which require extensive preemployment training,

3.% A prOject for'the student to build is definitely mandatory in
this' unit, but it need not be a one to one situation. A class
"assembly line" type project can teach a variety of tchniques
and require less cost to implement. Break the laboratory into
three work stations; mechanical assembly, electrital assembly,
and inspection/testing. Allow the students -tO perform 'only
those skills associated with that, work station, however, rotate
students if ybu desire to expose them to ether competencies. .

4. "Act this educational level it.is wise 'When instructing,students ir-
chassis contruction or other fabrication techniques to utilize
metal templates to assist in achieving the most positive results.*

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. The vocabulary'list presented in this unit is long and cumber-
some. Spend a good deal of time Zescribing each term and if
possible demonstrate each tool listed and emphasize safety pre-
cautions when appropriate.
Use discarded.cardboard boxes as a material resource., Layollt

4

. Instructional Module Contents:

various component positions for'project chassis or.project front,
panel on a sheet of graph paper, then.select the best design and
cutla piece of cardboard to actual front pani4 dimensions. Attact
all pots, switchs, lamps, jacks, meters, etc. where indicated anc

. again check overall aesthetics. If there is an error in layout ol
a special problem in mounting a part this will be worked out .on
the cardboard model rather than on the original chassis or cab-
inet. This procedure will assist students in completing a pro-
ject that is not only functional but also a pleasure to view.,

I. . Unit Outline (overhead)
..,

. 2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)
.,e

. 3. TechniCal-Glossary
4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Tool and Hardware Indentification.
5. Wdrksheet - Soldering, Splices,. and PC Fabrication
6. Quest Activities s,

, 7. Informational Handout
t
(A 4 Step Guide to Solderirig)

8. Inforiational HAndout (Some General Assembly artd/ot Constru9tion
j) Hirits)

9: Informational Handout (Electrical Connections) ,

10. Informational Handout (Printed Circuit 'Board Fabrication)

III

-11. Informational Handout (Board Fabrication - Phótavaphic Method)
12. Unit Module Answer Keys

.,

.

A



IV. Basic Electrica). ,Skills

I.

-

la a

A. 'Identification and Proper use f

, Basic Hand Topls

Soldering
1. Hea., flux, and solder.

2. Preparations f r solderij*

3. :Making a:solder joint

Making Siinple Conductor Joints

1. Preparillg conductors
.

2. liechanical and electrical
connections

'Splices

4. Soldetle.ss.c'onnectors and,

.terminals ,

Terminal and socket c.onnections

6. Printed circuit soldering



Insulating Concluctor Joints

Wire' Types and Gauge Determination

Assembly _Techniques
Harp.ess assembly

-2. Component assembly

3. Chadsio hardware and ass rni?ly

'Pr-inted Circuit óar Fabrications

Rraper Use of Power Tools,and
Stationar3i -Equipment

4
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IMPORTAivT-
Indicate your responses on the answer sheet only.-- Fill in
the box Iporrespondini, to the correct-answer to each question -
there is only one correct answer for each question.

UNIT EXMI

BASIC ELECTRICAL SKILLS

1. Wire strippers,are used to remove^the conductor from wires'. (T-F)

Atstranded wire is less flexible than a solid wire of the same
gaUge. (T-F)

3. Side-cutting pliers are sometimes called lineran priers. (T-0
OIL

A handpunch or chassis punch is used to make round holes in
sheetmetal., (T-r) .

'The,preferred solder to use in electronic proje;t$4,golistruction is
bU/40 rosin-ebre solder. (T-F

A dull-col9red solder joint, on a PC board, is acceptable as long
'as enouilh solder is.used. (T-F

7. .A wire being soldered to a lug is uspally first loosely *stened
. to the lug to hold, it in pl!ace. T-17)

) 8. Conductors',or ttaees on a printed circuit boara often cross or over-
(T-F)

.
t

p.
,

9. Drillini, hclits in
e
sheetmetal can be'a dangeroui,cperglión.' IT-F)

10. A chassis forms the base upon whiqa circuit is assembled or
moUnted.'



11. Diagonal-cu$ting pliers are deslgned for stripping wires. (T-F)

12. Pre-tinned hook-up lAre is coated with a thin layer of tin to p.m-
vent the copper conductor from.oxidizing. (T F)

*

13. Long-nose pliers are designed primarily for holding and beilding small-
gauge wires. (T-F)

k

1

14. Do not move or handle a jie.wly soldered wird Until the solder has
solidified sufficiently (T-F)

15. The process of removing unwanted copper from 1. printdd-circuit
board, using gchemical solution, is called etching. (T-F).)

lb. A 24 gauge wire has a larger diatheter than a No. 12 American Wire f
Gauge wire. (T-F)

111 17. Magnet wire is most often insulated.4ith a Coating of enamel or.
lacquer. (T-F)

18. . The job of rembving solder from a terminal-or PC Joint is done with
an unsoldering tool. (T-E)

19; Sheetmetal can be.cut with snips.; airiation snips or the ox and
pan brake.' (T-F) -

20. A philiips head screw can be driven by either a standard blade
screwdrivef,'or, a Phillips "screwdriver. (T-F)

111,

21. The-process of coating.a wire, terminal, Or soldering iron tip with
. a thin layer tf solder is calle2zi

22. , Solder use4 for electronic work, is usually in wire form and contains
one ormore cofes of -



23. The joining together (twisting) of two or more wires to forr a
.permanant connection is called a

24. When soldering compOnents which are sensitive to excessive heat a
tool called a should he used.

25. An important step in PC fabrication is to thoroughly t e
board to remove dirt and grease.

7



ADJUSTA4E
WRENCH:

ASSEMSLY:

AVIATION SNI-PS:

'sALL-PEEN
HAMMER:

f

BOX AND PAN
BRAKE:

CABLE TIES:

CENTER PUNCH;

Name:

Date:

Period:

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

An open-end style wrench with adjustable jaw size.
This type of wrench is designed with one stationary jaw,
and an adjustable jaw operated by a thumb sc,rew. This
feature allows one wrench to be used on manr different
nut or bolt sizes.

The fitting together of parts, utilizing tools and
necessary equipment, to form a complete unit or device.

Sheetmetal cutting shears which have a compound lever
action which reduces cutting effort.

A general purpose metal working hammer with _one flat
face for hammering end a rounded or "balr head for
rounding off rivets.

A heavy duty sheetmetal tool with adjustable fingers
used to make inside and outside bends from about 1800
to 40°,

Small nylon belts or straps, with a self-locking buckle,
used to bind or harness wi,res together.

A metal punch with a sharp b0° point. The center punch
is used to mark the location of a hole that is to be
drilled and thus eliminate drill "wandering."

CHASSIS: A metal box or frame upon which major components Or sub-
circuits are mounted and wired.

CHASSIS PUNCH:

COMPONENT;

CONDUCTOR
JOINTS:

411
DESOLDERING
TOOL:

A sheetmetal punch designed Rix' punching round holes in
a range of sizes from 1/2." to 3". The punch halves are
drawn together.with a machine screw. Chassis punches
are also aveilable.in square, keyed, and half round

.jtyles.
4

A general term describing an iiectrical part or parts.
For example, basic electrical parts such as resistors,
capacitors, diodes, and transistors, can be identified _

as components.

A method for connecting or securing two or more,wires
together. A satisfactory conductor joint must be 1)

mechanically secure - wires tightly twisted together,
2) electrically secure - the connection must freely pass
current, and 3) covered with an approved insulation.

A.device used to remove molten solder from a wire or
connection. Most desoldering toqs draw the molten
solder from the connection with a vacuum or suction
force.



DIAGONAL-.CUTTING Pliers 'used for cutting soft metal wire. Two popular
PLIERS: -terms used for,identifying these pliers are diagonals

and dykes.

*DRILL PRESS: A motorized tool used for drilling or boring holes in
la piece of scock. Drill.bits are held securely in the
chuck, and feZ into the work with the feed handle. ,

ELECTRICAL Provides a cOnnection that 4ill conduct electricity as
CONNECTION: efficiently as a continuous wire. ,A good electrical

cannection requires that the wires be absolutely clean
and that thex.be twisted together to achieve good con-
tact, many times solder is added to the joint to achieve
good electrical contact.

ELECTRICAL TAPE: A black vinyl insulating tape used to cover exposed
conductor joints.

ETC11INC4 The process of chemically removing the excess copper
from,a circuit board. The more common etching solutions
are ammonium persulfate or ferric chloride.

FILE: A tool used mainly to smooth the e-clges of sheethetal,
and to do small amounts of cutting: shaping and fitting '4N

of metal parts.

FLUX: A chemical used to remove oxygen during the solderin&
process and to clean the copper surface of slight oxi-

GAUGE:

HACKSAW:

HAND PUNCH:

HARDWARE:

dation. Flux aids in making a good solder joint. For
electrical work use anly rosin flux, which is avai 1

as a paste, or as a core 1-5--ffe solder itself.

A standard method for sizing wires. Gauge sizes are
given as numbers, such as 24 'gauge or 24g. The lower
the number, the larger the diameter of the wire.

A hand saw used for cutting metal.. The hacksaw cuts on
the forward motion only.

A sheetmetal hole punch used for punching small round
holes up to approximately 1/2" in diameter. The tool
uses a collection of punch and die sets which are mounted
(one size at a time) in a handle/frame lmit.

Items designed to provide physical or electrical support
for projects. Physical support hardware includes items
.like screws, bolts, clamps, nuts, and spacers, while
el&ctrical support items include switches, lamps, sockets,
fuses and terminals..

HARNESS: Individual wires tied together into a neat bundle and
routed through the project as a iTavp: A harness typi

4

-

cally,has wires leaving-the bundle at various cations.

HEAT SINK: A imall.tetallic tool used to' draw heat Away rem a.
component pr connection during the soldering process.



HEAT SdRINKABLIZ An insulating tubing whiCh is slipped over.a connection
TUBING.: or joint. When the tubing is heated, with a heat gun,

match,or soldering iron, it wili shrink and form tightly ,

around the conftlection.

INSULATION:

LACING:

LONG-NOSE
pLIERS:

MAGNET WIREL

MECHANI:CAL
COgNECTIQN:
...J..; -

NUT DRIVER:

OPEN-END WRENCH:

PORTABLE
ELECTRIC.DRILL:

PRINTED cIpenT
BOARD:,

RESIST:

SCREWDRIVER:,

!

SIDE CUTTER
PLIERS:

SLIP JOINT
PLIERS:

A maierial placed 'around a conductor, connection,sor
joint to preVent a short circuit or .'an accidental show

The Iproces1 ofYmaking-a series of special ties with a,
- piece of lacing cord along the length of a cable.

Pliers usedtprimarily fori handling small objects and for
bending apd shuing wires. Most long nose pliers,also
incorporate a 'culling jaw for cutting small gauge wires.

.At

Wire used In making coils ip2inductors, tmall trans-
.

formers, relays, etc. The wire is usual.ly intUlated,
with.a clear coat of enttMel, or varnish.

The process of attaching wires4o terminals or 'another
wire, by twisting o'r bending then in such a way that the,
connection remains 'secure eVen though it is not tolderéd.

*

A tool designed to rapidly. .install or remove nuts. The
tool resembles a sotkef wrench attached to a screwdriver
handle.

A teneral 'purpose wrench'wiiich has an open jaw, of
different, size,- at either end of the tool.

1

A hand-held power tool used 'for borini holes in various
materials. he tool utilizes a,chuck to hol'd the drill
bit and generally has a trigger stylet switCh as,a control.

Consists of metal,-foil conductors, usually copper, bonded
to a substrate_or baSe material. The base material
supports the cOmponents which,are loaded into holes
drilled in the board, amd soldered to the conducting foil.,
Foil traces, serve as the interconnecting wiTes ftr,the

A material used in printed circuit board fihrication to
cover or coat the areas which are to be Saked oin the
'copper-clad board. T4e resist will/form s'pattern
similar to the pattem of the comp.leted printed circuit
bdard traces.

A tdol which til\lows you to 'produce a twisting motion
to tighten or loosen screws. The- two common.tip types
are slotted or standard

Side -eutter pliqrs or lineman pliqrs are"heavy duty/
pliers Used for gripping and cutting large gauge wires.

A common type of plier designed for holdini or gripping,
work. The slip joinf permits the jaws to "be.opened
wider.

LII-Ui-l0,
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SOLDER:. An alloir of tin and lead which is melted into an elec-
trical connection to increase conducti ity, improve
mechanical strength and to protect: agai t oxidation.

,Solder used for electrical work is gerier lly designatea
as, 60/,40 rosin-core.. That is: 60% tin 'and 40% lead
.with a central core of rosinv This txpe of ,solde_i has

Melting point of 310' F, good mechanical, strength,
and- solidifies, rapidly'.

SOLDER JOINT:\ The prdcess of 'cleaning, heating, and properly applying
solder to a connection, splice, or joint.

SpLDERINC IRON,:, A tool, with a hbated-tip ,used to 'transfer heat to a
connection for soldering. The style of iron used' fgr ,

general electronic work. is called a "pencil" iron and
has-a tatiog between' 25 and 40 watts'.

SOLDERLESS-'
CONNECTOR:.

SOLID WIRE:

S))LICg: ,

Also designated as lisolderless terminalS /or crimp-connec-
tors, these devices ,do not require soldering, rather, the
wire is ipserted into a lug, and the lug.is squeezed,
with a.special tool, to make the electrical conneCtion.

1

..

A style of wire that consists of "on.ly one solid conductot,
usually' surrounded by insulation'.

A method for connectIng two or more,wires to ether.
Ex. Tap splice, rat-tail splite of Western Union splice.

, .. /

c s(/ ARIN G' SHEAR : A piece of stationary equipment used for .cutting, trim-_,
So

4
min g I ahd-squaring sheetMetal. The cutting ,blade. is._....

operated either by -a 'foot .treadle or lever 414ndlet. .

4 '
STRANDED WIRE i , A .type of wire-which consists of many strands` 0,1t fine

,

. , wire twiste ogether. The twisted conductors are, then
4

I

. covered with' an ulating material: 'Stranded wire ip
more flexible than solid style .wire of the same gauge.. ,

n

TAPPEREU HAND - X "T" shaped tool, .used td slightly enlarge the ,si ze of
4 REAMER: -`a holesdrilled in metal or sheetmetal. . .

S. -, ..
, . . .

TINNINC,i, The Rrocess of clean, iAg and coating ,with ib-rder Tinning..
!is us'4a1lly 'thought of' .in connection with-spreparing the,

heated tip of a soldering iron ,, but wires , terrinals),' .

printed cil-cuit hoards, and ccimponent leadS are often
tinved in,preparation far 'making an electrical 'connection,

'TIN SNIPS':t
le 'TRACE:

TWIST-ON
,CONNECTOR:

A scissors like, tool "used for. cutting -sheetTnetal.
Coppe'fvfoil patterns %ihich are left.,on 'a printfd circuit
board. These foil 'traces ,act as ihe-interc6nnect-lifg

wires between the .compOnents.

A type bf insulatedksollferless connectbr'used for making
rattail joints. To' use a tlast- on" '6Qnnector,, threat .

it onto a pair of bare conductors which are held parallel
td each other. The conductor will twist and hold _the
conductors firFly together.
4111110



TWIST DRILL: A style of drill bit made of carbon steel, and used for
o drilling holes in metals. The twist drill is used in con"7

junction with a drill-press or portable electrical drill.

VISE: A tool used to securely hold woTk-pieces whilq drilling,
cutting, soldering, etc.. The most common.stvle of vise;
is called a bench vise, although many specialty vises.
are.available for electronics work.

WI-RE STRIPPERS: A camon tool used to nemovb the insulati n from a
conductor or wire. 1

.4

Soldering 'Station

.7

I
"

Lq,p41-12.
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VOCABULARY

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:*

TOOL AND HARDWARE IDENTIFICATION-

Identify'the items pictured.belew. Use comPIete names,

i.
6

A

-

r'
.1r.

-
.

.

.

w/

,

I ..=
1

Ilio tOm,

.. ,..

,

ii,,,
,.. 7

t

4,
.

,

.

1/ *
1

.

_

4,

a

6..
,

,

,

1.: 0 .

..

....

. .
.8 ir J

a

4
14

,

. .

,

6.
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13.

14.

20.

17.

19.

20.,



*BO

24.

Date:

Pefiod:

23.

24.

S.

26.

27;

29.

20.

31.

32.

33.

34.

14

te



*CpRE:

GRADE:.

SOLDERG,

Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

SPLICES'? A.ND

identify the three important
connection:

IMMIMMII=MIMMIMIMI.

ieasons ftr sc9.derini an electrical

Make a list:of the steps that should be followed in making a good
solder connection. Explain each step where necessary.

4

-

404

4

4

ION

.

4.

-s.
--e,

Draw a neat sket& of the following types of_ wire

Rat-Tail
Splice

t.



4-Tap Splice-

'

Date:

Period:.

Western Union'
Splice

4

Destr be the method or technique used in the laboratory for applying `

resisi material to a PC boards Be specifics*

Apply.
Resist
Mateiial

a

Explain the procedu4e and preiautions to be followed while etching
a PC board. / Safety

.4/

Etch
the

Board

Procedure . Precautions

j,
__tIA_



PURPO$E:

WORKSHEET

QUEST. ACTIVITY
"-UNIT 4"

Nate:

Period:

(

The project you are about to begin has'a definite purpose. As you
proceed through the assembly process you will gain important experi-
ence in chassis fabrication, hand tool usage, spldering,,point to
point wiring, and cable harnessing/layout. Keep in mind* your aim iS

. .

to woik carefully and produce a quajity product.

PARTS LIST:

Item # uantit Ref. Desi n Descri tion Inv. Ck toit

.

1

2

3
4
5' .

6
,

't-

2

. 1
5

5

.

TB

V1
.

, TB2
TB
, 3

, .

Metal chassis
5"x6", 26 guage

Socket, 7 Or 9 pin
min, tube

Term. strip. 5 LUG
Term. strip, 1 LUG
MaCh. screw 4-40x3/8
Nuts 4-40x3/16

.

i

4.
.

.

.

..

WIRiNG CHART:

FROM TO

V1-1 V1-5

V1-2 V1-4

VI!ml'f'S)

4*Progress.check

41.10.1....1110M

TB1-D (5) TB2-A

TB1-E (S7- TB2-B

T132-A'(S) 1132-c

. *Progress Check'

(5) TB41-E TB2-B (S) TB2-D

V1-3 (S) TB1-A TB2-C (S) TB43-B (,)

11=11110.111

com.#1.#*

V1-4 (S) : TB1-B .-- TB2-D (S) TB3-A
....

1

V1-5 (S) 1112-E .. TB2-E (S) TBS-C

VI-6 (S), T132.4 TB-3-A (S) LEAD*
,....-

V1-7 (S) TB2-A TB3-C (S), -1;EAD

111 .TB1-A T32-E
....".

LEAD* - 4" Red lead for positive battery

....."-

connection. .

TB1-A (S) 'TB1-C (S)

-LEAD - 4" black lead, for negative battery
TB1-B (S) TB1-E connection.

ITT IIA ,ti OP II



1

.**.PROCEDURE::.

passis Co nstrucOori - ,
es

o

_1. Using the dimensions from theachASSis,14yout diagram, (or a layout
template), and a 'sCribter, mafk'yOur mesqltfar the Icication of fold
lines and holes. 4

NaMe:

Datd:

Period:

S.

.41

4

If you use a template: Be'sure the template isiositioned with'the
correct side Ire.

%

2, Us4g a hand punch, make the holes for the machine screws and tube
socit9t.

Holes labeled "X" are'1/8" diameter - use 1/8" punch. Holes labeled
"2" are'l/4" diameter - use 1/4" punch,

:

If you mark the center of each hole wiih a centerq3unch, it will be
very easy to accurately locate the holes.

Using the 5/8" chassis punch; enlarge the 114" hole to .518".
-

4

4, Using the'box and pan brake, bend thy two sides-of the metal chassis.

Align-the bend lines, marked on your metc4, with the edge of the
fingers on the brake, and make a 90 degree bend.

Mount the tube socket and terminal strips on the chassis using the
machine screws and nuts. Be sure the nuts are on the back side of
the chassis.

-*

See the attaChed drawings for location of parts.

6. Useing masking tape, label the tertinal strips,and tube socket. Number
the tube pins and letter the lugs on the terminal strips.

*Progress Check

QEMAIL.11-11111SLINITSLICLUMS.:

1. Check off each item on the wiring table as you complete that step.

2. Use your own j.udgment for beit layout or routing of e wires.

3. Solder all onnections. "(S)" after a location on th wiring table
indicates thá't all the wires on that terminal should be soldertd. Do
not solder any wires until an "(S)" appears.

4. Lace or tie the wire bundle..

5. Tin the wire liefore connecting it to the terminal.

6. When making a wire connection, loop the.wire around the terminal only
once.

LII-U4-19 10:1



1 0 o I

PARTS PLAEMENT:
\

Name:

Date:

'Period:

, VI

TB3
-4

A B C

Tii1

A%

1132 C

so
0

AIIMION11111111.

0

NOTE: V1 may be a 7'or 9 pin tube socket.

CHASSIS LAYOUT:

3 / 4 1E-1

111=sirlillk

5 t

plinch to fit either'7 or.9 pin socket.
2"



THEORY OF OPERATION:.

Name:

Datel

Period:

The dicuit consists of a 4 branch parallel-circuit. 'When wired
correctly the supply voltage will appear at the tube socket terminals
in proper polarity as shown below.

Negative: Potentia4 will
6 7 appiar at pins

1,3 ,5, and 7.

' PROJgET TESTING:
3.

Positive : Potential will
appear at p
2,4, and 6

Connect the project leads (red and black) to the appropriate DC power
stipply (Wprox. 6 VDC) -,red lead to the positive terminal, and,
black lead to the negative terminal. Plug the L.E,D. testing fixture
into the tube socket, and turnipn the power supply. If the project
is correctfy wired all L.E.D.'s will light. If the power supply
indicates a "short" condition, or one or more L.E.I44s does not light,
proceed'to "troubleshooting."

II/

TROULESHOOTING:

Don't diopair, problems are usually minimal and easily solved. Use
the foll6wing outline to help you in finding ytur problem.

I.- Look for any bridges or shorts caused by solder, or, crossing
bare wires. Check:
A. Tube socket terminals
B. Terminal strip lugs
C. Wilie to wire shorts (in*ulation melted)

II. Wiresonnected to the wrong terminal*
I1I. Extra wires*

*Use the wiring chart to recheck wire connection points.

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES:

Knot

Add a square
knot on top.,

Tinning

(Heat wire -
apply solder)

Wire Connection

One turri only

LII-U4 21
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,INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

Period:

A 4-STE: GUIDE T.0 ,OLDEgING

INTRODUCTION: What is sQlderipg?

4.

In .all Electricity/Electronics work, high quality solderinvconnections
are .113portant. Solderin& is a process that allows the joining together, ,

both mechanically and elcittrically, of metal objects (wires, component
leads, etc.) through the use of a material called solder and a heating
deltice described as a soldering iron'.

SKILL

Solider

-.

. Soldering-Trocess
Many, times soldering i* required to make sure that an electrical-connectión
will last for a long time. Proper solderibg will also

Prevent corrosion ID Ada strength



,

Name:

1)ate;

Period:

Selecting Soldering Tools and Materials:

Always use the correct tools.and materials to accomplish th4 task; and
remember, proper use of .tools and materials will increase your skill
and the quality of your work. Check the following lis,t when preparing to
solder.

Safety glasses
Proper wattage (heat) soldering iron a4d tip
Rosin core solder - 60740
Solder aid
5older remover tool/braid
Damp sponge
Misc, hand tools
Bench vice

I.

Soldering Procedures:

Proper soldering technique requires the learning of a skill, and the
best way to learn a skill is to p'ractice. Study the list below of
procedures that you should follow each time it is necessary'to solder.

'Obtain ,tools and materials

Plug iron in and cldian tip,
-,

Tin the-t p

Prepare parts to be soldered

_Make mechanical connection

Protect heat sensitive. parts'
,

A

Apply solder
,

' Don:t move parts

Visual check

Inspection:,

Check your work immediately upon completion to avoid making a poor
soldering connection. Poor connections are generally caused by "three"
specific problems. However, you can-fix each-of these problems by
applying the remedies on the next page.



(SOLDZRING ERROR)

Not enough solder Used

Too much solder used

Improper'heat app,lication

Desolderin_g_ Process:

.(REMEDy)

Applytnore solder, "

.Repoire excess and rellow.
, . v,

ittehet:and remove soldsr.,.
. :then refloW

.1%

r JSometime you will have to remove sOldered-i4ires or (parts frpm a c\hassfs or-
printed circuit board, to do this the components must first b\e-desolderëNd.
Desoldering is basically the reverse action of the soldering process.
Study the list below of iirocedures that you shduld follov each, iime you
,desold9r. ,

Obtakn tools and materials

Plug iron in and clean tip
. ,.

Tin the tip ..,

Keep tip damp witii,sponge
.0

Grasp wire. or,lead,

Apply heat
kd

Apply presSure uie solder
removing toolf-

Remove part:

Visual check/clean up
.-

\

-

Whihen "resting" a soldering iron always. Use a solderIng iron ,Ilolder or
t,stand.

Abrafili hold a moldering iron by. its handle and When r'eaching for it
be alert. and ver acci-dently grab the "hot" tip.

01)0 not splash, ftot solder around shakin`g the'lrOn when soldei'ilit
desoldering.

al

,{

7,"



Name':

-bate :'

Period:
4

.

INFOAMATIONAL HANDOUTS

dr .SOME FENER#1, ASSEMit.,Y AND/OR tONSTRUCTION HINTS

I

s

Witho'lt a'doubt the fastest, easiest, and most
hnSoyable way to develop practical electronic
Oulls .is by buildin& a project or kit. jiasic
aSsembly and/or. construction hints have been.
giyen -in this handout 'to assist you An becoming

. a supdr",failder. Use these -suggestionf, when
eiler possible.

"'Secure wires and leads SO, they arê positiondd neatly Etna
Ch.assis Wiring Aay ,flat against chassis',or

Hadd %Paring Cut component wires to proper flength before installing.
ise insblating--tUbing\spaghett-Won all wires that may

touch each other, or- could touch thechassis.
Nrap wire iroUnd the teriinal before solderinko, Merely

inserting the wire through the hole yor slinvAtle, not Sake
a satis.factory conn'ection.

As a genetial rule, when pieparing hookup wire for connection
. 3/4!" of the insUlatisn, should be =moires:I frost, each end,
. ,..;..- -

k
Oh). order to av`bid breaking internal connection's when stripping

insulation from the leads of components; hold the leid, with
pliers while it is beinz siripped.

ii .The leads on components are tusually longer than needed to
t9mplete the -donnection. Trim the lead for proper length

. before making the' connection for solderitig. As a rule , a
lead should be just long enough to complete the connection.

4

If the wire is stranded, M'ake sure to twist the individual
strands_tightly and tinbefore inserting them into the
terminal.

t, ,
Components shoUld be pfaced in a manner that;allows 'their

Value to be -read without moving the part around. .

. .,Cut off any excess component lead or wire from terminals
4 after they have beer) meckanically iecure .

. 'LIl-U4-25 (Id
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S.

Name:

Date:

Period:

PC Component, 40In wiring or .soldering to printed.circuit boaTds, make:certain
MounXing there are no solder tails crossing over from one printed

electrical path of copper to another.

Avoi,d oierheating the printed circuit,copper. A soldering
pencil or small iron (approximately 30 watts) is ideal. for'
use in circuit board work.

Holgs that have been drilled on a PC board should be slightly,
larger.than wire or component lead to be utilized.

PC components should tve pOsitioned flush'against the circuit
board when pbssible.

40Insert componints or wire to stick out, if possible, about
1/16 to 3/32 of an, inch on copper side then bend flat and /-

solder. Watch out, don't use to much heat when soldering!

, A simple procedure, that improves the ovitall look's'of your
PC board, is to position all resistors.so their coded value
can easily be read in a glance from left tc? right.

DETAIL VIEW OF COMpONENT MOUNTING ON PC BOARD

BEND LEADS 2. INSERT LEADS
THROUGH PROPER HOLES
FROM NONCOPPER SIDE OF
PRINTED*CIRCUIT BOARD

4% PROPER
PLACEMENT

3. POSITION COMPONENT
NEXT TO PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD AND BEND LEADS

TO HOLD IN PLACE

Remember, safety is of prime concern during all aspects of the building
process. 'GOOD LUCK!

LII-U4-26
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INFORMAtIONAL .1IANDOUT

4ELECTRICAL C6XNECTIONS
,` 411b

Name:

Date:

Period:

Electrical conneCtions and electrical.circuits mbst
be, reliable, and part of this reliability requires
the individual who is wiring and soldering to be
skillful. Use these sheets to help you master some

'basic wiring te.chniques, but iemember it'takes treit
deal of practice to lea= a skill, so lets get started!

Note, making hand-formid wire connectioni are Called splices, the three
most commonly used are as folloQs: RatTTail, Tap or, Tee, and the Western
Union.

Rat-Tail:

fa

AllThis splice is generally used where wires are to be joined together. 'The,
Rat-Tail joint is common* placed or used in an electricar junction box,
like the ones in your home. This splice should be soldered and taped,
or a solderless connector (wire nut),used, before the box cpvey is replaced.
Note, if wire sizes below AWG 14 are used the splice can no 'wiser be
formed ey hand. Use pliers for twisting and be carefull not to damagefthe
wires. Follow the examples below when'making this splice. t-

A

Tap or. Tee.:

410 This splice is also used primarily in home electiical wiring circuits.
The Tap spliee is used when you want to connect a branch conductor to '

' one wire that "runs through" a junction box. The advantage, of this splice

6 Twists

Cut Ends

OOOOO 0601110606-ty$00 .then solder and tape.
.;,

141-y447 /1



Name:

/ Date:
/Period:

is that the main wire is pot cut, just stripped where the branch wire isjoined. This splice should be soldered and taped, before the box cover'is replaced. Follow the examples givenwhén making this splice..

A

.Branch Wire Nain Wire

D leitor 6 Turns

I hut
T'Ogether

4

then sdlder and -tape.
Western Union:

This splice is the sfrongest Of the three presented here and the mostinteresting one to make. It ii-used for splicinga broken/cut wire by a
lon g. wire or to exten:d wire a few more feet if it is short. This spliceshould be soldereilnd taped when completed. This splice has a tmique-piece Of .his-torY attached to its name. When the Western Union Telegraph

Company, had problems with breaks in telegraphic wires' their workers woulduse this splice `to -repair the wire.

9.

(501 derless)
Connectors .

0 Wire Nuts:

Solderless ,connectors or wire nuts can be used generally eo splice wires
up to. size #6 AWG. The Imst comMon solderless connectort_are the twist-.. ...on Variety.. This electrical hardware item is handy when öbe does notA '

then solder and tape'.



Name:

Date:

Period:

have the opportunity,to solder or when the need Of a qiiiflk yet_ stron
mech.apical electrical connection is necessary. Follow t e ex'mple below

using t(lis kindiof.connector.

Solderless Terilinal Lugs:
Spaice \

Wire Nut

,

Solderless or crimp type.terminals are used sometimes in projtcts ai
means to provide a 'strodg metal-to-metal bond (terminal-to-wire) wi4hout
the use of the solderinkprocess. Two common types are generilly u ed,
they are the Fork and Ring tongue styles.

Fork Tongue Ring Tongue

. s

0 The style selected depends on your specific use, and to connect either one.
to wire requires a crimping tool. Check the example below for proper
in-stalation..technique.

Solderless
Terminal

Lug

Step. Step Step
1 2 3

Wire

Step 3 utilizes this kind
ga of crimping tool

.11111,

Crimp



START

Name:

Date:,

. Period:

.INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

PRINTED ,.,CIRCUI,T BOARD FABRICATION

. .

Cut board to size,

:Clean the board.

Transfer circuit
ettern onto the boar

140TES

NOTES:

NOTES:

Apply.resist materia

NOTES:

t

Etch the boerd.
NOTES:

NOTES:

Remove resist material( Iv

NOTES:

Clean PC board with
steel wool.

NOTES :Drill out lead
and sounting holes

as necessary.

STOP

4

Paint on nail
polish, laquer, or

resist paint.

Ley down dry.transfer170,
petterns-and burnish

Als PC tape and
'donutt, press
doWn firstly and,

burnish.

Draw over pattein
wizh resist pen.

LII-U4-30 id
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INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT'
'r

PRINTED CIRCUIT .130ARD FABRICATION. 'PHOTOPIAPHIC IIETROD

a

Name:

Period:

START

Dasi n the artw6rk,

Photograph artwork'
(Zransparency)'

'rat.

.NEGATIVE 140 Witsi .

POSITIVE.

Cut bakrd t-.0 size.

Thoroughly c,lean
board and dry.

4
Coat board wit:.

photosensitive resist

1 Develt:Ip the boarde

NOTES:

NOTE§i

Spray

Dip

Spin

Bale the boird

Expose board
to U.V.light.

e
Rinse and post bake.

Etch the boar4.

1 Remove resist asterisk

Clean PC board
with steel wool.

NO7IES;

NOTES:

NOTES:

NOTES:

NOTES:

NOTES:

Drill out lead 'and
slanting boles as

. necessary.



PROJECT EVALbAT ON:SHEE

Name:

DateC

PeiCiodf

Project Construction Dates ,

Excellent Good Average Poor Offensive'

-

i

i

-,
10 .

.

FINISH- (paint
labeling, etc.)

ASSEMBLY (tech-
niques and qual-
ity)

.

a,

-N, ....

. e.
.)

LAYOUT AND
DIMENSIONS

,

-.

TOOL USAGE
,

A

YESIGNI (fo'nil/460

function) ,

-' 4

MATERIAI:S USED
TO BEST ADVAN-
TAM

.

.

. 1.
.

.

-

,

c.

,

,

-..

A

-s

GOOD USE OF TIME

WORK HABITS
,1

.

PROJECT REPORI

.,

.

.

COMMENTS

e

.

.

.

-LT 111.."(2

4r
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ANSWER KEY .

UNIT 4

-

TOOL AND 4ARD1ARE IDENTIFICATION

1. file
2. center punch .

3. electric hand arill
4. heck SSW
5. Phillips head screwdriver
6, long nose plier
7. wire stripper
8, diagonal plier.
9. dril/ bit

10. ball peen hammer
11. bernch vise
12. drill press .

13. adjustable wrench
14* 'Greenlee chassis punch
15. shear ,

16* slip.joint
17: lineman's plier.orelectrician's

plier
18, nut driver.
19. ,standard serewdriver
20. soldering iron'

, 21., open end wrench
22. box pan brake,
23. reamer
24. printed circuit board
ZS. chapsis. e

26. .wire tie
.

27, Whitney hand punch
28. .desoldering tool .

29. solder
10. solderless or crimp type
31. stranded wire
32. heat sink -

33. wire nut
34, metal shear

B. SOLDERING, SPLiCES AND PC
FABRICATIOW

(subjective evaluation)

QUEST ACTIVITY

(subjective evaluation)

Na.
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7). STATE ELECTRICITY/ELiCTRONICS aimmum GUIDE
_

INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL.II UNIT 15

40 Title of Unit: Magnetism

Time "Alloeatloni 2 weeks

4.

Unit Goal:

Atm

To broaden and impart greater stildent'cbmpetence in teTms of
evaluating the effects- and!influence magnetisi has on our lives,
and to discover-the inseparable re4ationship to electricity that
it enjoys. -

Unit Objectives:

The studentt.Nill be Able to:

I. state the properties of magnetism and list teh electrical or
electronic devices which utilize magnetism in Ane form or another.

1

identify the characteristics of magnetic...lines of flux, and
when given a magnet with the pole\polarity labeled, indicate
the direetion of the lines of fluxi botk-internar and external

explain the basic laws of magnetism related.to the poles of a
magnet, and describe the earth's magnetism in reference to its
geographical poles. '

Evaluation:

The student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these
110 measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable per-

formance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, oral and
laboratory testing procedure.

Instructor References:

Electricity and Electronics. Howard Gerrish and William Dugger, Goodheart-
Willcox Co 1971. Chapter: 4

Industrial Arts Electricity. Clifford Lush and Glenn Engle; Chas. A.
liewnett Co./101. Chapter: 2.

Introduction to ElectricitY. Kurt Harding Schick, McGraw-Hill Ryerson
Limited, 1975. Chapter: 2. .

Overview:

a

Note, in this unit several important fundamental competencies are
presented as a foundation for several other unitR(!within this level, and
for succeeding units in more advanced levels.

Most students can identifi some of the basic properties of magnets
through their own personal experiendes, hence the subject matter is not .

foreign and quite easy to introduce.
Stress the vast influence that this topic has on the lives of each of

us, and then trace the hittoriCal background of this topic prior to the
technical presentation.

The next topic of emphasis should be the basic laws of magnetic attrac-
tion and repulsion, and while instructing in this area a discussion in"
reference to the earth's magnetism would be appropriate.

A variety 6f exercises and laboratory experiments and/or projects

should be coordinated with all.unit topics when feasible.

LII-U5-120



buggesteu vresehtation Hints/Methodology:

Follow the instrUctional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
for curriculum presentation, 1.93wever, note the following:

1. When demonstrating magnetic lines or-flux with a magnet and
iron filings be careful not to use an excessively strong. magnet:
Too intense of a magnet mill not perform adequately because it
forces the filings into groups rather than a uniform pattern.

2. To obtain.inexpensive magnets for classroom demonstrations,
consider government surplus stores as a prime vendor. UsiAlly,
this kind of merehandise can be-purchased at a rate far below '

that of commercial distributors. If, it is more convenient,
locate a livestock iupply house or.a dairy person, who utilizes

_bar magnets for their cattle's protection. Make a point to ask
them for any discarded magnets. Note, cows are sometimes given
a small bar magnet to swallow in order to protect their inner..
stomaches from foreign objects which have been accidently con-
sumed.

3. When discussing temporary magnets and their Characteristics,
many instructors.will describe electromagnets as the major sub-

. category. Many eleptromagnett can and should he demonstrated
along with*inexpensive devices such as relays electric bells,
and solenoids.

Supplemental Acti es_and Demonstrations:

I. If a limited budget necessitates simplistic.laboratery experi-
enCes, Ihdn a natural for this unit would be to-have students
build a simple electric motor kit. This Und of -motor is
generally designed for beginning kit builders and sold complete
with a manual that includes information regarding the How and
Why of its operation:

2. Jthen demonstrating magnetic pxinciples, place a magnet or magnets
on'the stage. plate ,of an overhead projecto and then cover with
a clear plastic rheet. Using a shaker, spr.nic rb sone iron
filings on top of the sh'eet and discuss tft patterm created.
This can also provide an opportune time discuss magnet pblar-
ity and the basic law of magnetism.

Instructional Module Contents:

2

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary
cr-

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Word Decoding

5. Quest Activitiei

6. Informational Handout (Classification of Magnets)

7. Informational 'Handout (Magnetism,and Maghetic Fields)

S 8. Unit Module Answer.Keys

LIT-M-2



Magnetisin'

k. Magnetic.1 Foimce
"qJ

tarly lJse. of 144g.gnts

C. Types- df Magnets°

4

B. Lines and Fields of 'magi* ic Force',
1. Basic law of magnetism

2. The polei^ of

E. Earth's Magnetism

agnet

F. Compass Usag

G. Magnetic and Nonmagnetic Materials

H. Mpznetism and }Ow it i Related to
Electric1ty-
1 Uses in dai1ylife

Magnetizing and Demagnetizing



IMPORTANT-
Indicate,your responses on the answer sheet only. Fill in

'the box corresponding to the correct answer to each .questi6n -

there is only one correct inswer for each question.

1. Copper, aluminum and -steel are magnetic materials. (T-F

A 'permanent magnet s' one that cannot be destroyed dr weakened. (T-F)

It is never necessary
object. (T-F)

4'

desirable to demagnetize a mate4al or

.Alnico is a natural magne1. (T-F)

5. flost metalic materials exhibit magnetic.properties. tiT-F)

$. b. As magnetic poles are moved apart, themagnetic forcb o attractioe
or repulOon,decreasts. (T-F)-

fleating, striking, or plgcing 4 magnft within,ageolternating current'
field will increase its magnetic strength. (T-Itit

. .

Magnetic flux lines,'!flow", or extend froin the N-pole t the -pole.
(T-F)

k'The earth's magnetic field is similar t the field developed by a
bar magnet. (T-F)

f

The needle of a compass points toward the earths geographic north
pole. (T-F)

-11., Surrounding. each magnet
(A) a negative charge, (8) is current:

field LII-115-4/ 93
-.-_

(C)a voliage, (D) a magnetic'
N -



12. A magnet which keTps its magnetism 'for only a short time is:
.

(A) permanent magnet, (B) 'made of soft iron, (C) a temporary
. magnet, (U) both B' and C.

13. A mAgnetic field is thought to be made up of:
(AO N or S poles, (B) orbiting electrons, (C) flux lines,

14. The basic law of magnetism states:
. (A) unlike poles repel, (B) like poles repel,. ( ) two south pOlesattract, (0) like poles attract,

) glass

,

. \

15. As you move- away from the poles of a magnet, the density. of the flux
,lines: .

(A) decieases, (8) increases, (C) is unchanged, (D) may increase or
decrease depending upon the magonet.

,

16. In the prociss of magnetizing a piece of steel, the magnetic
within the material are aligned in one 0.rection.

17. Which of the following is not a permanefit magnet materiaf?
(A) steel, (LI) soft iron, (C) alnico, (D), iron/cobalt.

186 Which pole of a magnet has the most magnetic strength?-
(A). N-pole, (B) S-pole, (C) both poles have equal strength, (V)
will vary from one magnet to the next.

19. Which of the following operates by magnetism or magnetic force?
(A) electric motor., (B).electric buzzer, (C) Solenoid, (0) all of
the above.

*

20. Other than-magnetic stroking, a steel bar can be magnetized by:
(A) 'placing it within an AC (B) striking it, (C) heatin

? it, (p) placing it within a qc field.

4

4.

21. The point of 'a magnet, where the magnetic force is most concentrated
is called a

22, A north magnetic po1e will attract a magnetit 'pole.



23. ,The firit permanent magnets were composed of an iron ore called
or lodestone.

24. 'Materials that are attraCted to a magnet, or exhibit magn4tic
characteristics are called materials.

25. Electromagnets are actually a type

4

of magnet.
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ATTRACT:

BASIC LAW OF
MAGNETISM:

COMPA4§:
w4.=

FERROMAGNETIC
MATERIAL1

FI.LX: LINES:

GEOGRAPHIC
POLE:

ICEEiER:

.MAGNET:

MAdETIC FIELD:

MAGNETIC NORTH
POLE:

i

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

Name: -

Date:

'Period:

The process of drawing or pulling toward an objett. For
example; a magnet will attract a piece of soft iron.

A. law that explains the interaction of magnetic fields,
The law states: Like poles repel and unlike poles attratt

A device which utilizes the earth's.magnetic field, and
a pivoted magnet needle to indixate direction.

A 'classification for materials which are attracted by a
magnet. These magnetic materials include iron, nickel,
cobalt, etc.

The lines of magnetic force ilihih.exist around a magnet.

The axis points of the earth such as the geographic
south pole.

A piece of soft iron placed across the poles of a magnet
to confine the magneticlield within the magnet, anli to
#void demagnetizing.

A piece of iron., or a, special alloy, which exerts an
invisible force of,attractibn on materials such as iron,
nickel, or cobalt.

The space around a magnet which is influenced or affected
by its magnetic force,

One of the earth's two magnetic poles. The earth's mag-
netic north pole is located approximately 1,0011 miles
south of the geographic north pole in northern Canada. V.

The magnetic south pole is actually some 1,500 miles
from the geographic south pole on the continent of
Antartica.

/

MAGNETIC POLE: The portion of a magnet where the lines of force are
most concentrated. In every magnet there is one north-

_ , seeking pole (N-pole), and one south'.seeking pole (S-pole)
,

MAGNETIC WIELD: 'A magnetic material used to route magnetic lines of force
around an object. This prevents the object from,heing
affected by the magnetic field.

MAGNETISM: The-invisible force, exerted by a magnet, that allows it
to attract ferromagnetic materials, and to attract'or
repell other magnets pr magnetic. fields.

A blackish iron ore which in its naturallstate contains
magnetic particles within the material. 'Once theseloart-

. idles are alignad the material will become magnetic and
attract other ferromagnetic materials.

MAGNETIJE:



P

NATURAL MAGNET:
w

PERMANAUNT
MAGNET:

IREPEL:

TgMPORARY
MAGNET: .

N'ame:

Date:

Period:

A material, such as "lodestone' Or "Magnetite," which in
its natural state exhibits the qualities 9f a magnet.i

A-man-made magnet which when magnitezed will retain its
magnetism. Steel or alnico are examples of matvial which
can be made into permanent magnets.

0'

The process of pushing away or forcing back of an object.
A north pole of a magnet will repel tle north pole of- _

a second magnet.
.

A man-made magnet that loses its magnetism soon afteT Ihe
magfietixing force is reinoved. Magnetized soft iron is an
example of a tempordry magnet.

a'

0,

4111,-

\11PiNft
c-,13fr

LII.US-1 91)'



SCORE:

GRADE:

.

'WORKSHEET

VOCAMARY 'WORD DECODING.

Name:

Date:

Pericid:

The words beloW have little Availing until they are decoded. Each letter
actually represents another letter in the alphabet. Your task is to
break the code and decode each word. The example will get you started
by providing three decoded letters. The code remains the same throughout,
the worksheet.
EXAMPLE: A. G E 1) A.

M A N
1. G-E Z I s I

GEZDSITNG

LAGCENN

4, ER.RKELR
mew

MSSCSK

CSKG Ii ti S D R

C.

9. YSKKAGEZDSRTL

10. GEZDS'RTRS

4,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.4° RSGCAKE.KP 11.
Io

12. GEZDSRTL NITSJO 12.

4



SCORE:

GRADE:

MATCHING

Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY

S"

Match the term with the appropriat statement.

4

A suspenad magnetic
needle.
The total area
around a magnet
whict contains.fluX
-lines.

C. Two N-poles brought
close-together.

.14 Electromagnet or
sat iron.

E.., A natural magnet.
F. ntkel
G. S*Aking or.heating

H. e N-pole and one
-pole brought,close

togethir.
A soft iron material
'used to route flux
Lines around an
Objett.

J. Drawing a permanent
magnet along a steel
bar.

1. Lodestone

2. . Compass

3. RePel

4. Ferromagnetic Material\

S. Magnet'izing"

6. Att;act

7. Magnetic-Field

8. Magnetic Shield

9). Demagnetizing

10. Temporary Magnet

11. The dtawing below shows
providbd, make a sketch
"magnetic molecules" to

1.

2.

24

4,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

an unmagnetized steel bar. Using the
showing the change in position .of the
form,a magnetized piece of steel.

yr

LII-us-14
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Name:

Date:

Period:

12. Draw a sketch of the magnetic field which surrounds the 6ar magnet
below.

13. Draw a sketch of the field produced by the two magnets.be.low.

Does this field produce
attraction or repulsion?

14. Draw the field produced by the two magnets pictured below.

sJs Does this field produce
a force of attraction o
repulsion?

15. List three laractital uses for magnets or 'magnetic fields.

.07
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Nape:

4 Date:

Period:

4 INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

,cLASSIF.ICATION OF 14ANETS

Any magnet can be classified as eitber atural, temporary, or, permanenX.
Study each classification described be ow and the corresponding description.

,

NATURAL
.4

A natural magnet needs no special treat-
ment by people to make it magnetic.
Lodestone (or magnetite) is a natural
magnet found on the earth. lispecially
large quantities can be found in tbe
United States, however, these magnets

. are veryweak and really serve little
i- purpose n the modern world.

STEEL ALLOY PERMANENTMAGNET

A permanent magnet keeps its mignetism
for a long time. This type of magnet is
produced from magnetic materials 'and
can be made in a wide variety of shapes
and sizes. They are used frequently in
electrical appliances, hardware items,
and compasses. The term artificial
magnets is sometimes used to describe
either permanent or temporary 'magnets,
but 4hat it really means is that the
magnet is "man made."

.

+9



ELECTROMAGNET

Name :

Date:

Period:

TEMPORARY
Temporary magnets are generally of two
varieties, \those made of material that do
not keep their magnetism long (soft iron),
and those which operate. with the help of
electricity (electromagnets). Electro-
magnets are temporary in that'when elec-
tricity fs anlied, they att like a magnet
however., when the el,ectricity is removed
they do not retain tyir magnetism.

SOFT
IRON
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'Name:

Date:

Period:

INTORMATIONAL HANDOUT

MAGNETISM AND MAGNETIe FIELDS

-THE-"PHYSICS OF MAGNETIt MATERIALS:

Only certain\materials.have the ability to be magnetized, or to be
attracted by4a magnetic field. Natural magnetic materials are called
ferromagnetic materials and include the elements iron, nickel-, and
cobalt. The atoms of these three materials have the peculiar ability
to orient themselves so that each atom has a definite positive and-
negative side.. These atoms combine to form magnetic molecules or
domains,each small molecule has a north and south pole. In an
unmagnetized piece of iron, for example, these magnetic molecules
'arrange themselves in a random pattern as shown below.

ni="S
When a material is magnetized, either by contact, or by being placed
within a DC electromagnetic lield, the magnetic molecules are-forced
to move and align themselves in one direction as shown below.

=N UNMAGICIETIZED IRON

,s

Ell EMI CAM Ell Ell Elle
Ell EMI EMI EMI ll EA.
OM EMI EMI Ell 011 Eli

Ell Eli Ell DI Ell
EMI EMI Eill

MAGNETIZED IRONE=-]S

LII-U5-14 133



MAGNETIC FIELDS:

The magnetic field of a magnet is made up of a number of invisible
lines of force known as flux lines. These flux lines extend- from the
'magnetic poles out into space, flowing from the N-pole to the S-pole,
and.not crossing or touching. As Ithe distance from the magnet in-
creases, the separation between the flux lines becomes greater, and
the field becomes weaker. The strongest concentration-of flux lines
is located at the poles of the magnet. Study the diagram of the bar .

magnet And its associated magnetic field below. Locate the magnetic
poles, and the areas of dense flux concentration.

a

N ame :

Date:

Period:
-
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Name :

Date :

Period:

BASIC LAW OF MAGNUM:

As you prohably know from common experiences when two magnets are
brought close to each other they will. either pull together (attract),
or push apart (repel). The action of Vie two magnets will depend upon'
the orientation of the magnetic poles. The basic law of magnetism
explains the magnetic reaction in this way:

Like poles repill (N-pole and 14-pole riPel as well as
S-pole and S-pole),.

Unlike poles attraci (N-pole and S-pole attract)

Fields of magnetic attraction and repulsion are shown below:

%::":M illis 14 " Vtz..,,%,,,\ 00 t Iiii 1 0 . /1 ih,
... %.,.. . u ttillisift/ i .......-!...":.1/40- %Lino,. I . . w de 11, i
%Z1144. t'vtAtv\ i thisf /1//heree,
z-:.4,..Z.ZVW.1.1414,A1/490.

'°
01°

Not'

%1i it ill00"10ANN% V11118111.//9
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WORD =MING

maiiet
magnetism
,compass
attract
rEpel
keeper .

. -north
,permanent
-ferromagnetic
magnetite.

11., temporary.
12.. magnetic- shiild

,ACTIVI*TY

4-

11. line up small magnets
horizontally.1 all dark ends
pointing in the same
direction.

12. (subjective answer)

, 13. (subjective answer)

attraction

14., (subjetive -answer)
repuisivn

15. (subjective answer)

0

41,

137

41.
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STATE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S =DE TO ACCOMPANY,LEVEL'II UNIT 16

411 Title of Unit: Nature of EleCtricity

Time Allodation: 1 meek

Unit Goal:

To achieve student competence in analyzing thy characteristics of the
tin'y building block of all electrical or electionic circuitry - the
atoM, and to develop a familiarity with the basic units and 'terms that
will be encountered over and over again.

40)-Unit Objectives: .

Thi, student will be able to:

1. differentiate and identify the basiC parts of the atom, and the
fundamental laws of charged bodies.

explain the definition for bli)th voltage and current, and indicate
the proper units of measurement for,óach1 quantity.

demonstrate the ability to connect a iimpie electrical circuit
together, and to state the purpose of the individual components
referred to as the supply, control cgDductor, and load.

Evaluatkon:

410 The student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these-
measurable objectives based upon iddividual instructors acceptable per-
formance critefia, which may utilizq a combination of written, oral, and
labotatory testing procedures.

Instrpctor'References:

Basic Principles of Electricity. Vester Robinson Reston Publishins
Company, 1171-. Chapter: l

Electronic Communication. Robert L. Shrader, McGraw-Hilt-Book Company,
1975. Chapter: 1.*

Fundamentals of Electricity. Robl'el4 Seippel, American Technical Society,
1474. ; Chapters: 1 and 2.

Overvfew: ,

The unit should be initially intioduced by indicating that the .study
of electricak theory and its applications requires a knowledge of the atom
and its basic structufe. .

.

Upon ithis foundation the neAt topi.cs can be presented in a more
meaningful manner. For example, the law of sutic attraction and iepulsion,
and the concept -of electrons in motion can now be digested easily by the
' student,.if these topics succeed a discussion on the basic nature of matter.

The instructor should next present and iFpress students with the
gli difference between potential difference'lTd purrent,flow, in-order to

IIIF encourage a thorough understanding of basic fluantit'ies and their proper
A

units of measurement. /

, This unit concludes with an "in-depth" evaluation of the electrical
make-up of a simple circuit. A variety of appropriate ekercises and lab-
oratory experiments and or projects should be coordinated with all unit
topics when feasible,

, laq iL17 U6.1 - _i_
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SuAAested Presentation Hints/Methodology:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton

II,

for curriculum presentation, however, note the folloiging:

1. When explaining the concept of electron movement or flow be
sure to explain the electron action as a "chain reaction" effect,
All too often students believe one electron travels through the
circuit at a fantastic speed opiTiting all devices it encounters.
During the discussion on current flow, refer to the.reasons why
the current carriers (electrons) always travel towards 'the
positive side of the circuit. Substantiate this concerit with
the basic law of charged bodies, this kind of foundation will
'alloy students an opportunity to truely understand basic

,.current flow characteristics.
3. Introducing measurement units in electricity is sometimes hard

to explain to students, so first find some common ground by
asking the class for Standard units of measurement for distance,
speed, weight, and temperature. Once the idea of *units of
measurement has been established it is simple to ease into a
viiscussion on electrical units of measurement.
The final topic which essentially exploxes the structure of a
simple circuit is probably the most important topic in termArbf
technical infortation. Develop a couple of simple experimentS
to vividly illustrate how each basic requirement (part) of a
circuit is utilized, and then explain .the fundamental relation-
ship that they enjoy with each other.

Supplemental Aciivities and Demonstrations:

1. Obtain a three foot acrylic tube with a diameter slightly
larger than a ping-pong ball: Fill the tube (conductor) and
perform a variety of demonstrations. Insert one ball in and
observe the "chain reaction" which will culminate with one
ball exiting the opposite end of the tube.. Apply a force
(voltage) by blowing into :the tube and observe the internal flow.
Finally, insert a color, ball into one end of the tube and as
succeeding balls pop out keep inserting; them into the opposite
end while watching the colored ball travel through the tube.
Discuss electron flow in-terms of this demonstration.

2. If possible obtain a wall chart of the periodic table of the
elements and utilize it during the presentation on the basic
structure of the atom. Check with other departments for,a
possible loan of this.visual aid.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post°Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Crossword Puzzle

5, Quest Activities

6. Informational Handout (Structure of the Atom)

7. Unit Module Answer Keys



Nature of Electricity

A. Structure of the Atom

B. The Electron

C. Behavi of Charged Bodies

D. Voltage/kotential Differentee

E. Current/Flow of Electrons

F. Units of keasurement

G. Simple- Electric Circuit
1. Supply.

J

2. Control

3. Conductor'

4. Load



Test Number

LII Ub UNIT EXAM

NATURE OF iLECTRICITY

IMPORTANT-
Indicate your responses on the answer sheet only. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answer to each'que4tion -
there is only one correct inswer for eichiquestion.

'

The atomic number indicates the number of neutrons in the atom,
(T-F)

A neutral atom has as many electrons as it has prirtoirs, (T-F)
7

Basically, the atomic weight of an atom is equal to the number of
neutrons plus the number of protons. (T-F)

The proton'has a negative charge and orbits around tle nucleus. (T F)

A conductor il a material which allouts current to flow thrOugh
CT-f)

6. lle flow of current through a circuit is measured in volts,

7. Motors, lamps, bells, and heaters are devices used as loads in
electrical circuits. (T-F)

T F)

1,

A supply p/ovides the source of voltage and current for circuit
operatiok. (T-F)

Voltage provides the "pressure" needed_to Vrce electrons through a
circuit. (T-F)

Electrons always flow from negative to positive in an electrical
circuit. (T-F)

LII-U6-4



st.

Voltage is measured in the basic unit

12. The ampere is the basic unit of measurement for

4,1

13. To qualify as a complete electrical circuit, a supply, conductor, a
load and a are required.

A

14. Using the information Liven below, determine the number of neutrons
present in the gold atom. , neutrons.

GOLD 197

79

15. Electricity travels throughta wire, or circuit at about the'sileed of

(A) soma, (8) wind, (C) water., (D) light.

it
'14

tev

113
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AMPERE:

ATOM:,

ATOMIC NUWIER:

III ATQMIC

COMPLETE
CIRCUIT:

CONDUCTOR:

CONTROL.:

CURRENT:

ELECTRON:
are locdted in fhe "shells," and orbit around the nucleus.

ELECTRON SHELL: The location of the-elecirons withln the atom. ach
layer of electrons constitutes a shell, and each shell
has a maximum populition.

The deviceleich a circuit is designet to operate. Common
circuit lefiEs are motors, lamps, speakers, heating

..,elements, etc.

Name:

Date:

Period;

TECINICAL GLOSSARY \

The basic unit of measurement for current. Abbrev. A

The smallest particle that an element can be divided -y

into, and still'have all the characteristics of that
element. For example: the smallest possible bit of
topper, that can be removed from a penny wbuld be an atom
of copper. Atoms contain three basic Particles - protons,
electrons, and neutrons.

One of two numhbrs appearing by each Vement of'the
"periodic table." The atomic number is the smaller of
the two numbers, and indicates the total number of protons
in the nucleus of the particular atom. Example:

atomic
number

atomic

54

C29
u element

symbol
(copper)

.4"

The.second of two numbers appearing with each element .on
the "periodic table.". The atomic weight indicates the. t
total mass of the nucleus of,the atom.

An electrical circuit which contains at least at supply, ,

load, control, and conductor. All functional electrical
circuits mUst contain these 4 basic parts.

A material which freely allows current to flow through it.
Exampee: copper, aluminum, and silver are conductors. *

The part of a complete circuit which turns on, turns off,
or.routes (directs) current tlitough a circuit. A switch
is an example of a control.

The orderly flow of electrons through an eleccrical
circuit. Abbrev. I.

The negatively charged particle in an atom. The electrons

LOAD:

.LII-1J6 6 ../1
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NLUTRON:

NAme:

Date:

Period:

An atomic particle located in the nucleus of the atom
and is neuttal "(neither positive nor negative) in charge.

NUCLEUS: The center mass of an atom, which contains the protons anc
i

neutrons. The nucleus forms the central "core" of the _

atom, and ,also contains the majority ef the atom's mass.
'

PROTON: An atomic particle, located in the nucleus of the atom;\ and having a positive charge.

SUPPLY: The device which provides, or supplies, the necessary
voltage and current for circuit operation. Some typical
supplydevicesarebatteriestgeneratorspandsolaicells.

. The supply is often refeltd to as the source. t

VALENCE SHELL: The outer most election shell of the atom, also referred
to as the "hook". The valence shell is the most -che4
cally and electrically active of the electron shells. It
is the valence electrons which basically determine a
materials electrical characteristics.

VOLT: The basic unit of measurement for voltage.. Abbrev. V.

io VOLTAGE: The electrical force or pressure which causes electrons
to move throUgh a circuit. Other terps for voltage are
e ctromotive force and potential difference. Abbrev. E

NUCLEUS



WORKSHEET

VOCABULARY - CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Name:

Date:

Period:

4

11111111111111111111

.111

11111111111111111111.

S.

ACROSS

1. The outer most electron
s

3. The device a circuit is de- 4.
signed to operate:

S. The orderly flow of electrons S.
through a circuit.

b. Identifies the number of pro- 6,
tons in an atom. 7.

8. The part of a circuit which
provides the voltage and 10.
current for operation.

9. The center of the atom. 11.
12. The basic unit for voltage,
13. The-positive particle in the

nucleus of the,atom.
14. The location of eletrons in

an atom,
S. The atomic

indicates the mass of an ,atom.
16. The negative particle in an

atom.

2.

16

13131qN

fl

v

4.

The part of a complete circuit which
"directe! current frow.
The smallest particle into which an
element can be divided.
A material which allows, or supports
current flow.'
The basic unit for current flow.
A neutral partical in tke center of
the atom.
An electrical circuit which contains
a supply, load, controll-and conductor.
Electromotive force.

LII-U6 8 Lie



WORKSHEET' Pfriod:

(NOT ACTIVITY.

41 "UNIT b"

Electron* orbit around the nucleus, f the atom
in paths catled

The nucleus of the atom contains both A)
and 0

2A.

28.

The atomic indicates the number of 3.

protons in TEE-51-517-

A neutral atom will contain the same number of 4A.
A) and B)

43.

S. The outer most electron shell of.an atom is 5.

called the shell.

6. Electromotive force is commonly called A)
and islmeasured in the bisic unit of the-
B) 63, [===
The orderly flow of electrons through a circuit 7A.
is called A) and is measured in the
basic unit 0 fr the B) 7B.

The smallest particle that an element can be B.

14ivided into, and still retain all its character-
xstics is called an

Unlike electrical charges will A) .

while lig electrical charges B)
9A.

93.

10. A positively charged particle will attract both 10A.
It A) charged or B) particle.

1013.

11. Li't tle three basic atomic particles, and their electrical charges.

PARTICLE CHARGE

4c=



12. Draw a sketch of the boron atom.

boron

5B

Name:

Date:

Period:

13. Draw a sketch of the copper atom.

Copper 64

29C11

14. Draw a diagram of a simple complete electrical cixcuit.. *Label the
four characteristic parts of the circuit.*



0. Maw
Date;

Period4

IS. Idintify the supply, control, load; and concluctDr eleme in thq"
circuit below.

Supply
Devices

Control
Devices

Load,
Devices

WPM
Conductor
Element

,



. mithe:
f

Pate:

- Period:
.t

INFOR6TIONAL HAN0OUT

STRUCTURE IDF 111E ATOM]

INFORMATION FOUND OA PERIODIC TABLE:

Flourine Atomic
Weight

Atomic E ement
number s bol

DRAdING AN ATOM: //

To draw an atilm you must know the nMber'of protons, electrons, and .

, -neutrons present in the atom. 'The atomic number provides part of this
inforpiation,- it indicates the number of protons found in the nucleus
of the atom. In Aheir pure form, an Atom 'will have an4qual number of
protons-and ele6t(Folis, so the atomic number actually indicates the
total number of protons or.electrons. To find the.number of neutrons
in the atom, simply subiractithe atomic.number from the atomic weight.

Usingrthe information given:about the flouTine atom; you should then
be able to lisft the number of protons, elections, and neutrons'found

0

in that atom.
2\,

Protoms1 9
.

Electroin- 9

Neutron 10

Once the abo e information is 4etermined a simple sketch of the
atom can be made as follows:.

i) braw th
is loca ed in the center of\fhe diagram.

) The ple trons orbit around the nucleus, and are located in the
electr. shells. Each shelllhas a maximum population, as follows:

1st sh 11 2nd shell 3rd shell, 4th shell
e ec rons 8 e ectrons 18 electrons 32 Plectrons

The electr ns must then be placed in the shells, beginnin'g with shell
#1, filling each shell before moving to the next.,

protons and neutr4s in the nucleus of the atom, which

LIIrU6-12
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Flourine* Atom
4

Name

Date:

Period:

11111011111,

1 ST SHELL
Zfli7""' 2 ELECTRONS

"'
2 ND LL

tf1-7 ELECT NS

Aow that you know the system; use your new,
sketch of the, lithium atom.

Protois

E ctrons -

Neutrons

.0 ..

NUCLEUS a

9 PROTONS
10 NEUTRONS

t

owledge to draw a

Compare your answers with . the sketch below.

1.1I -Lib 13 5i
r-fi77

4.

4
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CROSSWORD Mei

ACROSS
.17"iraletce
3, load

current
b. atomic number
8. supply
9. nucleus

12. volt
13. proton
14. shell
15. weight
16. electron

DOWN
. 77con t To l
4, atom
5, conductor

ampere
neutrOn

10. complexe
11. voltage

6.
7.

.LQUEST ACTI viiy

1. shells
2A, protOris
20. neutrons

3. numller
-4A. el.ectrons'
4B. ,...protons
5.. yalence

bA, foltage
60. volt

current
7B, ampere
8. atom.

9A. attract
90, repel

ILIA. ...negatively
100., :neutral

11. electron -
proton +
neutron

4.'

(subjective ,answer)

13.

14,
(subjective answer)

r

(subjective answer).

ANSWER KEY
UNIT 6

A

1.

45. Supply devices
cell

.LI1 U6,81$ 153

AC
Control devices
DPrir sw1tcfl
SPST switch
Lead device-4
LIIMP
bell
heater
motor
Conductor element
wxre

fN

4
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STATE ELECTilCITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL 11 UNIT #7

Title of Unit: Methods of Producing Electricity

Time Allodation: .1 week

Unit Goal:

To disclose those competencies which will introduce the studep.*-4o
a-variety of sources and/or methods of producing electricity, and to
expose students to other related energy considerations such as cost,
availability, conservation, and, power potential.

Jinit Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. identify six methods of producing elettricity.

2. illugtrate by examplehow each of the sources discussed produces
Plectricity.

explain the necessity,for energy conservation, methods of con-
serving energy in the home, and alternative energy source
availability.

Evaluation:

The" student will demonstrate his/her.competence in terms of these
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, oral,
and laboratory testing procedure.

InstruCtor References:

Basic Electronics Systems T4hnology Unit 1. Dugger, Patrick, Suess, and
Ziegler, Bruce, 1973,:ressons:

,Elettricity and Electronics. WIllter B. Ford andlSilliam j. Steinberg, .

'American Technitaf-Society,.1974. Units: 6-9.

Electricity One-Seven. Harfy %leaf, Hayden Bopk Company, 1nc.,,1976.
Chapter: Electricity 1.

Overview:

Unit 7 focuses on the fact that electricity has become an essential
Part.of our life,therefore it is important to be aware of the sources for
creating electrical energy.

The instructor should first examine the sources that are available,
then identify those which are small-scale sources and those that are
clasSified-as large-scale sources in terms of power produced.

This unit ifitroducegthe six basic sources of electricity along with
some 0 ,the details of application. The actual concept of "how" these
soursOs generate electricity wiIl be conSide'red at a later time.

The unit topic also emphasizes otber vital considerations associated
with the consumption of energy. i

A variety of appropriate exercises and laboratory experiments and/or
projects should be coordinated with ali unit topics when feasible.

LII U7 l
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§uggestedPresentation Hints/Meth9dology: ,

lik 1

.,.

Follow'the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton

.for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

1. Try not to leave the impression that the sources pre'sented in
this unit are the only sources; they are just the most common

onei. Explain further that many other sources have potential,,
yet, are still in the expe'rimental stage in terms of development.
Most of the methods of producing electricity.can be explored in
greater depth during laboratory activities in which the student
physically examines and/br performs a variety of experimentation.

3. When .discussing heat, light, or pFessure methods of producing
electricity,4iinder small-scale production, it is important to
emphasize that the'se methods are primarily utilized in control

or sensing types of circuits.
4. Discuss with the class,alternatives to electrically powered .

entertainment. Ask the students to list non-electrical leilure
activities they presently participaxe in and then have them
desscribe their feelings in terms of this condition
permanen't part of their liTe stle.
Introduce new career choices ,to your class which may exist ini4_

the'ruture in such special energy areas as solar, geothermal,
wind powertand nuclear.fusion.

Supplementoq Activities and-Demonstrations:
,

.

i .

1, Producing electricity,through heat action can be demonstrated by
using a pair of wires (iron and nichrome) and a lar4e galvano-
meter. 'Twist the.loose ends of the wires together and heat the
junction with a match. ,

2. Producing electricity through .pre.siure action can, be demonstrated
with a record player pickup. Apply pressure to the needle and
then measure pe voltage across-the cartridge. . .

3. Produciang electricity thfough light action can be demonstrated
with a measurement of the outRut of a iolar cell: The output
Will i,ncrease as the light striking its,face increases.

\

(`

Instructional Module tontents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead) :

2. 'Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - §crambled iiord Puzzle

5. Quest Activities

6. Informational Handout (Six Methods Used To Produce Electricity)

4

7. Unit Module Answer Keys.

0/

LI1-U7-2



VII. Methods 'of Produciing lElectricity

A. s§ix Methocis of Producing Electricity
41,1. Friction

2. Chemical
3 -11eat.

4. Light

5. Preisure

6. Magnetic

Using Energy
I. Home consumption

2. Conserving energy

3. Alternative sources

4

LII-1.17-03 157



Test Number

UNIT EXAM

II/ METHODS OF PRO6UCING ELECTRICITY %

IMPORTANT-
Indicate your responses on the answer sheet Eliz. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answer to each question -
there is .only one correct answer for each questiob.

1. Static electricity is generated by heat. t)

When a charged rod is brought close to a neutral material, attraction
liccurs. (T-F)

IF Olt

The two' types of static charges are positive and neutral. (T-F)

%

A primary cell can usually be recharged. .(T-F

The amount of electrical energy used in the home is measured in

kilowatt-hours. (T-F)

A battery ehanges chemical reacti\ons into electrical energy. (T-F)

Light shining on a thermocouple will produce a small amount, of

electricity. (T-F)

Moving a magnet intO a coil of wire will produce electricity. (T-F)

A solar cell is an example of a piezoelectric'device. (1-9

It
10. Many devices use less energy when left on and operating, than if they

wete to be turned on and off as needed. (T-F)

11. A charged rubber rod will attract:
(A) a charged glass rodI (B) a positively charged material, (C) a

neutral material, (D) at) of the above.

LII-U7-4 158



.12. The liquid in a-wet cdll is called the: -

(A) acid juice, (B) electrolyte, (C) chemical compositipn, (D)
electrode.

13. Piezoelectricity is electricity produced by:
(A) heat, (B) chemical reactions, (C) pressure, (0) magnetism.

14. 'A generator iequires a coil of wire, motion, and
to produce electricity.
(A) light, (B) heats (C) friction, (D) magnetism.

1

15. Which of the followAg is an example of 'a photoelectric device?
(A) solav, cell, (3) °couple, (C) battery, (b) rochelle salt
crystal.

411.



ACID:

ALTERNATIV4.:

Name:

Date:

Perie4:

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

A strong clhemical substance with corrosive properties.
Vinegar, is an example of a weak acid, other, common acids

are citric acid and sulfuric acid. .

Refers to another chdice, or possible selection. Al-

ternative energy sources,could include such things as
wind power, solar energy, tidal power, and nuclear power.

Two or more voltaic cells connected together in either
series or parallel. A battery is an important source of

DC electrical energy because it- is self-contained, and
portable.'

LMLL: A single voltaic unit, which is'formed\by combi4ng two
d4similar metals and an'acid solution.

CHEMiCAL A source of DC electricity, which is produced by

ELECTRICITY: reactions. A cell and a battery are examples of

emical electrical,devices.

COIL:

,CONSERVATION:

CONSUMPTION:

A number of turlis of insulated, wire, usually wrapped in
circular form. A.,coilol wire is a necessary part or
elemeht in a generatoi.

-

The process of saviu or,limiting the use of a resource,

such as electrical energy.

The,act ofliksing up, or consuwin,g a resource such as

electrical energy.

OSSIMILAR:
Referring to materials that have different character-

istics. Two,dissimilar metals for example would be

copper and zinc. '

ANOGY: A force which is capable of doing "work." Common sources

of energy would include electricity, steam, falling
'ar water, nuclear reactions, combustien (fire), etc.

4

GENRATOR: 'A device used to produce ele ricity, either AC, or DC,
by moving a coil of wire thro gh W,cmagnetic field; or

by keeping the coil stationar, and moving the magnetic

field.

PHOTOELECTRICITY: A source of DC electricity, which.is/released, or pro-

duced by light energy. Photoelectrical devices are of

three types - photovoltaic, photoconductive, and photo-

emissive. Only the photovoltaic devices produce elec-
tricity directly from light.
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SCORE:

GRADE.:

to

WORKSHEET*

Name:

;
Period:

VOCABULARY. - SCRAMBLED WORD PUZZLE

Unscramble the letters below to uncover the electronic terms.
EXAMPLE:

A.' EECCIITTRYL

LECL

2. CAM
t,

3. TICTAS

NEERYG

5. TABEYRT

6. LCCHAEIM

TEENGORRA

SMILSIRDAI

9. LEARNATEVIT

10. CATNOSENORIV

11. RDAOECSYN

12. TPNMSCNOOIU

13. EhERZPLCCIIIOYTT

14. MOTORHEELCW

TELETOPHOTRYCCII

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.v

14.

15.

1LECTRICITY

1



,WORKSNEET

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 7"

Name:

Date:

Period:

Choose ten/items, thatyou use most frequently, from the list of common
household appliances below. Then, ocate and record the wattage rating
for those items. Normally these ra ngs will be-found stamped into the
body.of the appliance, or on a metal late affixed tç the device. Record
your findings,in the space provided o the chart.

COMMON HOUSEHOLD PLIANCES

Wattage
rating, Device

Air Conditioner (room)
Black and White TV

--Blender
--Blow Dryer
----Clock
----Clock Radio
1-7Coffee Maker
----Color /

Curlint ft,

(po table)
----Electric Inalkke
"Electric Can Op ner
-----Electric Typewri er

Electronic TV Ga

--Food Professor
--Fry Pal

Watt ge
ratin Device

rlers
Mot PlateIron
'Lamp ah4 Lighting

Oven, Microwave
-Pop Corn Popper
---Projector

.------Radio -

----Stereo/receiver
Sewing Machine

----Sun Lamp
Tape Recorder

----Toaster
----Vacuum Cleaner
----Waffle Iron

.Answer the following quetions after you have completed your reearch.

1.- Which.of your devices has the highest wattage rating?
4

2. Which device has the lowest Wattage rating?

3. Which devices do you use most often?

I.

Based on .your list which devices have higher wattage ratings, those

withaut heating elements or those with heating elements?

On a weekly basis, which device consumes,the most enerp2 (Consider
wattage vatingvand time of use).

r

-6. What pratical things could you do to reduce your consumption of,

electrical energy?



Name:

; Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT ,

SIX METHODS USED TO PRODUCE ELECTRICITY-

i -Electricity from heat-
(thermoelectricity)

HEAT

twO
DISSIMILAR

METALS
JOINED

IMINI

LIGHT
6Pliiv02107pAIC

LII -U7-101 64
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)

S,CRAMBLEb WOK) PUZZLE

1. cell
2. acid
3. . static
4. energy
5* battery
6, chemical.'
7. geneiator
8, dissimilar
9. alternative

10. colservation
11. wondary
12. csumption-
13. piezoelectricity

thermocouple''
IS. photoelectTicity

a

r

QUEST ACTIVITY ,

(subjective evaluation

IF

re,

ir

*

;
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INSTRUCTORIS GUIDE Ta.ACCOMPANY WEL Il UNITA&

Title of-Unit: The Flow of Electricity Through Conductors and Insulators

Time Allocation: 1-week
-r

Unit Goal: ,-

To-acquaint students with the general characteristics and electrical
properties of specific materials, thus aiding student comprehension
-of the-methods utilized for classifying materials. as either conductors,
insulators, or semiconductor devices..

Unit Objectives:
-

The student will be able to:

I. 'differentiate between the characteristics of conductors, insulators
-or semiconductors, and identify specific examples of materials
that occupy eact" c4egory,..

1

describe the fundamental purpose and importancerof conductors and
insulators in relationship to an electrical or electronic circuit.
physicaaly demonstrate an ability to properly strip both iolid or
stranded wire, and to verbally list the correct procedures to

'employ in order to obtain the aforementioned,results.,

Evaluatithi:
4 mrsf

The'student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, which may uti/ize a combination of written, oral,
and laboratory testing procedures.

Instructr References:

Basic Ele.stricity: Theory and Practice.. Milton 'Kaufman and J.A. Wilson,
--Metraw-11TIllook Company, 101. thapter: 3.

4

Electricity ind Basic Electronics. 'Stephen R. Matt, GOodheart-WillOx
Lompany, -.Inc. 10,7 Chapter: 3.

Introduction to-Electricity: Kurt Harding Schick, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
gYerson Limited, 1975. Chapter: 6. 10 A

Overview:

. This unit was created primarily as a means to investigat rther the
properties of practicaj types of conductors,-insulators;' and sem.bqnductors.

Unit 4 alko touched upon some similar basic.electrical/mechan cal
-skilfs to be learned, however, Unit 8 is more concerned with the specifi'c
electrical performance characteristics of these materials, along with
expanding student competence in identifiing, handling, and preparing wire.

'The main lecture theme, for all topics in this unit is that all -

materials may be electrically classified. The particular classification
can be determiried by the number of electrons which can be easily forced out
of their, specific orbits, and this is sometimes technically discribed as the
number or availability ef iree electrons

A variety of appcopriate exercisesL laboratory`experiments, and/or
projects should be coordinated with all unit topics when -feasible.

Jr
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?uggested Presentation Hints/Methodology:

. Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
'however, note the following:

1. 'This unit provides an opportunity to explain ,some related
factors tO be cofisidered when'seletting or preparing conductors,
so If time permits, discus such considerations as types of
wire, braids', multiple-wire cables, wire sizes, wire harnesses,
lacing, and wire color code.
Hopefully, in this unit a variety of laboratory activities will
be coordinated to assist students in developing or reviewing
*some basic mechanicar and electrical skills. 'Simple exercises
on wire identification, techniques'of'wire stripping, or methods
of fabricating a wire harnesses"can really help iRtroduce
students,to many basic assembly procedures.
Wire stripping of stranded wird is taken for.granted by many
instructors, however, the correct technique is sometimes diffi-
cult for students to acquire. When teaching this skill make an'
effort to explain what happens electrically and mechinically
when strands are broken-during the stripping process.

4. Generally, teachers focus entirely on conductors in this kind
of a unit; so femember do,not overlook emphasizing insulators
as a major subject topic. Two main disCussion points can be
that insulstors ,are rated by the amount of voltage required
to break down tbeir insulating.properties, and that insulators
are selected, according to the surroun"dints in which they will
function.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. Create a visual display of an ass ment of (wires) and their
protective coverings (insulttion). Materials can be mounted on
a board and labeled to facilitate tudent examination and
familiarity. Safety.should be s ssed as one important contid-
eration for the utilization of insulations.
A:simple operating Iamp circuit\with a means to cut in and out
a test section for checking material conductiirity, can assist
the student in understanding the; relationship of a conductor or
insulator in an electrical circuit. Use'a variety of material
samples and observe the lamp for individual conductivity
characteristics?
Bring in container full of different t);.pes of inu1t4tors and
have the students try to deduce the apgiication of ea h one.

InstrUctional Module Contents:,

1. unit Outline (overhead)

2, Pre-Pott Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Know Your Definitions
4

5., Quest Activities

6. Infoimational Handout (Current Flow Through a Conductor)

7. Informational Handout (Wire: Purpose and Application)

8. Unit Mo-dule Answer Keys



VIII. .The Flow of Electricity Tiirough
Conductors and Insulators

14'

A. Classification
1. Conductors .

2. Insulators

3 Semiconductors

Current Flow Characteristics
A.



UNIT EXAM

THE FLOW OF ELECTRICITY THROUGIIICONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS

IMPORTANT-
Indicate your responses On the answer sheet plalt. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answer 1-577Each question .
there is only one correct _answer for each question.i

1

1. A conductor provides a path.through whip electrons-tan freely. flow.
(TTF)-

4

2. Plastic is a common conductor used on wires.' (T-T)

S: Semiconductors contain five valence\electrons. (T-F)

f 41/
4. An insuiator offers a difficult path for'electron flow. T-F)

5. Gold-has the lowest resistance to current flow, and is known as the
best conductor. (T*F)

4 4,
6. The "effect" of akelectric current moves it approximately the speed

of light. (T-F)

7. Semiconductor materials have few uses in the field of electronics,
, and thus are not important subitances. (T-F).

. 8. In order to causd electrons to flow through a wire, a voltage must
first be applied. (T-F)

9. Stilanded wire concists of one very flexible central conductbr coated
with an insulatoro'such as rubber. (T-F)

4

10? Electrons'Ilow ttrough a circuit from negative to positive. (T-F)

11. Copper and aluminum are'the two mos" common conductor materials. cr-r

LII-U8-4
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Insulators-, such as glass, andiceramiC are'used when very high
voltage is present. (T-F)

13. The best conductortfor general electronic work i :

(A) copper, (B) aluminum, (C) silver; (D) tin.

t.

14. Good insulators:
(A) have 8 electrons in their valence shell (8) are compoun s,
(C) do not conduct electricity, (Wall of the above.

t

15. A semiconductor acts:
(A) as an insulator at high temperature, (B) as either an Osulatoror,conductor, (C) as a conductor when it contains no impurities,
(D) all of the above,

.

A

4'



.NO

CHAIN REACTION:

CHEMICAL
STABILITY:

CONDUCTOR:

DIELECTRIC:,

VLECTRICAL
IMPULSE:

FREE ELECTRON:

INSULATOR:

TECtiNqAL GLOSSARY

I.

A series of ev nts Whith
some input or starting"
of dominoes, or the flow
common examples of chain

Nanie:

Date

Period:

occur in, rapid order, due to
.action. The toppling of a line
of electirons through a wire are\
reactions.

An indiction of an atom's tendency to mix or react w
other atoms. Generally, an atom with a full valence
(8 outer electrons) will be very stable and thus no
react chemically or électrically. M atom with only
valence electron, on the other hand is very unstable
thus very chemically or electrically. active.

ith
,shell
t
one

,-and

A material through which an electrical current will easily
flow. Conductors contain many free electrons-*which
contribute tb current flow. The best conductor's contai,n
only one valence electron and are metals.
A term used to describe- \an insulator.. Thus, a dielectric
material is also an insulating-material.
The chain reaction caused when ail electron is ,forced into
a circuit, simultaneousYy causing another electron to
leave the- circuit. This electrical impulse, or shain
reaCtion continues throughout the circuit at theo speed
of light, as long as pTessure is applied.
Electrons uh`ich are removed from the vilence shell of
their atom, usually by ekectrical pressure; and are
ftee to move through a wire or circuit. Free electrons
moving in the same direction through a conductor produce
an electric current.
A material which does not Sallow current flow. Insulators
contain' few free electrons and therefore do not provide an
easy path for current flow. The best insulators contain
eight valence electrons and are, compounds such as plaitic,
glass , etc.

SEMICONpUCTORS: A material that can act as either an insulator or con-
ductor _depending upon its temperature or chemical
purity. Semiconductors contain four valence electrons
and the most common examples are silicon and.germanium.

SPEED OF LIGHT: The.speed at which fight travels through the atmosphere.
This speed has been.established as'300,000000 meters per
second. Recall, an electrical impulse will-travel through
a conductor at fhe speed of light.

STRIPRING: The process of removing the insulating material (plastic,
cloth, enamel) from a wire or conductor.

i



Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

VOCABULARY - KNOW YOUR DEFINITIONS

Develop a short definition, using your own words, for the fallowing terms.

1. CONDUCTOR

INSULATOR:

3. SEMICONDUCTOR:

FREE' ELECTitON:

For the following vocabulary terms, include a sketch to enhance
and clarify your 'word" defiriition.
S. CHAIN REACTION:

ELECTRICAL IMPULSE:



1

[SCORE:

GRAM:

WORKSHEET

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 8"

Date:

Period:

Utilizing a simple experimental technique (continuity tester, ohmmeter,simple series lamp circuit) or a research procedure (test book, and/orchemical handbook) classify thg 4following liaterials as either conductors,insulators, or semiconductors. Igrite the resUlts of your -researchactivity in the box provided.

4

1. copper

2. plastic

3. cloth
(

4 steel

S. enamel

6. gold

7. silicon

8. glass .

9. ceramic

10. silver

lir germanium

142. aluminum

13. mica

14. paper

IS. carbon

16. wood

17.. air

18. lead

19. paraffin wax

_

:1

4
1P,

1

a

re'



Name:

Date:

Perioa:,

-

.21. The purp of a conductor i :

22. The purpose of an insulator is:

23. List the three_best" condactors for electrical
current flow.

2,3A.

238.

23C.

,24. The wire most commonly used for eledtrical 24:
conductors is made of soft,

1

i 25, Conductors contain many electrons. 25.
7

2" I26. The most common semicon
i
uctor materials are
tei--Licon and $

27. Wire strippers are designed to remove the,
from wires.

2b. List one desirable feature of solid wire.

.2

29. Name one.advantage strande'd wire has over solid wire.

30. When a power cord uses a heavy gauge witre with thick
plastic insulation or asbestos cloth-insulatiOn, ,what does
it indicate abou,t the load device?'



Naze:

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT '4

CURRENT FLOit THROUGH -,ok CONDUCTOR:

A .
iA

-. Electrical current flow is caused by an orderly flow of electrons through
a-circuit or Conductor. You will find, that each time an electron -enters
a Wire or conductor, another electron will be forced out of lhat con-ductor.
This action is similar to the flow of energy: through a Oong -row of, billard
_
ballt as sholin' beldw: 4

0",
Pr :

0.4.

001
gio41.

FLOW

When the first ball is struck, the force
is transferred from ball tb ball until'
the last ball is forced from the row.

In a conductor, the valence electrons of ,the copper atoms, in'effect
'become the billard.balls. As the source or voltage forces an electrbn
Pito the wire, that electrOn will enter a near by valence shell, forcing
:out the "resident" electron. This now free electron will in:turn enter
another near-by-valence shell, forcing but its "resident" electron.
This procedure continues until amelectron exits the end of the wire.

. Although this'procedure Seems complex, it oceurs at a very rapid speed
300,090,000 meter's' per second, or the speed of light

dolwalik

0 0 0 0 0
Meter 01 OJ Oj 4ir

OUT

The 'electrical phenomenon pictured above
is known as an electrical impulse.

It may seem peculiar, but an individ al electron *moves *rather slowly
,through a wire - approximately millimeters per'Second (4.28 inches

-, .

per second) - but, the total effect bf'an elecrical current travels at
the speed of light, which is i

1

1861006 miles/sec.



WIRE:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

Name:

Date:

Period:

PURPOSE AO APPLICATION

PUPOSE
-

insulation

Wire is an essential,part of all electrical circuits and you should
review below some-o-f-theimpoit-aft-factors to be considered when
selecting or using wire. 4.

A conductor (wire) provides the path or highway for the m9vement of
electrons, hnd many, times wire is covered with insulatiollto keep
the current safely within the wire.

CONDUCTOR -477-INSUCAtOR an WIRE
CONDUCTOR. - INSULASCa,,,. BARE WIRE

Types of Wire -

,

Solid wire is usually made from one thick copper thread. It is easy to
_handle and to solder, yet, when a lot of physical movement is necessaiy "this kind of wire should not be used. You can purchase this'wire ,in a
yariety.of outside'colors and sizes, Components like resistors, capacitors,
inductors, and transformers have solid. wires (lead's) eitending frowthe
body -of the device.so that the component may be,connected securely to

, the circuit. 4
AMMOMMMEEMOIEDIMMOMMIMMO

USAGE EXAMPLE: Solid wire is used to tomplete electrical ciTcuits in
the warls of homes, schools And,industries.,

Stranded wire is made from a bunch or group of copper-threads that-have
been.twisted together to appear like *one wire. Wh6n flexibility is
'important this is the type of wire to use." Remember that yoil must really
be carefUl when stripping'this kind of wire or some'of the stranas will
be destroyed causing the wire to be both mechanically wpak' and'not able
to handle,all Otthe'current flow. Stranded wire iS generilli%tinned
with Pblder,befiire being connected to a circuit pqinti

* 'USAGE EXAMPLE: Stranded wire is used in cables, applia ces, and extension
cords.

WIRE INSULATION - PROTECTION

Most wires are'coiered by some kind of insulating material to prevent
short circuits and dangerous accidents! Look at the various types of
coverings associated with each kind of wire on the folloWing me. :1

1

.11



The American ifire Gauge otvco meumber is a system)of destribing by number,
the size or electrical capacity of the Afire. The larg r,the wire number,
the'smaller the diameter of the wire. Of. course, it important. tO
select the propei- size of wire for the Yob at hand.
NO,TE: A wire gaugeciis a Idekice that 'can be used to aet rmine -the .,s1.A-o ofwire. *

'

4.

SIZE. EXAMPLE:. .000A #20 ;./ire can carry less clii-rant a,.#10 wire.,,liecause
t caii travel ,

I .

- the #20 ,ks.phy'sical-ly in' size, hente . less, purr.°
thardugh,this wire.

,

FLOW

-.Will& IN GENERAL .

,. - If A

' f) ,,,.. , ..-

A ,
,

$i
..

. 0 rMost .wire is how. made fr,pm e r betause ict is *tich a g (I condue-tor of. 1
,e_lectriciiy -and c,an i*e ptirclieq,edat, a iair price. .',Silver, .is ratei as*a
better Conductor, howavet"-it -Is, fix. mdre expensiVe which\ means Inereas4d.
_cost thus,,it Is seldom.ute4 by: tnanufacttqers.,: ,'' ' V .- . .. , - . (I

.

'

' a

'
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AN§WER KEY
UNIT 8

KNOW'I YOUR °DEFINITIONS
.

1-1 (subjeciive .answe,r)
2.` esub 4ectivel.-answer)
3. ..(sub4e-ctive ansWer)

(sub.4ctiire answer)
5, (sub`yeititve answer)

(subjective answer)

QUEST ACTIVITY_

I. conauctor
Z. .insUlator.
3.`i.insurator.
4.. conductot

.5'.. ;insulator' z

.6. conductor
semicdenductor

8. insul'itor
9,-Ab insulator

1 conductor
A 11 semiconductor.

conduCtor
13. insulator.
14.. insulator
IS. ctonductor

insulator
.1. 170, in'sulator

conductor
1'9. instttliktor
20. con4uctor
21: to. 'al.lo* cutrent .to flow:
22. toblock c rent flow.

silver
238. gold

;copper

s\

e'

, 240". c_opper
25. "free \26. germanium
27, i.nsulatio
28: easy to f rm
29; fléxible

\,4o load draw considerable
Current.

,

4
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STATE ELEORICITY/ELLORONICS CURRICULUM GUM:
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO'ACCOMPANY LEVEL II UNIT 19

Title of Unit: The-Electrical Team

IIELALLEusim: 2 weeks 6

Unit Goal:41111111
To investigate and transmit those competenOes related to identifyinx
fundamental .electrical quantities and their units of measurement, afid
VD attain student competence in the measUrement techniques necessary.
for monitoring'these quantities:

Unit Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. identify and differentiate between the basic types of electrical
, quantities and their corresponding units of measurements.

2. "compare and contrast the application of meters uied in measuring
simple electrical quantities.

Aemonitrate,the proper techniques to employ whenjeading a typical
meter ale, and to explain the necessity of an Accurate
measurem t.

Evaluation:

,The student wil demonstrate his/her competence 'in terms of these
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable per-
formance criteria, wlich utilizes a.combination of wnitten, oral,- and
-laboratory testing procedures.

Instructor References:

Electricii One-Seven. Harry Mileaf, Hayden aook Company, Inc., 1976. .

apters: Elricity Two and Electricity Five.

Elements of. Electroni Henry V. Hickey and William M.,Villines, McGraw-
hilf.Uok to., 19 Chapters: 31 8, 9, 12, and 13.

Understanding Elect#city and Electrbnics. Peter Buban and Marshall L.
' -Schmitt, MCGraw)-Hill Book Co., 1975. Units: 2, 9, 10, and 11.

Overview:
,

4everal basic compptencies aie introduced in this unit, and these
competencies can serve as a solid foundation for succeeding techqical units
throughout .this level asiwell as future levels if they are acquit-ed.

The unit should be presented carefully in terms of content. First,
the idea that amst be stressed is that electrical quantities are indeed
necessary to define and that these quantities operate as a team when per-
tormEng within a circuit. Once the definitions and hincti)onFave been
firmly established in the mind of the student, it is relatively eas to
associate letter.symbols or unitsiof measurement with the proper quanta.

The next major topic should deal with measurin* procedures and meter
usage. "Look -out. ecause this area of instruction may be critical for
successfUl ldboratory work, and without adequate instruction meter mor-

%tality will be sky high.

LII-U9-1



estecg 1 Presentation Hints Methodolo
Follow the instructional module unit outline as,a basic skeleton

for ciriculum presentation) however,. note the following:

1.. Be aware when explaining simple terminology that very often first
exposure to technical expressions can be misunderstood by the
student. Spend a significant amount of time reviewing what these
terms, voltage, current, and tesistance mean, then briefly
explain 'their relationship with each other.

2. Do.not be afraid to use the art of repetition as a means to drill
or impress students with specific uKif3Nof measuTement or letter
symbols. Use the blackboard also as an effective vehicle by
listing a variety of terms and/or units, then- let the students

. match up the correct pairs.
.

3. Meters and measurement are vital instructional concepts espe-
cially for future laboratory work so it is worthwhileto; iv-

/ emphasize major instructional pointS periodically, illustrate
j methods of meter connections, utilize managers.or advance stu-

dents to assist in supervision and instruction,, and coordlnate
measurement activities so that electtical quantities are not
measured in sutcession , E, I, and R. Careful presentation of
this topic will enable both instructor/students an opportunity to
maintain a positive laboratory attitude. Caution - since time
allocation is always so critical* in the classroom,focusfyour
attention on meters common to your laboratory and note at thiS
level,. many instructors completely omit laborafory exercises based
on ammeter usage because of obvious problems in misuse.

Supplemental Actiyities and Demonstrations:

1. Write, using school stationary, and ask for free chdol visual
aides or handout materials related to' 'meters and m surement.
Addresses are easy to obtain *from large meter manufa Urers such
as; Simpson, Triplett; Weston,-RCA, by simply contacti gyour
local elexronic parts dealer.= Don't be shy,ask for classroom
sets and if less arrives malse a bulletin board display-Good Luck!
Prior to any \discussion on meter'reading, budget an appropriate
amount of time for instructing educationally disadvantaged stu-
dents in terms of ruler or scale reading. Believe ri- or not
many average students have difficulty reading an ordinary measure
ing device, so u5e this as a beginning poillt, then, transfer this
kind of measurementAreading to meteT 'scales ond their divisions.

3. Demonstrate a variety of meters, hoWever, try to include small
panel meters, meter,instruments and digitai measuring devices.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (ovethead) . t

2. Pre-Post Tesi (keyed),

3. Techrical Glossaii, . c

,

, 4. Work/sheet (vocabulary) - Glossary,Cryptics c

5. Woksheet - Shop Meter
. 4

6. 'Worksheet - Reading Meter Scales..,
, .

, . .
. .

,71' Quest Activities .

,

,
8. Informational Handout (The Elettrical Team)

9. Informational Handout (Procedures in Readtng a Meter), .

)

IQ. Informational Handout (How to Use a Meter'ito MeaSure Voltage or.
Resistance) .

, C

11. fUnit Module AnsweriKeyS I
.

LII:U9-2
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IX. TieE1ectrica1 Team

A, Basic Electrica
Voltage

2. Current

21. Resistance

B. Letter Symbols

C ' Units

4

antities

Measurements

D. Meters for MeaouringrElectrical-
Quantities

;
4

4



Test,,Number

,* , .

UNIT EXAM
.

ft

A

THE ELECTRICAL TEAM

IMPOgTANT- /

! ,

,

Indicate your response on the answer sheet ozly. Fill in
the box-corresponding to the correct ansiler o each question
there is only one correct answer for each' question.

. -

. The letter symbol foivolta it is V. (T-F)

, ;04

2. Voltage and electromotive '1Ore mean the same thing. T-F)

The symboled, which' appears, on some ohmmeter scales means .

i infinity. (71-f) .% . ,
,,

A a

' . ' l:

:Cr

4, Zeroing a meter is necessary to achieve ,ccurate measurements./ 3

'

T- F)

t te
. " * s

Electron flow In a )C circuit is arwaks fri011141mcia4Ve tes positive.'
at

6. To measure a UC voltage drop, the meter is connected across a , resiit r
and polarity mast be .observed. (T-F1

.7 When taking a re'sistance measurement, t e cireuit being tes:ted. ay'-be
t on, or turned off. .(T-F)

t. 8. Both -cUrrent and voltage move or flow through..a circuit: (T-F

10.

. The function switch on a Meter is used to set th'e needle or- pointer
to zero.' (T-F)

7.

When measuring an,.unknown value 'of voltage, the meter 'iange ,switch
should be set,in Ats highest Oosition. (T-F)

e

4



The basic unit of measurement for vgltage is the:
(A) watt, (B) ohm, (C) 'amperei (DY volt.

12. The letter symbol for current'is:
(A) Co (B) 1, (C) A, (D) E

13. ".41." is the electrical symbol for the:.
(A) vat, (B) ampere, (C) resistor, (D) ohm.

.

14. The ordirly flow of electrons thrOuth a circuit is known as:
(A) eurrent, (B) electromotive force, (C) resistance, (D)

lt. The .electfical quantity which opposes the flow -of electrons
a circuit is calledy
(A) voltage, (B) yesistance, (C) ohm, (D) current...

.

.7

power.

ihrough

16. A multimeter is generally able to 'Measure:
(A) voltage, (B) current, (C) resistance, (D) a 11 of the alloVe.

For questions 17, 18, 19, and 2, read and record the value indicated by,
each pointer/scale combination.

17. - 18. 19. 20.

4,



. AMMETER:

AMPERE:

CURRENT:

DEFLECTI6N:

DIGITAL
MULTIMETER:

:ELECTROMOTIVE
FORCL:

s,

TECHNICAL,GLOSSARY

Name:

Date:

Period:

An instrument designed to Measure eleetrical current
flow. Symbol:

The basic unit of measurement for curvant flow.
Letter symbol: A

The orderly'flow of electrons through,a circuit. Current
is measured in the basic unit amperes OT aMps. However,
milliamperes and microamperes are also used as units
of measurement. Letter symbol: I

The movement of the meter pointer from the zero position.

A Multimeter whose input or measured value is displayed
directly as illuminated digits or numbers. Abbrev. DNTht

The pressure that causes electrons to move through a
circuit and also referred,to as voltage. Letter symbol:
E, Abbrev: EMF _r

FUNCTION SWITCH: A meter control used to Select the Oectrical quantity
(voltage, current, or resistance) to be measured.

-

INFINITY:, An extremely large value that continues indefinitely.
Symbol:

MECHANICAL ZERO: An adjustment to the meter movement which mechanically
sets the meter pointer on zero. This adjustment is
necessary for accurate measurement.

. .

METER:_
v '4

MULTIMETER:,

NEEDLE:

OHM

OHMMETER:

A device to measure electrical quantities;'such as
voltage, resistance, frequency, etc.. Symbol:
LeIter symbol: M

A meter designedDto measure more that one electrical
quantity. Most-multimeters can measure AC and DC voltage,
AC and DC current, and resistance.

The indicating device on a mgrey, sometimes called the
pointer. The needle ant-scale are used iA conjunction
to read the indicated value.

The basic unit Of measureme t for resistance. Letter.
symbol:at.

An instrument used'to measure electrical resistance in
ohms. Symbol:

LII-U9-6 %



OOLARITY:

RANGE SWITCH:

ReSISTANCE:

SCALE:

Name:

Date:

Period:

The property of a device or .circuit det ining the
direction\in which current-flows. The qu ity of having
two oppoSite charges, one positive (+) and the other
negative (-). Polarity, can also refer to the quality oi
having two opposite magnetic poles, one north and one
south.

A basic meter control used to select the maximum value
which the meter can me4sure. Many times the range switch
is used as a multiplier.

A measure of the opposition that a component or circuit
offers to the flow of an electric current. 'Resistance'
is measured in the basic unit ohms, however kilohm, and
megohms are also used as units of measurement. Letter
symbol: R

Line or arc found on an instrument'face withegraduations
or increments that have an assigned value.

00

oo
a

.--

fir

LI1-U9-/



WORKSHEET..

GLOSSARY 6RYPi'IdS

.

Decode the cryptic messages below to idesntify the electronic term.
EXAMOLE,;
wrIMOMMINORIONoP

3.

4.

f



*

. CONTINUE WITH.THESE aftYPTIal*
V

Name:

Date;.

Period:

4

'4044MOMOUNImm4MIMIlmimM4iOlimpftnnolr'

sal

C

1

2/. ivy

4

LI1-U9-9
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WORK#HEET

SHOP 'METER

pame:

Date:

.Period:

In the space provided, make an accUrate drawing of the'shop Tatter. -Labelall- controls and terminals,. ,

In the space-provided, desc4be the purpose of the', shop meteir,
it such an importmit piece of test equipment?



wwwwwwwwwq,00"-"-"7""'"'"'",

.SC9RE:'

CRAW:,

.*

o
None

Date:

WORiSHEET Period:
READING teTER iCALES-

P

Read and record the Value ind,icated by the. icale/pointer-conbinations
below: -?

1.

c. Ice

A. 4

LII-U9.. 3.

2A.

2B,

2C.

3A.

3B.

3C.

3D,

A *

4.
, 4B.

4C.

4D.

1 .

a



r'

0

Name:

Date :

Period:

0

:

-N.

..11111.

4

-.L
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MATCHING #1
A

1. Voltage

2. Resistance

3, Ampere

4. Current

5, Volt.

,6. 04/
MATCHING #k7

71 Amm'etbr

?WO:

*Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACT1VITX

-"UNIT 9"

7.

8. Vali ;Cr,

?* ahm
ter

10 timeter

ust be connected across
tha component.

All power must be off in
Circuit.

Selects Mode of operation;
what is to be measured.

4 '

/// ,'

/ 14.

/

15

13.

ets maximum value that
cn be'measured. a

. The basic unit for measuring electrical current 15.
is the *

A.

B.
C.

D.
E..

F.

G.

H.,

Measures retistance
in ohms.
Functiob switch
Measures voltage
An volts
Voltmeter
Ohmeter 10.
Measures current
in amps.
Measures voltage-'
ip volts4 current
in amps and resis- 12,
tance in ohms:
Range switch''

3..

S.

-s

14

The fgrce or pressure which causes electrons to 16.
move through a circuit is called 4,

17* is the actUal orderly flow of electrons 17,
through a circuit.

18. The basic unit of measurement for resistance is 18.

the

is a measurement of the opposition that 19,
a component or circuit offers to current glow,

2b. .Voltage is measured in the basicl unit . 20,



4.

N ame

Uite:

t 1

When Aeasuri g an unknown value of voltage, the 21.-.
,range switch hould be pet .to its
.position.

What is the pu ose of the zero .iajust control on a meter?
111MIONIONIMMiell

23. Explain what is ment b'y the exPression "observing polarity."
NINNOOMMIMIP

24. Draw4a,sketch which illustrates hc/w a ineeer shouldwbe connected to
measure voltage. 11.

al

*

52S. Draw a,sketch showing how to connect a meter to milasure resistance.



INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

VoltageE
CurrentI

-Date

Period:

TUEELECTRICAL TEAM

jitesistatiOe'
vikuot prm;ides

the pTessure
which

cumwato flow
through a
circuit

4 7

opposes ,

thq 4pw

Units of MeasurementJ*

41/7

Voltage is measured in the basic unit volts At)
Current is meisured in the basic unit =Peres (A)
Resistanct is measured in the basic unit AVIS co.)



di

DAte::

Period:
'INFORMATIONAL HANDPUT

PROCEDURES IN READING A METER
0

#

The. sequence below should be utilized as a reference guide when readin$
-a meter.

I. CHECK THE FUNCTION SWITCH.

Determine what quantity is being measured.
LOCATE THE METE-R SCALE.

Find the scale that matches the quantity set on the function
switch.

3. READ THE SCALE.

Read the value where the pointer 'comes to rest adross the
stale divisiOfis. Be sure you are looking directly at the
scale to .avoid paralilax problems.)

,

EtK THE RANGE SWITClif

Identify the range position, then determine the multiplier;
S. MULTIPLY THE SCALE READINd.

Multiply the ading o the scale by the multiplier indicated
by'the range swi

TIAT'S -ALL 1HERE IS TO IT - YOU HAVE ,READ /THE RETER.

When yot record the, value you have read, be 'sure to also re:Cord
the quantity measured - volts ; ohms , or amperes.



Name

Date:

. Period:

. INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

HQW TO USE A METER Tq IlEASURE VOLTAGE OR RESISTANCE

SET THE FUNCTION SWITCH

Adius-t Ihe funciion switch for the electrical quantity xou want to
measure.. - 4

Identify the quantity being,measured - DC voltage, AC voltage, or
resistance-- ands select the one proper function switch position.

SET THE RANGE'SWIICH

Caution must-be used when setting the range' switch. When using the
voltap functionsbe sure the range switch is se.t in a high enough
AlaaAtion so you will not peg Cm meter.

HINT: If vasuring an unknown value of voltage set the ranii switch
to'the highest position..

In the ohms function, the range position is not critical. Select
the position that will move the pointer closest to mid-scale.

ZERO THE METER,

Be'sure to zero the ieter. 'This will insure an accurate measurement.',

ZEROING PROCEDURE:

a. If available, adjust.the "mechanical zero" so that the meter
indicates zero. This adjustment is made whewthe meter is off.

b. Zeroinvfor voltage. -Turn the meter on, and allow enough time,
for stabilization. Connect the test leads together, and use

. the zero adjust control to set the indicator to zero.

c. Zeroing'for resistance. After your meter has,stabilized,
coinect the test leads together and adjusvfor zero resistance
with either _the zero adjust or ohms adjust (depending upon the
type of mAer).' Disconnect5leads and adjust for infinity. The
last two steps mayr.have to be'repeated to achieve accurate
zeroipg. a .

CONNECT THE METER INTO THE CIRCUIT

A. Voltage connection

When measuring voltages (AC or DC) the'meter must be connected.
in parallel with the circuit.



Date:

Period:

Also, be sure to observe polarity when measurins DC voltated-
positive lead of the meter must be connectéd to the positive side of =,

the circuit. The negative lead must be connected to the negative side of
the circuit.

NOTi:

If the -reading is below the usdble portion on the voltaie scale
the range switch may be stepped down one position for a more
aceurate reading.

B. Resistance connection

When measuring resistanFe the meter must be connected
series with the resistance being meagUTEd.

'Be sure that there is no power applied tclze the circuit when.measurini
resistance.

The best way to accurately measure the resiitance of a resistor
is to remove it from the circuie.

The ohm meter is a valuable Instrument for checking ontinuity
of both components and circuits.

4

Yolarity need not be observed in titis kind of measu ement.

e

NOTE:
An accurate reading will be achieved if the needle is close to the

middle of the scale. Varr the range' switch to locate the position
where the pointer moves closest to the center scale.

LII-U9-18
111

.



Name:

.Dato:

Period:

df

Read. the value indiCated on the meter. Refer tO your handout -
"Steps in Reading a Meter" for step by step procedure.

6.- TROUBLESHOOTING -tuns

a. Common causes of meter malfunctions.
1-) open or damaged test leads
2) weak or dead batteries
3) blown fuse or reset
4) damaged meter circt4t
5) improper meter connection

b. Be sure to recheck your zero adjustments if you have changed
the fun,ction or range switch.

-CAUTION do not touch the metal tips on the test leads when
making measurements.

Doubla check all .connections before turning on power or taking4

me as utements

LII-U9-19 201,
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GLOSSARY CRYPTIC

1. meter
2* voltage
3* -current
4* ohm
5* ohmmeter
6* 'altimeter
'7. ,vOlt
8. ampere

a. SHOP METER

(subjedtive evaluation)

READING MEIER SCALES

ANSWER KEY
.UNIT 9

7, F
8. C
9. A

10. G
11. D
12. E
13. 8
14, H

15, ampere
16, voltage
17. current
18. ohm
19. resistance
20, volt
21, highest (maximum)
22. adjust the meter to 0 on the

scale for voltage and current.
23. connecting the utters' ,

18.,

IC,
2A,

1/2 inch
1 3/4 inch
2,7/8 inch
7 mm

-20. 1.8 cm 24$
2C, 2.4 cm
3A, 10 volts
38. .22 volts 25.
3C, 36 volts
.3D. 48 volts
4A. 2 volts
48. 4.5 volts
4C. 7 volts
4U. 9.5 volts

.

5A. 2.2 volts
51.1. 4.6 volts
5C. 7.8 volts
5U. 9.4 volts
6A. 200- ohms
68. 35 ohms
6C. 9 ohms

810,,

6D. .75 ohms 44

7A, 300 ohms
73. 40 ohms
7C. 11 ohms
7D, 2.5 ohms

QUEST ,ACTIVITY

1. D
2. F
3., E
.4. C
5. A
6. H

negative.terminal -to negatiw
,polarity and the positive "-
meter terminal to positive
polarity.
a voltmeter.connected across
the load with power applied
to the circuit. .

an Ommeter connected across
a load with no power applied
to the tircuit.
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4' TATE EL RIIXTCITY/ELLLTRON1CS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S* GU DE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL Il UNIT 110

Title of t'init The Language a d Syribols° of Electricity
Time' Allocation: I week

Unit Goal:

Noy

To integrate with previously taught competencies tdisiose new competencies
that would \tellable immediate recognition of qymbols, .designation or
tirms commonljr.uti.lize,d in schematic diagrams or technical data sheet4.

-Unit Objectivitit:

..The studentiewill be able to:

I.

°I.; read mil draw a number of techl4cal sylpbols that rtfpresent
neat** cosimonly utilized in ba*.sic circuits.

compo-

identify a 1variety of lettex sdeSignatio which may Jic ompany a'
s. t of the sym-'cirtuit'symbol but are nOt,themselves

3. astinguish and interpret a simPle schematic diagram.

Evaluatioft:

*.

The student wilt demonstrate his/her competence in tersisl,or
measuiable 'objectives based upon Individual' inStrucXors :acceptaell
performance criteria; which may utilize a combination Of writte.it,
Eyld laboratopr testing procedure.

-thsttTuc.tor Roferencesc;

Elearonics.,Assembiy and
13ook CO. 0, I9710

,
Fabrication I:lethods, bliarte and Duarte, -McCraw-

Chapi:ers : S, and 4.

TechniCal lecricity and EleCtronics. Peter Buban and Rarshall L. Schmitt,
,t4

nits 29 and 30.

"

..

these

oral;

Understandini Electricity and Electroniis. Peter 3`uban and Marsh411 L.
chmitt

9
\fcGraw-Ilf11 Boa Cour; 1975.; Unit:3.

'4Overview:

The main theme 'of this unit is that-symbols Ire.a vital ,part of the
technical kianguage 'used for conveying infinmaitian in the induttrial com-

S.

monity." ,

The unit Should be introduce'd by shoicint; the logical reasons that
'bald to the. deijolopment and use of graphical illustrations.
,- The next topigs should then.deal.with basic.symbols, letter, designa7
tions, arid organization of symbolS to create a-schematic diagram. The
schematic diagram should bi cons-4ered 'as a vehicle.that transmits valuable
technical data to the skilled re4ter.

This _unit-,shOuld conclude with the student realizing° thmt further
explanation of new symbols; and,.electrical te-rms. will continue throupout
thru.levelt A variety of appropriate exertises arid laboratoryNexfe'riments
an4 ,or projects-should bp coordinated with ,all .unit topics whensible.,..

4.-.
1

205



N1
Suagested Presentation Hints/Methodolosy:

Folloil the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
. for curriculum piesentation, howeveit note the following:

1. Teachers often do not instruct formally in terms of a unit on.
'schematic symbols, yet, it his been included here so that it will
serve.as a neans to enhance student technical comprehension. Try

,,13 physically associate paIts with their symbols in an effort to
assist students immediatelrin 'familiarity with electronic cop-

-. ponents. At this point the Student may become aware of various
parking'on the bpdy of compondnts and these identifications or
designatiens can be discussed.

2. flave student respond to symbol exercises if possible, with coloi .
pencils, markqrs, or felt pens. llluStations seem to be of
higher quality when generated in this format.

3. Frequently,symbdls are discussed by instru4ors, without, mention
of standards, recommended drawing practices, ipplication of A .

%symbols, and diagram types. These topics are areas which contiin
essential competencies in terms of the industrial world and
should be emphasized. An inexpensive teacher resource for
samples of many graphic representation would be a television
repair pfiotofact folder.

I.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. A useful blackboard actiyity to impress slower students with
schematic symbols is for the instructor to pick out an assortmant
of comgOnents for the class to itiew. Out of this selection have
the class name,those that actually look like,the symboks they
represent. Use the Wlackboard to list the result and verbally
emphasize that indeed many schematic symbols,are definitely
symbolic pictures.

2. An activity which teaches several concepts, yet enAjoyable, would
be to have students send away for a:free,parts cataloc. Once the
student has a.catalog the activities are bountiful, for example;
cut pictures of parts and summarize functions, list letter
designations, and draw circuit symbols.

Instrtictional 4Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)
0.

2. Pre-Post Test (keyeci)

3. Technical Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Word Decoding

S. Worksheet - Electrical Terms and Synbols

6,, Queit Activities

7, Informational Handout (Schematic Symbols)

if. Unit Module Answer Keys

LI I - ul - 22 6



The Language and pymbols of Electricity

A. Electiical Circuit Diagrams
1. Schematic symbols

2. Letter designations

3. Schematic diagrams

Electrieal Terms

Tip v



4

4

. , rndicate your responses on the answer sheet only. ,. Fill in, /

, %he box correpponding to the co'rrect answer to each question - .,
there is only one correct answer for each question.

,

A

.
.

. /
On a schematic diagram, the components are shown as graphic symbols.

Test Number

UNIT EXAM

. THE LANGUAGE AND SYMBOLS OF ELECTRICITY,.

'IMPORTANT-.

The dot symbol on a schematic diagram is used to show that rps.are
electrically connected together. (T-F)

3. Abbreviations, or lett)sr designations ure used to 'simplify ccomponent
identification. (T-F)

/

)A typical reference designation uses a numbet/letter code Such as
3R to designate resistor. 113. (T.F)

Schematic simbols are used to illustTate electronic ter:is.

Identify the schematiesymbols drawn. below.

1-:1141C-
6.

7.

.1

-VVNA-n,

Ca

T-F

1



Identi4 th abbreiriatio4i

.14..15. T

16. DC

L

I87 A

19. -

r letter dosig6tioni listed betowi.

GND

J

,

4



ABBREVIATION:

OMPONENT:

CONWECTION:

ELECTRICAL TERM:

LETTER
IDENTIFICATION:

NUMERICAL
VALUE:

gik . REFERENCE
DESIGNATION:

SCHEMATI.0
DIAGRAM:

SCHEMATIC
SYMBOL:

SUBSCKPTS:

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

Name:

PaCe:

Period:

.The",leXpression ot a word,or term, in shortened,form;
USuilly by using represeintati*e. letters.. ,:Exampie:
"The term direct cUrrent °is abbreviate* w4h, the letters
DC.

'An electronic part.
The junction or joining point of seveial conductors or
components in an electrical circuit.'

6

A word or phrase which .descri1:45 an electrical quantity,
,unit of measurement, component, or electrical action.
.A letter used to designate a particular type of elec-
tronic coMponent. Example: letter identificatiop
for a capacitor is C.

The'rating or value ef a component expressed in its unit
of measurement. The numerical value of a one thousand ,

ohm resistor for example can be expressed as 1000 or lk.
*,

'The symbol used to represent components in a circuit
diagram. The reftgrence designation combines a letteridentification and a subscript, to identify one particular
component. The designatIon for resi4Ior three on a
schematic diagram would, be R3.

A special type of drawing used in electronics to repre-
sent circuit components and connections. This type of
diagram uses simplified symbols to show electrical
connections, but does n'Ot show the physical layout or
part dtructuree

A symbolic representation used to depict an electronic
component and often referred to as a graphic symbol.
Small identifying numbers or letters written slightly
to the right Of and below the quantity being identified.
Example: In the exOression R3', 3 is the subscript.

ri



°

WORKSHEET

VOCABLORY - 'WORD DECODING

Nair:

Date:

> Period:

The Words below have little'seaning until they tire decoded. Each letter
actually represents anothev letter in the alphabet. Your task is to
break the code and decode each word. The eicaapte 'rill get' you started -.
by providing seven decoded -letters. The code remsiins the slime through-
out the worksheet. -, ,

..

EXAMPLE: A. if A li J S U .0 D S N
1

SHUZ
E L E.0 T.R

° pi+,

TNZKXA

*JX?WxYlil'S

-.1XYYHJSDXY

TRKTJUDWS.T

.LKKUHQDLS,DXY

YRZHUDJ.LA QLARH

TJEHZLSDJ` ID.L,FULZ

9.AH.SSNLDIFIYSDCDJ14SDXY

10, LJH CII U1IYJH

111114A4ifftstiltij

*a

7.

8.

IHTDFYLSDXY 10.

MP MP PPM coof

LI I -1310-



1ELECTRICAL TERMS AND SYMBOLS

Draw in Ole correct schem404 symbol for the following electronic
components..

Ammeter:

Fixed value capacitor:

Iron core txansformer:
6

Fuse:

IncaRdescent

poleisingld throw.iwitch:,

,1 g
8. DC motor:

Thermocouple:

10. Adjustable' resistor:

Identify the following graphic symbols:

11.

13.

14.

14.



16.

17,

18.

19.

20.

Name:

Date:

Period:

41- $

0

41

Gieve, the letter
or abbreviation
following.

,21. current:

22. ground:

23. milli,:

P. ohm:

25. positive:

26. capacitor:

27. battery:

28, switch:

29. ight emitting diode:

SO. resistor

designation
for the

111/

11111

mwm

ammem

Identify the following letter'
designations or abbreviations.ir.

31. L:

32. DC:

33. DPDT:

34. Q:

35. D:

36. LP:

37. T:

38. A:

39. E:

40. .k:



SCORE:

6RADE:
,

-WORKSHEET

QUEST. ACTIVITY'

"UNiT 19"

'au*:

Date:

Period:

,11

Below.you'will find a pictorial diagram of a "blinking lamp - night light"
'circuit. As you-can see, the pictorial diagram is rather large and con- =Rested.. Each part is drawn as it physically appears,.'along with necessarydesciiptive information.

, A schematic diagram can also be used to fepresent,
the same circuit. The schematic diagram will utilize symbols to repreSent
the various components, and letter designations to identifyparts and
provide infprmation. Your task is to study the pictorial diagram and then .

compiete the schematic diagram by drawing in the correct symbols in theirproper locations. You are also to include letter designations and elec.
trical units on your schematic.

0.

SWITCH *I
SPST RESISTOR 1.

6.8MA

RESISBUR*2

AO LINE
CORD

PICTORIAL

SCHEMATIC

PACITOR
*2 .itiF



INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

'SWENAFC-SYMBOLS

Name:

Date:_

'Period: .

AI

*Iv

Illustrated below is a list.of schematic symbols commonly used to depict
electrical end electronic devices. Currently accepted letter designations
and unit abbreviations are also provided.

...24::.
- Sin8,1e

Multicell

BATTS

cell

.

(E)

,

4(7;
El'ectrolytic

Fixed

A
CAPACITORS

Basic Unit -.

....7)41. t

Variable

.
.

. CIRCUIT
BREAKER (CB)

, Conductor ......i.i

1

Connection +
'Connection 44.....f.w

, CONDUCTOR

,

(c)
F1'irad(F) ..-

.,

1

, ,

(D) 114---Diode rectifier

.

la

(SCR) --"kelig:Illed
.

rectifier

4ght emitting
(LED) "11IT'dio4e 1

\il 'DIODES (E))

if\,)
FlAE (F)

Female(J) Male(P) -

.

AC nerator

k

DC generator

GENERATORS
(GEN)

230v. ,, AC plUg
,

CONICOTORS
A

Frame of Chassis =.*A4

HAND KEY

, 11==

Air core. Iron'core

.716 :1

, Fokcsu

Adjustable .tapped

INDUCTORS (1..)
Basic Unit Henry (h)

-11
,

Barth Ground

GROUND (GRD)



Lz
Incandescent laRp

MICROPHONE

AC motor

Neon lamp

DC motor

MOTORS (Mot

Positive Negative

POLARITY

VW--
Fixed

SPEAKER (SPKR)

Ir

Adjustable

RESISTORS (R)

Rheostat

Basic Unit - 'Matt*

Single pole,
,single throw (SPST), ...

Single pole,
, double throw (SPOT). .

Double pole,
single throw (DPST) ....

THERMoCOUPLE
('re)

Double pole,
double throw (DPUT).2".0

Pushbutton, normally
closed (PBNC)

Pushbutton, normally
open (PBNO)

Air core

SWITCHES (s)
Ieron core

'PNP, NPN

. TRANSISTORS (Q) ITRANSFORtAERS T

Tapped



The following abbreviations are standoffs dopted by t e In'stitute.of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE).

TERM

alternating cUrrent .......... AC , micro .:
ampere or amp ...... A micro-micro tla

capacitance a * *

-current ..........

rMilli eloseesosesseeosiso% M

nano' e,.-Olowp

'cycles per second .$. cps .AlegAtive- 0.0.00 OOO O.044****

'direct current 0 VC

electromotive force OOOOO ENE

$

farad * 00000

ground ...?.
;<

ohri . . OOOOOOOOO e el 6' '4111a.

mitput .. .. .. . OUT

pico

. GNI) positive OOOOO .. OOOOO

henry ... .. OOO OO . ********* h *power .

hertz ******* ******* 1z resistance ...... *****

inductance, L second

input . ***** OOOOOOOO IN sine wave

kilo OOOOOOOOOOOO k

k2lowatt-hour kwh

mega OOOOOOOO IVO

volt .

volthge,

watt

0

R



I

Ill
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MIMI . Milli II Ill
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0 II Ill
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WORD DECODING

1. tvm
2. symbolt

\ 3. component
, 4. . connection
S. subscripts,
6. ithbreviation

nuArkcal yalue
8. Athematic diagram.,
9. letter identificatton

10. reference designation

.gistiER g.EY
Igirr

ELECTRICAL TERMS.,AND SYMBOLS,

diode
conneotion
transistor N-PN)

at

30, .R .

31., ind tor,32, dir t surrent
33. doub e pole double throw
311. transistor.
35.
36,

I.

diode
-lamp

37, transformer
8, ampere
9, voltage
0, kilo

_QUEST ACTIVITY
0

'4 (subjective evaluation)

.lb.

push button switch N.G.
fixed resistor
'voltmeter

17. AC plug ;

18, speaker MIL

19, battery
20. AC generator
2-1.
22. GRD

,23.
24. LE
25.
26.
27-;
28.
29, LED

. .
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STATE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL.II UNIT Ill

41111 Title okUnit: CompOnents, Switches and Circuits

Time Allocation: 2 weeks

Unit Goal:
,

To stimulate and instill student competence in basic c.omponent and
circuit identification, including knowled

.

igerelated,to swtches,
types of"circuit configurations, and recogni4on of simple circuit
malfunctions..

Unit Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. identify and explaih the general technical function of the
following common components: resistor, inductor, capacitor,
switch, speaker, xenon flashtube, neon lamp, transformer, and
diode;

demonstrate basic circuit construction skills by physically man-
ipulating electrical devices into either svies parallel, or
combination circuit configurations.

' 3. perform basic inspection ,and troubleshooting steps in order to.
locate a defective or abnormal circuit condition.

Evaluatidn:

The student will demdhstrate his/her competence in -tents of the
measurable objectives based upon individual inStructors acceptaSle
performance criteria, which may uttlize a combination of written, oral
and laboratory testing procedures.

Instructor References:

4-0 Basic Electricity Training Manual. Ted Pipe, Howard W. Sams and Co., 1976.
Chapters: 1, 2,31 and S.

a

Electronics Assembly and Fabrication Methods. S.R. Duarte and R.L. Duárte;
Boa Co., 19713. ChapiiFFT 2, 4, 11, and 12.

Technical Electillcit and'Electronics. 'Peter Buban and Marshall L. Schmitt,
raw i oo o nits: 6,.7, 8, 15, 16, 20g 26, and 28.

Overview:

Unit 11 was designed with the intent of providing sufficient technical
knowledge for the student so.that successful kit or project construction
could be an immediate reality.

The first unit topic presented should be oriented towards teaching
component identification, with specific emphasis on those common components
encountered in typical beginning type projects or kits.

Next, circuit controlling 'devices are discussed because this topic is
directly applicable to many aspects of both project and/or laboratory cir-

1111

cuit operation, yet, most instructors seldom take time to allow students to
really examine switches.

An explanation of simple circuit configurations has been includedvai
a means to discuss and discover the electrical characteristics of various
kinds of citrcuits,,,and the study of basic circUits will help formulate in
the students mind-a-technical psference point of what constitutes normal

citycuit behavior. . Otni



Sulgpsted Preientation Uints/Methodology:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
for'curricuIum presentation, however, note the following:.

410 1. Investigate with the class a Variety of components that they
bight typically' encounter when building a M.mple project. Use
an overheqd projector and place a component on top of the stage
plate and examine its size and shape, then, discuss th0 general
purpose, special properties, value determination/codes, and
other essential data,
Stress during a presentation that many types of switches are used
to control electricity and each variety has uniqiie characteris-
tis may offer certain advantages or disadvantages. Try tc
collect and display switches of different physics; conformation
and function* then explain that,in its simplistic form a switch
is still merely a device to open or close a circuit. It may be

*helpful to concentrate on the specific symbol when describing a
certain type of switch, because exposure to the symbol allows the
student-an opportunity to examitle the way in which the switch
operates in the circuit.

3. It may be ,time consuming, but)importtint to the class to review
the essential parts of a circuit. Once this has been re-,
dicred and 1he students feel comfortable with the theory,
slip into a discussion on devices in series and parallel. The
relationship of "E" and "I" for these networks are the important
cpncepts to establish as a solid'technical foundation.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations; %

T

1. Training systems And paperwork sometimes miss the point in
respect to switches and the method of Aonnecting*thom to control,

- a circuit. Perhaps this and the idea of connecting devices inl
series and parallel should be explored'further in a laboratory
type performance test. Buzzers and switches mounted on a board
with terminals exposed can serve as an excellent evaluator when -
students are asked to systematically create basic circuit config-
urations. After each circuit has been built, sign the student
off and let them go on to a more Complex configuration.

2. Develop several experiments to illustrate various abnormal
circuit conditions. Control the demonstratOn, but if a componen
or two were to burn up in front of their eyes the impact is much.
greater! Try to direct students to use a detective style approac
to solving problem circuits. pbserve symptoms, look for the clues
logically deduce malfunction, theh repair and check.

Instructional Moduie Lontents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-post Test (keyed)

fr-
A

3. Technical Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) Spelling Puzzle

5. Worksheet - Componiint Identification

6. Quest Activity

7. Infofmational Handout (Basic Electronic Components' Used
Project Construction)

, Ili Informational Handout (Normal and Abnormal Circuits)

a_ utktt MnAtat Ansider KCYS 2 r),2



Compoilent, Switches, and circaits

A. Common Component.Identifica0on
1. Physical characteristics

2. Value determination or
identifigation codes

3. Purpose and/or usag

Circuit Controlling Devica
1. Switphes used as conti4o1 devices

2. Types of switches

3. Switch circuits.

Basic Electrical.Circults
1. Serie's circuits

2. Parallel circuits

3. Series parallel.circuitry

Connecting Switches in Series bond
Paralle

1. Series switchi4g circuits.\*



2. Parallel switching cirpuits

Normal and Abnormal Circuits
I. Closed circuit

2. Open circuit

3. Shorted circuit



Test Number'

.tIIUll UNIT EXAM

COMPONENTS, SWITCHES, AND CIRCUITS

IMPORTANT-
Indicite your responses on the answer sheet rly. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answer o each question
there is only one correct answer for each questi n.

1. Resistor values are given in ohms. (T-F)

A potentiometer is
and has a movable

riable resistor which contaills three terminals,
r shaft. (T.F)

A transistor has the ability to step-up or step-down voltage. (T-F

+t,

Abnormal circuits commonly contain either a short or an open iondition
IT-F)

Capacitors will allow current to flow in only one direction through
a circuit. (T-F)

b. An open circuit provides an easy path for current flow. (T-F)

A switch is used to either open or close a circuit, or to direct
current/flow through the circuit. (T-F)

8. A parallel circuit contains only one path for current flow. (T-F)

Capacitors are rated in ufits of micro or pico farads. (T-fo)

10. titches are always connected in series with the current path they
are controlling. -(T-F)



.11. Thó abbreviation "P.B.N.O." means:
(A) pull back, now open, (8) 'push button normally open, (button not open, (D) push ba4 naturally open.

N

push

An accidental Fircuit connection whiich causes excesAtiVe current, and
possible circuit damage is called afn:
(A) open, (8) branch, (C) short (C) close.

13. A circuit which contai6 more than one path fp- gurrent fldw. is knownas a/n: r(A) parallel circuit, (8) series circ it, (C) abnormal circuit,(D) normal circuit.

14. Identilly the switch which is _capable of controlling two' separatecircuits simultaneously.
(A) SPST (B) PBNO, (C) DPNT, (D) DPST.-

15. Classify the ciycuit draWn below:
1

0

i.(A) paraklel circuit, (B) series circuit, (C) compound circuit,(0) series-parallel -circuit.-

Identify tlie component drawings below :

16.

17.

18,

or

20.



The abbreviation "P.B.N.O." means: 9(A) pull back, now open, (11) push button normally open,
button not open, (D) push back naturally open.

(C) push

12. An accidee ci rcuit connection which causes excessive current, andUs
possible circuit damage is called a/n:
(A) open, (B) branch, (C) short (C) close.

L

13. A circuit which contains more than one path for current flow is known
as a/n:
(A) parallel circuit, (8) series circuit, (C) ab ormal circuit,
(D) normal circuit.

14. Identify the switch which
circuits simultaneously.
(A) SPST, (B) PBNO, (C)

is capable

DP,NT, (D)

15. Classify the circuit drawn below:

VV\A

of controlling

DPST.

o separate

(A) parallel circuit, (B) series circuit,' (C) compound circuit,
(D) series-parallel circuit.

Identify the component drawings below:

16..

17.

-.18,

1V .

20.

41.



ABNORMAL
CIRCUIT:-

EAPACI TOR:

CLOSED CIRCUIT:

DIODE:

piDUCTOR:

.MOMENTARY
el SWITCH:

NEON LAMP:

Peiiod:

:1ICHNrCAL GLOSSARY
..

A circuit'which is not functioning properly. An abnormal
circuit is generally open (a broken current pathr or.
shorted (an undesired current path). .

An electronic component made up of two metal plates

E
separate4 by an insulator. C.

Vetter symbol C
lipacitors have the ability

to store a charge Symbol:
.

'Amy elecfrical circuit which contains a complete path for
current flow from the negative terminal ef the source to
the posiXive terminal.

NORMAL CIRCUIT:

OPEN CIRCUIT:

PARALLEL
CIRCUIT:

1POTENTIOMETER:

4 RESISTOR:

,A semiconductor device which. acts,as a one way valve to
Furrent flow. Symbol:--44---Letter symbol: D

An electronic component made by wrapping a coil of wire
around an air or iron c-ore. An inductor opposes any.
Fhange in current flow. ASymbol:JVVYL*Letter symbol: L

A type of switch which is operated by pushing on a, lever
OT button. Once the pressure is removed, the switch is
"turned off." Momentary-contact switches are often push-
button type switches, and are available as either normally
open or normally, closed devices. Symbol: P.B.N.C.410
P.B,N:O.5r5Let4Ir symbol: S

A glow lamp which contains neon gas. When a voltage of
approximately SS volts is applied to the lamp, the neon
gas ionizes and glows orange. Symbol: Letter
symbol: LP

A circuit which is functioning properly, and provides a
complete path for current flow.

A circuit which containp a break
path. The "break" will stop the

A circuit'which containq two or m
fkow, sometimes referref to as a

A variable iesistor commonly used
or speed control on many projects
Letter symbol: R

simple, yet important, electrot
ei her carbon, wire, or metal oxi
a specific opposition to current
Letter.symbol: R

-

--
"kZt.**1-..

OT gap in the current
circuit from operating.

ore paths for curreni
shunt or branch circuit.

as volume sensitivity,
. Symbol:

ic component made from
de, and used to provide
flow. Symbof:-ISNAeh.



SERIES CIRC-UIT:

Name

Date:

Period:

k

A circuit which allows only one path for current flow.
Components connetteA in series are joined in'a line, one
after the oth'er.

SERIES PARALLEL A circuit consisting of one or more series and parallel ,

CIRCUIT: paths. Series-parallel circuits are often nTled combina-
tion circuits. 1.

SHORTED CIRCUIT: A circuit) which contains a low resistance path between
'two points (power supply terminals, line, etc.), which
causes excessively high current flow And possible circuit
damage. A shorted circuit is usually caused by an
accidental connection . to. r

A three terminal electronic component Welonging to the
"diode family," and having the ability to electronically
Switch on and,off, fairly :large currentt. Symbol:-4.40114z:
Letter abbrev.: SCR

A style of switch in which a bar of metal is made to move
or slide, making contact between, two points--either
opening or closing the circuit. Slide switches are
generally low in cost.

SILICON
CONTROLLED

SLIDE 14TCH:

SPEAKER:

SWITCH:

An electronic component which c n convert electrical
signals into sound. Symbol: Letter Symbol: SPKR

An electronic component used to control or direct current
flow. Most commonly, switches are used to open or close
a circuit path. Switches are available in many styles and
configurations, such as push -buton, slide, toggle, micro,
rotary, single pole single throw double pole single
throw, single pole double throw,sdouble pole double throw,
etc. Letter symbol: S
Symbol: .0-0'S Letter abbrev. SPST SPDT

--o o-- DPST DPDT

.41e01. .0 o41:0
.0

TOGGLE SWITCH: ' A common switch style which uses a nap action" principle
to moye a set of contacts from one Side of the switch to
the Other, opening or closing the ircuit.

An electronic component able to either step-up (increase)
or step-down (decrease) an AC volt ge. Symbol: m%A.,4416r
Letter symbol: T

An electronic component.which can be used to amplify an
electric signal. Transistors are also used as high speed
switches. Symbol: 14; Letter symbol: Q

A special purpose lamp, capable of producing a brilliant
flash of light. Xenon flashtubes are found in strobe
lights and photographic siTiabes.

9
LII-ull.8

40.0:

TRANSFORMER:"

TRAN'SISTOR:

XENON fLASIkTUBE:

0



.SCORE:

GRADE:

Name :

Date:

41ORKSHEET Period:
116CABULARY SPELLING PUZZLE

Aft

a

Copy the correctly spelled word in the box si the right. As indictcted
in the example below.

(ampmeter) ( amme te r) (ameter)

(curcuit) (sircuit) (circuit)

(diode) (dyode) .(diold)

(siries) (ceries) (series)

(tagole) (toggle). (toggel)

(speaker) (speeker) (speker)

(switch) swich) (swit)

7. (parelel) (parallel) (parrallel)

8. (silicon) (shecon) (silacon)

(capasetor) (capaciter) (capacitor)

10. (normel) (normol) (normal)

11 (inductor) (ixtductor) (enductor)

12. (momentary) (monantary) (momintary)

13. (tramsister) (transistor) (transistor)

14. (rectifire) (rectifier) (recktifier) 14.

.,15. (potenteometer) (potentimeter) (potentiometer)

o.

I ammeter

2.

1.



j

SCORE:

'GRADE:

TS,

Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:
COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION

Identify the component drawings shown below.
"

k a*

2.

3,

4

a.

10.

12.

Ammo!

(11
i_T 1_111 tl 231:

6,

9,

10,

11.

12.

;.1

.



, Date: r

qUES.Ti'"AC,TI Vi

'UNIT if"

Period;

Use the component puppets provided/ on page ;three to construCt ib'e circuits'
described below. You will cut out and artange,the puppets to form series,..
parallel, and series-parallel circuits,. You iust draw,,in interconnOting
lines to represent conductors. Be sure that each problem fulfills, the' .four
requirements for-a 'complete electric circuit i.e, supply, control, 'Ioadet
and condUct,or.

LI

r.
Construct a series cirCuit, utilizing a 1.5 volt celito, supply power,

and .ttio ;Iatips as load devices.

"4

Design 'ev parallel circUit, using a 110V source, and a SPST switch as an
on-off control. The circuit is to. contain three branches-, each branach
will iverate a different load device.'



Same:

Date:

Period:

47Assemble a series-parallei circuit consisting of°two series loads, and
, two parallel loads. The circuit operates on bV DC, contains- a SPST
bwitch which will de-en irgize the total circtiity and a SPST*switch to .control one of the par lel loads 'You may utilize any four appropriate
lgad devices.

a-

a
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Name:

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

BASIC ELE6i0RICACOMPONENTS USED IN FROJECT.CONSTRUCTION

CApON

RED
VIOLET

RANGE

1 Trim ZataLsguamt
Symbol: Letter

Designation:

, .

rOTENTIQMETER

Symbol: Letter
Designation:

amps
RLSJ§TOR

Symbol: Letter.
' Designation:

R

'0

TIppLAR

Symbol:

- ,

.01
. ioov .

qpRAMIC OR DISc
gm, g 1 TO13

Symbol: Letfer
. Designation:

,

.471.4F

200VDC A .)--- .1.201,AT }...
,SOVDC

.

CAPAQUOR

Letter
Designation:

C

.

ELECTROLYTIC

Symbol:
4. -..

"--4--

CAPACITOR
Letter

Designation.
C---If C

f II

- ._

PYLAR CAPpiCiTOR

Symbol: Letter
Des.ighation:

H E
()

1

,

0

4
NYA

yAR1 ABLE CAPACInk XENON

Symbol:

FLAUTUK

Designation:
Letter

LP

Symbol: Letter.
Designation:

()



Name:

Date:

I

Symb-ol:

7

q
NE9h. IMP

Letter
Designation:

mrO

7 7

.

SPST SloIQE SWITCH

3ymbol: Letter
_....... Designation:.40-- Si

'DM T9GZE SWITcji

Symbol: , Letter.4er Designation:
.......0-1.s. S, 1..P

I kgb

,....
,

;4.0. PO BUTTO)N

,

0 A

§IivICON CONTROLUp

(

CATHODE

ANODE
_

,pbtICONDUCTOR DIOD4
, 51411 .

*Symbol: Letter
Designation:

D

. RECTIFIER
Symbol: Letter

j... Designation:
.......0 0. s

,

Symbia: , Letter
Designation:

, SCR
.,

4

TliANSJSTQR

.

i

r

ar...10-..0411e
'X Ma MIL

a

T Ri GGER T RAN rptaiimE ik

Ammummor

101J11
vt

TRANSFORI,R

Ale)

S mbol: Letter Symbol: Letter
%AAADesignation:", Designation:Symbol: Letter

ri5). Designation:
Aim. TT



.Name:
4

Date:

Peria:

Ikancr911 (COIL)

Symbol: Litter -

'.14signatipn:
AC LINc C9RD

43ATTERY C9NNEMg

4

.ELECTRICAL CUTLET

LIGIIT 011111 Cs DIQ1)13

/WA
010414Mara

Letter
De5i.o3tion:

a

ePEAXER

.Syabol Letter
Designation:

SPKR

INDUCTQR (CQIL)
air core

vmbol: Letter -
Designation:



Name:

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

NORMAL AND ABNORMAL CIRCUITS.'

The schematic below shows a typical circuit in which a DO Voltage, "B",
.forces the current, "1" througb a load device. This is called a closed
circuit because all of ihe circuit`parts are connected fn a manner which -

iIraran unbroken path for the flow of electrons. The load device (lamp)
will operate properly and the circuit is considered normal in terms of

closedoperation. normal

S
CLOSED CIRQUIT

LP

The next circuit has been broken'open between points A and.B , hence,
the teit o en circuit. Since electrons cannot jump the gap from A to B
no curren can flow . rom the battery to the load devices.thus-jhe circuit
3.--gcired disabled. Closing a circuit usually means turning it on or
placing it in operation; while opening a circuit means generally the act of
turning a circuit, off oy that the circuit is nonfunctioning due to an ab-
normal circuit condition. Many times an open circuit has been created by
-a wire or component breaking in half and stopping the current flow.

abnorrnal open

-OPEN CIRCUIT

LP



Name:

Date:

Period:

The last schematic indicates that a conductor has been accidently 'connected
acrOss the circuit from "A" tä "B". Because of the lower resistance of
the path between ".A" and "BP most of the current (I) flows through this
path, robbing the load,device of its proper current ,flow. This condition
often, is spoken ottby technical people as "electricity taking the path of
the least resistarice." We should know that most, not all, of the current
flows through this abnormal path, however, because of the shorter route
taken by the current'in this casev'path "A" to "B", this abnormal circuit
is called a short circuit. Generally,*short circuits are-unintentional,
being caused eri6er by accident or by mistakes in 'wiring. A Wire or piece
,lpf,metal falling one() an electrical circuit can cause a short circuit.
'Short circuits must be avoided since they can cause damage to power sources
and circuit components because of the large currents they create. A por- .

tion of a circuit as well as the whole circuit may become short-circuited,
and in either case'short circuits are OO DANGEROUSI 11

abnormal = shorted

SHORT CIRCUIT
4**REVIEW***, 10p

LP

A typical normal circait is one which operates properly and us'ually con-
tains the following:

, 1. 'A source of "E" and "I" Supply.
2. A device to turn the circuit on or off Control.
34 A path for electricity to travel through ..... ronductor.
4. A device to operate Load.

When a circuit does not operate right,it is said to be abnormal. 'There
are two main types of defective or abnormal circuits that must e frequently
repaired.

1. Open circuits
2. Shorted circuits

As a repair person you might often be asked to fix electriCal products.
The process of determining whats wrong is called troubleshooting. To

410 troubleshoot quickly requires that you study the characteristics of ab-
normal circuits.
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A. SPELLING PUZZLE

1. circuit
2. diode
3. series
4. toggle
5, speaker
6. switch
7. 'parallel'
8. silicon
9. capacitor.

10. normal
ri./ inductor '
12. momentary

'13: transistor
14. rectifier
15. potentiometer.

V

-s

B. COMPONENT IDENTIFICATION

ANSUER xEir
UNIT 11

1. disc capacitor -

2. carhon composition resistor
3. neon lamp
4. silicon controlled rectifier
5 slide switch
6. trarisformer
7. tubular capacalor

r8. potentiompterlip rheostat
9. transisto'r

10. SPST toggle switch
II. diode
12. push button switch

C. QUEST'ACTIVITY

(subjective evaluation)

24.1
LII-U11-20
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STATE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRO4ICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVELAI UNIT 412

Title of Unit: Assistance and Resistors

Time Allocation: 1 week

Unit Goal:

To divulge and develop those itudent competencies which will enable
students to grasp the theory and application of resistance, and the
.nature and characteristics of resistive devices or components.

Unit Objectives:

The student will be able to:

I. define the term, symbol, and unit of measurement for resistance,
and list the four factors which determine the resistance of wire.c

2. name the three common types of resistors and the two coding
systems-utilized for indlcating ohmic values.

116

identify the color coded value of any typical resistor, including
the tolerance percentage and mathematically computing the usable
tolerance range.

Evaluation:
.

The student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these
measurable objectives baSed upon individual instructors acceptable
perforkance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, oral
and laboratory testing procedures.

Instructor References:

Electricity One-Seven. Harry Mileaf, Hayden Book Company,-Inc. , 1976.
Chapter: Electricity Two.

Electronic and Electridal Fundamentals Volume I. Published by- C.T.I.
apter: 4.

DC Election,ics. Heathkiyarontinuinl
197b, 1Dnit: 3.

i

ucat on ro mist nc.,

Individual Learning Program In
Iducation,lieafh Company,

Overview:

Unit 12 has as its central goal the expansion of the student's tech-
nical competenties so that they will include the property of resistance.

Electrical resispnce should by defined as the opposition 'to current
flow, and the instructbr should indicate alio that ail materials zontain
this quality. The thought that resistance might be 4e-desired factor should
be explored as well as the traditionally negat,ive ss-pect of circuit resis-
tance.

The next topic should bike discussion about wire conductors and the
fact that one cannot even ignore devices that au designed to handle
current, because they may have an appreciable amilint of resistance.

The final top4 of this unit expresses the idea that resistors were
developed to provide high resistivityvin a small package. Types of resis-
tors along with coding systems, and the concepts of resistor value accuracy
(tolerance) should be explored in a variety of appropriate exercises.

?1,3
LII-U12 1 /



busgested Presentation Hints/MethodoleRY:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic sktleton
for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

1. Traditionally, the topic of wire reiistance usually precedes a
discussion on resistive devices. This is still recommended,
since it is easier for students to understand the need for a
lumped amount of resistance in a circuit rather than yards and
yards of cumbersome wire.

2. In this unit the concept or phrase types of resistors will .

refer to the resistor's internal composition (carbon, wire wound,
or film) while the phrase resistor variety is'alluding to the .a

physical style (fixed, ad3ustbTó, or variable). When presenting
this topic, display samples of the components that are available
in the shop to help students become more familiar with their
physical properties.

3.. Prior to the class presentation on color code ask students to
memorize the complete color code eystem. Select studepts indi-
vidually to recite the colors and the num er value.
The concept of resistor tolerance and th method. of solving
specific tolerance ranges are difficult for beginning students tc
comprehend. Walking the student throug some simple problems wil
improve their'understanding.and confide ce. A review of bavic
mathematic skills such as percentage de ermination and decimals
can especially assist saower students and is recommended.

Supplemental Activities ind Demdnstrationi:

1. .Make a demonstration display that includes a sample of resistors
of various types, color code markings, and physical styles.
Cement the parts on a board and label.

2. An informative Apual aid can be quickly made by using an old
cardboard contarffer that has a cylinder shape. Insert a long
welding rod through the container and plug the ends. This will
act as the body of the resistor with pigtails, now paint the
body with one solid color and add various Colorbands with color
tape.

3. Using a flat pied* of cardboard, in the shape of a carbon comp071
sition resistor, construct a resistor "mock up" with four see
through pockets on one end. Insert different colored paper in
each pocket to simulate a coded resistor, then hold the display
up so that the class can view and discuss.

InstrUctional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary .`

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Know Your Definitions

5. Worksheet - Resistor Color Coding and Decoding

-6. Quest Activities

7. Informational Handout (The Resistor Color Code)

8. Informational Handout (Resistors-What They Are*And How They
Function)

9. Unit Module Answer keys
LII-U12-2 2 4



I)

XII. Resistance and Resistors

A. Wire Resistance

B. Resistors
1. Types of resistors

Fixe4 and varia:ble yariety

Resistor Color Code
1. Ohm's value.

2. Toleraice.



4 *

*-

UNIT. EXAM.

cRiSISTANCE AND RESI.§TOR

IMPORTANT-
Indicate your responses on the answer,sheet 2Ely.. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answer It-If-each question,
there is only one,correct answer for stitch question,.

,
)

A conductor is a material that provides a high resistanie path for
current flow. (T-F)

-

As a wire is made longer, its vsistance.will increase, T-F),

Equal size pieces of gold wire and aluminum/wire would have the same-
:resistance. (T-F)

As the 'diameter or. 'cross-sectional area o a wire 'decreaset its
resistance also decreases. (T-.F)

Chang4ng the temperature 'of a conducXor will'not affect its overall
resistance. (T-F)

Fi34ed resistors have the idvaniage that their resistance values can
be easily adjusted by either rotating a shaft, or moving a alidir:
(T-F)

Potentiometers and rheostats are viria le type resistors. (T-F

f

Wire wound resistors generally offer beiter accuracy and higher poweT
ratings than carbon composition resistor*. (T-F)

Carbon composition resistors have their resistance' value clearly -^
labeled on the body of, the device. For example: "1,000."410% (T-F)

15

a 10, If a 100 ohm resistor has a tolerance of 10%, its actual value .can be
between 90 and 110 ohms. (T-F)

LII U12-4 216



For questions 11 thru 14, record the ohmic valucs of the color coded
rósistori.

12.

13.

14.

Brown

le
Violet

b.

Blue Red

_Mr

,

White
% , . t

, . .Lt.r....Gold
k7u\
Swn Yellow, ro

For questions 15 thru 18 color,code the following rekistor value:

1,800,0004v +5%

15. First color b-and

16. Setond color band

..Third ccalor band .

.18. Fourth color band

a

For questions 19 and 20, compute the'tolerance range for a 68001L+10%
resistor. ,

19: Lower value

20 Upper value

LII-U12-5
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ADJUSTABLE
RESISTOR:

CARBON
'COMPOSITION
RESISTOR:

COLOR C0i)E:

CONDUCTWE:

FILM RESISTOR

Name:

Date:

Period:

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

A wirewound Type resistoi, With A movable contact. The
resistance between the movable terminal and eitheiend of
the'resistor can be adjusted by sliding the contact across
the resistance elmment. These resistors are made in such
a way that frequent adjustment is impractical.

The most
devices.
and uses

common type Of resistor used in electronic'
It contains cArbon as its resistance mitterial,

a series of color bands to code its ohmic.value.

The resistor color code utilizes a system of three or
four color bands, painted around the rósisfor, to indicate

, the "ohm value" of the-resistor. Each color in the code
translates to a number equivalent.

.

The measure of the abilitt of a wire or circuit to .conduct
or allow an'electric current flow. 'Conductance is
measured An the basic.unit mho or siemendl. Letter
symbol: G.

-

A type of resittor which offirs better, accuracy and
stability than carbon composition resistors. This
,resistor utilizes a thin layer of carbot.metal, or
metallic oxide'as its resistance material,

FIXED VALNE _A resistor which has only one resistance value. Fixed .7
RESISTOR: resistors can be either carbon composition, wirewound, or

film type.

: oHMICVALUE: Ihe ohm rating oi value of a resistor. 1

POTENTIOMETER: A type of variable.resister consisting of resistance
material and-a movable arm. A terminal is attached to'
each end of the resistance material and to the movable.

arm. The outpUt resistance can be Set by adjusting the
eft

RESISTOR:

the irovable arm. -.

POT
When all three of, the terminals are, connected irito a
circuit, the device is called a potentiometer. If only
the center terminal (arm) and one of the end terminals is
used,' the device is called a rheostat.

An electrical comgonent used to ()hose the ffow of elec-
trons through a circuit. ReSistors are designed to offer
a specific'resistance or opposition to current,rand this
resistancei easured in ohms. Symbol:~ Letter
symbel:- R.
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TOLERANCE:

yAluABLE
RESISTOR:

WATTAGE RATiNG:

- 4

WIRk GAUGE:

WIREWOUND
RESISTOR:

Peripd:

The amount by which the actual value of a component may
. vary from its marked value and still be conkidered good.
Tolerances are -usually expressed as a percefilage. For
example, the value of a l000"resistor.wiO a 10%
tolerance can vary between 900"and
A 'type of resistor built to be easily adjusted to differ-
ent values. These resistors provide a continuously
variable ohmic value over the range of the device. .For
example, a l000"variable resistor dati be adjusted to
any value between 0 and 1000 ohms. Potentiome;ers and
rheostats are variable resistors.

4

A measurement of the amount of power that a resistor can
handle in relation to its physical size. Excessive, powercause a resistot to overheat.and burn-up.
A liumberifig system used to measure 'the diameterf of wire.'
The American Standaid Wire Gauge system utilizes 40
gauge ,numbers from 0000 to 6.. The larger .the gauge
number, the smaller the wire diameter.

A type of r.eistor which offers a combination of high
accuracy and high power ratings. These res/gtors are
made by winding,a spatial reszstance wire oil' an insulated.
core. -

SOP

Resistance

in



[SCORE:.

GRADE: Date:

WORKSHEET Period:
VOCNOLARY KNOW YOUR DEFINITIONS

Develop a Short definitions using your own words, for the following terms.A sket.ch should be included with your definition when appropriaie.
14. COLOR CODE:

WATTAGE RATING:

CARBON_COMPOSITION RASISTOR:

6. OHMIC VALUE:

flO

LIIoul2.8 231)
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e

FILM RESISTOR:

Name:
\

4te:
Period:

S. TOLERANCE:

WIRE GAUGE

4.-

10. WIRE WOUND RESISTOR.:.

11. CONDUCTANCE;

../

12. ADJUSTABLE RESISTOR:

LII-UI2.9 251



Name:

bate:

WORKSHEET -- Period:

RESISTOR coLoRtopid_ AND DECODING

Teteraine the resistance value of the following color coded resistors.

EXAMPLE:
First Band Second Band Third Band Fourth Band
--grrar7 -rIrrirerldt '6176Wir''

4 7

r=4.--

8.

First Band Second Band TItird Band Fourth Band

Brown

Yellow

Orange

Blue

Green

Brown

Gray

Brown

MNI INN!

Red

Violet

White

Giay

Blue

Black
,

Retd

Gray

Brown7 Nbne

T.

Orange

Red

4

Black

Yellow

Red

Orange

Green

LH-1;12-10 2

Silver
- 2.1

Gold

None

Gold

Silver
6.

wiem

Silver
7.

None
8.

014

1

1



-10.,

Red

0001111111111

Brown

Violet

Green

Brown

Name:

Date

.Period:

SilVer
10.

Complete the color coding of the following resistors by using the system
shown below._ .This technique can pe used when converting a "number value"
into 'a color code equiyalent.

3 9 0 0 4: 5%

, First Band econd Band
(orange) (white)

EXAMPLE:
B. 120"+10%

11. 3300^+St

474%.+20%

13. 680.11.+1.0%

14. 56000.n.+10%

15. 120f0041L+'5%

16. 2500.n-4.201

17. 1000000"4.5%

Third Band
"numbet of zeros"

(red)

Fourth Band
"tolerance" -

(gold)

'tlst Band 2nd* Band 3rd Band ;4th Band
lariiien -.Silver B. rmitr-----1

Orange

OPPMFIN=PMIERMINI!

Blue

Orange

-Violet

Brown

Red (A)

4./11101111111OPPOIMNIMMO

Black

Brown

Blue Orange

Red

Gold

None N.
Silver 13.

11,

Silver 14.

Gold 15,

(d) None 16A.

16B.

Brown (A) (B) (C) 17A.

17B.

lig.
EXTRA CHALLENGE:. Try this one:

H. Blue. Gray Gold Silver 18.

oponwlmn

LII-U12-J.1 253



"e:

Name:

Data :

WORKSHEET Period:
QUEST ACTIYITY

"UNIT 42"

r

In this activity you will 'be color coding reSistors for au 4assigned value
and computing their tolerance ranges. Cut out the puppeti on the attached
sheet and use them as the color bands for the blank resistors drawn below.
Use colored pencils to shade in each puppet.
EXAMPLE:

A. Color code a 180".101 resistor and determine its tolerance range.

Tolerance Tan e: From 19841. to 162..n.

Show work:

pe rcentage, upper limit
180 180

x .10 4. 18obb...............,...
180 198

18.00

lower limit
10180

18

162-

Color code a 12000A+St resistor and determine its tolerance range.

Show work:`

1

Tolerance range: From

percentage upper limit lower limit

LII-U12-12 254



Name:
=www

Date:

Period:

,wwessomriessig...

Color code a SWO.st+S% reqstor and determine its tOlerance range.

Tolerance range: From to
Shqw work:

percentage upper limit lower limit

Color code a 47.ft+201.reiis.tilrand determine its t9lerance range.

gal
r'

Toleran range: rom

'Show ;Ork:

percentage upper limit lower, limit

Color code a 8500001L+10% resistOr and determine its tolerance range.

Tolerance ran e: From to

'Show work:

percentile. upper limit 10140' limit

L114112-13 255



SPECIAL QUEST:

S. Have your teacher assign you an individual resistanceValue, Color
code that resistor and compute its tolerance range.

Rcsistance value:

Show work: Tolerance range: From tb

percentage upper.limit lower limit

es

go'

LII-U12 14 256
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,INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

THE RESISTOR COLOR CODE

Name:

Date:

Period:

,

-Capbon composition resistors use a system of three or four color bands
painte4 on the body of the device to indicate its ohmic value, Each
color Pinslates into a number oT percentage equivalent. Here's how the
systemotorks,

Color CodeiChart:

First Color
Band

'Secilkolor Third Color Fourth Color
Ban Band Band

Color
Code

.

First
Digit

,

Second
Digit

Number
of Zeros to

Add

. .
.

Tolerance

- w

0 Black 0 No color 20%
1 Brown 1 . 1 SilVer 10%
2 Red 2 2 2 Gold 5S
3 Orange 3 3 3
4 Yellow ' 4 4 4
5 Green 5 5 5
6 Blue 6 6 6
7 Violet . 7 . 7 7
8 Gray 8 8
9 White 9 9

.

,

.

v

. ,

- Gold
- Silver .

- .

.
+ 10
* 100

,

Locating The Color Band's

Start froll
this side

First band
(1st digit)

Second band
(2nd digit)

LI I - tnz2a7

Fouith band
ctc4erance)

Thi\rd band,
(multiplier)



LJsin Th e Coloriede:

Even thqugh it looks a little complicated, using the color code system is
actually pretty easy once you have the hang of it. These are the points eo
remember! 1 1 4

Name: .

-Dat4u

Period:

0 3. ,The

The
. 2, The

4. The
the

first color band represents the
second color band represents the
third color band basically tells
first two 'digits,
folirth color band indicates the

EXAMPLE:

No color

_Violet Orange'

Silver
Re d

first digit,
second digit,
how many zeros are a4ded to-

+ tolerance.

Red
Violet
Orange

No color

Total Value

mg- 2

7
(3)000

27000a+20%

Jr

Green 5

Blue m# 6

Red m (2)00
Silver +10%

Tptal Value 5600.n.+1.01

a'



Name:

Date:

Period:

pIFORMATIONWHANDOUT

RESISTORS - WHAT THEY ARE AND HOW-THEY TUNCTION

GENERAL INFORMATION:
o

411 A resistor, as the name implies, offers resistance to the flow-of electric
current. Most electronic circuits reetuire a number of resistors for such
tasks as reducing voltages, limiting currents etc.

A resistor may be of.a fixed, aiijustable,,or variable value. The terms
'potentiometer", "rheostat", and 'volume control" are often.ysed inter-

. changeably to describe variable style resistors, but they are not,the same
thing. A potentiometer or rheostat is a device whose value can be varied
mechanically, sucE as by taFTErrshaft or moving.a slider. A potentio*
meter is a three terminal variable resistor with connections at both ends
and to a center moving contact, while a rheostat is a two terminal variable
resistor with a connection to a moving slider, and only pne end. Study the
diagram on page - 18, it describes the internal'connectiens of both
devices. 4 volume.control is a potentiometer used in a Specific application



111.

a

Name:
$ r

Period:

When connecting fixed value resistors into a circuit you need not worry
about.polarity. Thus, a resistor'may be oriented in either direction in .

the circuit. Also be aware that resistors produce heat while operating.

. so be cautiqus thwhen handling'resistors in a circuit at his recently been
Many. wirewound resistors will produce enough heat to serious burns,cause

xurned off.'

Rheostat

wiper

,

Resis ors tire made in three balic types; carbon composition, wire wound,
and film. iThese same materials can be mused to construct either fixed value
or variable style resistors in elarge nunber of ohmic values.

eAll resistors have three important specifications:
.,

VALUE: Given in ohps, kilo ohms (krt.- thousands of ohms), and megohms (Mr:.
millions of ohms). The word ohm is often represented by the Greek letter
omega -

JaATTAGE: Specified in watts or fractions of a watt. This is the amount of
electrical power the resistor Can safely dissipate as heat.

TOLERANCEe Given as a percentage figure, indicates-the possible Variation
in a resistor's actual value from its "normal" rated value. FOT example, a
1000 ohm, 10% Yeas-M-57 may have an actual value somewhere between 900 and
1100 ohms.
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ANSWER KEY
.UNT.,12

KNOW YOUR JE,FINITIONS

1. (subjective aniwer)
2. , (subjective answer)
3. (subjective answer)
4. : (subective answer)
5. (subJective answer)
6. (subjectife answer)
7. (sibjective answer)

(subective arisvie r).8.
9, (sub Jective answer)

10. (subjective answer)
11. (subjective answer)
12. (subjective answer) a

yellows vio1e,t9 b 1 ick
. -
tolerance range from 56.4.n.
to 376s.
gray,. green, yellow, silver
tolerance, range from 9359000"
to 765,000"
(subjective 'answer)

RESISTOR COLOR CODING AND DECODING

1. -120.11,4,20i
2, 4700011 +10%
3, 3900A- +rt.
4. 68.0.4 2'0%
5. 560017.0.n. +5
6. 1000A.+17;
7. 820014C+10%
S. 1800007%4.20t

-9.. 270.(op5iii

.0

15000170o,"+10%
11.
12.

red
yellow ia /

13. grey
14. green
15. ye 1 low

16A, green
16B, red
17A. black

green
17C. gold
18. .6. 84%.4.10%

QUEST ACTIVITY

I. brown, .ied, jorano gold

,tolerance range from 129000.4.
t o 111400.n.

green, blue red gold

tolerance range from 09880.n..
to 5 1 320"

2 S2
-1 LI I -U12-,20
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:STATE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL II UNIT I 13

1111 Title of, Unit: Electric Lamps an4 Heating Devices
Time Al Iodation: iweek
Unit Goal:

4

To promote interest and technical understanding
employed in basic illumination and heating, and
significance of these devices to our daily life

Unit Objectives:

The studeni iillbe able to-:

of electrical devices
to emphasize the
styles.

1. identify an'd,differentiate operationally between the two major
lamp varieties in home uset`incandescent, and .fluorescent
describe the advantages and diladvantages of each lamp Variety,
discussed in this unit and explain the relationship between lamp
size and its powez rating.
eiplain the concept 'of heat generation in terms of currdnt tiow
and resistance,.and indicate several applications of this effect.

ii
Evaluation:

The studint 'demonstrate his/her competence in terms of tilese
measurable objectives based opon individual instructors acceptable
performace criteria, which may u ize a combination of written, oral, and
laboratoTy.testing procedures.,
Instructor Referer!ces:

Electricity and Electronics Basic. William 11.
American technical loclefy, 1974. Unit:

Steinberg and Walter Ford ,
20.

Introduction to Electricity. Kurt Harding Schick, IftGraw-Hill Ryerson
Lcmitecr, 10S. Calapter:ii 11. ..

Undersiandinz. Electriciti and tlectronics, Peter Buban and Marshall L.
schmitt, 'Wctraw-ini rook Co. I975 Units : 29 and 33.

Overview:

,

Unit 13 is presented as a typical technical unit of instruction, how- .

ever, there u 'a non-technical aspect that can be i-ncorporated as an effect-
ive unit introduction. This instructional topic would deal with the
historical developmefit of ialuminating.devices, which can serve as a fasci-
nating ba4kground description while, still imparting technical knOwledge.

Next, concentrtie on the development of the incandescent lamp,- and
-include in its descripron a detaile4 analysis of its internal electrical
opetiation. .

The topic of 'glow lamps has been divided into two major sub-categories,
but generally emphasis is place& on the fluorescent variety due to its
widespread consumer application.

The unit should continue with a. brief narrative on the generation of
heat from electrical energy. Remember, a variety of appropriate exercises
And laboratory.experiments and/or projects shoulA be soardinated with 'all
unit topics when feasible.

12S4



Suggested PresenWion Hints/Methodolow:

Follow the instructional module unit .outline as a basic skeletori
for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

.

When explaining the historical nature of this inii do not rule
out a field trip to a museum. Many museums have displays which
show the development of lighting and the impact 4)f such a trip
is far greater than a lecture presentation.

2. PoWer rAtings may be a subject that can cause some grief at this
/level, so try to Attack this topic from the stand point that
this rating indicates the ability of the device to convert elec-
trical energy to either light or heat energy. Have7arlaTortment
of devices handy'sto illustrate the relationship of physical
size to the power rating.
Do not forget to compare the economics of using an incandescent
lamp as oppose to utilizing a fluorescent lamp. Discuss the
economy of leaving a fluorescent lamp burning or turning.it on
and off as light is needed. Additiona2 resource information is
generally available from Sylvania, General Electric, and
Westinghouse.
If time permitsopoint out that
violit rays.and that these ate
special application lamps stizh
ermicidal lamps.

mercury-Vapor lamps emit ultra-
the same type that are, used in
as sunlamps . blacklight lamps, and

Supplemental Activities and Demonstratiens:.

1 Collect and display a variety of incandescent lamps.'Such a
collection can either highlight the advances in the uae of
electricity for ilIumitation, or depict the siZe an .watt-

age relationships of lamps for a comparative analysis.
In depth technical ,coVerage of a fluorescent circuit is optional
_but if desired a fluorescent lamp circuit should be constructed
and usedto demonstrate more vividly the fundamental principles
of operation. Use this as an opportunity to discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of fluorescent lamps. ,
Purchase at the locallvirdware store a Nichrome heating unit
mounted in a socket and demonstrate to the,class how thi
device provides an inteese heating source from'electrical e
Discuss its operation in conjunction with the information pre
sented in this unit.

Instractional Module Contents.:

1. Unit' Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Teehnical G"lossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) Scrambled.Word Puzzle

.5. Quest Activity

6. Informational Handout (Historical Developm9nt of Illuminating
Devices)

7. Informational Handout (Incandescent and Fluorescent Lamps and
Circuits)

8.. Unit Module Answer Keyi 2s5

1,11-U13-2
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-XIII. Electric Lamps itnd Heating Devices

A. Incandescent Lamps
1. Heating effect

2. Sizes, voltage, and power
ratings

3. Physical construction

Glow Lanips
1`. Neon type

2. Fluorescent variety'

Electric lie.ating Elements
1. Internall,construction

2. Applications

266
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IMPORTANT-
Indicate your responses on the answer sheet only.. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answérTTb question -
there is only one answer for each question.

UNIT EXAM

A neon lamp contains a filament. (T-F)

16

When-current flows through.a filament htat will be produced . T

The carbon filament incandescent lamp was invented by Thomas Edison..

4. The visible light produced by a fluorescent lamp is actually caused
by glowing phosphor atoms. -(T-F)

A glow lamp requires a relatively low vpltage 5 to 20 volts) to
. ionize the gases trapped within it. (T-F).

6. As the amount of current flowing through a heating element incretses,
the heat: produced decreases. (T-F)

The wattage rating of a lamp indicates the amount of electrical
power the lamp requires for proper operation. (T-F)

An incandescent lamp is more efficient to operate than is a similar
wattage rated fluorescent lamp. (T-F)

The filament in a standard incandescent lamp is made of:
(A) copper, (11) nichrome (C) aluminum, (0) tungsten.

The light output of a lamp, either incandescent or fluorescent
is given in: ,

(A) lumeni, (B) watts, (C) foot-candles, CD) candlepower.

LII -U13 -4 2S';''



11. For proper operation, a small amount of must be contained
within the fluorescent lamp tube.
(A) oxygen, (B) neon gas, (C) mercury vapor, JD) fluorine gas.

k

.12. In order to increase the filament life of an incandescent lamp, the ,

envelope is evacuated, and a small amount of is added.-
(A) argon gas; (B) hydibgen gas, (C) indium gas, CP) (mercury vapor.

For questions 13 20 identify the parts of the incandescent lamp, and
fluorescent lamp system pictured below.

Lsi

13.

15.

13.

14.

15,

16,

.17.

18.

19.

20.

LII-U13-5 2,c3



TECHNICAL GLOS ARY

Name:

Date:

Period:

FILAMENT:

FLUORESCENT
LAMP:

GLOW LAMP43

The light producing pa t of an incandescent lamp, made up
of a coil of resistance wire-(usually tungsten) which
heats up and glows as'cuvent flows through it.

A common type of lamp which.operates by passing an elec,
tric current through a gas. A typical fluorescent lamp
consists of an evacuated glass tube w.ith an inner coating
of phosphor, and a tungsten filament sealed into' each end.
When a high voltage is applied, mercury gas within the
tube will ionize and glow. The light.produced by the
glowing mercury is invisible but when striking the phos-
phor coating, will cause the phosphor to fluoresce, or
glow, producing visibliej.ight. Fluorescent lamps have
the advandage of high operating efficiency because they
waste less energy in the form of heat. A 40W fluorescent
lamp will produce approximately 3ftimes the light that a
40W incandescent lamp .will provide.

4

A lamp which has no filament. In this type of lamp, the
glass envelope is filled With a special gas/vhich will -

glow brightly when a voltage is applied. Generally this
voltage is relatively high, from 55 to several hundred 6.

volts. This high voltage_causes the gases in the lamp to $
ionize.

HEATING EFFECT: A phenomenon which occurs each time an electrical current
flows through a wire or a resistance. The simple process
of passing a current-through a resistance will cause heat
to be produced. The amount of heat produced depends upon
the amount of current and resistance. This effect is also
referred to as I'll heat.

HEATING A device 'which converts electric energy into heat, Most
'ELEMENT: heating elements are simply a piece of special resistance

wire which is able to heat to a high temlferature without
burning up

INCANDESCENT Te most commonly used type of lamp. Originally invented
LAMP: aiid manufactured by Thomas Edison. This lamp uses a

p
qlament, enclosed in an evacuated glass envelope to
oduce light. Current, moving through the filament

causes it to glow white hot.or "incandesce," producing
a brilliant light. Modern 'incandescent lamps use a. -

piece of thin tungsten wire as the filament.

*IONIZE: The process of applying a voltage to a gas, which is
contained in an envelope, causing the gas to breakdown or .

become electrically charged. Once the gas is charged, an
electric current is able.to flow through the gas,causing
it to glow.



NEON LAMP:

Name:

40

Period:

A glow lamp which utilizes neon gas to pro4uce an, orange
colored light. Neon lamps are commonly used as power
indicators (on-off indicating lamps) and require a min-
imum of SS volts to operatele

,

POWER RATING: An electrical measurement whiCh describes the rate at
which electrical energy is convertpd into another form

, of energy such as heat or light. Power ratings are
given in a.unit called watts. Symbol: W.

RESISTANCE WIRE: itt special type of wire made of a metal such as nictirome
or tungsten which provides a relatively high resistance
to current flow. Resistance wire is commonly used to'
make heating elements, filaments, and-wirewound resistors.

The result of removing the air fron a container or
envelope. A vacuum means the lack of air and oxygen

VACUUM:

LII-U13-7
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1

4IP

SCORE:

GRADE:

Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

VOCABULARY - SCRANBLED WORD PUZZLE

Unscramble the letters below, to uncover the electronic terms.

XAMPLE:

AMPL
4

. \oNNE

2. ZONEII

3. MUM' ..

4. ME/TNIL.

5. SCCNNNEEDI TA

6. *.S.CREENTFOUL

7: .velp PLMA

8. TEAGHNI. FFCTEE

WREOP NTGRAI

10. TSRANECSEr IEWR,

Amla

A. niMr."---71

2.

4.1

Sit

6.

7.

9 .

10.

Use a standard dictioilary to locate a definition for the following terns:

11. LUMEN: (Loo men)
A;

12. FLUORESCENCE o res ons)

0
LII-U13-84° /1



WORKSEET

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 13"'

Name:

Date:

Period:

Utilizing the appropriate resOurce materials, (encyclopedia', books, etc.),
write a brief biographical sketch on the life and major accomplishments of
Thomas A. Edison.

Thom*
Alva

Edison
C8474.1934

LI1,4,1321
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Name:

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDObT .

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT CW ILLUMINATING.DEVICEi

T ine Line

am-
Ob

atoms%

PRIMITIVE SOCIETY:

_Device Torch

II IP fie .

SEVERAL HUNDRED,yEARS .BEFaRE DIE
THR Wan.:

Device Clay dish light)",
el(

iARLY WO's:

Device m Betty 1amp,

The hisiorical record should begin
with the early cave dwellers who
found the means-to control fire
and illuilinate their caves. Soon,

1
they began to record events bi
painting pictures on the walls
while holding a torch. Later they.

) created a more functional device
by using a hollowed out stone with
ia fiber for a wick to burp fat which
was placed in the,hollows.

The Egyptians utilized a simple
clay dish light which used oil
or grease for fuel with a wick
of cotton. This device was easier
to handle and:a lot more reliable

- than previous lighting iiventiona.

Bvically the Betty lamp.had a wick
inserted into a container or mat
of animal fat. This may seem crude
now but then it was thought. of as
being an extremely portable deyice
which offered a long burning time.
Years later this lamp' Qa's modified
slightly and the fuel used was
either fish pil or wha/e oil.

LIi-U13-10 273.



Device 0 Argand lamp

MID 1800's:

Device Kerosene lamp

LATE I800's:

Device Gas lamp

0

Vale:

Date4

Period:

The candle is truely an ancient
-lighting device, however the candle;
was used as a primaty, source of
light in Colonial America and is
still used in a limited fashioni
today. These candles were made by
coating a wick with wax and pitchi

This lamp contained a hollow type
wick and a glass chimney which pro-
vided a double current og air for
cleaner combustion and a brighter
flame. This lamp marked an impor-
tant improvement or change in' -

illumination devices.

The use of keroiene fuel in Dunn
was a great improvement in light

, quality.- The addition-of a mounted
reflector provided maximuM light in
a-given area. This.lamp'came xnto
existance, after the discovery of
petroleum (kerosene) in 1859.

The ,gas.lamp produceS light from a
small gas Ilame:;The gas flows from/
the lamp through a sm441 hole And
burns after miking witkair:
The gas butned can be.bbtae, toal
gas, natural.gas, i etc.
If the flame was-blown out.gas would
fill the room and caUse a potentiall
dangeraus -condition.

C



1938:

f.

incanditscent lamp

Device A Fluorescent lamp

AkTHOUGH,T,:

TifrOugh the centuriess.peo
deyices. But all of them

:+s

.

Name:

Period:

f

Thomas A; Edison perfecte.d the first
practical incanAescent laix.A carbon
filament was,uieli because of its.
ibility to glow white hot 'or ,

, "incandescei. under gn applied.
voltage. The tight-that was given
off from the lamp-was created with-
out 4 frame and with minimum of heat

\to, the surroumding area.

A common 1;13.which operates by
passing an-electric current.through
a gas. .A typical fluorescent lamp .N

consist of an evacuated glass tube
with.an'innef coating of phosphor,
and a tungsten filament sealed into

. each end. When a high voltage is
applied, mercury gas within the tube'
will ionike and glow. The light .

prodUced by the glowing mercury is
invisible but when striking the
phosphor coating, wil4 cause the'
phosphor. to fluoresce or glow, pro-
ducing vis ke light. Fluorescent.
lamps have e advantage of hi h
operating efficiency because ey

heat,
waste less energy in the fprm

le have made'manr-different kinds- of illuminating.
Ore been one of three bdsic types:

0 1%.

s)

Gas

2.
s" 3 E,littrie,

oday, we rely on electric lamps almost entirely for our light.

4

144.

'1
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Name:

.1Date:

Period:

INFORI4ATIONAL HANDOUT
. .

INCANDESCENT AND FLUQRESCENT LAMPS AND CIRCUITS

MIPM0111110

Typical' Incand'eent Light Bulb and Circuit,

Gas Support

,

Stem, press

Exhaupe tube

The incandescent lamps provide Etbri' lllant whIte lighby the flow of electrons through the Tilaymmt. As ele
through the tightly COiled tungsten filament, -I-it fieginand give 'off iight. t

its which is -produce&
trons are forced

$ to heat 4,

'Typical Fluoreseent Light and 'Cir,cuit.
;

IPiastid Base

2

PkOsphor coating t

iniide of gai-fined tube

fl

Fi lament .

Glass tube.

4 "r
.Contact
,Pin,s 4"."61

f..



er

Name:

Date:

Piriad:

The operation of a fluorescent lamp is tither complex iihen compared to anincandescent lamp,--but theire...,ari some similarkties, !hi tube i,tself hasan .inner coating -of phosiihor atoms,, andis filled with a gas mixture ofargon arid mercury vapor. At the extreme ends of the tube, is located aheati g filament-- electrode unit-, this in turn Is conrtected to -a sit àfexte al contact pins. In addition to the tube, a fluores.cent systemtequi ti ballast' coil `-whi.ch provides a high voltage pulse for startingthe tutie and also operates as a cerrent limiting device, and a starterswitch which is used to'time a heating cycle( in which the mercury within
the 'tubb is warmed and vaporized.

The, starting sequence fbllows: Once the circidt is energized, the
following odcurs:

I) The filament units, are energized, and warm the
mercury within the tube, forming a vapor..

f

At'iti presettirne ,the ,starteir switch opens., turning
off the fiiamentS and causing' the, ballifst, to pro-
dude -*a 41igh voltage pulse.-

This,high voltage pulse is appilid to the electro.des
of the tube; and cauks the mer ry vapor torionize
andlitodUce invisible light. ,
Once the mercury is ionied the Noltage applied
to the elictrodes drops to about INV, The ballast
will daoittrol circuit current so that an excessive
current will not destroy ,the lamp,

5) So Jar .the tub only producing invisible light;
but as thisVflght Anergy strikes the phosphor atomscoated on 'the inside Of the tube, it will causethem to glow or "fluoresce," prod6cing visible light,

Automatic starting switch

ee'

6 p , -
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.SCRAMBLED WORD PUZileE

1. neon
2. ionize
34; vacuum

. 4, filamentK
S. encandescent
6. fluorescent
7. glow lamp
8. heating effect
9. power rating
10. resistance wire -

11. (subjective answer)
12. (subjective 4aswer)

QUEST ACTIVITY

(subjective evaluation)

Obi

ANSWER. iLEY
UNtI 00'

4

Ar

J
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STATE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE

Title of Unit: Electromagnetism

Time Allocation: 2 weeks

Unit Goal:

To broaden and filOart greater student competence in terms of compre-
hendiftg the technical effects, application, and influence that elec-
tromagnetism has, on our lives, and to discover the inseparable rela-
tionsJip to electricity that the topic electromagnetism enjoys.

Unit Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1 1. write or recite an explanation describing the cause and effect 4
relationship of the phenotenon referred to as electroMagnetism.

. construct, operate; and explain the lundamental principles of an
electromagnet, and identify the specific °factors which affeceits
streng;th.

list and explain the operation of common devices that use the
principle of electromagnetism.

Evaluation:

The studept will demonstrate his/her competence in terms Of these
measurable objectives based upon individual-instructors acceptabAe per-

_

formance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, oral, and
laboratory testing procedures.

a

Onstructor References:

ExplorinLElectronics iasic Fundamentals. Howard H. Gerrish,Go,od.heart-
Wiffcox Co.,:n71. I.

'Industrial-Arts Electricity
Bennett no, 1971. Ch

-Clifford K. Lush and Glenn E. Engle, Chas:
apter: IV

Introduction to Electricit and Electronics. Orla E. Loper and Arthur-Ahr,
e tar u is ers,

Overview:,

ap er:

In Unit 5 of this Avel students acquired ihe necessary skills and
knowledge to undersiand the properties of magnets-and magnetism. %In eon-
junction with these' esuptial skills this unit will sence as a means to
complement thosecompelincies and facilitate_an,in Jepth study of,a similar
topic electromartism.

Oersted's iscove'ry Is ideally slated as a point of origin for .this
topic presentation, and it allows a smooth transition intathe sXudyse,f the
Characteristics- of the electroMagne'tic field.

Next,°the:electromagnet as a component itsplf Should be analyzed
4 including a heavy highlighting of the methods for increasing'the strength of
an.ekectromagnet's fie14. . .

Unit 14 should conclude with -an emphasis on the uses.orappkications of

electromagnbts. A variety of4appropriate eXercises and laboratory:experi-
ments,and/or.,projects .s4ould be toordinated with,a1.1 unit topics when

.
.

feasible . i .
'

1.. . :
. .±

LII-U14 .--21C -1)
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Suuested Presentation Hints/Methodologi:

Follow the,instructional module outline as a basic'skeleton
for curriculum presentation, hOweyer, note the following:

1. Try and create wi3t.h the students an atmosphere of importanCe ,
about the concept of electromagnetism so that-they realize that
this topic is one of the most vitar to the bliodern electrical erh.
Stress that Oersted's discovery has made-possible 'countless'

i devices from electromagnets to motors.
Try this activity,"Spell Down": Organize thse class into XWo
teams. Using the unit'Technical Glossary, the captain af 41_ '

team will call aut'a termo.students41, team 42 will spell the,
wor1, while student 41, team 41,.will define it.. Alternate
thi procedure and judge student performance.

3. Bef re a lecture presentationsuse,this activity to generate some,
ent usiasm. Obtain a small working, black and white
TV ind tune it for a local channel: Bring a strong electromagnet
close to the front of the C.R.T. and let the class watch the-
picture distort-. Discuss the implication of what shas beem
obs rved.

4. Saf ty is a prime considetation especially in this umit on '

ele tromagnetism. Oftekstudents,will construct a, "homebrew"
ele tromagnet, if they wral5 too,few turns of wire on a nail,
used as the armature, excessive currente.flews. 'Obviously this
circuit condition is petentially dangeroqs.ancLmust- be trought.tc

. ,the students attention.
Sypplemental AFtivities and Demonstrations:

a
,

l. In this unit the student can be made' mote..,aware-Of the Many
uses for electromagnets by describingAindhOldng them the
following devices: speakers, recordep...heads, 4eadphonps,
buzzers,'relays, motors, meterS, etc.',--Try to simplOy and use
practical examples in the exi)lanationi and' demonstrations.

2. Take some extra time to explore the glossdry faund iNis unit.,
It is rather largp but'essential to the:un,dexstdnding-oVthis,
unit of instruction.

.

Demonstrate the action of ma netc sêparation by mixiirg'ir,oh
filings and sand. Use a stron/ e ectromugneti to separate t;he
iron filings'from..the other ingredient. 'Discuss the;observatinn.

ir-;

-Instructiianal 4odule Contents:

1), Unit Outline (overhead),
, 4

Pre-Pot Test (keye.d) Ak

3. Technical'ClosSary

'- .
-

4. Worksfieets, (vocabulary) 6 Crossword PuzzIV
r '

5. Quest Activities
* ,-

b. Informational'Handout- (Elect,romagneeic:Fields)
.

7. Unit Mod4le Answer Keys

LIZ-u142 252
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:XIV. Electromagnetism

".`

A. The Electromagnetic Effect
1, Oersted's discovery

f 1

2.

r-'

Characteristics of the el.ectro-
Tagnetic field
a. Lines of force around a ,

_conductor.

Dire/ction of current flow
and its effect on a magnetic
field

Left-hand rule foi wire

The Electromagnet
1. Construcbion

a. Left-hand rule for coils

3. Factors effecting the s.trength

of an electromagnet'

Use of ElectromRgnets
1.- Lifting magnets

2. Relays

3. 'solenoid

LII-U14-.3_?S3



C. (continued)
"1

4. Buzzers bells
11,

2S4



LII-U14 UNIT EXAM

ELECTRaMAGNETISM

Test Number

IMpORTANY-
Indicateyour reiponses on-the answer sheet only. F1Jl in
the box corresponding to-the-coTrect answer to each q estion
there is only one.correct answer for each question.

-11

1. Ferromagnetic materials are those materials which.ar dttracted by
a magnet. (T-F) .

Flux dines are also known as lifies of force. (T-F)

Because flux lines do not have North and South pol sp sa compass
cannot be used to determine that they do exist aro a current
carrying conductor. (T-F)

44. The ir core of the electromagnet does not affect the strength of,
the magnet. (T-F) k_dr.

^

5.. Like poles repell whilt unlike poles ati-ract each other. (T-F)

. .

A magnetic field is made up of visible flux lines. (T-F)

7. A solenoid is:an electromagnet with a Movable iron core. T-F)

8. Permeability is the measure of how long a magnet will remain inagnet-
ized. (T-F)

9. An electromagnet is a type of pérmanent magnet. (T-F).

10. ,A relaytis basically an electromagnetic switch. .(T.;F)-

LII- 14-5,2-S5
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11.. Electromagnetism is an invisiblelforce which, attracts. any metal. (T-F
z

12, A temporarr magnet has high retentivity or residual masgnetism. T F)

13. Magnetic linekof force that exist around a conductor are caused, by
current flow in-the-conductor. (T F) 44,

'I

14. Electromagnetis,,cannot be produced b
(T-F)

using alternating current.,

15.. -Oersted discovered that an,electric current'flowing in a conduct
will produce magnetism, (T-F)

16. Flu*, lines exist around a conduttor at all times. vTLF)

17. The armature of the relAysmust be made of.a ferromagnetic matefial.
(T-F) ,

1&. Increasingft current flow in a solenoid will increase the strength
of the eledtroWagnet. (T-F)

19. When using the-4eft7hand rule for current carrying coilsot e thumb
points in the direction of current flow. (T-F)

To

20% Flux lines around:a current carrying conductor:
(A).-have no specific shape, (B) will appear at only certain places;
(C) form a circular patte'rn around the conductox, (D) have a north
and sbuth pole.

I

21. When two conductors carry opposite currents:
:..

(A) opposite electromagnetic fields are produced, tB) smilar-
electromagnetic fields are produced; (C) no magnetic fields are

,produced, (D) the two fields repell orie another. t k

.



22. The left-hand rule states that the thumb points to the north pole
- when working with:

(A) a (B) straight wire, (C) a solenoid, (D) both A and C.

i23.. igh'at causes' electromagnetism?
(A) free electrons in the conductqr, (B) electrons flowing in the
conductoi, (C) a conductor, (D) .an elestric charge.

A material" that has high retentivity can be used for:
(A) electromagnets, (B) permanent magnets, (C) temporary magnets,
(D) paramagnets. ;

25. When a solenoid 1.5erlQrgized with'DC, the plunger;
(A) moves, to the enter oPthe coil. and stops, (B) moves away from
the coil, (C) mo s into and drops out:of the coil , (D) wjll ribt
move at all.

cs

-
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ATTRACT:..

'BUZZER:

4

- CORE:

ELE6TROMAGNEfi:

ELECTROMAGN

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

The process of drawing or pulling.-toward an bject. For
example: a magnet will attract.a piece of s
Basically a buzzer with a hammer added ee t emoving end
of the armature. The'hammer is designed to strike a bell
OT gong each time the armature moves toward the electro-
magnet. The, electric bell is one of the o dest househon
applfialites.

0An electiomagnetici device 'which includes flqxible arm.`-
ature, and a switching mechanism , The ar ature is, firSt
attracted to tht energized electromagnet. At a certain
point; the moving ariature causes a switch contact to
open, turning bff the maghetIc field, mutt allowing the
armature to be pulled back' by a spring. -1This reverse 4

attraei th e armature. This .p oeeks is reapeated
ation cipseS the switch' tot reenergize ,t e -electromagnet

and
over and byer again; creatin,g a buz4ng,' sound.

-,The center of a wire coil, which can, act .as a "form" -.for
the wiappings .of wire. The core is used to pr,evide
'4nagnetic path for flux 'lines, and is commonly made of soft-
iron, cif J.aminated sheets of iron. ' Many Foils do'not use'.an iron or,`inetal,.ciord, but rather use 'Pi-attic or card-
cboaird tubes; this ,type of coil is called an, air core coil.

-c. .
,

A coil of insulated wire wrapped, around a, soft iron core
whith' becemés ;agnetic when a current. is forced. thrOugh .

core acts to concentrate the magnetic:gine of
force. And becomes 'magnetized when current flows through
the coalA7i.

%$.144,,:- the magpetit effect produced, when ctjons flow through,
a wire or coir. -This invisib1. field produces b'oth a
north andsouth Magnetit pole, similar to se, perniament
magnet. 'The strOngth of' this field' depends upon, the .

magnitude of the current flow.the pumlier of turnS of wire
in the and the type of core used. '1.f the current
flOwing through the wire -or coil is stopped, ,the -matnefic
effect ceases.'

.tb

A classifitation foi maXerials whfch are at'acted Th k.. a

magnet. These magnetic, materials 'include iron, nickel,
cobalt, etc.
The clines of magnetic foree which exist around a magnet;
also known is "Lines f force."'

FERROMAGNETIC
MATERIAL: .

FLUX LINES

44

ht



.Name:

pate:

Period:

LEFT-MAND RULE: 4%4% method 'used to determine the po,larity of the electro-
magnetic field surrounding a single conductar, or a coil.
1,11 the case 'Of a single conductor, the left thumb points
in the direction of electron flow, while the fingers,
curled around the wire, indicate the direction of the flux
lines. To use the aleft-hand rule fora coil, wrap the
fingers of the leXt-hand around the coil in the airection
of current flow; the thumb will then be pointing toward th

, coil's north.polel P v .

LUTING MAGNET: A very strong electlromagmet, commonly used for moving
'scrap steel.. The advantage of the lifting magnet is that
Vile, magnetic field can easily ,be switched on and off.

MAGNETIC FIELD.: The space aroun'd AI magnet op electromagnet which is
i,nfluenced qr affected by its 7etic force.

MAGNETIC POLE: The portion of a Magnet where the Iines of force are
most conFentrated. eve* magnet the're is one north-
seeking pole (N-pole),, .and one_ south-seeking pole (S-pole)

III'MAGNETISM: The-invisible force,exerted bya magnet, that'allows it
to at;tract ferromagheiic materials and to attract or
repell other magnets or magnetic fields.

PERMEABILITY:' A measure pf how eAsily magnetic lines of force cah pass
through- a material.

RELAY: 'An electrical device, basi011y a switch, controlled or
ttirned on and-off-by an electromagnet. Generally, the

,current flawiT4 to the electromagnet is çontrolled by a
separate circuit. Relays are used,in sevemal electronic
devices, but they are slowly being replaced by modern
soli4 state switching,ilevices., Symbol:
Letter symbol': K.

REPEL:

RESIDUAL-
MAGNETISM:

SOLENOID:

-0-
\111,e process of pushing away or forcing back of an oblecti
A north pole of a magnet will repel. the north pole of a

,---

segoild*magnet. ;

The Magnetism remaining in a. material or magnkic core

?

after the magnetizing force is removed. The ability of
a material to retain magnetismis referred to as retenti-
vity.

A cylindrical electromagnet made with a movable iron ...core
- orylunger. When the electromagnet is energizedthe

plunger is sucked or drawn into the -center orthe coil.
A spring will pull the, plunger partially out of the coil.
when .the circuit.is denergized. The pulling forte ofta
solenoid can be strong enough to operate switches, locks,
valves ? or door chimes. Solenoids-are also known as stick-
in.g coils.



SCORE:

GRADE:

I.

ACROSS

WOWHEET

VO4ABULARY" CROSSWORD

i;

;

Name:

Date:

Period:
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3. The space-around a magnet which
.is influenced by its magnetic
force.

5. A type of pagnet which Loses
its magnetism.very rapidly
once the magnetizing force
removed.

A type of magnet which-requires
coil of wire, soft iron core,
and electric current:

The invisible lines of force
surrounding g magnet.

14. Electromognetic device which
utilizes flexible, vibrating

411
armature.

15. A measurement of the ease at
which ilux lines move through a'
material.

:1')OWN

f

0

Materials which are readily at-
tracted-by a .ma etic field.

To draw or pull toward an object
44,

CO
,

r of a wir coil.

One the olde t household
elect pnic appl ances.

7. 'The maghetism r tained by the
Soft imp core qf an electromag-
net.

AD

10.. A method 4ed to determine the
polarity of an eqectromagnetic.

,field, known as he
hand rule. .

11. Sucking coil.

12.

13.

The oppbsite of attract,

An electromagnetilc switch,.

LII-U14- -10290
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SCORE:

GRADE:

WORKSHEET

QUEST ACTIVITy

"UNIT 14"

Name:

Date :

Period:

'.04.1..mmulswommomm,

Complete the drawing of the elettric bell, by sketching and lab
remaining internal and external parts; be complete and accurate
describe in detail the electrical operation of the device - be

eling the
NeXt

specific.

LII-U14-11



Name:

Date:

Peri :

1NFORMATION.AL HANDOUT g.

ELECTROMAGgETIC FIELDS

(I).THE MAGNETIC FIELD AROUND A SINGLE CURRENT CARRYING CONDU(TORC

CroPs-Section
drawing of a con-

y' ductor and magneti
field showing.
Ourrent flowing

...w.toward You (),
(g) liTHE.MAGNETIC INTE

,D1.rectio9 of ,
Current glow

Conductor Cfoss-sectikn drawing of
a conductor and magnetic
field showing current
flowing,away from you CX)

RACTICN OF TWO PARAAEL CUAR4NT CARRYING CONDUCTORS:
'

When two parallel,wires carry oppoiite currents,
*opposite eOctromagnetsic ffelds are developed.

These fIeld$,.with, mosite polarities will repel..
each'other.

.
4

When twO parallel wires carry a current flowing in
'the same direction, similar electromagnetic fields

*--are developed. 'Flux lines flowing in the same
direction join, or add, causing attraction.

CeilD THE MAGNETIC FIELD SUiROUNDING A CURRENT CARRYING COIL:

Direction of Current r

Around a coil, the flux lines are'all flowing in .

the same direction thus adding together creating a
stronger field. --The stronges,t concentration of
flux lines will be located within thctcen'ter 'or .

core of the 9041.

4

INCREASING THE STRENGTH OF AN ELECTROMAGNEJIC FIELD:

Increasing current flow through aAmire or coil will result
in the strengthening-of the field.
The addition of more.turns.of wire to a Coil, or mrapping the
wires.'cioser together 'will also cause an increase in magnetic

, strength.
41, Including a soft iron core withinsthe coil will.tend to con- re

centrate the mdgAetic.flux lines and produce a stronger
field. Thus, the type of Core ,used in the electromagnet will
affect its'strength.

292'
. LII-U14 -12 .



Abg
(15) THE LEFi-HAND RULE:

Name:

Date:

Period:

This /orm of the Left-hand rule is used to determine the
direction or polarity of the magnet fields formed around a
sidgle conductoi or coil.

,Current Flog

db.,

e

LEFT

AND
RULE

f

s.

To use, the-left hand rule for a single con-.
ductort point your left thumb in the,direc-
tion of current,flow; your fingers will then
wrap around the wire pointing in the same
Oirection as the Magnetic field.

Current
Flow

go

Thumb T Fingers point
points in diTection of
towards north current
pole of the coil

When using the left-hand rule for coils or
solenoids, simply wrap your fingers around the
coil in the direction of current flow; the left
thumb will point toioard the.north magnetic pole
of the coil.
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411 A. CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS.

it field
S. ts4oiary-
8. electromagnet _

-fluxlinps
14. lauzzer
15. 'permeability

DOWN

1. ferromagnetic
2. attract
4. core
6. bell

A7. residual
10. left
11. solenoid
12. repel.
13. ,relay,

B. QUEST ACTIVITY

.(subjective evaluation

-

.

-

;2
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,,
STATE ElICTRICITY/ELIA.TRONICS 'CURRICULUM GUIUE

........INSTRpCTOWS..GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL IL UNIT f,1§-
.. ,,---

Title iFf Unit:" 64 -find AC;Electr.icity-
Time Allocation: 2

UAit Coal: c
TO-review, introduce and infuse fundamental competincies relatedjto*, the characterist.ics, terminology, and importance of both DC and Atelectricity.

Unitt Objectives:

The student will be able to:
.

I. -.explain and differentiate, betweep direct and alternating currelik
2. 'name three specific advantages tiiat AC has over DC, and_list at-least six practical applications of AC.
34 write' or recite the major reasons why alternating" current isutilized as our primary source of powar in the home.

)'
Evaluation'.

Th-e student will demonstiate his/her competence in terms of these*measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable..performance criteria,twMch may utilize a cOmbination of written, oral,and laboratory testink procedures. i.

Instructor References:
Electricity One-Seven. Harry Mileaf, Hayden Book.Company, Inc., 1976.Chapter: -Electricity Three.
Exploring Electricity Blectronici With the Electrical Team. Philip J.RoIlain andhomas E. Kraus, Delmar ltrubfisTrers, 19,1. Unit: 17.
IndiVidual Learning Program In AC Electronics. Heathkit Continuing Educa-tion, Heath Company, 1976. 'Unit: 1.
Overview:

Unit 15 was created primarily as a means to briefly examine altet-ndting current. Immediately emphasize to the 'students that those who planto work in the electricity/electronics area must be familiar with thd'basic.characteristics of AC.
The unit should be formally introduced with a reView of DC current.

, Once this is accomplished present the specific characteristics, historkand general importance of AC.
Me:it, concentrate on explaining:that efectrical devices require acertain kid (AC/DC) of power input in order to operate properly and then'examine w y this condition exist.

, Unit 15.concludes with the students being exposed to the reasons why
41) altdrnating current is the predominate kind o.f electrical current beingutilized today. A Variety of appropriate exercises and laboratory experiPmerits and/or pEojecti should be coordinated withaall unit topics whenfeasible.

LII-U15-12Q7
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bugosted Fresentatibn Hints/Methodoloty 4

cs_ Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
for curriculum presentation, however, ncite the tollowing4

1. Do not make this topic more confusing than it ha; tote. Note,
Viet the unit outline only calls for a brief, yet, informative
examination of 'alternsting current, Wowever, do take sdpe
time and effort to show the relationship that does exisibetweenalternating and direct current. Unit time is better spent in '-
analyzing the baSic characteristics of AC/DC rather than totally,
exploring the complex natUre of alternating current at this time.
Students will need the competencies which will Allow then the
ability to classify electrical devrces into their proper power
requirement categories. To accomplish this indicate to them
that if the electrical device is independent, portable, self
contained, and/or requiros only a moderate imount of electrical-
power it probablytoperates on direct current for its energy
requirements.
DifficultY in student comprehenSion occurs when explaining that
different kinds of currents sometimes co-exist in the same cir-
cuit or device) so expect this problem and be prepared elab-
orate on the concept. Also, impress on students that th
term.signal means AC, yet, some circuitS need DC for
components to fuiction properly and the'AC i$ wgtt is.beidng

,processed through.the system.

Supplemental Activities atd Demonstrations:

1. If an oscilloscope is available in this shop,utilize it in the
analysis ,of alternating current. Display wales on the screen fol
students to view, Students enjciy working, with this kind of
test instrument and if several students are capable allow them tc
investigate the subject. topic fuither.

2. Construct ind discuss on the blackboard a mock electric power
transmission system. Include a power plant, a control center;
transmission facilities, distTibution linest.and devices for
increasing or decreasing the voltage.

3. A description arid demonstration on transformer action and re.cti-
fication is-generally easily handled by students as long/as the
theory is confined to a basic input/output analysis..

InstrUctional Module Contents:

1. unit Outline .(overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary
1

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Cryptics

S. Quest Activities

b. Informational Handout (DC and AC Curient tharacteristics)

7. Unit Module Answer Keys
\_



XV. DC and. AC.Eleptridity

A. Review of DC Current Characteristics

B. What is A4ernatirig Current?
1. Back-end.wforth motion.of

electrons 4

2. Histdry and importance of AC

How Do We Utilize AC and DC Elec-
tricity?
1. Examples 7 of -devices operating

only on 'Ir.

Examples of ,devices operating
only on AC

Combiriati6n Device's -



Why is Alternattng Curfent Our Most
Common Form of Electricity!?
1. Efficiency of generation-.

2. Effective means pf' transmission

3. Conversion ability
a. Transformer action

b. ,-)Rectification



flb

IPIPORTANT-
Indicate your respontes "on -the answer,-shett oni. Fill n
the box correspoqding to the coiredt answer, to agh question "kthere is only one correct ELOwer \for each, quettion.

Tes1,Npmb r

-
Yoli should expect the output
like-a retctangular wave when

voftige of .an AC generator to, look
displaye.d on 'Ian oscilloscope. (T-F)

of electricity supplied to sour homes, it DC. 1T-F
It"' 7

Racliet.siinals are conside'red AC type electricity. (T-F

-ar,

A:tadiro uses both AC andyC type- electi-icity in its operation. (T-F)

,

DC has the aditantage 'that it 6an
rectklier. (T-F).

be* easily .danged te AC by using a

`P
6. Electrons will always flow from negative to positive in a DC circuit,but not necessarily so in an AC eircuit.i (T-F)

r . .6*,'

Alternating 'current'will
mission lthe,, than a simi

travel ,a longer distance throtigh 4 trans-
lar value of 'direct current. (T-f)

' .
,

An'alternator is a device.used to generVe _either AC or DC electricity

The a4pliturie Of an AC wave
(T-F)

-

a meastkre of the wa-Ves vertical, size.

The- 'frequency of the AC power supp4ed't

5 30.1_

eisr

-our homes is 1.17N. (T-F)



C.

complete AC cycle can be pictured*as follows: (T-F)

Ale process of changing DC energy to AC energy is called rectifi-
. cation. (T-F)

a

p.

13. A transformer has the ability to either step-up-or step-down an AC
voltage. (T-F)

14. itigh frequency AC signals, called radio1 waves, can travel through
. the air over long distances'. (T-F),

15. . The tele phone.dompany uses AC impulses sent over transmission lines
to produce"sound. (T F)

16. An alternating current wake changes in:
(A) direction only, (B) Allue only, (C) both.value and direction,
(D) frequency and value but not directipn.

,

17. Alternating current is used as:
(A) .a,source of electrical power and as a means of
tion or intelligence, (B) a source of power only,
carrying information only, (D) an AC signal only.

carrying informa-
(C) a means of

a

18. The,nuatiber of AC cyc1es.produced in one second is called:
(A) an alternation, --(11,) the sine curve, (C) ihe frequency, (D) an
alsterhating current.

19: Identify the device, which has the abilipy to convert AC energy of
one voltage and current value to anothet combination of E and I:
(A) rectifier, (B) alternator, (C) transformer, (D) generator.

20. Which is wn.advantage of alternating currnt?
(A) can be easily changed to DC, (B) can travel a longer distance
through transmission lines, (C) can be transformed from one voltage
to another with minimal power lost, (Di all of the above.

LII-U15-6 302



'TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

ALTE.RNATING A flow of' electrons which flow first-in one direction,
CURRENT:. I stop, aNd then flow.in the opposite direction. -Alternat-

ing current can' be thought of as a back and forth-move-
ment of electrons varyingiim amplitude from'a"maximum to

Thminimum value. e altern ting current s.ignal is Aepicted'
as a sine wave: fIw, Abbrevo AC..

ALTERNA1OR: An alternating 'curtrent,generator-that utilizes a statbr,
rotor, slip ringsatkd ,brushes to produce electricity.
Symbol: Latter symbol; GEN.

AMPLITUDE: The vertieal size or height of an alternating current

CYCLE: One complete alternating current waie. One cycle consists
of two alternations, one positive and one negative.

DIRECT _CURRENT: . An electric-current which flows in one direction through
a circuit from negative to pos*tive. Abbrev. DC.

FREQUENCY: The number of complete AC waves or Cycles which occur
during a particular amount of time, usually one second.
Measured in the basic unit hertz. Symbol: f.

GENERATOR: A machine used to *produce electricity, either AC or DC,
by causing a series of interconnecting coils to either
cut or be cut by a magnetic field. Symbol:
Letter symbol: GEN.

POWER FREQUENCY: The frequency of alternating currept electricity used for
household energy or poWer. The power frequency usedp---...
the United States is 60 hertz.

POWER LO'SS:
fir

The loss of electrical energy due to resistance. Power
loss is a.major problem in transmission lines, where the
combination of current flow and wire resistante will
produce heat, causing electrical power to be wasted or
lost.

, .

RADIO WAVE: A high-frequency alternatirig current signal used to carry
intelligence or messages through the air, Radio waves for
example, Etre used to carry radio and television'signals.

RECTIFICATION:

SIGNAL:

The procesi of changing alternating current into direct
current,

.;

A changing AC voltage or current which cpntains informa-
tion. Certain AC signals for example can be charged into
sound, light, or magnetic itulses.

th-U1V7 393
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v

S'INE WANE:
) 1

SOUND WAVE:

.1

Name:

Date:

Period:

'WINN=

The output wave produced by an AC_generatoz. Ope complet ersineioave can be drawn as follows:

A low frequency AC iignal which wheApplieoi to a
spelaker will produce sound that can be heard y the humanear,

TRANSFORMER: Am electronic devici-, made up of two or.morb' coils, oi
wire which has the ability to either stfp7up'(increage)or, step-down (decrease) an AC voltagoe, Symbol:"AAAAJ"'
Letter symbol: T. 41011~~Mmulaw

tRANSMISSION A Wire or heavy ,bable used to conduct or guide.electricalLINE: energy'from one pointto another. Transmisslon lines
generally carry hie voltages ip the'neighborhood of132,000 volts.

PLEASE .
CONSERVE

OUR
ENERGY

LII--4sqz 304



,SCORE:

GRADE:

'WORKSHEET

VOCABLARY - GLOSSARY CRYPTICS

Date:

eriod:

Decode the cryptic messages below to identif he 'electronic term,
EXAMPLE:

A,

1.

se

ft

Lzitl@RA 1.

1111111101111111

Was

EXAMPLE .



9 C.) 

-se 
*or 

:p0Tlad 

- 
:0311ta 

/ 
:011:8141 

mk 



DC 0.eration Onl AC 0.eration Only Combination

A.

13.

C.

D.
E.

F.

WORKSHEET

QUEST. ACTIVITY

"UNIT kr,.

Name:

Date:

Periodl

0

Classify the devicek,lcsted below .adcording to their primary electrical
power requirements. -Use the following -categories; A) DC operation only,
B.) AC operation only, or C) combination device, operating on either AC
or DC. Litt the device in the proper column of the chart provided.

DEVICES .

flishlight
iron
univeTsalJmotor,
automobile
incandescent lamp
cordless electric razor
electric toy motor
tranNormer
radio
electric range
washing machine motor
microwave oven i

CLASSIFICAliION CHAkT:

t DEVICES

television
door beA
hearing aid
food proeessor
home movie projector
electric typewriter.
electronic flash unit (for cameras)
coffee maker
telephone
pentable stereo radio/tape
blow dryer k

CB radio - mobile unit

G.

H.

I .

J.

K.

ts

.
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*

4),

41111111111111).
41111.111111111k

amminastani
1111I11111111111111.11111
1111111111111111111111111111M
1111111a111111111111EaniIMMUNE'S!,

Malasi11101/
1111111111111111111111'

a



V.

If

Name:

Datel

5. *Describe the four,advantages that AC power has over DC piwer.

A.

b. Draw the output voltage sigrial which will be produced by the following
devices-.

INPUT

B. INPUT

Ce INPUT

Ste. u

Transformer



INFORMATLONAL HANDOIft

Name:

Period:,

DC M.11,, AC CURREliiT .301ARACTERISTICS
. e

DC CHARACTERISTICI

tinct current flows in only
'one 4irectio9 through a.
circuit.

The polarity,of DC current
does not charfte.

A direct current .usUally'has
a steady or 'constarii value.

Direct current is used
exclusively as a source of

.energy.

pf

.4

'AC CHAUCTERISTUS

AllEIR111111116.
0111111111111111111112.

inomannumisgrAmossassa
sr MOILiaas
1111111111111142111111.111

Mar ar
1111111111111111iimillif

11111111111111Mir
'411111111iPP'

7

Altewating current flows in two
dirations through a circuit, first
in-one direction, then it reverses,
gnd flows lin the opposite 'direction.

e lle polarity of an AC current
periodicallk changes

An alternating current is continuall
changing in value; it will increase
from zero to a maximum point in
either direction, and then drop bgck
to zero.

Alternating current cqn be used,as
a source of energy, Or as an
electrical signal - a sound wave,
radio wave, or light "wave.



ADVANTAGES OF At VS DC CURRENT

. .

Name:

Date:

Periad:

(1) AC generators are less complex than
DC generators; they can be constructed
in larger sizes, and STO more iConomical.
tOoperute. Thus, AC is easier and
cheaper to produce.

,

(2) An AC voltage can be easily stepped-up
(increased)? or stepped down (decreased),
with very little 'loss of power, by using
a transformer.

Alternating current is edsily ton-
verted, into direct current, by a
diode Or. rectifier. This converted
alternating current, now direct
current, can be used to operate..
various pc circuits.

Step -.Up

Trareformor,

(4) Because of,the,ease by which
alternating current is transformed to
high voltages, it becomes more efficient
to transmit on power lines. AC signals
can also travel a longer distance through
the air than direct cutrent.
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a

GLOSSARY CRYPTICg

1. cycle'
2. AC/DC
3, radio wave

sign 11,04.
. S. 'amplitude

6. rectikficatim-
7. transformer
,8 alternator'
11. transmission
10. .signal.

QUEST ACTIVITY

nashlight
satoWor
tby motor
hearing aid
flash unit
telephone
'portable radio/tape
CB radio - mobile

.

e*ANSWER KEY ,

UNIT 15

A. -easily transformed' up or
down
CC easy transmission

easy to rectify to DC
Ds, efficient/generation

AC
Won
incandescent lamp
transformer
range
washing machine
Oven
door bell
food processor
movie projector
typewriter
.coffee maker
balow dryer

COMBINATIONWar-
universal motor
television (-

4

Current that changes from 0 to
some maximum value and then to
0 again, then- reverses direc---/
tion_40 changes from 0 to
maximum in that direction and
thentack to O.
That current that flows in one
direction only and does not
reverse itself,

A

DC LII-ins.17 313
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STATE ELECTitICITYIELLi.:TliONICS 'CURRICULUM2.GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S-GUIDE,TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL II'UNIT 116

40
Title of Unit: Motors and Gdnerators

Time Allocation: 2 weeks

Unit Goal:

To fAmilarize students With the general 'application, operation, and
diVe;rsity of both motors and generators, and to explore some of the
av,a,tlable power energy sources and distribution tystems of the .20t11
CentAry.

, Unit Ob'ectives:

The student will be able to:

1. state the purpose and- fundamental py4n6iples of operation in
respect 'to, the electrical motor and gentrator.

explain several typical -coTmerCial applications lof .DC or AC
Inotors,. and list four specific causes of motor failure.

-

identify, .compare, and contrast the variety of modern energy
sources which eay be utilized in the generation of electrical
poureT,, and describe the common kind of distrtbution system which .
is empldye4 to deliver this power to the fpnsumer. ,

Evaluation: ,

111
The .student win, demonstrate his/her competence in teTms of thise

measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable 1
performance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, oral, and
laboratort testing procudures.

Instructor References:

P

Electricity and Electronics. Howard H. Gerrisli and William E. Dugger, oeie(
Coodneart-Iviftox Company, rnc.,'1971. Chapters: 5 and 9.

Electronic Communi-cation. Robert L. Shrader, Mcpraw-Hill Bookllompany)

Ind4ttria1 Electricity. Rex Miner, Chas. A. Bennett Cp,, 1978. Chapters:.*:
1, 27,'3, 14; and 1

OvervieW:

-This unit, because of.its technical tontent and depth of subject
matter, can be presented, modified, or omitted as desired by the instructor ,

to facllitate individual program needs. Unit 16 should be introduted with
a. simple review of units 5, 14, and 15 of Level II to allow a smoother

. trausition into the topics of motors and generators.
Remember .at this level the instructor is only presenting a rather

shallow oVerview of the methods in which energy .can be,converted to attain
'either mechanical or 'electrical power.

Servicing techniques, troubleshooting, maintenonce, and spetific
causes of motor failure are- topics which can create student interest and
have tremendous practical %applicatidn.

This 'unit should conclude with a stimulating discussion and demonstra-
tion on the typps of energy sources and distribution systems that are
currently awing used and those that .ttreobeing developed to meet society's
future power consumption needs.

LII U16-I 31 5
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Suggested ,Presentation Hints/Methodology:
i , am_

Tollow tite instiuctionaf module unit Outline as a basic skeleton
for,curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

-1. Allow, the clasp to examine and investigate the phrsical construc
tion of a simple motor and generator Aevice prior to,d discussol
of,the' basic principles of operation. If possible use a large-
"cutaway" model cif each to enhance student comprehinsi,on of the
'fundamental parts and their Aeneral location.

2. When appropriate, try to cOmptre the applications of DC or AC
motorS.and DC or AC generators. This will assist the students .

in organizing their own thoughts in terms of the deviceland its
function. . ,

. The topic of power plants and their operations-is net only
. technically informative, but can even be considered controversal.
leading to some interesting classroom activities if the students
are directed. Specifically, nuclear power plants and reactors
in reference to safety and future needs can certainly form the
foundation of a fascinating claps discussion.

4. Do not overlook your local power company as a real fine resource
for support materials for instructing students on the topics of
motors, generators, power plants, distribution systems; alterna-
tive power sources, and career information. It is not uncommon'
for these-companies to supply interested educators UrTh
film-strips, tapes, posters, worksheet masters, guest speakers,
and 4 variety of other media related assistance.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:
1. Have a.small group, ,from-the class develpp a visual aid Oepicting

how electricity is.created. Begin.the-diagram wieh the arrival
of the fuel at the power plant and continue through the pro-
duction of electricity and :its distribution to the consumer.

2, Me following informational sources will provide data on solar
energy. liave several students write and share their materials.

National Solar Heating and CoOling
Information Center, P.O. Box 1607
Rockville, MD 208S0

U. S. Department of Energy
Technical Information Center, P.O. Dox 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Optline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical ClossarY

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Word Decoding

S. Worksheet - DC Motors and Electric Generators

6. Quest Activity

7. Inf6rmationak Handout (Operation of a Simple DC Motor) ,.

8. Inforffiational Handout (The Basics of DC and AC Generators)

Unit Module Answer Keys
111-U16-2316



XVI. Motors and'Generatbrs

A

A. Method By Which Electrical Energy
Gan Be Converted-Into Mechanical'
tnergy. ,

Internall-Constructjon of a Si.mpTe
DC Motor

C. t'undamental Motor 'Principles

Servicing and RepaiT pf. Motors1
1. -causes of motor failurei

a. Dirt

b. Moiitur

c. Friction

d. Vibration

2. General maintenvce procedures

Method By Which Mechanical Energy
Can Be Converted Into Electrical
Energy
1. DC genertors

2. AC generators



,

liannér in Which tlectricity is
Generated-and Distributed
1 Power plant facilities

Geothermal

.1,. Fossil fu61
1. Gas

2. Oil

3. Coal

Hydio

Nuclear

Other (solar and wind)

Distribution systems
a. Transmission line

b. Substation

LII-U16-4 318.
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IRPORTANT- )*

11.

UNIT EXAH

Test Number

Indicate your responses on the answer sheet only. ,FUJ.
the box corresOndini; to the 'correct answer to each question
there is only dhe correct answer for each question.

A,generator'is'used to convert electrical energy into mechanical or
rotational energy. (T-F)

2. S motors and DC generators are very V.milar In construction. T-F)

3. The rotating electromagnet within a DC motor is called theIield
maoet. (T-F)

a

All electric motors operate by the principle of magnetic or electro-
magnetic attraction and repulsion. (T-F)

44.

The armature windings of a DC.Motor are connected to the liower source
via a commutator and a set of brushes. (T-F).

At present, all the world's electric energy is produced b

4

geneaators.

4e.:7

(i-F)
4

Alternating current generatAs are also called amplifiers.% (T-F)
4

hlectric generatAoperate by the principle of electromagnetic in-
duction. (T-F)

9. A generator will produce electricity using either a stationary
magnetic field and a revolving coil, or by using a rotating magnetic
field and a stationary coil. (T-F)

-W 10. DC generitors produce an electric current which,flows first in one
direction, stops and them flows in the opposite direction. (T-F)

LH-m-5319



et,

11. Generally, an.electric motor cannot be damaged by over oiling. -F

12. Ffiction and dirt are a major cause of motor failu e and overheating.
(T-F)

4

13. Power plants arc commonly operated using either fossil fdels, or
hydro power. CT-F)

14. 'A subst4ion provides a-location where the electricity_generated and
shipped from the ,powef plant can be switched, routed, apd transformedas required. (T-R)

k

IS. The "size" of an electric muitor is given in teims of watts or-horse-
power. (T-F)

16. The small blocks fif carbon which contact either the commutator or
slip rings of a Onerator are called:
(A) brooms, (3) wipers, (C) rotors, (D) brushes..

17. The frequency of the AC power generated in'most parts of the United'
States is:
(A) SO hertz, (0 SS hertz, (C) 60 hertz, (D) 120 hertz.

111. The rotor of an AC generatorthas a similar function tO the
of a DC generator.
(A) field magnet, (B) armature, (C) commutator, (D) brushes.

19. A DC motor will not contain a(n):
(A) brush set, TIT iet of slip rings, (C) armature, (D) field
magnet.

20. If the ends of an armature coil art.connected to a set of slip rings,
and the armature is rotated within a magnetic field:
(A) alternating current will be'generated, (B) the vortage produced
wilr-change in both value and direction, (C) direct current will be
generated, (D)-both A and B.

4

-JP
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21. The armature of an electric motor rotates becsuse it is both attracted
mid repelled from the poles of the fielid magnet. The device that cbn-
trols the timing of the attracting and repelling force is called the:
(A) timing switch,. (19-commutator, (C) armature, (D) slip ring.

( .

22. Large AC generators, such as those used in power plants, can be turned
by:

,

,

(A)- steam turbines, (B) diesel engines, (C) 4ydro turbines, (D).all
of the ibove.

for questions 23 - 26 identify 'the parts of the DC motor plctured below.
,

25 mime

For questions 27 - 30 identify the parts of the AC generator pictured below,

0



AC.GENERATOR:

ARMATURE:

BRUSHES:

COnIUTATOR:t

DC GENERATOR:

DISTRIBUTION
YSTEM:

FULD MAGNLT:

FOSSIL FULL:

CEOTIIERMAL:

HdRESLPOWER:

HYDRO:

MOTOR:

111,

'TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

Name:

Date:

Period:

An electro-mechanical device which utilizes a revolving
, rotor, a statioRary stator, and a slip ring bru0 set to
jprtiduce AC el,ectricity. AC generatorVire alsorcalled
'Alternators. SymkAkk: ,.

. .

The revoliring part of a generator or ad:tor.: In a genera-
tor the voltage isTroduced within the coils ofnhe arma-
ture. In a motor, the armature coils are attraCted to
and repelled iron the fiel4 poles, 'Causing notion.

A set of small conductingreds, usually carbon or copper
which are used to make a sliding contact with the-commu-
tator or slip ringif

A ring of-copper segments, insulated from each other, and
used as part of the sliding contact between the brushes
and the armature of a motor or generator.

An eldectro-mechanical device which utilizts a revolving
armature, a stationary field magnet.or electromainet and
.a commutator - brush set to produce DC eetricity.
Symbol:

The power system which routes the'electrical energy.
venerated at the po(wer plant.to the consumer. The system
includes; long distance transmission lines, step-down
transformers, feeder lines, substation, distribution 14ries
and distribution transformers,-

Either a permanent maunet or electromagnet used to provide
the magnetic field required in a motor or generator.

Fuels such as coal, petroleum, natural gas, and refined
petroleum products (gasoline, diesel oil, and fuel oil)
which are burned in order to produce heat energy.

A natural sdurce of eneTgy produced when water seeps into
the ground, is heated by the Aarth's.hot mqma core and
then rises to dig surface as steam. Geysers, steam'Oents;
and fumaroles are examples of geothermal activity.

A methpd of rating the power or "strength" of a motor.
One horsepower is equivalent to lifting SSO pounds, one
foot, in one second.

Refers to the energy provided by running or falling water.

A machine that converts electric energy into mechanical
or rotational energy. Motors utilize the magnetic forces
of attraction and repulsion to cause an armature to
rotate.

LII-J116-8 322
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. NUCLEAR:

POWER.PLAAT:

ROTOR:

SLIP RINGS: .

STATOR:

SUSTAIION.

TRANSMISSION
LINE:

TURdIAE:
connected to the rotor of the power plant generator.
When steam or water is forced into the turbine blades,
it causes the turbine to spin thus turning the rotor of
the generator.

4

lame:.

Date:

Period:

A modern source of energy which uses the atomic principles
of 4ssion (the breaking of the atom) to produce tremen-
dous amounts of heat. This heat is generally used to
convert water into steam.

A large generating facility used to produce the eledtric
energy required by several cities or a setion of the
state. Power plants may use fossil fuels, hydro, nuckear,
geothermal, or other energy sources to supply power to
the turbines to turn generators which produce electricity.

The rotating part of anAC generator or aliernator. The
rotvr supplies a rotating magnetic field within the
alternator. k

Two copper rings which, along with the brusheso.provide
a sliding contact with the rotor of an alternator, or
ienerator.

The stationary coils of an AC generator, 'in which voltage
is produced.

Part of an AC power distribution system where the high
voltage energy from the transmission lines is changed io
a usable voltage - current value, The substation includes
transformers, switches, circuit breakers, and other
equipment. .

The high,tension plower lines which are usually strung
between steel towers, and carry the high voltage - low
current AC energy from the power plant to the substation.

A finned device, similar to the blades of a fan, which is



WORKSHEET

VOCUULARY WORb DECODING

Name:

Date:

The words below have little meaning.until they Are dgcoded. Each letAr-actually represents another letter 2..y1 the alphabet. Your task is tobreak the code and "decode each tiord. The example iQill get you started
by providing four decoded letters. - The code remains ,the same thrciughouthe worksheet.
IAAMPLE:

A. D Y .Y t1

S TATOR
1. CVYV11.

61/B. MUM MN.

G liCGYKHR

YKhMONR

4; AVCCK'YGY.VH

IVRNRUGYVIi

W RVYBRIiCGI

D KMDYGY.OVII.

mow gm. Soo -P 410

8. XORIL CCW.NRY

(,.816 .16 ONO SNP

6.

&.

9.

Y ii G N D 1 0 N R 10.

STATOR-



WORKSilEET

C NOTORS AND ELECTRIC GENERATORS

A device which has.the ability to chango'electrical 1.
energy into mechanical or rotational energy is
called a

A motor contains at least interacting
magnetic fields.

Thp armature in a motir rotates as a result of
attractiop and repulsion.

List the6four basic parts of a DC motor. 4A.

% 4B.

4C.

.4D.4

The r and form a rotating SA.
switch which controls the arpction of current
flow through the armature of t DC motor. SB.

in what occurs when the current flow through the armature reverses
rection.

f

t'4.

Briefly describe the "motor action" occuring in the drawings below -
pay particular attention to the location and effect of the commutator.



Ors

Name:

Da te

Period:
-4

S.

8. List four common causes of motor failure, SA.

8B,

8C.

8D.

Explain why friction is so damaging to an electric motor and suggest
a way friction can be reduced to 4.11 acceptable leve1.4

10. What is the main physical diffirence between a simple AC and DC
generator?

A

LII-U16-12326



411
IS, Name thwee factors which will affect the output of a generator. 1h

each case indicate how the output will be affected

c "

Name:

Date:-

Period:

List the three basic requirements necessary to 11A.
Aenerate a voltage.

11c..

12. Identify the generitor output waves pictured 12A.
below.

A. B.

13. The in tbe DC generator acts as a 13.
rotating switch, allowing the iutput current to
flow in only one direction.

14. The A) in an alternator will provide 14A:
a siroWITITEMmagnetic field, which when
rotated or turned, will generate a voltage in 148.
the stationary B) windings,

-

A. B. C.

go.



WORKSHEET

QUEST ACTIVITY'

."UNIT 16"

Name:

'Date
Period':

4414

'

4 V.

tne appropriate "puppets" on the attached page., cut out and,Place pl1ch4 "puppet" element in Oroper sequence to form a complete ACPower Distribution System: In the circles tO the 'tight of .each "pill-yet"insert thZ.. 'approximate voltage. slSegin with the production point and7conclude with, the ene'rgy,.tiser. Reniember4 belqw each "puppet" write abriO, de.scriVtion' of what is happening, a.t that ,specific location.

'N. 1

C.poWer systems are .....adet tp



,

STEP UP
TRANSFORMER

1:10

STEP DOWN
TRANSFORME4R

33:1 /

fIRANSMISSION
LINES

_

10

NOTE: ,Cut carefullyAround edch puppet-, use glue or tape to sedure
puppeloo paper and be as neat as possible.



Name:

Date:

Period:

iNFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

OPERATIOg OF A SIMPLE DC 1410TOR

S.

An electric motoviS able to convert elecirical energy into mechanical,or
rotational energy. The first crude electric motor was developed in 1831
by an American, Joseph Henry.- Today electric motors are used in hundreds
of hoii appliandes and thousands of pieces of industrial equipment.

.Basically, electric motdrs operate on the principle of magnetic repulsion
and, attraction - that is, like poles repel, and unlike poles attract. In
its simplest form, a DC motor will contain two interacting magnetic fieys,
one stationary, and one which isable to rotate or revolve. These two .

interacting fields cause the.motor to produce."torque", or rotational
energy, 6

The.basic parts yf a DC motor are the:

411Fiefd magnet; a stationary magnetic field provided by either
a permanent magnet', or an electromagnet.

*te.e..

Armature; an electromagnet wound on a shaft or axle. The arm-
ature will revolve within the field magnet.

11M1011111111

ommutator and Brushes; the commutator is made.up of at least
two segments of copper, which are insulated from each other.,
and are located on the armature shaft. Connected to each
commutator segment is one end of the wire which makes up the
armature coil. pe brushes which are made of either carbon
or copper, ride against the commutator, forming a rotating
connection.

WIRE

BRUSH

MUTATOR

LII U16-16. 330



.

A SIMPLE DC MOTOR

ARMATURE

COMMUTATOR

Name:

Date:

Period:

-FIELD MAGNET

134HES

HOW THE DC MOTOR iORKS

The k o e operation of a DC motor is the armaturi/commutator action.Recall, t e armatute-is basically a coil of wire, which forms an electro-.magnet when current flaws through it. The direction of current flowthrough the coil will determine the north and south poles of the electro-magnet-. -The commutator and brushes, in turnuwill route the currentthrough the armature coils in the proper direction to cause the armatureto be attracted to or repelled from the proper. field pole at the propertime.

STEP I

..-1,0411.*

,114140110.

1101.60.40.404~.

STEP- -2

"When a battery is connected to the
biushes and commutator as shown, the
armature coil produces a magnetic fielq
having a south pole at the top of the
coil, and a north pole at the bottom.
In this case, the armature poles will
be attracted toward the field magnet
poles in a cteckwise directio.

As the armature approaches the horizontal
position its magnetic polarity must be
changed in order to prevent the armature
from,te\ing trappei by the strong.field
magnet'ismnth pole and stopping. If
you look clbsely at the commutator, you
wOl notice that the brushes are approach
'lig the gap between the commutator seg-
ments. Once the brushes contact-the gap,
the armaturelield is momentarily turned
off, allowing it to rotate past the fielc
poles.

LII U16-17 331



. STEP 3

STEP 4'

CIO

Name:

Date:

Period:

-When the. brushes .touch the next commtv-
.tator. segment, (the ..poSitive brush' is
now contacting the segment falterly
tonated by the negative. bruSh). The.
polarity of the armature is. reversed.
The poles of the armature 'are now
repelled by the' field magnet.

-

As the armature continues to
armature's electromagnet and
magnet begin to attract each
rotation continues.

rotate the .

the field
other, and

See ifr you can complete the descriptions for steps 5 and 6 of the motors
operation.

STEP 5



STEP 6

Finally
step 9

ANSWERS

Step 5,

Step

Nam:

Date:,
,

Period:

415.

9 the armature will return to its
cotpleting one revolution.

starting position

dazs uT uoT4dTx2sap 03 IIITTnTS

of clan uT uoTldposap 03 IBMITS

k

LII=U1619 333
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Name:

Date:

period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

TUE BASICS OF DC AND AC GENERATORS

Generators convert mechanical energy into electrical energy by a process
known as electromagnetic induc,tion; that is by either moving a coil of wire
through a magnetic field, or'bY holding the coil stationary, and moving
the magnetic field. DC generators produce puls4s of electricity which

4 always have the same polarity - either positive or negative; while AC
generators produce pulses of electricity which pETiodically change
"polarity", having both a positive and negatike portion.

4 -

NOTE: Meter
center is
zero.

ACGIENERATOR DC GENERATOR

\ The'difference between the two generators lies in the direction that the
'generated current is allowed to flow through the coil. In am AC generator

Aft, (alternator), the ends of the coil loop are connected to a set of slip
lip rings which permits current to flow first in one direction, (as the lo9p

moves past the north field pole) and then to reverse, and flow in the
opposite direction, (as the loop moves past the south field pole). Thus,
the potential'of the voltage present on the bxushes changes fi st from
+ to - then from - to +.

The DC generator uses a commutator, instead of slip rings, as the end
connection of the armature loop. The commutator causes the current to
flow in only one direction from the coil. The half of the loop passing
the nertNTield pole will alNays produce one potential (negative), while
the *half of the loop wIlich passes the south field pole will always produce
the,opposite potential (positive). Thus, the potential of the voltage
present on\the brushes is always the same - one positive, and one negative.

1111.11110

fa

LII-Ul6-2033
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WORD DECODING

1. 1110t OT
2. armature
3, turbine
4. commutator
5. generator
6. geothermal
7. substation
8. field magnet
9. brushes

10. transmission line

DC MOTORS 4 ELECTRICAL
GENERATORS

0

otor
wo

3. magnetic
4A, armature-
411. field magnet
4C, commutator
41), brushes
5A. brushes
5B. commutator
6, The polarity of the armature

is reversed and now the poles
of the armature are reopened
by the field magnets and the
armature continues to rotate.
In figure At current flow in the
armatuie polarizes the armature
as shoiin and the upper pole is
repelled from the S. pole of the
field iagnet and is attracted
toward the N. pole of the field
magnet. The bottom of the
armature is affected in the
same manner.
In figure las the clockwise
rotation of the armature,is
bringing the sprits between the
two commutator segments unaer
the brushes. The centrifugal
force of rotation will carry the
upper segment into contact with
the right hand bruSh and the
lower segment to the left hand
brush thereby reversing the
direction of current flow in
the armature and magnetizing it
in the direction shown in figure
C. Now we have the same condi-
tions we had at fi.gure A al.id are
ready to continue.

)

1INSWER KEY
UNIT 16

BA. worn brushes
8B. frozen 'or worn bearings
BC. shorted or open field:or

armature windings
%,BD. worn commutator
-)9 friction causes heat and

'heat will melt solder con-
nections at the commutator
or might short through the
isolation between windings
or melt a'winding to cause
an open circuit. Frequent.
cleaning and oiling.

IQ. A DC generator uses a com-
mutator while an AC genera-
tor lilts slip rings.

IIA. Magnetic field
.118. .conductor
11C.%. movement .of the conduCtorvin

the field
12A. AC
12B. pulsing DC
13. commutator

I4A. rotor
14B. stator.
15 . ,speed increases voltage and

frequency
15 added magnetic poles higher

'voltage for less *speed o
.15 . more arOature windings -

higher voltage for,less
speed

15 . stronger field higher
voltage

15 . sliprings will produce'AC
while commutator segments
will produce DC

C. QUEST ACTIVITY

puppet -
2, puppet -
3. puppet -
4. puppet -

former.
S. puppet
6. puppet -

Circles

13,20Q
134000
132,000
4,000
120/240
stop

ik4
plant
step/up transformer
transmission lines
step down trans-

distribution lines
home "user"

LII-U16-21382. (subjective evaluagon)
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STATE ELECTRICITY/ELLCTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL II UNIT 117

A.
a sr'

Title of Unit: Low Voltage Circuit Wiring of 'Signal Devices

111/
Time Allocation:. 2 weeks

,

Unit Goal: *

To bring about student competence in apprehending an overview of low
volta#e, low current circuits, including knowledge. of -the special
techniques for wiring signal circuits, and a profilecof basic security
alarm systems.

Unit Objectives:

The student will'be able to:

1. identify the five basic components 'required for a typical signal
circuit: power source, bell transformer, push-button switch,
wire, and a signal device.

demonstrate an ability to wire signal circuit components ei.ther in
Series, parallel, or in combination as #rected.

3. distinguish between a signal type circuit and a power type circuit
and explain the detettion, control, and signaling operation of a
typical security alarm system.

Evaluation:
a

The student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, w1104Fh may utilize a combination of written, oral, and
laboratory testing procegibres.

Instructor References:

Industrial Arts Electricity. Clifford Lush and Glenn Engle, Chas. A.
Bennet Co., 101. Chapter: 2.

Industrial Electricity. Rex Miller, Chas. Bennett Co., 1978. Chapters:
11 and fb.

Introduction to Electricity. Kurt Harding Schick, McGraw-Hill Book Company
Ryerson qpited, 1975. Chapters: 14 and 20.

Overview: Y

The primary purpose of this unit is to allow students the opportunity
to scrutinize the reasons why 'signal circuits are treated differently from
power circuits.

To attain this.fpurpose first.introduce students to the essential
ingredients that comprise a signal circuit. Second, modify signal device
circuitry so,that controls or bells are placed in series-or parallel. This
will broaden student technical understanding of typical variations in basic
low voltage, low current circuits.

The final topic of this unit was included to generate .enthusiasm and
to be informative. Security alarm systems have emerged as A giant allied
field to electronics and the practical application is an important compe-
tency to impart. Note: Carefully examine the activities in this unitythey
are extremely execrai , to students if presented in a positive manner.
The exam in this unit is of a practical nature and will require more
grading time.



4
twastedPresentimIllintsMethodolo:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeletpn
for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

1. Try to familiarize students with the'applications of low voltage
and low current systems in the home. Indaate that the tel,e-'
phone, doorbell, intercom, security alarm, antenna, smoke
detector, etc. represent this type of system, and that generally,
the wiring of these systems requires the 0owledge of some
special regulations as specified in ther-Nfational Electrical Code.
Mention to the class that annunciators are,used quitie often in
4ignal systems where many caiiers must wait' for%service or
assistance., such as in hospitals. Hit upon'the two main func-
tions of such devicesr it signals when activated, and it
indicates where the signal was originated; These systets also
have a means to reset thereby returning the unit to its normal
static position.
When discussing security alarm systems and the techniques of
providing burglar protection, have students examine some fluor
plans to determine vulnerable entry points. Have them "think
like a burglar" and check the premises from this viewpoint.
Once they have analyzed the situation in this manner, they are
ready to develop an Alarm system that could realistically foil
the would be intrudet.!

'kr

Supplemental Activities, and Demonstrations:

1. An activity with bells, switches, etc., that ean promote student
comprehension and challenge their imagination involves two
phases. First, handout a simple floor plan of a rural school
with three rooms. The problem is for them to draw in the wiring
that will allow each room to have its own bell, howev r, all

<a,
bells are to be controlled by one, central switch. S cond phaAe
involves contructions of the student's bell circuit w 'chcnow
can be wired and tested on a "rdock-up" type board,
While working in this unit,indicate to students that the wiring
.of signal circuits.is generally accomplished by eleCtricians.
An occupational description of this specific occupation is
very helpful and informative for students.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4, Worksheet (vocabulary) - Spelling Puzzle

S. Worksheet .1; Parallel, and Combination Circuit Wiring of Signal
DeviCes

6. Quest Actiifity .

7. Informational Handout (Home Security Systems)

8. Unit Module Answer Keys



,

...P.I1.. 'Low VoltOp'Circuit::Silifripg:.4)figri0:
"r Deticet

, ,
<7

al;

A. Signal Cirpuit.Descriptiôn
1.*1Bell tranItormer

2. Cohdpctor

3. Pus11...lblAtomn sitc.

4, Signal de'vice

S gnal Circuit Applications
1. Basic series circuitry .

2. Baste parallel cirauitiy

3. Combination circuitry

Security Alarm Devices'
-1. Operation

2. Installatio

3. Varieties

.LII-U1773
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14X I,- U1 7

InPORTANT7

UNIT EXAM

I.

Record your answers on this eiam paper on4. When answering, the
matching problems, recOrd the letter correpopding to your choice.

4

.MATCOING.

1. A device'used to dhange
117V AC to 6V or 12V AC,

A circuft which contains
more than one path for
current flow:

,A material milich allpws
free movement or fibw of
plectrons.

A noise making devite suck
'aS a bell ipt siren.

The "sensing' device in an
alaim system.

6. A type of switch which is
activated only as long'as'

s pressure is applied.

A circOA which contains:only
one path foi current floi4. '

8. The "brain" or centril unit
of an alarm systemc. .

A type of al4rm sensor
which projects an invisible
field of electrical waves. -

10. A circuit whiCh contains
both series and ,parallel
sections;

A.4 Series
B. Control unit
C. 'tonductor
D. Parallel-
E. §ignal device
F. Ultrasonic . .

G. Compound
H. Light beam
I. Toggle
J. Combination
K.. Loop
L. Bel 1 trans -

former
M. Detector
N. Push-button 5.
0. Processor'

4.

46.

10.

.11: Connect the gpignal circuit components below into a series' circuit.

4

4.



12. Draw the schematic diagram which corresponds to the circuit
pictured below.



ALARM dONTROL
UNIT:

ALARM D.ETECTOR:

\
BELL
TRANSFORMER:

,4

COMBINATION
CIRCUIT:

CONDUCTOR

LIGIIIT BEAM
ALARM:

PARALLEL
CIRCUIT:

PUSH:BUTTON
SWITCH:

TE,LCHNICAL GLOSSARY

Name:

Date:

Period:,

'
1. 4 .

:The "brain" or central unit in an alarm syite-m. The
control monitort the various detectors in the system
and activates the alarm or signal device if the.protection
circuijt is interrupted or violated. The control often
contains an on/off switch, status indicators; time delays,
power s4pplies., and stand by .batteries.
The part of an alarm system which senses entry Or
movement in the protected area. , The simplest detector
is 4 switch; other -common detectors are magnetic switches
pressure sensors, light beams, etc.
A small transformers with built-in overload and short
protection? which will convert 117V to 6 or 12 volts for
the operation of door, bells, buzzers, or chimes*

ar

A circuit consisting of one or tore series and parallel -

paths.

Any Material ,through which 'electric current flows easily,
such as a piece of copper wire.
A common type of alarm or signaling circuit twhich will
cause a signal device to sound if the light Rteam is

,broken.

SERIES CIRCUIT:

SIGNAL DEVICE:

ULTRASONIC
ALARM:

A. circUit which provides two or more paths for current
iflow,. sometimes referred to as,a shunt or bratich civauit.
A spring loaded switch which is activated only as long as

'the push button is held in the down position. There are
basically,two types of P.B. switches - normally opere.and
normally closed-. Symbols: P.B.N.O.....461b_ P.B.N.C.

A -circuit which has only one path for current flow.
Series circuit components are connected in a line, one
after the other.
Generally a noise making device used to alert, notify, or
gain your attention. Common signal devices are bells ,
buzzers, horns, or sirens.
A "motion detector" alarm which sets up an invisfble
field of ilectrical waves. If the wave pattern is
distuibed or interruptpd by movement of any'kind, the
alarm will be triggered.

r.

LIi-U17-6



SCORE:

GRADE:.

Name:, \

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

VOCA8ULARY - SPELLING PUZZLE

Identify the correct spelling for the words listed below.

ob
S.

10.

II.

12.

(example) (exhatple) (xample)

4

(cuntrol) (controll) econtrol)

(circuit) (cidut) (sircut)

(beem) (beam) (beme)

(allarm) (alarm)- (elarm)

(siginal) fsignel) (signal)

(switch) (swich) (swetch)

r
(divice) (device) edeviiei. 7.

(ditectar) (detecter) (detector) 8..

(conducter) (anducter) .(conductor)

(ceries) (series) (siries) 10.

(parallel) (plirrallel) (parelel) 11..

(tranformer) (transformer) (transformer) 12.

(lite) (light) (liht) 13

(combenation) (combinasion) (combination) 14.

(ultrasonic) ultresonic) (ultrtsonik)' 15.

1

-P



9

SERIES

fr

-Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

PARALLEL, AND COMBINATIOVCIRCUIT
WIRING OF SIGNAL DEVICES

Utilize the puppets provided on page 3,to construct the circuits described
below. You will cut out and arrange the puppets to form series, parallel,
and combination circuits. You must draw in interconnecting lines to
represent the conductors. Be sure that each problem.fulfills the four
requirements for a complete electric circuit -- i.e. supply, control, load,
and conductor.

1. Using the appr4Tiate puppets, assemble the circuit described in the
schematic diagram below:

Z. Is the circuit in question "1" a series, parallel,
or combination circuit?

3. Design a buzzer circuit, which utilizes a NOY souTce, a bell
transforme-77YEd two push-button switches. Wire the circuit in such
a way that.pushing either switch will cause the buzzer to ,soUnd.
'Label the switches as a front door Switch and a back door switch.



Period:

Would the switching circuit you built in
question "3" be considered a series, parallel,
or combination circuit?

04.

V.

Design a combination circuit having one series and one parallel
switchinz branctl. Use 3 switches, 2 bells, 1 bell transformer, and a
libV source. If any one of-the switches is joyessed, a bell must sound.

LII-U17-9
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Puppet Components

r



4

GRADE:

WORXSHEET

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 17"

. _Date:

Design a security alarm system for the house pictured below. You should
include a control unit, various.types of detectors, and one or more signal
devices. Be imaginative,see if you can design a burglar proof system.
Sketch in, and label the individual parts'used in your security network,
use single linertrrepresent the interconnecting wires needed to "tie"
the various parts together. (Hint: use an alarm supply co catalog or
electronics supply haze catalog to locate information on alarm products).

4
LII-U17-11 351.1



INFORUATIONAL HANMOUT

HOME SECURITY SYSTEMS

Name:

Date:

Period:

All.burglar alarm systems have three common functions - detection, control,
and signaling. The total system may be built into one box, or be made up
of many separate pieies coftected together with wire.' "Detectors" are used
to sense entry or Tovement-within a prot6cted areat and are'bas.ically.
.switches or relays which operate by movement, pressurev.or beam inter-
ruption. The "control unit" monitors the various detectors in the system,
and triggers an alarm or, signal device if the protectionscircuit sensor\
is interrupted or violated. The control unit also may contain on/off
power switches, tett meters or status indicators, time delays, power
supplies, stand by batteries, and terminals or lugs for wiring the system
together. Finally, the signal ice 9 lly a noise making bell'or.siren,
is used to alert or notify u your neighb or the poli.cd, that a
break-in has occurred.,;

SYSTEM COMPONENTS: CARPET MAT .

."DETECTOR"
BELL
AND ;1
BOX '

MOTION D-TECTOR
ULTRA7SIC

LIGIIT BEAM -

DETECTOR

"DETECTOR"

if

MAGNETIC
CONTACT
SWITC11

ii

un "sr GNAL DEVICE"

41) oopo

A 0-
i "SI MAL DEVICE'

A

SIREN

KEY
STATION

;10N/OFF
SWIICH".

"SIGNAL DEVIC

AU'rOMA T I C
PHONE

DI ALE R



WWI

I.

2, D
3. C
4. E
5. M
6.. N
7. A
8. 8
9. T

10.
11. (subjective answer)
12. (subjective answer)

ANSWER KEY.
UNIT 17

SPELLING PUZZLE

1. control
2, circuit
3. beam

.*ott

4. alarm
5. signal
6. switch
7, device
S. detector
9. conductor
10, series
11. parallel
12. transformer
13. light
14. combination
15. \ultrasonic

C. SERIES-PARALLEL-COMBINATION CIRCUIT
WIRING OF SIGNAL DEVICES

1. sci\e diagram,
2. 'series
3. (sOj(ttive answer)
4. parallel .

5, (sAljective answer)

QUEST ACTIVITY

(subjective evaluation

LII -U17-13
352
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SIATE-ELLORICITY/ELLk..TRON1CSCURRICUiUM
INSTRUCTOR', S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL-I1 UNIT 1 18'

Title of Unit: Circuit ProXection Devices

Time Allocation: 1 week

Unit Goal:0014.10.1.an.
To acquaint students with the gearal characteristics and electrical
properties of circuit protective devices, thus aiding-student
comprehension of the common methods for insuring that a circuit
operates only within its dqsigned limits:

Unit Objectives:

Ite student will be 'able to:

1. describe.the major need. for protective devices in circuits and/or
equipment, and tkientify two typical types of protective devices
which may,be employed.

demonstrate the proper technique for wiring protective devices
into an electrical circuit.

troubleshoot a simple electrical circuit in order to identify
the problem which may have caused a protective device to
disable the circuit or equipment being investigated.

Evaluation:

The student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of these
measurable objectiyes based upon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria, which may utilize a combination of written, oral, and
laboratory testing procedures.

Instructor References:

Industrial Electricity. Rex Miller Chas. A. Bennett Co., 1978. Chapters:
S'and 9.

Introducti to Electricity. Kurt Harding Schick, McGraw-Hill Ryerson
lapter: 12.

Small Appliance Repairs. Robert W. Newnham, McGraw-Hill Book Co.i 1967.
-Chapter: ri.

Overview:

Unit 18 concerns itself, specifically with the need and means for
protecting electrical circuits, yet,, it should not be overlooked that
this topic has tremendous impact on a wide array of related technical
consumer applications.

The unit should be introduced by examining a variety of circuit
failure conditions-or problems including overload. A brief description
should ensue in terms of safety, causes of circuit failure, and methods
for protecting a circuit.

Next, present an overview on the operation of several common circuit

111
protection devices with pmphasis on the techniques for wiring them into an
electrical circuit. Finally, share with students some procedures that can *

be used to successfully troubleshoot a disabled.circuit, include a demon-
stration of several maintenance steps that may help prevent an abnormal
condition from,surfacing within the protective device itself.

354
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§11Asested Presentation Hints/Methodolony:

Follow the instructional unit module outline as a basic skel!ton
for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

When discussing types (fast, or slow blow) or kinds (plug,
cartridge, knife-blade; etc.) of specific circuit protection
devices it is advantageous to either ibass them around or
utilize an opaque/overhead projector to help familiarize
students with their physical appearance. Inform students of
the relationship between the physical size of the deVice and
its electrical rating.
The topic of circuit breakers C4n be approached by first
explaining the three basic types thermal kreakers, electro-
magnetic breakers, and thermat'pe ectromagnetic breakers.
Define each variety and emphasize to students that they are w.
typically used for feeder and bran -circuit protection in
home electrical systems. Indicate that the ampere rating (size)
of a breaker, always marked on the reaker lever, corresponds
to the current carrying.capacity of the wire being protected. .

3. Remind students that it is extremely da erous" to tamper with
a protective device. Give examples o w a can occur if a fuse
is intentionally by-pasied or if a la ger value-fuse is utilized
in a system.

4. An optional instructional topic on iround fault circuit inter-
rupts may be presented in this unit if th instructOr feels it
is.appropriate.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. Show students that our government does in fact look out for
their safety and protectio4s Point out the function of the
National Electricalt,Code and Underwriters' Laboratories. Demon-
strate where the u label can be located and why it is so
vital in providing a margin ot safety.
Obtain an older plug.type Edison base fuse and show it to the
clhss. Explain that this type of fuse is no longer allowed in
home construction' because it is considered to be tamperable.
Extrdct from the class,whether they think.this fuse is too
dangerous to be utilized in new homes and if they feel'it is
.specifically why?

3. Demonstrate the technique of checking for continuity of a fuse.
Refer to the devices resistance as a means,to evaluate its
quality.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead) '

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technicd'l Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Know Your Definitions

5. Quest Activity

6. Informational Handout (Circuit Protection Devices)

7. Unit Module Answer Keys



Circuit Protection Devices

A. Why Circuits and Eiluipment Require
Protective, Devices

Runawiy currerft

2. Circuit failure

Types and Operation of Protec ive
'Devices

1. 'Fuses

2. Circuit/ breakers

V

Wiring Protective Devices intolan
Electrical. Circuit

Troubleshooti4g Circuits for.Cause
of Protective Device Failure

Maintenance Information for F4ses
and Circuit Breakers ,

a



c*

0 IMPORTANT-
IndiCate your responses on the answer sheet zalx. Fill in

_the box corresponding%to thecarrect answer to each question,
there is only,one correct answer for each questioncl,

,

'WAIT. EXAM

CIRCUIr,PROTEtTiON DEVICES

'Test Number

A fuse or circuit breaker must,be connected,in series with the
'circuit it is protecti4. (T-F)

When a fuse link melts, or "blows" t
(T-F)

e e1ectt1ca1 result is an' oPen

Miniature cartridge fuses are often used in automotive and instrument
` circuits. (TF)

An overload can be safely prevented by increasing the size of the
ting the circuit, (T-F)

4

Cireuit,breakeis are us'ed mainly on instrumerds and appliances.

,
A "short.circuit" causes an extremely high cutrent to flow through
the circuit. (T-F),

6'

Cl it'protection devices are rated according to the naximum
curreM ar amperage which can flow:through them. (T-F)

T.F)

Circuit breakers requTre occasional maintenance which involves man-
ually tripping the de-Vice on and off. (T-F)

9. Civuit breakers contain several replacement fuse links, that can be
sw,ltched into position by. moving a lever. (T-F)

.10. A IS ampere fuse would be correct
ing circuit. (T-F)

--LII-U18-

for use-in a home outlet or light-
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11. If the correct size fuse in a circuit continually blows or burns
out, it probably indicates that you purchased a bad box of fuses
or that you need' a larger value fuse. (T-F) - ,

12. When the current flowing through a circuit breaker is below the,
devices rated value, the breaker will trip. (T-F)

13. . A circuit overload can be caused 14:
(A) using a fuse with a low amperage rating, (B) connecting toomany loads into the circuit, (C) an, accidental low resiitance -path,
(1a) either B or C,

14. A prolonged overload current:
(A) can be-`'avoided by using a hig,her amperage rating, (B) Will notaffect the circuits operation, (C) may melt insulation and causea short or fire, (D) usually will not trip a circuit ,breaker.

P..

15. A short circuit:
(A) is an extremely reSistance path which causes higher than
normal current flow, (B) canifot occur in a circuit protected by the
proper size fuse or ci'rcUit breaker, (C) Can occur only in an ACcircuit, (D) seldom .causes the fuse or circuit breaker to open.

pp

,
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CiCUI14 BREAKER:

. A

Mt.

,

IRCUIT
ROTECTION

"DEVICE:

r

Date :

Name:

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY Period:

A Circuit protection device which is basically a thezmal
;or electromagnetic switch, designed to break 'the current
flow through a circuit in case of an omerlo-a4 or short.
'Circuit breakers have an advantage over fuses in that
thqy can be easily reset many times. Sym;o1:
Rated in amperes.

A device used to protect- a circuit from the potentially
destructive effects of excessive current.. The most
commoti circUit protectiZE7Fira's -are 'fuses and circuit

V 0 ' _breakers.
.

1
. .

.

p. / FUSE: A device used:to ptotect a circt4t .igainst excessive
-, current 'flow-. Fuses corixain a cilibrated "fuse link"

. . which burns or. vaperizes when,tdo much current begins to
. ,

'flow through it. ,r..Sy.m1011:41\5 Rated in amperes.. :
'2. '14, ?

FUSE LINK: Thek thin strip of fusible *ta? built .4,nto a fuse, that
k

i

will melt when the eilrrent flow thiouigh it exceeds a
. -fteset value. The higher tht blow-out current niting.

. , the larger the phySical sl,,te of thg fuse link. These links.
can take ihe form og haittlialn wire or fairly thick,1/4
strips' of metal, alit can be calibrated to one hundrqths .

of an amp. (1/100). e.;,!', ...::"
4.,, . A .

et,
OVERLOAD:, Am unsafe circuit conditip which Occurs when a circuit

e
, carries more- cuirent'than 'It can safely handle. Oirei.'-

. ldads .can Fause ixcessive' hgat, "tire, or In electrical.
to.explosion. , 6

. 4 f4 . 7 ' .
4' *At°RUNAWAY CURRENT: A circuit conditibh such as a shart, whicb allows thq

current in a circuit to increase uncontrpflably past the
safe 4imits of the circuit.

-f

S MT CI RCUI T: An accidentl circuit cOndition which results in a-low
resistance path .between' tao points of the circuit (power
supply terminals,-,line, etc.). A shorted circuit
causes excessively High- current .flow and possible circuit
damage.

,TROUBLESHOOTING: The_process of logically locating and Correcting improper
, operating conditions withkn an electronic .circuit or
system.

_

D troW
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SCORE:

GRAbE:

WORKSHEET

Name:

Date:

Period:

VOCABULARY - KNOW YOUR DEFINITIONS

Develop a short definition, using your own words, for the foliowing terms.

I. FUSE:
4.

OVERLOAD:

a.

SHORT CIRCUIT:

`;.

TROUBIESHOOTING:

CIRCUIT BREAKER:

FUSE LINK:
ink

LII-u1s- .



.WORKSHEET

QUEST AeTIVITY

"UNIT lr

Date:.

Period:

si~

Draw in the conductors andscOnnect the circuit components below to
form a series circuit. Add a fus e. into the circuit so thgt it will
act to protect the circuit against an overload or short.

"

Comnect the following automotive devicits in parallel with.the
source, and in series with their controli. Add an in-line fuse
to the :tape deck branch, and a circuit breaker to the headlight
branch. ,

S-TRACK PLAYER-

C

HORN
LII Lit88361.



Draw a sketch o
blow) /fuse.

/.

Name :

Date:

Period:

a fast acting (fast blow) and a slow acting (slow

fast aCting slow acting

Explain the purpose or need for a slow acting fuse.

4.1..111101111.111k

Explain how the circuit bre,aker .pictured below operates.

SPRING

es



.
Name:

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

CIRCUIT PROTECTION DEVICES'
*

'Fuses or circuit breakers makl: up t-he ajor types of circuit protection
devices in use today. These -devices are used to protect against excessive
current now in a circuit and as such are rated in amperes. Fuses react
to an abnormally high currbnt by melting 4r svaporizint a special metal
link \which opens the circuit and halts the current flow. Circalt
breakers contain either an electromagnet, or a bimetallic thermal strip,
which opens a set of switch contacts when the breaker's rating is exceeded.
Once the contacts open, the circuit current is stopped.
FUSE TYPES.:

MINIATURE CARfRIDGE
FUSE

CIRCUIT BREAKER TYPES: .

W'ArarAfralTAI.JAP.....rAr.4074/41Kir4P4.!

. CATCHm..4lb

CONTACi

THERMALLY ACTIVATED
BREAKER

5

CARTRIDGE
FUSE

NI AT STR I P

TYPICAL CIRCU T BREAKER.

1

S PIING

363
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*Name:
0111111mormilm=ilorwilp.onwrim7m..

Da`te:

Period:

CIRCUIT CONNECTLON:ditiminOMPWIMPIIM10.01

To effectively protect a circuit from excessively high current flow, fusei
and circuit breakers must be connected in series with the circuit they areprotecting. A typical circuit application Is shown below

15A

FUSE
__-___

CIRCOurRr BREAKER

SUPPLY

ON/OFF SWITCH

LOAD

; FUSE TESTING WITH AN OHMMETER:

Many times a'quick visual
A fuse may look good when
fired way ta check_m_fuse
below.

Mr

inspection of a fuse's condition can be wrong.it is actually burnt out or defective. 'A sure
is to run a- simple continuity test as illustrated



14;11D simtai

" sub 'KW,.
2, sub ective
3. sub active
4. sub active
5. sub ective
6. (subjective

answer)
answer
answeri
answer
answer)
answer)

QUirk ACTIVITY

(subjective vsinstion)

rf

OA

a.

eV,

I.

n

I
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:.'0IA!A;',usorduitiAt,14tti-A.LLIktyli44,,b LURRic014M t.L.14;
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL II UNIT 119

N\

Title of Unit:'i- House Wiring

410
,

,

Time Allocation: 2 weeks. ...

Unit Goal:

To achieve student competence in evaluating the common method in
which power is delivered to the home, and to develop in students a -

technical familiarity with residential wiring materialt and basic
lousehold circuitry.

Unit Objectives: /

, \The student will be able to:

\I.. \state the specific function of a service co nection and describe
' In detail what is being measured by a kilow tt-hour meter.

identify and dif entiate between a variet of basic electrical
wiring components and Materials including d plex receptacle,
switch, conduit, sheathed cable, etc., whic may be encountered
when studying the composition of home ele trical cirdtits.

+

demonstrate simple wiring skills and recite the xechnical"pro-
cedures,necessary to accomplish the replacem nt of a fuse, resett-

' ing of a circuft breaker, and/or the replaci g of an electrical
' switch or outlet.

Evaluation:

The student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of thpse
41, measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable

perfdrthance criteria, which may utilize a combination of writtenr oral,
and laboratory teSting proce_dures.

Instructor References:

Electriciy.and Electronics Basic. William B. Steinberg and Walter B. fbrd
--American Technical Society, 1974. Units: 18 and 0..4

housewiring. Floyd M. Milt, Goodheart-Willcox'Co., 1973. Units: All.

_Industrial Electricity& "Rex Miller,. Chas. A. Bennett Co., 1978. Chapters:
. IT,-

Overview:

Unit 19 is presented as a functional outgrowth of Units 16and 17,
and this unit should begin with a light review of basic concepts previously
presented in those units.

The central idea or theme is to.inform the student about basic house
wiring circuitry. dewever, it is not recommended that they should attempt
to install wiring in a home, but it is conceiVable that they may have
acquired enough fundamental competencies to all(olw them to safely complete
a replacement job on a switch or outlet.

At the unit- --outset concentrate on explaining the p:urpose of the ser-
vice connection 41ongwitkthe relatdid knowledge of reading a kilowatt-
hour meter.

Next, describe typical eleAtical materials that.are associand with
electrical conStruction wiring. Also, emphasize various kinds of house-
hold circuits along with some simple repair-installation procedures.

LII-u19-es7



Suggested Presentation Hints/Methodology:

Follow the instructional unit module outline as a basic skeleton
for curt4culum presentation, however, note the following:

1. This unit is far more effective if the students. have an
ppportunity to interact with the actual materials and wiring
apparatus. If a commercially produced.wiring demonstrator is
not available it is fairly easy to create a usable instructional

$ device to further facilitate this unit of instruction. Work
with the wood and arafting instructors and design a portable wali
demonstrator that can be rotated into the.different labs as
needed to illustrate vafious principles in house construttion,
architectural design, and/or residential wiring. The wall
trainer should be alble t'o accomodate several students on an"
individualized paired basis,,and it should realistically
simulate-a wall and partial ceiling section. Additional elec-
trical parts,and materials such as; switches, lights, watt-hour
meter, romex, signalling devices, fixtures, etc. may be mounted
as desired to accomodate wiring experiments.
An interestint and economical instructional device which can
enable students to easily comprehOd electrical wiring tech-
niques is simple to develop. Cut en assortment of 2' x 2'
pieces of particle board, then cover each with "butcher" paper.
Draw with a marker-a pictorial diagram of a common residential
wiring circuit. Have students mount appropriate parts right
over, the diagram and wire, Inspect, test, and- gf4e their
progress.

Supplemental Activities arid Demonstrations:
s ./

1. Add a newcdimen ion to a wiring wall trainer activity, by having
available in th 'shop 4 or 5 lab. coats of various sizes. A .

',"logo" such as oe's Electrical Repair or whatever else is
'aesired can be ffixed to the coat. If possible issue out stan-
dard electricia s's type tool holders whiCh can be strapped to
their waist and filled with an assortment of tools and materials.
This role playing itmosphereu.will generally stimulate students ir
a'very positive manner as thWy progress initheir activities.
Contact a local electrical company and ask if it would be'
possible to take slides of a crew working at a job site. Share
these slides with the class and narrate the kinds of activities
electrician's perform and the qualification and training which
is typically required.

.7

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Ufiit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary,

4. Worksheet (vocahulairy) - Word Search

Quest Actiyity

6. Informational Handout - (Electric Service Drop-Reading the
Kilowatt-Hour Meter

7. Informational Handout - (Handy. Hints About Basic Electrical
Installatioh and Repair)

Unit Module AnswerIeys



'XIX Hope Wirin:r

e

A. Service Connectiop

B. The Elowatt-Hour Métér
1. Electrical eriergy measurement

2. Meter reading and energy cost

3. Comparison of power, used by
different household applianc,es

Method for conserving energy ,

Relationship between human
comfott and energy consumption

Wiri4g.Materials

R. House Fixture Wiring
1. Switchillg circuits

2. Outlet circuis

Requirements for the ilome

S9

1
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IIIPORTAi4T;
, Indicate your-reaponSes Oil the, answer sheet rly, Fill-in

.the box..correspondihg to the correct ahSwer oich question:-
thereis 'only one correct answer for each question.

4

UNIT EXAM

HOUSE hIRING

Test Number

o,

The amount of electrical energy consumell in you'r, home is measured
by a kilohour-watt meter. *(T-F)

The individual digs of a kilowatt-hour meter,all have the same
kwh value. (T-F)

r.'"

The basic etergy unit upon which electric compaffies base their
, customers bills; is the watt:-hour. (TrF) #

,The kilowatt-hour meter is cohnected between the entrance head and
the distribution panel in such a way that all energy consuhled can be'
accurately measured. (T,F)

4.

A branch icircuit and a seriestcircuit are the same. (T F)

6. The bare copper wire found in house wiring systems is alwaks a
"hot" wire. ,(T-F)

7.4i\\ Aofmai homi electric service is designed to supply both 120 volts
and 240 volts. (TTF) t .

Me advantage of a fuse, is that it can be ,easily, reset by moving a
switch lever. (T-F)

9. The standard color- coding fdr the neutral wire used in house wiring,
is white. ,(T-F)

Nk.
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IThen in$.talling a: duplex mit].
nected- tO .the.'hiit:" or black

the brass 41tachment screw is, cofl-
e. .(T-F)11

4

11. A citcuit oyeyload will generally not cause a circuit breaker to
(T-F)

,
It is p'erfectly "safet.to replace a wall switch' or duplex outlet with-
out turning off the main power, if yoki work ,carefully; (T.-F)

13.1 Each ranch., civuit in the,ahome should contain eith'ei...a fuSe or a
breake to prevent short circuit conaitions. (T-47)

14. Overloaded glasi cartridge fuses can be ixientified by an open or
burned fusq 4nk. (T-F)

15. - What is thWA-kading On the kilowatt-hour 'meter?
I

Oi 0
9 I

0
9 9 0

a

8

6
5

(A) 6372, (B) 2736 ':(C) 37.464 .(D) 2746.k

Identify the following residential wiring items by matching the skewith. the item description. On yout ansWer sheet recdrd-only the, let eof the identifying term.

2

3

e

.17.. *hitt,

18. Black

A

o

a

E Hot. wiie

,F. 'CoVer plate

'G. Wall switch

H. 'Armorea' cable

I., Lamp sOcket

J. .Crimp connector

K Distributi n panel
L. Conduit

M, Neutral wire
N. :Twist ctor (wire nut

Lizru19.5371
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AC plug

Receptacle.(ilM

Entrancehead.

R Box
Iv,

S. Normetallic sheithed. cable

4mound wire ,

Kilowatt-hour ivter

Fixture box
. .

23.

24.

30-

MAIN RA1031

0 0.

ik
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a

AC PLUG:

C
q12-CU

ARNORED .CABLE:

istNES:

6RANC.11 CI RCULT:

r.

. Name

Date:

TEO NICAL GLOSSARY Period:
4.

A two or three prong Olug attached to one.ind of a-line cbrd. 'The AC plug will mate with the wall "outlet
or recepticle to provide` a contact with the INV source,:

4,A house wiring circuit, 'generally found 'in the kitchenand Imindry areas, which is designed to 1sut3ply .the
1 -power required to operate large appliances such as a dishwasher, fefrigexator, microwave even, washing machine,etc. The circutt is prohOly designed -for a 20 amperecurrent flow, requiring at least l2 gauge wire.

- .

A semi-flexible, metallic shoathe.d cable used fori or Viring. Armored cable is generally used when wiring220"rcirduits, such as 'electrile ranges and clothes arier
circuits.

.1 -
A steek, or nonmetallic boX attached to d stud or inner,wall, and used to house Switches1 outlets', oy lightingfixtures, and their connecting, Aliresa

. . .,
A parallft circuit , which supplieS urrent' to variousLoad devices from a single voltage spurce. . Outlet ,cir-cimits are generally connected as branch circuits, each
branch being protected by a fuse *.or, circuit 1,3reAer.

^ .4

COLOR CODING A conthictotAdentification system designed to ccide wire(iIIRE) functic using various colors. WireS of different
co'lors_are not usually Connected together. , For resident-ial application, White is used to indicate nei;tral, blackdenates the hot wire, and Areen represents earth ground.

-

Thin walled, metal tula,in'g, usually 3/4, inch or I inch in..
diameter; Used tO Rouse electrical conductors. or 14ires...r

.

Th.e protess, of' s,aving or the Luse' or a :resource ,such as electrical energy.
.

.

CONSE.RVATI

0

DISTRIBUTION
PANEL:

-

- A panel or-box, usually .foUnd directly belo the kilowtt-
hour treterp,whith contains the main switeh used to turn.off the electricity to the 'home, and the various, fuses er \
circuit. breakers used fo" protect the. yarious house.cireuits. All .wiring for each branch circuit begins at

. the distribution panel..
4

ELECTift;i, SERVICE. The Main panel or cabinet 't ;lough which electric' power
.. . ,

PANEL: \ . is, brought, into the home.-4n. 4 di*;-t.ributed to the varigus
branch' circuits. he serxice .pénel 'generally dontAins

- the kilowatt-hour meter, 'the main -power .disconnect, and .the_ circuit breaKers orl fuses for each hz,anch circuit.
.

*

"me
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GENERAL PURPO$E
CIRCUIT:

,6hOUNDED:.

GROUNDING i
.4s

. ROT WIRE:

INpurpum::

KILOW4TT.-HOUR:-

KILO4KtT-HOR
METER; f-

1,AMP SOCKET:*

LINE cORD:

ta

A

Name:

#

Date:

Perrod:

A house.wiring cfrcuit used for lighting fixtbrgs and
outlets in ill rooms except the kitchen and latedry area.
One general purpoSe branch is used per each sot) sq. feet
.of floor space and $s generally protected bk a 20amp.
120V fuse%

Refers to a wire or Conductor which is connected to the
earth.

An additional wire used in ,an electric citcuit as A safe
guard agarnst electrigar shpck. In house and applitnce
cirCuits,'this wire i color code green. During-norma
circyit operation, the..'grounding wire is not in use; but
in .fn abnormal Iituation suck as a, live wire accidentally
'coming in centactwith the frame, the grounding wire
p"rovides.a. Safe path foT electron flow.

e'

Any wire that carries electrical current. In the home
these wites can ba any color except white and treen, but .

are usually black, blue or red in color.

, A bralich circuit in the home designed to serve individual
pieces of electrical'equipment such as ranges, water
heaters, 'air condittioners, etc.. Each individual circuit'

. is protected by aluse or circuit breaker;

The,electridal Unit of measure for the amoullt of power/
energy consumed in the home. Abbrev. ,KWU. 4.1. {,

N A

'A meter used to monitor ahd-record'the amount of elec-
trical.energy-cohsumed in the home. 'The kilowait-hour-

- meter is connected in series with the service drop, and is .

read monthly by the electric utility company. Those
mohthlk readings form the basis for computing your .

electric bills.

A perew type so -et'used to'hold an electric, lightNbulh.
T4e sockeV provid an electrical contact for the contact
points in the j,ight 4,1b and may alsp conta.in an ,on-off
switch%.

.A group_of two or three Stranded flexible conductors
used to Connect lamps and appliances to outlets. Line
cords ean be groupdd into three basic types:
lamp'orifixture coFds, appliance or heater cords, and
service er. power cords:, The maindifferences Vetween'the
typesclies in the gauge of the stranded conductors and
the kind of insulation usedS

1111;ebhor



NATIONAL

Name:

-. Date:

Period:

A pet of rules written by the National Fire Protection
ELECTRICAL CODE: Associatien and,,Vle American National Standards Institute.

The purpose of-these rules is to safeguard.persons,P
buildings, aild Contents, from hazards arising from the
use of electrfcity. Following the standardS\set do n by
the National Electrical Code will result in41ildin s
essentially free from hazard.

NEUTRAL WIRE: The white colored wire or conductor used in house wiring
. is known as the neutralor grOund rpturn wire. This wire
muSt be grounded at the.main switch or fuse panel and run
t's eAch outlet without boing broken or interrupted,

NONMETALLIC An assembly of two or more insulate.d wires with ap outerSHEATHED CABLE: sheath or coverling of a moistUre-resistant, nonmetallic
material. Also known as romex cable.

RECEPTICLE:

SERVICE DROP:

7-'7

SOLDERLESS
Ca4NECTOR:

THREE-WAY

WALL SWITCH:

.... WIRE GAUGE:

A contact deviee, sometimes referred to as a wall oUtjet
or a duplex receptic4e. which provides a point to plug in
120V devices such as lam so toasters, etc. .Outlets-can

, be purchased th or witiout a grounding terminal.
Although it s desireable to use the grounding
terminal when possi e.

The conductors which extend, from the street main lines
or the pole transformer to the home. A typical house
service consists of three wires, two 115V lines and bne
neutral wire.

Also known 'as a wire nut ortwist connector. These
devices are msed-to cqnnect two or more wires-in a'.semi-
permanent. or permanent manner. Basically these devices
are tapered, internally .threaded plhstic insulators which
twist on to the bared ends.of the conductors to llold them
togetiler

A type of wall switch w1ich re. i es three connectionp
rather than the.normal wo. pai three-way switches

acan be used .to control t.from two different
locations.

A tumbler switch. A device used to open and close the
current path of a circuit. Wall switches are typically
used in the home to turn lighting cireuits on an'd off.

'Switches are used only on hot wires (black., blue, dr red)
and never on neutral or grounaed wires.

) A numerical system for sizing wires commonly called AWG
(Ameijcan Wire Gauge) number. Thelarger the wire number,
the smallAr thi diameter of the wire. Common AWG Sizes'
for house wiripg are 10, 12', or 14- gadge.

LII-U19-9
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S CORE

'GRADE: go

Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

VOCABULARY - WORD SEARCH

Locate th\ electrical terms in the matrix below, and record your findings
in thi spa0s provided. The first letter of each term is given to yo,u.
Circle the terms on the matrix below. Words may be forward, backward,
vertical, horizontal, or-diagonal but must be in a straight line. .

ACC2FTIJ'JCLAMPOCKETSOPTF
ri,IOLMJDISTRIBUTYONDOUAAAU
SJNAKQLINECORD,NOPCRRQRORN
XMADERAUPDQNEUPKMKCSUMRTEY
RCUCUOZACPLUGNTMN,NCOVJEF
M0.1NETZBEAAIIIDROSRHKLOWB
HETLHWRECEPTICL-EKELTT.IPAL
PLCVCISAETMNVTRSbRTTJOAYA%
BOXESRASLULOLFNCTV'IT'k-K-FASII

1.

2.

3.

4'

s.

LRMD#13EULKIVICSO.ALIACWWIEWL.
NIS'ECUAG'ERIWOIINDE.TPOZIII.IP
ELECTR 1 CLBCRLsUA-NJICLABAT.A
,DI.CA.T-UK4EKJEEVEVO0IIINWLCE4
fiCTII:.SLLAWYRSZPLJNXICLWSIIDat
Tiix,MS?-1.IVICEDRO-PZAPELQ,REliXE.

6. A

7, A

8.

10. N

11. R

12. S

44. IV

iT

15. iV

16. Ii

17.

[lb

, 1,8. E



SCORE:

4,

tiORKSUEET

QULST ACTIVITY

"UNIT 19"

Name:

Date:

Period:

4

Read the values indicated on Om kilowatt-hour meters pictured be0w:
.

1

4.

MOW

8
2

B

3

6

7

1,1I-1119r.

2

3

a

4

4



5A.: Determin_e the,,number of kwh's of electricity
consumed by t4s consumer by using the meter
scalps below.

Name:.

.Datee

Period:

A

A.,

2 R 'ding
3 t en on,

Dec. 31
)

5
Show work

2 Reading
3 'taken on

Jan. 31

5B. tqmpute the coi of this electrical energ y'. if
eaNch kwh is billed at 6 rate of $.a21 with an
Tartional basic" service charge of $1.07

'4

7

I:11 U19-12 378

41.

Q

4



41.

2

Name:

Date:

Period:

6. Indicate the N.E-.C. standard coloi coae for the 6A
house wiris depicted below.

1 ,
CI NOT

9

tB.

0 GAD ND

01 NEUTRAL
7. Routei and correctly connect the wires coming from the armored cable

to the duplex outlet.

Russ
NEUTRAL

GROUND

Wire the allswitch circuit below in sUch a way that it will control
the operation of the lamp.

" .

Switch

ID

;

A

teiling
Box

Socket

a

LII-Ul9-13
379

Source'



Identify the items asked for in the lighting
circuit below.

Type of
switch

Name:

Date:

Period:

phich
supply
lead

9A.

'9B.

9C.

9D. I

1

elir16, =Pr

ighting
fixture

Name of
lh"----switch terminal

1.

.

t4cOlain the purpose of a three-way switch 'circuit.

isourse,
elINMISID

Color, of
I this wire

y LII-U19-14



INFORMATIONAL HANDOUT

ELECTRIC- 'SERVICE DROP. - READING TA KILOWATT-HOUR METER

Name:

Date:

Period:

Electric Service Drqg
Entrance Head

Three Wire Service
.4_,........-.(I2OV/240V) two hot

and one neutral wire'

fo overhead poieer
distrAbution lines.Conduit

Support Cable

pan Kilowatt-Hour Meter

liew4in hews

Distribtition Panel

Main. Power Shut.-Off

Braneh Circuit Protection
Devices (fuses or circuit
breakers)

The electric service
insiallations capabl
wires, along wiith a
line'to the entrance

Grovnd)Wire,(connected to
Earth via grounding rod or
water pipe)

drop pictured above is,typical of.manY power
e of supplyimg l2GV/240V.se7ice to the home'. Thee.e
support cable-extend frot the oveyhead aist_ribution
head on-the house or building. Two of the wires

3S1



Name:'

Date:

Period:

carry a 120V potential, and are referred to as ,the hot wires, while the
third wird is a ground or neutral conductor. Voltages are developed across'
the conductors as shown below:

Along with the available voltages, a system must also be designed to
handle a certain maximuM current flow. Most single fdmily homes are
designed for either 100 ox 150 ampere service.

As electrical energy movs from the entrance head to the distribution
panel, it flows through a kilowatt-hour meter. This, meter is designed
to measure-the amount of electrical energy consumed in the home, ,and
is Monitored by the local power company. They_in turn compute your
monthly 'electric bill based upon the number of kilowatt-liours of encfd7
used.

Afterflowini, through the kilowatt-heur meter, the current is directed
into the distribution panel. This 'panel contains the ma,in power dis-
connect (a switch, fuse pack, or cirCuit 4reaker which can be used to
turn off all power to the home) and the various protection devices (fuses
or circuit breakers) used in each branch circuit. The.wireg,then realm,
the circuit panel,-and enter the house to form the various general,purpose,
appliance, and ihdividual wiring circuits.

READING TIIE KILO4ATT-HOUfl METER

You may want to _read yVtir-v4ectric meter for several rdasons; such as
.being able to compute your monthly electric bill, or to p'eriodically
check your consumption of electrical energy. Some meters'have numerical
readout which is simple to read while other meters -use a series of dials
and pointers to indicate a.measurement.

p.

Aft Tivk drawing above shows several styles of kilowatt-hour meters. Locate'
your meter at ,home - it may be differeht ftoM those pictured.



Name:

Doe:

Period:

The 'kilowatt-hour meter is basically a current sensitive motor, conne,cted.to a gear diiven counter., On a dial type counter 43ch adjacent pointerwill rotate in .the opposite direction as pictured below. .

To read a meter similar to the one pictured above, start ith the dialat the left, and write down the last number the pointer has passed oneach dial. Thus the leading on 'the meter would bc 4603 kilowatt-hours.
L'et s try a few -more sample readings.

0
9

vta
4

5 ., '5 - . ,

The meter pictured above is indicating a ieading of 15648 kwh's. .!iotice;
even though the pointer fall's between two numbers, you always read tothe lower value; also, each dial corresponds to a,. pla:ce value in our ./numbering sysiem (Ones, tens, hundreds, etc.). )

.
4

Whal reading is indicated on- the.kwh meters below?
0

r

7

Reading

S.,
,7 7

6 6
5

ANSWSit:, '9S9t,

6
5

VEISI

1,11-U19-17

6

;

.Reaaing
0.

9
-8 2

r 7

'Reading

3S3

3



4 .1

;« INFORMATIONAL 1.1W)OUT

Name:

Date:.

Period:
N.01

44444/444,114.44=

11MDY HINTS ABOUT BA'SIC. E:L.ECTRICAL INSTALLATION AND ,REPAIR

0 ,

The sequency of tips that follow 'should onljr tie.utilized as a reference
guide for . minor tlectlical worL

Min

Majco

4

s#0
3e safe'Lnoit sovry: Never work on a house circuit'unless the-main power
or th.e:poer.-fo the branch e4rcuii .is shut off!!! Doubleldieck.

Never touch a Circuit Protective Panel,,(fuse .or'O.rcuit.breaker bo_x)
. yog- observe the foHowing:

111111and1 panels 'With one harfa
only!

A.;ear
00;eaK 7C4bb\W`9lec1

:4anii'va a board

013epair of blown, fUses
Resetting of circuit. breakers
Replacemeni of 'electrical switches and

outlets ,

"'Identification .of 'an Overloaded circuit
flyiring which must conform to-ia standard'or

dode and generally requires e. licensea........electrician to complete. `.

shoes

I.

unless

ex4ctly what is proper-
\to do 'for each situaion

J

A

N!

r

Circuit
Protective

'PaneI.



Name:

Date:

Period:

Fuses 4nd Circuit Breakers
,

After the service connenTon;electriedl power goes almost imnediately to
the Circui,t Proteaive Panel where it is divided up into the appropriate
branch circuits. The panel houses.Many circuit protectiVe devices which
will stop current flow when-something is wronz!

411.

Shorted wiAs
and circuits,

Fuses:

2- Basic Types

OR <:(Wetloads,
appliance problems

JI

)

Cortvidip -ki Pius

Ilanir older homes use plug fpses and caitridge fuses and you should know
lhow to replace them.

CARTRIDGE 'TYPE

*No visible indiration when.blown . .

*In'stalled in,pull out drawers
f 7

*End cap on, the'meter side Offthe fuse is_always hot
*Look at label on panel, find.bad house circuit ehen
replace that fuse - Use wOoden tool to remove old
fuse ,

**Shut main power when replacing -I

PLUG TYPE
4

*Window diScolored or metal strip broken,when blown
*Only. replace with proper size and type fuse
*Look at'label on panel, find bad house circuit and
Jocate bad fuse.

**Shut main power when replacing

FINAL CIRCUIT CHECKOUT
ta,

4/(0

Check
this
out!'

Check
these,

carefully !\

Before turning power back on remoye all appliances from electrical circuit
which was disabled. Turn the power on. after fuse replacement and theft)
plug each appliance in ane at a time_and observe the power. If the fuse.,
blowi again that last appliance must be repaired, and if all is "JOK" the
circuit was probably dverloaded with too many items pluzgeddn.

LII U19-19
.:3S5



Circuit &takers:
2 Basic 'types

0111

Nate:

Date:

Period:

.0.4r PUSH pi

Many new homes in mast areas use circuit breakers to protici wiring,in

7
the,homei

SWITCH TYPE

*Located in pariel enclosure
*Opens circult.automatically or manually
*When tripped swiech will be labyled "OFF"
*Reset,by switching to "ON" position,,,,

PUSH BUTTON TYPE

*Located in panel enclosure.
*Opens ci,rcuit automatically or manually
*When tripped button will "POP". out
*Reset by pushing it "IN"

'Me

!evie
these!_

FINikL CIRCUIT CHECKOUT

Before reSetVing ciriuit hreaker remove all appliances from electrical
circuit wfiich was disabled. 'Reset proper breaker then plug each appliance
in one at a timt and obseTve the panel and appliance. 'If Qlje circuit
breaker now trips, that particular, appliance must be removed and repaired,
and if all is "OK" the circuit was probably overloaded oith Vao many items
plugged in.

- -

Replacing Wall Switches and ,Receptades
Instructions in this section will describe a typical method for replacing
a wars switch or outlet, but before we can start describing procedures
make sure yogr familiar with these tools and color codev.,

Common Tools
To Use--__,

0 --icrew driver

</',Phillips screwdriver'Long nose plier
s1Knife

Electrical
Wire Coriar Code

-Green
Red

White
Slack

Bare-Wire

44
(Matchru0'

Uevice
Screw ti5T577tode

po (reen
Brass

.

Io Silver'
BYss

bohlectrical Zdx-
kGround)



WALL SWITCH

Name:

Date':

Period:

Wall switches sometimes wear outs short outs -or we are just, tired of that
type and want to replace it with a different kind of switch,

Here is how......
I. Shut power at panel \
2. Remove cover, plate
3. Remove mounting screws
4. Pull swItch from box

Whi Ns

AC

It Akait

"SINGLE POLL"
2 termina4 screws

1.

IF SWITCH IS

Remove the fwo wires from
old switch.
Attach the two wires you just
removed to the two terminals
on the new switch (either
order is ok).
Tighten the terminal screws.
Remount the switch in ;he box
an,d rePlae covei
Restore power.

%IP

3-WAY SWITCH".
(Green wire ,1 terminal icrews
not included
in description)

the 5. Identify the termi al on the old
switch that is mcilLd commofi or is
cif a different coldr. from \the
remainin two terminals . (Al l
switches do not look alike).

6. Remove the wire from th'at common
terminal an 1/41. attach it to the cont.;
mon te.rminal on' the nev switch.

7.- Now remove, the remaining two wires
fiom the old switch and attach them
to the remaining two terminals on
the new switch (either ordet is ok).
Remount the Awtch in the switch
box and replace the coVer plate.
Restore powe'r.

Riad,

LII-Ing 21
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WALL RECEPTACLES - (Conveniencq outlets)

Receptacles or outlets sometimes wear out,
tireO of that.style and want to replace it
recepta0e...

Her. s
I. 'Shut Tower at panel.
2. Repave cover plate.
3. Remove mciuutin&Strews.
4. Pull outlet froM boi.
5. leeosen terming screws.and

reuove wires (or mire nuts).
6. Exchange outlets.
7. Install wires on proper.

screws while observing xvloi
code (black wire to brass
s.crew,-white wire to silver
screw, and green wire to
green screw).
Check that you'have not

.,connected black wire tp'
a white wire. 7

Mount outlet in box ant
reniace cover plate.

.

lu. Restore power.

Name':

Date:

Peridd:

short out, or we are just
witfi 6 different kind of

Make sure wires are ali;ays carefully attached to the terminals of electrical
devices. Place thesbare loop around the scfew so that it will be tightened
by the clockwise motion when the screw is driven.

Remember, sw4itehes are installed,properly only when they maka or break
the "hot" wire (bkiltk).° The neutral wire (white) must.never he interrupted
by a qwitch..

Unlike switches wire colorrng is alwaYs critical in electrical recetabies",
so never connect wires of a different color to each other or to thesame-

.

terETEWT.'

LIl-U19-223S8
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A

WORD, SEARCH

1 Conservation
2, .Conduit
3, Grounded .

4. Lamp socket
S. Line cord
6. AC plug
7. Armored cable
8. Poxes
9. Kilowatt hour

10. Neutral wire
11. Recepticle
12. Setvice drop
13.f Three-way switch
144 Wire gauge
151 Wail switch
16. Hot wire
17. Distribution
18. Electric

,B.. QUEST ACTIVITY

10 43216 KWH
2. 15 73 KWH
.5,t 8057' -KWH
4. 49417 KWH.

5A. Jan. 31 7273
Dec. 31 6842

-rsr KWH
5B. 431 KWH

$,,021 per. KWH
431

862
thJST

1.60 service charge
$07675 Total cost

6A. blaCk/Red
6B green .

6C: white
7.- Hot lead to the right side

brass- terminal. Neutral
lead to the left side silver
terminal ground bare lead
to green 'rounding terminal.
Route therhot-lead frOm the
source into the' outlet box
and wire. nut to tho black
lead of a second two wire
cable running to tilt switch.
Route the white lead from the
source' into the Outlet. bOx
and wire nut to the white
lead of the light sockeit.
Wire nut the remaining .wire
in the 2 wkre -cable in the
outlet- box to the black lead,

r

ANSWER "KEY
UNIT 19

of the socket. The 2 wire
cable is routed into the
switch box and one wire is
connected to either switch
terminal the reamaining

_wire to the other terminal.
The ground lead from the
source is connected to a,
screw in the outlet box;

9A. 3 way switch
9B. hot
pc. white
9D, common connection
10. A three way switch circuit

makes it possible to turn a
light on or off. from two
different locations,

ft

LII-U19-24
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ML ELLLTkiCITY/LPRONICS LURRICULUM taita-
INSTRUCTOR'S 'GUIDE Ta ACCOM,ANY LEVEL II UNIT 120

Title of Unit: Introduction to Electronic Math Fundamentals=

Time AlloCation: \2 weeks

Unit Goal:

'To investigate and riappraise a varietp4of mathematical competencies
acquired,in previous courses?, and to litilize those fundamental skills
as a founklation for introducing the principles,A?f technical math.

'Unit bbjectives,:

The student will,be Able tc:,

1. 'demonitrate through problem solving the proper pro'cedures'to
follow when completing an addition, subtraction, multiplication
and/or diyision problem.

'apply the theory of scientific notation tr "powers of 10" and
successfully work a variety of problems-as provided by the
inAtructbr.-'

manipulate the 'decimal point corregtly when converting common
subunits (decimal multigliers) to other units as directed.

Evaluation;
-

The student will demonsitrate his/her competence in terms of these
measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable .
performance criteria, which may utilize a cOmbination of orai, or *ritten
testing procedures.

Instructor References:

Basic Mathematics for Electricity and Llectronics. Bertrand B. Singer,
McGraw-ilila Book Co., 1§78. Chapters: I-f.

Basic MaAematics, for Electronics. isielson M. Cooke and Her ert F. R. Adams
McGraw-HIJ1 Book Co., fr76. Chapters: 1-6, 7, and 2

VocatiOnal and Technical Mathematics in Action. Samuel L
Book Co., 19/UTChapters: l-S, ancr

Overview:

vineoden

. It was presupposed that basic mathemat#al skills have been presented
. to the student prior to this course. This'unit was designed to r viely

t

those competencies and to inform students in terms of-related mat ematical
skills that can greatly support further technical achievement. ,

The beginning thrust of this unit then ls obvious owl import nt,
to dmit such a review would be a serlious mistake. gor, many stude ts a ,

short, informative review will quickly re-establish their
skills. , .

.,

.

The tivic of scientific notation may take a substantial anioint of
class time during instruction, hoWever, the skill gained.in handli g number !
will be a valuable asset for Ihe student.,

.

Next, conversion of units should be presented. The imports ce of
this topic cannbt be overstated. Utilize many practice sessions a 7:1 remem-
ber "repetition is the mother of learning."

LII-U204192
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\

A

Suggested Presentation Hints/MethodologY:

Folloi the'instructional unit module outline as a basic skeleton
for curriculum Rresentation,Thowevei, note the following:

1. Use a pre-tesQuest acti"vity) designed just-to review the
lollowing math skills: addition, subtraction, multiplication,

fractions; decimals, powers, and square root. Analyie
the results to determine what areas need to be reviewed in more
depthi 'Without this kind of assistance the student will en-
coun.ter tremendous difficulty. With the educational movement
directed towards a philosophy of back to basits it is wise to
_continue to promote this kind of fundamental" activity.

2. Calculators are_a fantastic addition to the world of problem
.solving. Many students' however, will disregard processes thit
mus.t be performed to derive an.answer because they will rely on
thtcgenius of the electronic Calculator instead. The process

.

.must be stressed and the mathematical skill attained, then for0
rote problem solving the wizardry of the calckilator may be
employed.
The final topic in this unit'refers to the techniques in-apply-

. ing,a formula. For some students this is their first exposure
to.,the process of solving for an unknown quantity. The instruc-
tor can really assist the student by exdbining the purpose of

:), a formula, theddrawing the analogy that a fotmula is like a
'cooking recipe which enables one to obtain desired results by
adding together the correct ingredients.

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. If a.clasSroom computer like a TRS-80 or PET is availabledo not
hesitate-to incorporate it as a means to reinforce the learning
of basic matliematical skills. Froaram some simple skill exer-
cises that will increase the proficiency of the user.

2. A fun type activity which demonstrates.the usefufneSs of
"scientific notation",and can be adapted into a game situatioagis
described as follows. Divide the chalkboard into two parts and
ask a student to stand on one side, then write several large
numbers to be multiplied as-quicklx as possible. In the teen-
time move to the unused.section of the chalkboard anq utilizing
scientific notation complete the same problem. YOU should be
finished about 2 days beSore the students. This will impress
them with the quickness of this technique.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)
2. Pre-Post Test (keyed) .

3. Technical Glessary
4.) Worksheet (vocabulary) - Scrambled Word Puzzle
S. Worksheet - Scientific Notation
6. Worksheet - Multiplication and Division Using Scientific Notatior
7. Worksheet - Electrical Units and Conversion
8. QUeSt Activity.
9. Informational Handout (Scientific Notation)

10. Informational Handout (Conversion of Electrical Units)
11. Informational .Handout (IntrOduction to Mathematical Formulas)
12. Unit Module Answer Keys



*#

Introduction to Electronic gath.
Fundamentals

A. Review of Basic Mathematic Skills

B. Scientific Notation

C. Conversion of Electripal Units
1. 'Commoh subunits: kilo, mega,

etc.

2. Convei'sion method

-Teehn*es in Applying a Formula
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Test thamber

vir

, .INTRODUcTION TWEIACTRONIC MALI FthNDAMENTALS

IMPORTANT-
Indicate your responses in the answer box ,only. Fill in the box
corresponding to the correct andwer 'to eUch question. There is
only one correct 'answer for each question.

r

1. The abbreviation for milli is m. (T-F)

t'

100 . kilovolt is greater than.l. megavolt. (T-F)

x 1 is a scientific notation expression. T-F
6

,4. The electrical units volts, amperes, Or ohms, are cousidered kasic
or base units. (T.F)

One microvolt is equivalent .to 40001 volts. CT-F)

The exprusion X 10 + y2 is a mathematical formula.

7. When 'converting from kilo to b'ase, you should move the decimal
point 3 plaCes to the left. (T-F)

When multiplying numbers written in scientific notatian, you should
add the exponents together. (T-F)

9. The electrical units milli, micro, mega, and pica represent iiumb.ers
less than zero, (T-F)

A

10. Pico has a power of ten equivalent of 10-9. ,s(T-F)



Convert the following scientific notation expressions t
nunbers.

11. 4.57 x ,10.?

.12. 7.3 x 10'3 mg

13. 2.5 x 10°

"regular"

Convert the following "regular" numbers into scientific notation. (We
proper form).

14. " 500000

15.. .0089

16. 555

-Solve tir following problems:

, 17 1.4 x 106' 18. 6 i x 107

. .

x 8.9 x 10-3

Perform the following conversions.

Convert 2500 ohms to kilohns,

20. Convert .006 amps to milliamps.

21. ConVert4.450 microvolts to volts,

22. Conveit 8900 picoamps to Microamps.

23. Convert .6 megaohms to ohms.

24. Convert 20 millivokts to volts.

A x B
25. Given the formula:-A.-----"Py

4

Solve for y if A and B 15.

1,11-020-5
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l
.13AStC UNIT:.

V
400

!late:

Period:

TECHNICAL dLOSSARY

I 7,

The fu;idamenral or ;total Nettie* of a .0kimber or eiec riscal,
measurement, writtenAwithout abbreviations or pref
.For. example:. voltS., ohms and amperes aie basic uni s4

iticroasipso or kilohms are nOt b ic
ufiitt. 3k ohms \can' be expressed, as the number 3000 ohms
which is .a.basic pain,

5

91 The' i;s:ocess- of changing -a numbet -or expression,cfrom one
form-into another equivalent form, Example: Convert the
number 5000:into scientific notation: .5 ,

e

DECIM4 POINT: A dOt or point which separates the wh
_decimal fraRtion. The location of th

" establishes tho.value of the Rumber.
437.5 does not equal 43.75..,, .

EXPONENT:

FORM4A:

, KILO:.

MEGA:

MICRO:

MILLI:

NANO:

PICO:

t .

ole nuinber from the .0
e decimal point
57,45

poin:t

A number tgace.d to,the right and slightly above another
number. The exponent is often called the poyer, and
indicates how many tilaes a number is to be multiplied by
itself. Example: 69k, I mesne,6 x6. x 6 x 6 si 1?96

'Nexponent

fp. ,A mathematical rule*or procedure written in the'form of
an equation or mathematical sentence which contains an
eqisals. (-) sign betweenothe known and unknown values.,
Example: E I 4 R this formula explains how to find Xhet
value of "E" by itultiplying the value of "I" times the
Nalue of "R"

POWER OF TEN:

.A prefix mewing 1000 (.thousaisd); Abbreviated k.
Example: 15k means 15000. H,

.

The prefix* meaning '1,000,000 (million), Abbreviated M.
Example: SM means 5,000,000.

A\ prefix meaning .000001 (miklionths).. Abbreviated 14
Example:- 4.4 means .000004..

The prefixmeaning .001 (tho4sandths). 'Abbreviated
Example: 3m means .003.

A prefix meaning .000000001 billionths). Abbreviated n.
Example: 8n means .000000008.

The preix meaning .000000000001 (millionths Of a
millkonth). Abbreviated p. Example: 4p moans'
.000000000004.

An exponent or power of the number 10 which
to abbreviate numbers such as .14000,000 (10 ) or .000001
(ld power of ten expressib

can be used

LIILU20-6
3 9 ;
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PREFIX: .

.

SCIENTIFIC
NOTATION:

+k',1

Naie:

.) Date:

Period:

A metric term or lettbr 'abbreviation locat$11 lust before
the electrical unit and used as a short-cut xn express-
ing numerical values. LThere,are S common electriCal
prefixes, mega, kilo, mini, micro, and pico. Examplel'
?kV $ equal to 1VODV

prefix lectrical, uniipp

A method ef expressing either veiry large or very small .

-numbers by ustmg ainumbeT between 1 and 9.999. times
avower of 10. Example: '2.4 x UP is equavalent to the
number 240 ooe.

Remember
these

lor



SCORE:

ORADE:

ft

WORKSHEET.
1.

VOCABULARY,- SCRAMBLED WORD PU-ZZLE.

Name:

fLDate:

Period:

Unscramble the letters below to uncover -the terms.
EXAMPLE:.

A. t AEXEPIli,

LOIK

AGEM .

3. MINA

ILMLI

IRt!CO,,N

CPOI

.7. MOFURAL

SINNOVRECO

NETPON

IQ. IERPXF

11. SCBIA NUTI

12. MCIEDLA TIN011,

13, IIICCFSTEN TATNNI00

4.

14. WOPRE FO NET

s.

A.

6.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

EXA14PLE\



,

) 1. In the ndtber 43, the "3" ii called afi

WORKSHEET

SCIENTIFIc NOTATION

Name:

Date:

Period;

When using exponents of the number lp,.the
, exponent xi often called a

I
.,

mom

WhaVis the numerical Value of the expressikin 3 3.

To'be in proper iorm, a scientilic notation 4A.
expression uses a number betsgeen A)

7141
B) ;imes ten to a power.

1.
411:

,
. r
When converting the expression 7.6 x to la S. 1

regular number, tke decimal point should e *moved
'to 'the three places.

ma

-

Convert the following .numbers, expressed
"regular" numbers.:

AO. 5 x)102

410 7. 4.65 x 104

8, 5 x-10-3
_

9. 6x 100

10. 3 3 x 10-5

11. 9.5755'x 103

12. 2.125 x 10-2

in. scientific notation into

Figuring Space

Convert the lollowing "regular" numbers
expression.

13. 300

14. 650000

15. .,0083

,167. 100

1/. 7

I
18. .000000000012

lg. .0015

20.

6,.

8.

9.

10 .

11.

12.

-

into a proper scientific notation

Figuring Siace

LII-U20-9

13.

14.

1S.

16.

17.

19.

20.



Name:

Datt.:

..-ORKSHEET,;: Perioa:

.MULTIPlacATION 4ND DIVISION UkNO:SCIgNTIFLC NOTATIoN
1

Complete thesfollowing problem s. show your work and ricord yogrgresults
thi ansiier boxes.

x' 103

2 x 102

Convert to proper
-.- form .

14
3.6 x 10-3

5 x 10-6

Convert to proper
form .

voammaiNINSull,

5.,

D

42 x 103

2 x 103

Convert to proPer
form

7

25 x 10-9

.4 x 106

1

Convert to proper"
form

52 x 105

11 x 103-.

C9nvert to proper
form

24 x 1041

1,2 x.1061,

.Convert to-proper
form

753 x 10

Convert to proper
form

8.
1.56 x 10-6

-13 x lb-3

Convert to proPer
form

V

. Lii-U20-10 401 1

7.

tt



4!

SCORE:

GRADE:

WORKSHEET

ELECTRICAL uN,ITS An CONVERSIONS

Complete the chart .be-low:.

Name:

Date:

Period:
Ltt

UNIT

MEGA

t,
BASIC UNIT

NANO

NUMERICAL
ABBREVIATIoN POWER OF TEN -, EQUIVALENT,

.001

160

10-6

USe this conversion, chart to help you perform- electrical unit conversions'.

.

MOVE DECIMAL POINT TO 'RIGHT

4. .1 saaphms is the same as ohms. 4.

3.

Perform the following electrical uni/t conversions. Record your answers,in the space provided, and in the answer box.
1. 27,000,000 ohms is'the sane as megaohms. 1.

- ,.
..2. 1 kilovolt is the same as -volts.

.
2.

. -
3. 2,000 milliamperes is the same as

amperes.



41.

'

Name:

.Date:
:

Period:

.5. 9 atperes is-the ,same as \ milliamperes.

6. 600 millivolts is the same as volts.

250 microamperes is the' same as
ampe76177

850 microvolts is the same as
volts.

.115 apperes is t e tate as
amperes.'

10., 60 kiloShs-is the same as 0

11. 90 ohms is4 the same as

12. 49,000 acsamperes is the same as

,13. 5,000 microvolts is the same as

14.

110 15.

1.

17.

18.

,19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

_24.

25.

6 kilohms is the sante as

.75 volts is the same as.

Convert 350,00am fo_41.

Convert .005A,to mA. .

,

megaohms. 10.

kilohms.

12.

, Volts.

Con'vert .000061V toe.

Convert 485t000y to mV.

Convert 75k.a

Convert 153mA to IAA.

Convert 62pV'to mV,

Convert 560.a. to ka .

Convert 150pA to A.

Convert .09V to kV.

ohms.

microvolts.

k

L11-U20-12

403

13.

14.

15,

17.

18,

19.

20.

22,

23,

24.

25.

'"..



or

4

Date;

WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY

"%UNIT 20"

IIEVIEW _OF BASIC MAMEMATICAL SKILLS

Do all work in the -spaces provided. °Show your work .on this. piper.
Record your answers in the answer boxes.

4

8 9' 7 6
- 4 7 3 5

2.27 .84 + '396

4.
The sum of x and y
can bwritten as:
A) xy
13)

C) x-y
D) x + y
E) none of these

4.8 3 7
- 2 5 4 8,

0

8..
Find the ,difference.
between 632 and
425.78.

494 _

6.

8.

to



Name:

Dafe:

Peryt:

Which one of the following statements is true?

A) 6 x 4-- 21,,B) 6'x 0 m ,6, C) .6, x .4 2.4
D) 6 x 4 4 x 6, h) b x 4 m .24.

Im.problems 3 1- 16 write any remainders as fractions..

14. .

8416+8
15.

9612
--277

7
16. In the division, 6 Trr , the number 7 is called

the:

A) divisor, B) dividend, C) uotient,
D) rpmainder, E) none of these

18.
.018 T373

19.
.44 Trir

20. Which of the following cannot be done?

A). 32 00 B) 14, C) 2z FY, D) E) all
7 of' these.

. LII-U20-14 4 5

12.

4

17.

1.8

19.

20.



J

.**In,problems, 21

,, ...... .

.

Date:, .

Period:.

11ml.010

2$ reduce a 1 fractions to 'Uwe t terms.
_21.

23.
19 7

72.

25..
2 5

sr.

1 3
1

29.
43

24. 2519, 2.6-4.

28.
2 . 5372. D6.-4

30.

24.

e

27.

28.

29.

30.

I.



I.NFDRMATIONALAIANDOOT

- SCIENTUIC NOiATION

Name;

Date:

Period.:

Scientific notaticn; is an easy, "short cut" method for expressing very.
large or very small numbers containing many zeros to" either the right or
left*of the deamal point., Numbers such as 1001000,000 or ;0000000025
can.be easily shortened by writing'them in scientific-notatiob forM.
When multiplying or dividing with numbers-containing many zeros., it is .

often difficult to keep track of the zeros and decimal points in order .to
arrive at a correct answer - :scientific notation can help solire these

.

types of problems too.

Let's look at an example of the "power" 6T-scientific notation. k

Try this problem:

15,000,000 X 64100,00110002

If you used le standara multiplication method,'YOur computations piobably
loo ed like is: .

62000000.00
x 15000000
DONTOnio
twomoo000
umummo
omoomo
cloommouo,
000004)000

31000000000
0200000000

Biltgusing scientific notation, your problem would look like this:

6.2 x 10 9

1.5 x 107

.
'Sr

310
62

'16.9-7scr 1016 / OR 9.3 x 10

As you can see, scientific notation uses powers of 10 to replace the zeros
in the "regulitet number. Study the charts below, and see if you can find
the relationship between.the exponent of 10, and the decimal number.



r .1

we,

POSITIVE:POWERS OF 10

a.

Name:

Date:

Period:

NEGATIVE POWERS,-OF 10:

100 fl

1071 n oj.

.10-'.2 .of

.601
1075 = 46001

1076 .0O0bol

You probably discovered that the exponent indicates how many plates to
move the decimal point. When using a positive power, the deciMal point is
moved to the right, while .using.a negative power will move the decimal
point to "the left.

0 Let's translate this knowledge into understanding scientifie"notation.

"'Scientific notation in proper form uses a number betweerf 1 and 9 999...
times a power of leas shown below:,

3
x 10

Number bemoan land 9.999... 7:Thnes a paw& of 10

*CONVERTING SCIENTIFIC NoyiiION INTO "RE.5ULAR" NUMBERS

Using your knowledge of powers of ten it should be fairly simple to
trans1a4. scientific notation into a "regular" number. For example:
2.5 x 10a is the same as 2500. Recall 10a Means move the acimal 3
places to the right.

Rules: (Scientific' notation to al.egulai'number)
tr.

If the scientific nptation expression has a positive
,exponent, move the decimal point to the right the
same number of places as the exponent.

Example:
3 316.4.4.A, or 30000

V'



Date:

Period:

If the scientific notation expression has a negative
exponent,smove the decimal point to the left the same
number of Ogees as the exponent.

Example:
2.1. x,1073..FALA.Z1, or .0021

*CONVERTING REGULAR NUM3ERS INTO SCLE*IFIC NOTATION EXPRESSIONS

Converting a number such as'6l000 into scientific notation is a fairly
simple job if you rememlier the basfc form of a scientific notation num%er4

Number betwomm 1 rid 9.999,.. Times ten toe power
,

That is, a number betweenOak-and 9.999... times ten to a power:(the power
can be either positive o ive).

Thus, when c6nVeriing to scienti'fic notation, move the decimal point. of
th.R original number until you get a number between 1 and 9 949
Count the number-of places you moved the decimal - this number,will be.

411
yOur exponent.

61000i
61 00
6ixid

Rules:

1) Begin at the decimal.point.

2) Move decimal point to.hexe,
(ndmber between 1 and 9999...)
and couTlt places moved.

ViTite,in, scientific notation
form. (Drop extra zerA;
,exponent is equal to the number
of decimal places moved).

--Chegula'ilinumber to scientific notation)

If the original-number is 4xeater then 1, then move
the decimal point to the left until you have a number
between 1 and 10. The exponent of ten is.equal to"the
number of places the decimal point is moved and is
given,a positive sign.

Example: Convert 5600 to scientific notation

5.600 5%926.i 5:6 x.103

411.110-18
4 99



4

mAt Name:

Daie:

1/4

Period:

If the oriina1 nt,IL_.nberislitan 1, then move the
decimalTEDT-i-To t th-1----Inti ave, a -lumber.
between 1 and 10; The.exponent,of,.ten is equal to
the .number of.places the deciipal point is "itltved.and i
Liamn

- Convert 00034*to scient.ific 'notatiOn.
,

.000g4The 3.4-4 104°4

*MULTIPLICATION- USING SCIENTIFIC NOTATION

us 14247 scientinc noXation wheh Multiplying or dividing greatly simp1ifies
the job since you do not have tet.k.eep.strack of ,zeroi or the number of
decimal places; plus its easy.
Look at this example and, see x ou 'can catch what is being done:

That's it,,' to multiply using scientific notation simply mulpiply the
"numbers" together and add Oe expdnents,exponents).

e

Here are some other exampls:

A) 3 x 104 $) 2 x.).0-2

x 7 i 10-3 x 8 X' 101
21 x 101 c. 16 x 10-3

OR , OR

(2.1 )ri 102) (1.6 x 1W-2) 1.05 x 10-1)
,

*InusION 1....,.,.,44.,tinFIc'NOTATION,;

Dividing using.scientific notatioir is almost as simple; See if' You can
fiure out the syStem Oy studying this example. , ,

(Watch. the 'signs" df the

4.1 x 10-6

x 104

20.5 x 10 _2

a. OR

G;
8x Kt 3

LIr=u20-411.. :

Mb



Nit

Name:

Date:

Period:

Did you understand that one? To diviao write the expressions as a%fraction. Divide the 'numbers as you normality would, then change the signof the exponent on the -bottom, and add it tp the expdnent on the top,
'Here are3some more exampl

x

io2

2 x10.

36 x. 10-4
4 x 10-

imp e!

1AI-1120-20
41i
r--

el



INFORMATiONAL HANDObT

CONVERSION OF ELECTRICAL. UNITS

Name:

Date:

Oeriod:

There are sii common prefixes or subunits used with'e/ectrical measurements.
These units, (mega, kilo, mihli,, micro, nano, and pico) provide a-simple
method for expressing very large or very small nuabers without having to
use scientific notation. Study the chart below anii learn the meaning and
relationship between the various units.

POWER
OF 10.

EQUIVALENTPREFIit ABBREVIATION
NUMBERICAL

'VALUE

Mega

Kilo
I-

k

106

103

.

1,000,000

1,000

Basic Unit Avolts, amps, ohms, etc.) o°

milli

Micro

Nano
.

Pico
0

m

- n
.

.

-

,

i

,

lo.-3

10 -6

10 -9

10 -12
.

.00l

.000001
.

.000000001

.000000000001

Thus; 1M is equal to 1 x 106 or 1,000,00.

2kV is the-same as 2 x 163V or .2,000V.

3mA can be written as-.3 x 16-3A or .00IA.

ag_ is equal ta 4 x 10-6V or..000004V.

5nA is the-same as 5 x 10-9A o .000000005A.

bay can be w.ritten a's 6 x' 10- 12v or .0200 op00 0006 V.

Often times it is necessary to convert from One electrical unit to another,
especially when working with basic electrical formulas which require the
electrical quantities tb be in basic unit, or similar units (all in milli,
micro,'etc.).



Name:

Date:

, Period:

,

e.,=mpnilimMipIrewr

-

How would you convert 3kV to basic unit, or volts? Wellogif yeu.recall
that kilo means thousand or 103, theh it's easy to see that 31iV = 3 x 103
volts or 3000V. So actually, all that was dome-to convert from kilo tc
base was to move the decimal point 3 places to the right.(3kV = 3 =
3006V). Likewise., if you are asked to change 3000V to kilo voits, al
that need be.done is to move the decimai point 3 places to the left.
(3000V m Ao"....k., .3101).-

Thus, the procets.of converting from one electrical unit to another simply
involves moving the decimal point to the left or to the right a certain-
number of places. .

The chart below can be used as- an aid in perfOrming electriCal unit.
conversions; NotiCe that between each unit there are three decimal place's.

.CONVERSION CHART:

Steps in busing the conversion cnart:

When converting from one unit to another:

1) Count the number of decimal places from the l'original" unit
to the "desired" unit. (Remember, there are 3 decimal places
between each unit).

Determine the direction the decimal point will move. e
decimal point will be moved in the same direction that you
read across the chart, from your original unit to your final
unit. For example, if you are converting from kilo to milli
INFdecimal point will be moved to the right, buf it you were
converting from micro to 'basic unit the decimal point will be
moved to the left.

3) Movt the decimal point the number of places counted in step 1,
and in the direction determined'in step 2.

LII-U20-22
41 3



SAMPLE CONVERSIONS:

Date :

Period:

A. "25000 ohms is the slime as kilohms."
The question is asking,you to convert 25000 ohms (basic unit) .to-
kilohms (kilo). Looking at 'the chart; count the number'of-decimal
places between basic unit and kilo. You Ahould have come up with
3 decimal places.. Vhen counting, you started al "basic unit", and
moved to kilo, which took you to the Icft across the chart; thus,
you will MT the decimal point to the left. With this informatiOn
let's4complete the conversion - -

25006% at 2542e, 25km

"Convert ;007A to
Procedure: Move from basic
the rigia across the chart.

"Convert 4.3,4V to
Procedure: Move fromBto
places to' the left. Thus:

mA"
unit (A) to milli which is 3 plices to
Thus: .407A IRIZI 7mA.

kV" ,

across the chart, which is 9 decimal
148412=103 .0000000043kV.



Name:

Date: '

Period:

INFOMATIONAL HANDOUT

INTRODUCTION TO. MiTHEMATICAL (FORMULAS

10 + z

The .statement above is a mathematical formula. It tells how to obtain
a..desired result from a mixture of numbers and terms,.

You migth think of a formula s'as a mathematical recipe. That is, by
properly, combining different ingredients together (numbers ,, operations or
variables) you will arrive at the desired result - a correct answer.

A formula then,...tells you what to do -- a mathematical formula. tells you
for example, when to add, subtract,.m.ultiply 'or divide.
Formulas can be simple statements such as-y is 10 4. ,6 (which means to find
,the value of )0'; add 10 and 6). or very complex expressions such as
R 7A4. + 6A - 10 (meaning to find the value of R; first square the value
of A, multiply that by.7, add the result to 6 times- A and finally siiTrira-tt
WY'

lihether a formila is simple or complex they have many things in common:

1) Unknown value: Generally abbreviated w-ith a letter,
and locat,e6 by itself on the left side of 'the equal
sign. This is the value you are trying -to find.

2) Variable: A number, also abbreviated a's a .letter,
Etirraited on the right side of the equal-sign. A
variable can be assigned many different values.

3) Constant: A number with a fixed value.,

4) Mathematicill Function: The mathematical operation
to be perfotmed, such as multiplication, division,
addition, o4 subtraction.

EXAMPLE:

constant
rx

unknown value,
=

mathernadtical function
(aditlor0

variable

e



Name:

Date:

Period:

USING/MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS:

'Study the sample problems below, they wi 1 explain how to use a simplo
formula.

1. Solve for "R" in the formula belai,'given that y 0:

Svp 1.Substitute the-"given" value of y into the
' 'formula.

Step 2. Perform the mathematical function - addition.

Step 3. Reiord the.solution.

Solve for " in ihe formula below, given that S. 0 10 and D

Q 0. 2xS4 D

Q x 1U + 5

Q 29 4. 5

Step 1. Substitute the given values of "S" "and
into the formuia.

Step Z. Perform the multiplication.

Step 3. Perform the addition.

Step 4. Record the solution.

&Try this one'on your ow44'

3. Solve for "E" in, the formula beld!, given that I 5 and R 0 100.

E =IxR Step 1.======

E =

Ell I-I

6

ANSWER: At

Step 2.

Step 3.

LII-4/20-25
41 6
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SCRAMBLED WORD PUZZLE

1. kilo
2. mega
3. nano
4. 'milli
5. micro
6. -pica .-
7. formula
8. 'conversion
9, exponent

10. prefix
11. basic ,unit
12. decimal point
13. scientific notation
14. power of ten

SCIENTIFIC NOTATIOikl,

1. exponent
2.. power of

'4A. 1
43. 9.999,,

5. left
6. 500
7. 46500
8, .ops
9. 6

10. .000033
11. 9575.5
12. .02125

3. 3 x 102 ,
14. 6,5 x 10°
15. 8.3 x 19'3

'16. 1 x 1041A
17. 7 x 100,
18. '1.2 x 1011
19, 1.5 x10'7,,
20.- 3.865 x 104

ten

ANSWER ,KEY
UNIT 20

C. MULTIPLICATION AND Dna ION
USING SCIENTIFIC NOTATION

1. 1 x 106
2 5,72 x 101°
3, 1,8 x
4. 2.88 x 112-2
5. 2.1 x
6. 2.51 x 108
7. 6.25 x 1045
8. 1.2 x 10"

ELECTRICAL UNITS AND CONVERISIONS

1. 27
2. 1000
3. 2
4. 100,000
5, 9000
6. .6
7. .00025
8, .85

115
.06
.09
.000000062mV
.005
6000'
750,000
350 k
5 itA
61,0'
'4859000,000
'75,000 ohms
153,000i.
.000062 12V
.56 'k ohms
.00015 A

25. .00009 kV

9.
10,

12,
13.
14.
15.
16.
17,
18.
19.
20,

22.
23.
24.

QUEST ACTIVITY

1. 127
2. 393.11
3. 105,6
4. D

5. 4241,
6. .2289
7, ..1.53
8. 206.22
9. 4453

10. 4.784
11. 342:912.D
13. 236 3/47
14. 1052
15. '356
16. C
17. -.23
18. 200
19., 25
20, A
21. 6/8 or 3/4
22, 5 41/64
23. 5/64 ."



ANSWER KEY UNIT 20
(continued)

24. 16 39./64
25. 10/24 or 5/12
26. 3 29/32 .

27. 14/24 or 1/6*
28. 12 58/69
29. 64. ..

30. 13
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STATE ELECTRICITYALLCTRONICS CURRICULUM GUIDE
INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL II UNIT 121

Title of Unit: Communication Systems

41) )

Time Allocation: 2 weeks -
, .

Unit Coal:

To achieve student competence in perceiving a general overview of the
importance and purpose of basic communication systims.

unit Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. ,explain.the necessity for early man's desire to communicate
with others, and describe a variety of ancient long distance
communication systems.

identify nine fundamental communication systems and briefly
indicate the general method of operation.

Summarize the sequence of elements or processes that are ivolved
in any basic communication system.

Evaluation:

The student will demonstrate his/her.cothpetence in terms of these ,

measurable objectives based upon individual instructors acceptable per- .

formance criteria, which many utilize a combination of written, oral, and
laboratory teting procedures. 1

'Instructor 'References:

Electronic Communication. -Robert L. Shrader, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1973.
Chapters: 16-20, 24-28, and 33.

o".

Exploring Electricity Electronics With the Electrical Team. Philip J.
Ronain and"Thomas E. Kraus, Oilmar Niblishers, iD78. Unit: 23.

Understandin EIectricit and Electronics. Peter Buban and Marshall L.
c raw oo Units: 36-43.

Overview:
Cop

Unit 21 is presented as the last technical mmit of this level, and*
its main purpose is to be informative. In depth technical topic coverage
which may not be presented in this unit is dedicated for presentation at__
al:lore appropriate time conceptionally.

-- Preface the individual system topics with an overview on the evolution
of Immmunication. Then, present the essential components that are in the

...communication procoss. Chl.s would'include the message source,,coder, carry
decoder, and message destination.

, Next, work through each topic title in tile unit and deliver a brief
Aik explanation of that system's operationvand nole'that these topics should
gp, be covered in-a manner that will promote general technical understanding.

A variety,of appropriate exercises and laboratory experiments and/or
projects should be coordinated with all unit topics when feasible.



bugge-sted Presentation HintslMethodolosy:

Follow the instructional module unit'outline as a basic skeletón
for curriculum presentation, however, note the fdllowing:

1. This unit was aaso included to provide stlident iotivation to
continue their studies, so do not bear down excessively in terms
of technical specifics, but insteaci stress'concepts with emphasil
on the appli(cation of each type of communication system.

2. When discussing the first long distance communication system
(telegraph) it might be helpful to reiate its operation in
relationship to the elements contained in any communication
system. (Message-source, key-coder, wire-carr)', soun4er-decoder.
and operator-destination) uSe this technique for each system
topic discussed.
This unitprovides an ideal time t6 explain the.purpose of the
Federal Communication Commission (FCC). Relate that this is a
governmental agency that regulates all U.S.A. "wave" trans-
mission. Have the class explain why such an agency might
be necessary.

4. The topic of computer as a system within the Chain of communica-
tion devices is obvious. However, present these.additional
discussion areas and some interesting conversations will ensue:

Peo le communicating with cOmputers
omputers communicating with people

Computers communicating with other computers

Supplemental Activities and Demonstrations:

1. Write the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
NASA educational and informational publications.
systema are designed to meet the needs of both students and
e1 c; lat

!.17

7. A listing of their materials and cost can be ordered

Superintendent of Documents
U.S, Government Printing Office-
Wahington, D.C. 20402

2. Have students make a poster depicting one or more of the communi
cation systems discussed. Display the posters.
Emphasize that interference can disrupt even the most sophisti-
cated communication system. Place a buzzer close to a TV add
activate both shile observing the TV screen, then discuss.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossaiy

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Know Your Definitions

5. worksheet Communication SyStems

6. Quest Activities

7. Informational Handout (Communication Systems)

8. Unit Module Answer Keys



XXI. Communigation Syste9

A. ,Evolution of Communictiorsi Systems

B. Telegraph

C. Telephone

D. Radio

Te,levision

F. Radar

G. Microwave

H. Satellites

1. Lasers-

J. Computers

N

re*

s..



'UNIT EXAM-

COMMUNICATiON SI4cT'EM.

Tast Numue
4,

Indicate your ,reSionSesi.,on the ,ansWei 'sh'eet ony.. Fill in
the box ,corresponding to the correct, finswer to eaih question -
thep is only one. ,Correct aniwer, for;e$0

, .,
et'

The "personatiiho begins the comInnicatipn, process or'system is called
the) message: of informaiional _source. (T-,F),

czi'",

oThece are fi.ve basic iarts 'or ,elements of a communication-System.
(T-F)

A telegraph key is a communic*tion'device that tiranslate', electric
,pulses into mechanical action. (T-,F)

A television receiver is a communication device in which visual
images are translated inP0 electric current. (r-F),

.' 4

Sdl The decoding element of a communicatio4.system changes dita or
information intp a form that is meaningful to the meisage destination,
user. (1-F)

'

An audio reproducer is, the technical name for a mieroPhonei
,

r.'

,`

V. Zworykin, ,an American physicist, was one of the developerS o
the television communication System., (T-F)

et)

8. A house' antenna is a vet+ iMportant element in a -cable television,
receiVer .system. (T-F)

The letters F.C.C. are an abbreviation for I noncommercial radio
statiorn in Washington D.C. (174),

1%.

4.
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10. A radar'system transiit signals that can strike an Obj'ect
and baunce off-, thus creating E. receiVable echo. (1-F)

how-many transmitters are utilized in a television broadcasting"
station.
(A) I, ,(0) 2, '(C) 3,> (D) 4.

.1

12. A laser beam is usually considered a ibrilliant-red beam of
light.
(A) ,,electiomagnetic (B) infrared, (C) coherent, ,(D) iincoh

.

13. .The

(A)- storage,

stage of a computer holds information for future

(B)logi.C: (9 control, (D) oUtput..
t.

14.... Radii:, wiries will.travel at , and they.travel in extry"
difrection- from an antenna.. 4--------- .

(A) the speed of soUnd:, (B) apout 50 to 200 m.p.h., (C) -600,000--herttic(D),186,000

15. , The first satellite -was launched by the Russians and called
(A). "Beatnik", (B) "Spacenikm, (C) "SpUtnik", (D) "Firstnirr.--e

16.: When a television tmnsmitte-r and receivftr are locked in step, the
phrase which expresses this is; "they are . ff

fr

Satellites generally- generate their own operating power from
energy, ,however, power demands are not really that great

because tge ground radio receiving stations are now so sensit,ive a-nd
aCcurate that only a small signal need be transmitted.

Two of the 'human sehses used in'the comtunications process between
people are speaking and

19.. In telegraph communication, the process of attachingAmeaning to dots
and dashes heard from the decoder element is the function' of the

element.

T eits:Fiencris

1,

commercial broadcast stations operate,on a band of
from 535 kHz, to 1605 kHz.

25



%ANTENNA:. .

CARRy:

0 t

COMMUNI ATIRN:

.

COMPUTER:.

DATA:

DECODER:

4

,DETECTION!

INFORMATION:

LASER:

MiCROWANE:

MODULATION:

R:A.DAR:

TECHNICAL GLOSSARY

A device, made up of
rods, used to either
radio waves.

The medium or device
from one locatien to
example, the "carry"
radio,waves.

A device or circuit used to shape or convert information
into the proper form for transmission.

Name:

Date:'

Period:

a pattern of wires or conducting
send (radiate). or pick-up (receive

used to move.or carry informatiOn
another. In a radio system, for
is high frequency AC waves or

The process ol sending (txansmitting) and acquiring
(receiving) understandable information.

.An electric .,110111Ce able to
er work on that information
A computer usually consists
storage or memory circuits,
a contiol unit.

accept-information, process
and supply data or results.
of an input and output device,
arithmetic/logic units, and

^

A term used-to describe information, fkcts or figures.

A. device oir circuit used to separate the "information"
from the "carry" of a transaitted signal. The decoder
reproduces the original message.

The prOcess of separating the "ittellegence or information
from the "carry" in a communication system.

The facts, data, programming, or intellegence added, to the
carry to make up a transmitted signal.

An electronic device which emits a tight beam of light
that is extremely.intensp an-d hishly directional. Lasers
can be used to cut materials, align items in a straight
line, measure distances, and communicate.

Extremely short length, W.tra high frequency radio wave
whith travels at the speea of light and in a straight
line.. Microwaves can be used to carry information as
well as to beat and cook food.

The rocess of mixing the "intellegente Cor information"
with e carry" in pylparation for transmission.

4 transmission gystem using bursts of high frequency
electrical energy at a set frequency, duration,64and
direction. If the projected wave strikes an object an
"echo" is sent back which is used to determine the
locatiori and distance bf the object.

fri
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RADIO:

RADIO WAVE:

SATELLITE:

SYNC:

TELEGRAPH:

Name:

-,Date:

Period:

A communication system using radio waves of a set
frequency to carry information from the transmitter to an
antenna, thAugh the air *saves to.a receiving antenna, and
finally to the receiver and listener. Radio was the
first wireleas communication system able ,to transmit and
receive' voice signals.

.

gh frequency electrical energy capable oiAreveling
g eat djstances through the air and also able to carry
information. Radio frequency (RP) waves range frod
20,000 cycles per second to 30,000,000,000 cycles per
second.

fl

An automated spacecraft able to perform specific\iobs
while orbiting around the earth. 'Basically, satellites
are able to gather information, process that 'information,
and transmit and receive data.

The process of timing or setting two ot sore actions to
occur at the same instant. For exaMple, in aitelevision

,system the sound and picture signals lust be in sync to
coordinate voice and mouth movements or sound with
actions.

An early cOmmunitation syitem using a wire to carry
electrical pulses from one location to another. A "key"

used to. produce end' transmit a series of pulses (dots
.

and dashes) whidh are received-and reproduced.by
"saunder." The operator oust 'then tianslate the codedl
message into understandable.language.

TELEpHONE: A practicle communication syptem able to transmit and
receive voice and sound signals by Mean's of electrical
impluses traveling through interconnecting wires. The
transmitting dgvice is a microphone lqcated in the mouth-
piece of the hand set, while the receiting.device consists
of a vibrating dikaphragi located in'thp earpieze. if

TELEVISION: Generally, a wireless'communication system which is
capable of transmitting simultaneously, video (picture)
and audio (sound) signals on a.radio wave carry. When the
TV signal is captured by the receiving antenna and fed
to the ieceiver, it is converted back to visual pictUres
with synchronizegl sound.

1
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SCORE:

GRADE:

Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET). . Period:

VOC4PULARY -ANOW YOUR DEFINITONS.

Below you will find short definitions for a number of electrical terms.
Your job is to find the term that best fits the definition. If you're :

1.maginative you Might refer to Your technical glossary.,

DEFINITION.

EXAMPLE:

A. The basic unit for measuring current.

YOUR TURN:

1. The of transmitting and receiving
understa able information.

A device or circuit used to separate the inform.- 2.
ation from the signal carry.

31 A system using bursts of electrical energy to
determine location and distance of an object.

High frequency electrical energy capable of carry-
ing information through the air great distances.

A. system of communication using both video and
audio signals carried by radio waves.

TERM

AMPERE'

1

===]
The-process of timing two actions to occur at the 6. r----------7::]
same instant. .

The medium or device used to move information from
one location to another.

The process of mixing the signal information with
the carry.

A device which produces an extremely intense, 9.
highly dire'ctional, tight beam of light,.

10. A communication system capable of sending infokm 10.
ation over a wire in the form of electrical pulses
(dots-and dashes):

11. The facts, data
to the carry.

12. Extremely short0 which travel at
straight line.

, programing or intellegence added 11.

k.
ultrahigh frequency radio wavim
the speed of light and in a

LII-U21-8 428-
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WORKSHEET

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

Name:

Date:

Period:

. ,

Communication plays a vital role 'in auk existence. The systems developed
to transmit information from person to person *re consistently being im-
proved, modified, or replaced with a more efficient process. Modern day
communication systems employ techniques such as radio wave, microwave,
and laser-light beam transmission. .Below ii.the beginning of a description
on communication systems which you are to complete and document. Follow
tfie example riven below and inclgge, a sketch.or a block dia rapC.of each:
system when possible along with the ceialligrattica e

Telegraph Systea-
(Example) .

. Key Wire.
line

11111111111111111111111

11111111117104 MEV 4N11,

SOUNDER
NINO

r--. System. and Inventors (s) Telegraph sYstem patented'l843 by.
Samuel Morse.

Hand operated switch (key) controls
pulses of current (dots and.dashes)
wbich are assigned alphanumeric mean-
ing.

Facts
1..--.:Basic Operation:

Source:

Coder:
Communication.

ystem Elements Message Carrier:

Decoder:

Message Destination:

Message content.

Telegraph key.

Wire/electricity.

Telegraph'Sounder.

Etectrical pulses converted to sound
waves and received by human ear and
translated by brain applying Morse
Code knowledge (person receiving).



to

Radar System:

Source:
Coder:
Carrier:
Decoder:
Destination:

Naas;

Date:

Period:

-

a 44 Mr 44 ...... a ..... . .... 4 .. 44 0

Laser System-

S.

,

:0

Source:
Coder:
Carrier
Decoder:
Destination: *

FACTS:

4



Television.System

ea

Nue:

Date:

Period:

Source:
*Coder:
Carrier:
Decbder:
Destination:

FACM:

crowave S*stem-

410 .10 MI taw
.47

,

41,

21`

Source:
Coder:
Carrier:410
Decoder:

pistination:

FACTS:'

.16



SCORE:

GRADE :

Utilizing the
biographical 4clues
below, identify
this individual.
Your school library
or just an Encyclo-
pedia can. serve as
an important
resource.

410

-
WORKSHEET

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNII-t 21"

0
Moved to the U.S.A. in 1920

Developed the iconoscope tube

Born in .1889

Physicist
N

Worked for RCA.

Attended Petrograd Institute
of Technology.

rioneer in the discovery of TV

Natie;

Date:,

Period:

.11111111110.111. 411101.

Pill in the names of the
books used to solve this
"Quest Activity":

2.

WHO

Worked for Westinghouse

Inventor/Engineer

4110 Assisted in the Deyelopment 'of
the "Electron Microscope"

Holds over 120 patents

Received the National Medal of
Science Award

oRaised in Russia
Created the Kinescope

GNAME GIS moo



JNFORMATIONAL HANDOUT
it

BACKGROUND:

Without communication we
for air, food, etc. from
there begins a fantastic

COMMUNICATION. SYSTEM

Nam:

Date:

Period:

-cannot4turvive. A babY suit comMunicate its need
the 'moment it sets-life'......-....,.iiand
rocess requiting'-communitation at, every step.

liCommunication: the process of giving and receiving information.

"Con-munid" (pin word)

transmit information.

2Parts of a communication system.

Eo./message
source

Idea

Form for
sending information

EARLY HISTORY:

carry

Method of
transmission

Reproduces
-original
-message

info./message
destinatipn

4\6
Proper object
receiVes message

Cave dwellers felt the peed to communicate almost immediately and some
early systems for communication were grunts and gestures. People joined
together and formed tribes and communities and again they had to-develep
sounds (language). Many years passed before communication systems were
able to tranimit over great distances.

TELEGRAPH:

This system opened the door for long distance communication. Samuel Morse
in 1835 invented the telegraph which is a method of sending_and receiving
messages by pulses (dots and dashes). The operator touches rhythmically,
a device called,a key, and then an electrfcal wire transmits the pulses to
a sounder which clicklOin the same manner The clicks (dots and dashes)
correspond to a specific code that represents letters from the alphabet.



KEY

TELEPHONE:

This system is used by the average person generally on a daily basis. It
was invented by Alexander G. Bell and he patented the telephone in 1876,
A telephone is simply a transmitter (mouthpiece) connected to a-receiver
(earpiece).by electrical wires-.. Specifically, sound causes a diaphragm
to compress small carbon particles in the mouthpiece. Then the varying
pressure controls and electricity to an electromagnet in the earpiece. This
electromagnet causes the earpiece diaphrarm to vifirate and in turn we hear
a voice that sounds just like that person

Name:

bate:
(

'eriod;

SOUNDER

tv

6

During the early 1900's various kinds of vacuum tubes that could be used to
detect and amplify radio signals were created. The development of such
tubes led to the invention of repo equipment for transmitting and receivinl
sound. gost electronic people g ve credit ta_Reginald Fessenden of tht
U.S.A. for the first Tizo'broadcast.

The radio transmitter made it Ossible to send,the information with the aid
of an antenna tower. The radio wave travels through the air where the
signal is picked up by a radio receiver.

Other radio communication systems would include FM, and stereophonic
systems.

LII-U2I-14 434



TELEVISION:

A system of
(audio) and
Jenkins. and

Amplifier

communication which combines the sending and reimager (video) signals, Viadmir Zworykin John
others are credited with its development in the

iving of sound
rd Charles

19 °s.
Most pictues and sounds reCeived by a television set are beamed from atelevision station, (camera, Studio, equipment, etc.) on electronic signals
'called "electromagnetic waves." The television set converts these waves-back into pictures nd-'soun4.1st;

'141CR0OMIIE

1E:241 AMPaumtITIER,

PICTURE Ilk

ANIMITTER

TV TRANSMITTER

RADAR:

TV RECEIVER

This system is utilized in navigational work and in detection of objects ata distance.
The diseovery of the radar concept is attributed to L.C. Yojind and A.H.ak Taylor, in 1922. A simple ztdar system consist o situd antenna whichIF transmits radio signals.' Thast signals will hitsiFobject and 'bounce Ofcreating an echo. This echo will be received and cause a tiny blip to
appegr on a C.R.T. screen. The direction, altitude, and distance of the
object from Vie ra4ar station "tan then be accurately computed. Radar
communication systems -have been proven useful in both,peace and war tyime.

LII-U21-IS 435
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Shipboard radar station

tS,CrtS'n,

Lt

4ar %not:,

Namg:

Date:

Pbriod:

oeivativ*""\'' Db,jac

MICROWAVE:

This is a fairly new and efficient method of communication. 'Microwavet are'short, ultrahigh frequency radio signals-that travel at the speed .ofThey carry telephone, television, telegraph, teleprinter, and other kindi
of communications information.

.Microwave.antegnas look g lot different than liwer frequency antennas bectust
.they are used like light taflettors or'search lights. Migrowaves can-Onlytravel in straight lines .'.ch.means that for great, distances many relay

stations ;Rust be. uSed. We microwave communication system operates justlike other systems you have studied with; a transmitting'and receiving devici.
110-11k Air

W

e

VVtJVjF' 10. 14).
4 II- NICROWAVE S GNAL

UUWL
Received ip- 1

P- -4
4 lo

WI

Transmitted. Wave 4 °`0- -4O' 4 4te-4 Wave
6.......4

..-4.

Received
Wave

Relay
Station

11/* II' ifj/
411

0"Otil Amplified
Olt* Transmitted
Oita Wtve

Amplified Received
Transmitted Wave

Wave

Relay
Station

'SATELLITES:

Station
Relay I

Satellites are part a a communication system between a ground station and
a vievice in orbit around the world. Dozens of satellites are now orbiting
the. globe providing hemisphere-to-hemisphere communication, weather obser-
vation,- and environmental inforiation. The first satellite was launched by
the Russian's in 1957 and was called "Sputnik."

4
a

Sitellites generate their power from the sun to continue receiving and
transmitting data for long periods of time. Many satellites gather infor-
nation upon request then send this information to various tracking and
communication centers throughout the world.

LII U2I-16
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Name:

Pate:

Period:

SateUite

Ground tracking
station'

( ..........LASERS!: 10(Opticib(ommunication)
,

Alexander G. Bell in 1880 first proposed sever's'. methods of: communicatingwith light, but not until the 1960's didthe laser actually develop into st,real communication system. It is basically a device which gives off a besup

411
of light energy that is "ordered or directional", and has the ability tocarry information. The laser has many other, applications besides communi
cation such as cutting or drilling materials. The reliability of mass corn
munication systems utilizing lasers is still under study and at the present
time insufficient technology has held back its progress.

4 Microphone
.

,

0 1. Audib
AmplitieT

lirtt

Sound and

beam of lighi

'Detected

Video
Amplifier

liPhoto-sensor

COMPUTER:

A basic need of business, industry, and.government is the ability to
communicate large amounts of information rapidly. Computer communi4cation
systems meet this important need. Generally,.all computers contain five

410
basic stases: input, output, storage, logic, and control.



"

Tate:

PerioW

,The input stage piovides the .means to feed darta into thersystem

The putout stage provides the leans'to remoVe data from the system.;

Theltata stage bolds infermation psrfuture processint.

Tho logic stage performs the'-mathematics in order.to colplete a problem.
1 . 4

The contTol stage contains the 'program" of instructio s for the stages to
follow when completing a job.

, :2 -

The computer is indeed a powerful cimmunication systeth nowland for the
future.

a
a

Air
1^

*Input

1010111111..

Control

410- 4110."

--AA011 Storage

Logic

Output

toinputer System
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Kilow. yOUR DEFINITIONk

1. communication
2. 'decoder
3. radar
4. radio wive -

televisiOn
5. sync
*. *carry ,

8.. modulation
9. laser

.10. telegraph
11. information -
12.- microwave

COMMUNICATION SYSTEitiS

.ANSIVEjt KEY
WIT 21

b. Kir sketch and-facts see
'informational handout..
'Block Diagram..
Source - manual or programmed

.keying
coder. - .teansmitter,
message Csrrier ai
decoder receivbr
megsage des.tination CRT

. viewed, ,by operator
For -sketch and facts see.

'informational handout.
.Bloqk Dkagram -

source - message c ontent
coder amplifier

. m tter
message carrier - 'atmosphere

or space,.
decoder - photo-sensitive

, receiver
message destination - -video and

audio., ampli fiers to- viewer
For sketch and* faCts see.
infdrmational handout.
Bloa Diagram ..
source - aUdio and Video .

program
coder - audio and video trans-,mitter

ge carrier - atmospheri or
space

der - audio and video
detectors and amplifiers

meisage destination speakers
and cathode ray tube

.

For sketch and facts see
informational handout.
Block Diagram
source - message content
coder - UHF.signal trans-

mitter
message carrier - atmos-

phere and relay
. stations

decoder receiver and
amplifiers-

message destinition -
speaker systems`
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TATE ELLLIRIUTY/ELLLTRONIC6 LURRICULLii GUIUL -

INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE TO ACCOMPANY LEVEL 11-UNIT.022

0 Title of Unit: Exploring. Occupations in Electricity and Electronics

Time _Allocation': 1 week

Uhit Goal:

To informstudpnts in terns of the necessity of workekinds of skills
necessary to gain employment, and the.location of specific occupations
within the'mayor Electricity/Electronic occupational families.

#4

'Unit Objectives:

The student will be able to:

1. identify the four major occupational families in the Eledtricity/
Electronics area, .

2. _explain the two kinds or classifications of skills that are
generally required to gain technical employment.

describe the curVent occupational forecast for technical jobs
pertaining to the ElectriOty/Electronics field.

Evaluation:

The student will
measurable objectives
performance criteria,
testing procedures.

Instructor References:

demonstrate his/her iompetence in teTms of these
based upon individual instructors acceptale
which may utilize a combination ofmoral, or written

Eiploring Occupations in Electricity and Elec.tronics. LarrY Heath. McGraw-
afI floc* Co., f9/6. drats:

Industrial Education Electricity/Electronics Curriculum Guide: Grade
Levels 7-14. Robert E.
lila, 197'7. All.

Your Career,in the .World of Work. M. Serlye, H W. Sams, 1975. Chapters:al:
Overview:

Remember, Unit 22 includes the importi instructional topic of
guidance' which can 'really support and promote the reasons why the students
should continue their studies in this specific industrial subject area.

This unit can be introduced by simply ditcussing the necessity of work
Focs onssuch reasons as economic needs, self-worth, social contact, life-
s le desired, etc.

Next, asrist students in locating where the jobs are and how they are
c sissified. Utilizing the unit's flow chart depicting the *ajor Elec-
t icity/Electronics'occupational families or clusters, identify the-four_

jor work. areas.
The topid of what skills are really nectissary for employment should be

'presented, however, equal time should be allocated for discussion of both
"social" skills and 'technical" skills. .

This unit should conclude with an overview on the presen.t occupational
forecast for this technical field.

1;II-U22-1412



Susnested pyesentation Hints./Methodolov:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeleton
for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

41/.. 1. This unit was included as a meansrto supplement the school
guidance program, hence0-draw upon their resources for know-
ledge related to current films, tapes', or any other audio
visual materials that might coordinate with,this unit of
instruction.
Occupational- slides can be taken of the specific work areas
within each cluster to ftirther dramatize the student's awareness
of specific job'descriptions. In this way the.student will
have greater exposure to the many different kinds of technical
lobs that can be found in the four major occupational families
in the Electricity/Electronics area.

3. Consult the latest edition of the Occupational Outtbok Handbook
and the Dictionary of Occu ational Titles to keep abreast of` 1

current n orma xon about careers tn the lectricity/Electronics
field. Fqr more information of this nature vcatact the UaS.
Government Printing Office, Washington 2$, D.C.

4. When gathering occupational data forailoccupatkonal forecast it
vis helpful toprocure a copy of the latest Area Man ower Rport.
This report will contain economic outlook pro ec ions, ren so
population growth, etc. It is available both it the Federal amd
State level, so check with the proper government employment
development agency in your area fer further'information.

1. In addition to .prepared occupational forecasts, which primarily
refer td future needs, it is advantageous to have students'
analyze a major urban newspaper's Help Wanted Ads. These kinds
of. Os can assist in id.intifying immediate jób availability.

24 When discussins where the jobs are indicateemployment decline
is mostly found on those jobs requlring less edication and train-
ing? Have them verbally describe some of these( jobs by tl.tle
while the instructor lists them on the blackhoarc4
Point'out that women play an important part in the world'of work.
Indicate that many work in the Electricity/Electronics industry
and that'in some companies they outnumber men. Impress upon the
students that during the past twenty-five years more than half
of all the new workers added to the American Lahor Force.have
been women.

Instructional Module Contents:

1. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3.. Technical Glossary

4, Worksheet (vocabulary) - Word Decoding

5. 'Worksheet 7 Npcessity of Work

6. Quest Activities

7, Informational Handout (Employment F recast and Kinds of
Training)

Unit Module Answer Keys

LII-1.122-2413



XXII. Exploring Occupati9ns irr q§jetricity
and Electronics

2

A. Necessity of Work

*
B. Where Art the Jobp?

I. Clusteift breakaown for
electricity/electronics area

. a :Electronic manufacturi4g
and services

Electrical servicing anclo*
repair

4.,

Electricl construction

Miscellaneous teclinical'
occupations

Skills,necessary for employment
a. Technical skills

b. Social skills

Occupational Forecast
c.

1,114J223
414
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UNIT EXAM

EXPLORING occUpATIoNs IN ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS'

Test Number

IMPORMANT-
Indicate Nur responses on the answer sheet only Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answer feeach question
there is only one correct answer.for each question.

,The main reason for work is to et* enough mdney.to buy a car
and pay for the insurance.; (T-F)

An Electricity/Electronics Occupational Clutter refers to a major
family_of related occupations thq may have common funftion. (T-F)

. All jobs require about the same training and preparation. (T-F

The way an individual responds or feels about their Oreer has
Sreat importance on tbeir overall satisfvtion with life., (T-F)

5. The occupation you select really is only'important during the workins
day and has little influence on your personal life. (T-F)

4

ot Women are generally unsuccessful in an electronics occupaticin because
of the physical dexterity required. (T-F)

Most adults in our society are well satisfied with their incoie and
life style; they indicate that career planning is not that essential
to obtaining career goals (T-F)

uick method of checking the demand in a certain major work,area
read the "Help Wanted" section of your local newspaper. (T-F)

Once you can find another employee's mistake a good social skill woulc
be to force them to admit it and then report the individual. (T-F)

Ie. People who go into the "Assembly" occupational area must have attainec
a strong "professional" type training background. (T-F)

1.11-U22-4 4 1,5



A

Society's "role expectations" of males
because there'pre certain pareers just
"be allowed to iØ unless it has been

and females should be followed
for men, and women should not
traditional. (T-F)

12, .Presiure from your family and friends infludhces in(m!ny ways your
career dhoice. (T-F)

13. If you make a lot'of money, it dbes not really matter whether or not
you like thd occupation. (T-F)

14. Everyone has a basic need to feel wanted and worthwhile.

*
15, If you wait to have friends on the job iX is necessary to do ail of

the talking when having a conversation. (T-F)'

T-F)

a

v
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CLUSTER:

COMPETENCY:

ELECTRICAL
CONSTRUCTWN:

AND REPAIR:

'ELECTRONIC
MANUFACTURING

0 AND SERVICING:

FORECAST: , /

Name:

Date:

Period:.

iECHNICAL GLOSARY

A group of occupations or lobs-that are related or joined
together by having similar charaateristics or a common
purpose..

The skill or knowledge a person needs in order to per-
forp a particular jobjsucceiVimlif:`....

That cluster of electrical occupations involved with
wiring power circuits and auxiliary electrical device*
into a WUilding or structure. An electrician is an
example of the type of ipdividual found within this
job clustere

That clus of electric& occimations involved with
the repa r, installation, wiring, fabriCation, adjustments
and maintenance of electrical devices. Sample occupations
,can be found in the electrical Otility, telephone, and
appliance ,repair industries.

That cluster of electroniC occupations involved with
supervising, design_p_assembly, inspecting, testing,
servicing, and fabrication of electronic devices. Sample
occupations such_as assemblers, testers, technicians., and
printed circuit board processots are found within this
cluster.

A projection or educated guess, based upon surveys, trends
and studies, of the future needs of an industry or
occupation. Forecasts ate often completed to point out
the job needs (openings available or over supply of
qualified people)Afor a particular arei or industry.

An individual, who through proper training has obtained
many specialized and complex skills or abilities. This
individual is usually very much in demand by industry,
and paid an excellent salary. Generally this person will
have completed at least two years of college or technical
training.

That cluster of electronic occupations which includes
various specialized jobs within the field of electronics.

'Sample occupations in this cluster include engineers,.
teachers, vocational counselors, and radio/TV brped-
casting jobs.

HIGHLY SKILLED:

MISCELLANEOUS
TECHNICAL
OPERAT1,NS:

OCCUPAYION: The job or type of work that you perform in order to
earn a living.

LIIIU22-6
4 1,



3

4

Date:

Period:

PROFESSIONAL: An individual who has spent many years in preparation
lor a "rewarding" and "highly responsible" job. This
type of individual generally completes four or more years'
of college education, often donating many hours of work
in order to gain experience. When hired, a professional
can expect a very high salary to offset the years of
training required. Doctors, lawyers, engineers, etc.
are classified as professionals.

SEMISKILLED: An individual who has aquited a sufficient number of
skills to make them readily employable in many occupa-

. tionso. These individuals can usually plan on receiving
additional training on the job or ai night or at a tech-
nicallschool, to assist,hem advancing to a better job.
Semiskilled jobs ssually require at least a bigh, school
education.

SKILL: The ability to perform a task or job, by applying
lefrned knowledge and/or physical dexterity.

SKILL:
,

Skills, tavior, or manners needed to work, communicate
and "get long" with other people. Social skills involve
such things as working efficiently with other people
even if you don't like or know them, using your time
elficiently, dealing with frustration maturely, using

. acceptable language, etc.
.

'4

TECHNICAL SKILL? A specialized skill, ability, or knowledge required to
perford a job or %rid task. Soldering, measuring
voltage, applying tronic knowledge to solve a circuit
problem are examples of technical skills. 401

UNSKILLED: tA.worker who possesses a minimal number of skills or
\ abilities. Unskilled workers usually are paid very low

wages, and perform very simple, repetitive tasks. Un- .

. \
skilled workers generally have not finished high school.

n

WORK:
-

The labor, tasks, or duties that oneperforms in exchange
. for payment, (wages, goods, etc.).

LII-U22"7 418



Name:

Date:

WORKSHEET Period:

VOCABULARY - WORD DECODING

The words below have little meaning until they are decoded. Each letteractually represents another letter in the alphabet. Your task is to
brelik the code and decode each word. The example xtill get you startedby providing four decoded letters. The code remains the same thfough
out tIoe ,worksheet.

EXAMPLE: A. LJYAAY
CAREE R-

B UYLJDE

LUIVAEATL`O

D ULR "J H D G H H

U LLFVJ RUT

5.'1/YUBA DRUT.7\-H

LHF6EAY
IMP 1111

7. MUYG

CI

-,.

EALQTRIJH DGRHH
flt

D eYZRLRTC JTP YAVJRY'

I CARFER

6.

8.

10. AHAL`E\YUTRI IJTFBJLE.FYRTC 10.

a'

I.



. . t.

Name:

I 1Nite:

WORKSHEET Period:
NECESSITY OF WORK

\ Answer the following questions in short essay fors.
\ The, main reasons why we work are outlined bell*. In the space provided

, explain what is spec y "went by that topic title,.

GWORK??
I. ECONOMIC REASONS:

(Hsit-soney , luxuries , etc.)

,

2.. SOCIAL RECOGNITION:
(Hint-contact, friendships, etc,

X

L11 u22-050
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a

EMOTIONAL ,SATISFACTICII:
(Hint-identity, worth, etc.)

..Date:

-Period:

lihich one of these three topics Would be the 'main reason why you would
work be honest and of course be serious!

*Ma

.4

LII-U22-4181
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SCORE:.

GRADE: N
ORKSHEET

QUEST ACTIVITY

"WIT 22"'

Name:

iate:

CAREER RESE RCH IN inn3 ELECTRICITYJELECTRONICS AREA

An important part of exploring occupational information involvás the
collection-of'specific careex data which can possibly be utilized in
forming an appropriate career.goal..

'Referring.to the attached.Electricity/Electronics Organizational Cluster
Chart, and all other career retburce materials available in the class-
room, complete,the, following occupational irofile as directed.

Select "1" occupation which interests you from any Major Work Area fo4nd
within a particular Cluster and use the format indicated below as a
layout kuide. Turn in a nief4 profile and vswer all questions

Name:

I.. Research profile

Name of'Major Work Aria selected:.

Basic di:ties and responsib,ilities:

"IV. Specific working conditions:

V. Salary range:

Dui- Date:

.VI. ,Present and future occupational outlook in this career:

VII. EdUcational ana/or special training requirements:

VIII. Availbility of local educetional or training institutions:-

IX. .Advantages and disadvantages' of this career dhoice:

X. List your sources of information in completing this profile
(bibliograph)):



.Cluste'r 1,1,0

4. WORKSAEET

CAREER RESEARCH IN T.HE ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS ARE

Major.
Otcupational

Families
41.

Ckustet

Electronic
Manufacturing*

4 Services

Work Are aS

Electrical
Servicing

Repair

Major Work Areas

ClIster #3,0 *-

Electrital
Construction

Major Work Areas

Name :

Date :

Period:

Cluster 14.0

Miscellikeous
Technical

Otcupations VIC

Major Work Areas:I

1.1 PrOcesi,ing
,

2.1 Electrical Instrument 3a,1 Electricians ' 4 14 Engineering
1 2 Assembly prepatati,on 21. 2, Coil,. Motor, and Generator 3.2 . .../, 4.2 Education,
1 3 ,A'ssemel 2 3 A, . Hance' and Fixture 3 3 . 4 3-

`111adionelevision
litoadcaitin,'

neNITciging an'1, 4 .r 2..4 Communiction) Equipment 3.4 ,- 4 4
..

15 ,Set.g.up Matntenance 2 5 Transportation. Equipment 3.5 4.5
1.6 Technician

* 2,6 Electrical titilitles -3.6. .....-7-, .................:.
2. 7. Misc Electrical Equipment 3.7

..

*
.,

,

. 4 6

4, 71. 7 Special Occupations

1,8 Supervising 2:8 .., .. 3.8 . 4,8 .
10 ' R tinge,pair and: Servi
Electr onic 'EquiPment

.3 r,
°`.1..' 3 9..

,

4,9 .

. 45,R
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Name:

Date:.

Period:

INFORM/TONAL HANDOUT .

0

EMPLOYMENT FORECAST AND Km OFIRAINING
tj

Forecast:
-A'veriesty of technical opportunities for employment itP,California will
be avaklable.if you aStain the skills necessary within the educational
'process. Employers are seeking individuals who posseses higher levels
'of technical education because many occupations are coiplex and
Tequire greater skill. :In the past, empleymenegrowth onerally has

'been faster in those occupations requiring the most education and/or
training.

%
. ,

y
,

-
-.._.-

Entry level oc/ cupations that T.equire a minimum of higb school education,
inclilding some techpical traiiiing, still demand basic or fundament#1 r
skills in erder"to survive. Employers agree that young Reople Who .have
acquired skills end a good education w114 have a better opportunity 414pm
satisfying employment, greater wages, and security of employment. ,--

. Employment in tWe Electricity/Electronics area and its related occupa-
tional families is expected to incyease faster than the average, 4E4
ail-industries through the middle 1990's. In addition to the occUpations
resulting;from employment growth, large numbers of openingsofilj ar4e-
through.normal vaxancies created by yetirement, death,. and-eipployee
occupation change.

4 -.. ; 4
Although employmenf inithe Electricity/EJectronit area is expected to,

, giow over the long run, it may f4uctuate fromuyear to year amoAs
occdpational clusters and/or major work areas.

Preparation Systems
ENTRY LEVEL OCCUPATIONS

(-

Re4Uirements: Graduation from high school or R.O.C. with as
many possible electives in math, drafting, metals, and of
course Electricity/Electronics. These liasic skills will-be
of immediatelielp in entering an industry. Read magazines and
books on basic Electricity/Electronics. Remember you will
get on-the-job training once you are hired. Night school'
or a home study course will assist, you in promotions or a
better paying-job within the company.

455



FURNER TECHNICAL, TRAINING

'Name:

Date:

Period:

'a

Requirements: Graduation from higkschool with as,many possible
erectdves in math, science, drafting, 'metals, and of course
Electricity/Electronics. Additional technical training can
'ocon: at a technical institute-, community (junior) college,
and/or military training program. Many of these advanced
training institutions have a placement service to assiit
students-in locating immediate employment after graduation. A
certifiCate _or degree is usually granted upon successiul com-
pletion of a I-2 year program.

PRUESSIONAL TRAINING

Re uiiements: Graduation from high sahool.with as many possible
i'ecties in math,-science, Electricity/Electronics, arid other
prerequisite college courses'. This kind of training will occur
in a college or university witha time committment of about four
years. ,ntrance requirements for colleges and universities vary
greatly, so check with your counselor,to male sure.you can meet'
the iequirements of the college 'of yoisrg, choice. Keep in mind
that for some engineering careers two or .more years of-graduate
work is necessary past the regular degree.
'

17 II

a

kiTOOD LUCK!

456
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(

WORD DECORING

1. forecast
,2. competency'
3, social skill
4. occupation
-S. professional
6, cluster
7. work
8. technical skill
9, servicing and repair

10. electronic manufacturing

ANSWER KEY'
, UNIT 2Z

NECESSITY Of WORK'

1. (subjective answer).
2.. (subjective answer)
3, (sUbjective aniwey)

QUEST ACTIVITY

(subjective evaluation)

10. 458
LII-U22-16
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ELECTRICITY / ELECTRONICS
CURRICULUM GUIDE

iNSTRUCTIOWAL MODULE

LEVEL II
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCcION

NAME

DATE STARTED
DATE COMPLETED

BY

R. E. LILLO
N. S. SOFFIOTTO
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE:70 ACCOMPANY LEVEL Il UNIT 123

Title bf Unit: Your:Future in Electricity and Electronics

Time Allocation: 1 week

Unit Goal:
%

To further acquaint students with the process of occupational
exploration through awareness.

Unit Objectives:

The student will be able to:

I.Indicate in writing or verbally those nethovis of job selection
typically utilized when researching a possible occupational choice\

select one occupation that personally cOmes closest to their
individiaa abilities, interest, and attitudest

I

explain the essential,preparation or training necessary to fulfill
the qualifivations for entering 7 the specific occupation they have
selected.

hvaluation:

ktThe student will demonstrate his/her competence in terms of
hese measurable objectives baseeupon individual instructors acceptable
performance criteria,-which utilizes a combination of oral, or written
testing procedures.

Instructor References:

Ex lorin Oce itions in Electricit
c raw i oo o

Introduction to Electronics. Clyde Herrick and Bill
Publishing Company, inc. 1973. Chapter:. 2.

)1tAareer in the Worid of Work. Milton K *Berlye',
975. ehapters:

Overview;

and Electronics. Larry Heath,
ts:

Deem, Goodyear

Howard W. Sams Co.,

Unit 23 is the last unit of this level*, and represents a natural
culmination point for all of the previous activity at this level, however,
it can also be thought of as the "hook" ip assisting students into the
field oVelectronics.

The introductory topic deals with the basis of self assessment and
its rellitionship to the overall job selection process. Emphasis on what
kind of person "I" represent today and what type of person "I" desire to
be are essential when/analyzing the selection process along with such
considerations as salary, qualifications, working conditions, etc.

'The next'instruetional topic present! an overview on basic ocCupationa.
0 research techniques and methods of obtaining.additional occupational infor-

mation.
Unit 23 can be incorporated into Unit 22 or presented separately to

facilitate the instructor's time line.

e)

14I-U23-1



Suggested Presentation Hints/Methodology:

Follow the instructional module unit outline as a basic skeletun
for curriculum presentation, however, note the following:

1. Check the yellow pages of th telephone bobk for electronic- .,

manufacturing firms. .Locate a company that will-41ow a school
field trip through their est blishment and take time with the
tompany's representative to escriWthe kinds of things that
the students would be intere ted in viewing.

2. Do not ferget to reemphasize:the, sheer value of work in a per-
son's life. Review the idea that most people work for economic
social, and psychological (emotional) reasons. Remember to
explain to students to be honest and realistic when coipleting
all personal inventories within this unit.
Check.,-with your local guidance counselor or career, center tb see
if you can obtain several aptitude and interest inientories
tests. These kinds of tests can enable students to develop val-
uable insight into their strengths/weAnesses, and likes/
dislikes. The results of these tests, combined with some tough
self-evaluation, can help point them in the right direction.
Indicate to students that these tests do not meaSure motivation,
personality, or ambition. They do show fairly accurately what
you can do or what you like to do, but the individual must
decide What they actually will do!

4.
Svplemental Actiyities afid DemonstrAions:

la A free publication worth writing for from HEW, is a flyer
describing five.programs for student'assistance. This flyer
furthei explains the conditions under which one may apply and .-

where applications may be ob.tained. Order D.H.E.W. Publication
No. (OE)77-17907 from the Department of Health, Education.and
Welfare 'Office of Education, Washington, D.C. 20202. .

To obtain information in reference to apprenticeship programs
write the National Apprenticeship'Program; U.S. Department of
Labor, EmploySent, and Training Administiation, Room 1025,
Patrick Henry Building, 601 D. Street, N.W. Washington( D.C.
20213.

3. For more- tareer information describing training,programs and
tips- ori job finding, contatt; Manpower Administration, U.S.
Department of Labor, Washington, D.C. 20210.

-Instructional,Modula.,Contents:

I. Unit Outline (overhead)

2. Pre-Post Test (keyed)

3. Technical Glossary

4. Worksheet (vocabulary) - Know Your Definitions

S. Worksheet 7 Personal Profile AnalYsis

6. Quest Activities

7. Informational Handout (Interest and Ability Inventories)

B. Unit Module Answer Keys

4(31
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IMPORTANT.

UNIT EXAM

YOUR FUTURE IN ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS

Test Number
11.01M.1.111114..m..

Indicate your responses on the'\answer sheet ,only. Fill in
the box corresponding to the correct answer to each question
there is only one correct answer for each. question.

Researching careers is de process of carefully studying information
about many different occupations. (T-F) r

- \

The Dictionary of Occupaiionati.Titles is help ul Wien learning how
to spell or define an occupat`ion. (T-F)

e.

3. _Choosing # career occupation.is generOry. easy
liXtle thought. T-F)

- 4 .

.4

..
lb. .

.
,

and requires- vert:-.t _
V.

Person-al abilities are- of little importance in selecting acr
(T-F) ; , wow

T

5. A desire to be clean and ne.at in appearance should have nothing to do
with a careex Choice. (T-F)

Part of getting to know and understand yourself is. to eyaluate Yourinterests. (T-F) %

7. Finding a career ocgupation is generally mostly a matIer of blind
luck (T-F)

When selecting a career goal it may be wise to determine what the
future needs might be for that selection. AT-F)

11«.

9 . At lona ars -you...know the
educational or ttAinins

.

"ritht" people it is.8mart to disregard the
requirements of an oceupation.- (T-F)

40

10. School grades, Attendance, and tardiii ate usuallY ignored py poten=
tial employers. (T-F)

LII-U203



APTITUDE TEST:

-INTEREST
INVENTORY:

OCCUPATIONAL
SEARCH:

QUALIFICATIONS:

SELF EVAL-UATION:

Name:

Date:
.

TECHNI.CAL 'GLOSSARY

A type of test, used to as'sist in measuring or gauging
your probable success and ability in special areas. A
common aptitude test is the S.A.T. test, a college
entrince exam used to predict your learning success in
college. The A.S.V.A.13. exam (Armed Service Vocational
Aptitude Battery)-tests abilities in vocational areas or
subjects.
A research questionnaire or telst used to determine or
locate your perbonal interests. This information can
'then assist you in selecting an occupational area or a
number of jobs which incorporate your identified inter-

. .ests.
The process- of studying and surveying many occupations -
identifying majvr duties, requirements, working condi-
tions, wages, employment forecasts, advancement possibi-
Iitiesk and training needs.

A list of achievements, accomplishments or qualities an
employer will look for when considering an individual for
employment.

An honest, hard, look at yourself tó determine your
personal strengths ermeaknesses, problems, and concerns.
An honest self-evaltation can hel,p,?in setting atealistic
occupations/ goal.

? JOBS

i4

APTINDE

PUrtial

ost'"es

m407.olm.
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WORKSHEET

Name:

Date:

Period:

VOCABULARY - KNOW YpUR DEFINrTIONS

S.

Develop a short definitiont using your own words 'Tor the following terms.

1. OCCUPATIONAL SEARCH:

QUALIFICATIONS:

SELF-EVALUATION:

4. INTEREST INVENTORY:

APTITUDE TEST.

'



'SCORE:

GRADE:

tlame:

Date :4

WORKSHEET Perioa
PERSONAL PROFILE ANALYSIS .

All'of us want to be "successful" yet to achieve this end we must pliin
our occupational choice and assess our-individuil abilities, inteilts,
and attitudes honestly.

To begin with, you must be "aware" of the person you are, thus the purpose
of this assignment`becomes obvious.

Complete the following personal profile in detail and again be completelyhonest in evaluating your 'assets and liabilities.
I. Personality

Use a check (N6 when
completing this section

Personality
,Profile

,Trait
kttitude
:ourtesy OOOOOOOOO
)ependability.OOOOO ..
)rive. . . .
iealth
ionestv . O OO or OO . '

iiumor
Cnitiative ,

aoyalty . . .. 41 .torality
ieatness . OOOOO
'ersonal appeardnce
Pleasantness 1A

Punctuality
.4.ncerity.---.. OOOOO

rict
.

remperament OOOOO .

. ,

. .

r

. ,

.

. \
.4 .4

'
.

,
.

4

! . I

.
,

A
.

A r'
,

.
S

.

y t
. -

i

Personality Profile Analysis:
My personality-has several strong points as indicated,on the Person-
ality Profile. Listeli below are what I feel are, the most attractive
traits.

1.

2. 4.

3.

, \

LII-U23-7 4S6



Name:

Date:

P riod:

/ have a.lso discovered a need to improire these specific traits.

Interest

3.

4.

The hobbies that interest me the most at presentre as follows:
-

iv .3 S.

'lie classes in school that are the most exciting to me are:
I.

v2.
.;

4-

c.

:

3.

I have aitiays., 1ie to`'work .wftli:,:,.(check 1 or mare'
./ #

People Thius . Ideas All

Cr' 0,0

1 I I
.

My main scholastic aiir utes, irre4*,

V '

3

Reading. ,Verbal

/
or more)

'Mathematical

I. !. wA

My ov,erall grade point average 4n/high schocif to date is :) .
N f b , PI

ff

. /I v

/3 .)
.yalues . . . ,

nclicate your ranking of the tspecific values listed. Use-a number
-only, once and the most iitpartapt Value, shoUld be labeled 11 and the .
leiast important value`iltil/Place your perioval rating inlhe circLe,,
provl, de d. /. /

/

Ic

I f

I.

"

4.

an

LII -627 al 67



(value

Fame

Heal.th

Power,

Humanism

Creative

Decision

1..

(rating)tbr

0
0
0

:4

Name.:

Date:

Period:

(value)

Family

Money

Religion

Social
I

Artistic

0.

(rating)

0
0
0
.0

Considering the information on this profile 'and other career assess-
ment data, I feel that I would like to further exillore. careerserelated
to:

,

r-

areer Exploration
2

A'

S.

. -U2.3.7 9 40

.11

a



List tWrie. place's '''where

Nkme:-

WORKSHEET Period:

QUEST ACTIVITY

"UNIT ..23"

u can find information ab-out occuPations:

,
1n the space provided indicate Oree possi6le ocupational choices for
yourself and the training requirements for entering into that occupations
then indicate un'der which cluster this Occupation cancte found.

Occupation Title: C uster
Basic Tvaining Requirements

41.
Occupati on Tit le :

Basic Training Requirements
Cluster

A

Otcufatioq Title:
4

Basic Training Reltluirements
Cluster.

, ,

In the, space providef4t indiaehe present and expected needs for -workers
for the "3" thoices indica 4 above.'

r

,The need tor workers in this occupation now is:
(A) Locally:

( CBI Statewide: .(C) 'Nationally:

a Comments:

4

te,d

The expected future_ ,need for workers in this occupation is:
(A) bocally:
(B) Statewide:

, .

(C) Nationally:
,

Comments:-
,

V



10/

Name.:

Date:

Period:

The need for morkers, in this occupation now i
' (A) Locally: -

f (B) Statewide:
(C) Nationally:

Conunents:

The expected .future need for workers in this occupation is:
4 (A) Locally:
'(B) Statewide:

(C) National ly:

Comments:

4

- The need for workers in this occupation now is:
(A) Locally:
(B) Statewide:
(C) National ly :

Comments:

'Mr

,The.expected future need for workers' in this Occupation is:
(A) Locally; . ,,,
(B) Statewide:
(C) Nationally:

Comments:

used the following resource 'materials to "verify" ans.iers in this= -Quest
#ctivity: .

1. Titfe:
2. Title r

4

Pagps:

Pages:

Pages:

amp.m.

te'
1 .

.LII-U23-11
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Name:

Date:

Period:

INFORMATIONAL HANDNT

INTEREST AND ABILITy INVENTORIES

Having an intereit in an occupation is important.but i just might not be
enough yori mi--7iarrilso have the ability or a combination of abilities in
order t, ful ill your careet goal.

- -

Have you eve11 stopped to analyze\ both your interests and abilities?

To be succe sful in seldcting the proper occupation for youithis is a
must.'

nterest Inventory= A generai test, of your overall likes s.

lf

and. dislikes.

Abilities Inventory:VA Simple test of your. talents in terms.
of ,perfOrinance, strengths and weaknesses.

GENERAL' INTEREST AND 'ABILITY INVENTORY

: After each of the following general
interest or ability descriptions,
place a check in the column which
best describes you! ,

.
. ,-

L

.

My own .
iteeHy ike PAG11;e , Dislike I Hots

feelings Enjoy ? if
cuie a check./ . A II C D 1

1 . Being my own boss _ . ,

. .2; Wo-r in alone ,
._ . .., .

3, Working with equipment.. t

LII4237-12: 471



My own
feelings .

use a cheek j)
'Nally s

Injoy
a

Liam. Mybil
?CDDislike I Hole

It
I

4. Travelin a lot 111111111111111111111111

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

EMEMMINIM111111111111.11=1=1
iiiMINEMMIMMINaiii

aIIIUIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIINIIIIIIIIINII
MEMMINEMOOMMIMMIll
1..1111111111111111
1111111.11.1.111111111111111111111.11

_

MilleiiillMi

la ing ccurate
measure ents
or in- .n a ro ect

..nayzing costs
8. lguring, ata

,

.

1111111

0. Supervising,others
10 'Pre.arin: re orts

'e.airin- o. ec t
a-n tin:s naso

1 Wor ing with tools
14.. Selling things .

15. S.eakin: before rou.s
. o owin: ot ers

. larectim ot ers
Reading .00 s . . .

19 S ud n: .

S. tten in school
'eepi g accurate
records or notes

2-2. Collecting bills
23.: 'Woriinig to close l*

, specifications . ,

1111111
24, Doing the same work
25. Cittin: u. earl

_

. Sleéping late.
i

Working_at night_,_
28. Abla to read or play

Lnysic.
.

29. Being-Imaginative,
cteative 4

,

, .

,

1111111

O. Able to study problems
solve them

.

31 Artistic .

Iccurate in detail work
33-. Goocfat grammar_, sztellinz .

.

34 Good at zcience, mAIh
35. Concerted about the,

problems of people ' - -_ -

.

, -

4,
36. Prefer outdoor Kork
37. Able to type acdbratelv. ,

.

_38. Able to work under pressure N.
A

.

..

_

39. Prefer desk work )
40. Comfortable:meetilig new .

eo 1 ,

, c

.

, ,

41. Siidomtardy or absent . . .

42. Being neat,. Attraciive
wearance

,

A

_

--.
43. Prefer to work as part' f

. . a team , . .

,

44. Well coordinatea .

45. Being heal/thy
': t

,

:

r #

-C721.11.A.123-13



Namla;

Date:

Period:-

Nowireview your aniw rs from this general Interest Inventory. Especially
look at the rows on Jach end because they might .influence.a future
career choice.

E ffl0NE,S111,
Getting to know yourself a little better is the fkist step in career
awareness. You will do a much better iob, and be a mueh hapPier person,

,if.you reallyenjoy your accupation;''
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ANSWER KEY
UNIT 23

A KNOW YOUR DEFINITIONS

' 1. (subjective answer)
2. (subjective answer)
3. (sub3ective answer)
4. (subjective answer)
S. (subjective answer)

-k

PERSONAL PROFILE ANALYSIS

(sUbjective evaltiltion)

QUEST ACTIVITY'

1. Dictionary. of Occupational/
Titles

2. Occupational Outlook Handbook
3. California Occupational Guides
Remainder of questions have
subjective answers:

a

01.

'.!
46,

1 75
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